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“There is no such thing as a wrong note”
Art Tatum

“Jazz ties in well with various aspects of thinking chaos theory”
Brian Eno
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Preface
When I was still living at home with my parents a dilemma of sorts started to unravel in my
mind. My father, being in the textiles business, used to come home with samples of fabrics
that he said people would like and wear within a year. To me that always was a mystery: how
could these textiles producers be able to know what the trends and fashions would be in the
future ? When I asked my father about this he used to reply with some reticence that there
were regular secret meetings, mostly in France, where a handful of opinion-leaders would
decide upon that. To me that always seemed like a plain unrealistic conspiracy. After all when
we went shopping my parents were quite critical and their opinions and preferences did not
always coincide with what was on offer in the stores. So even if a conspiracy was there, it
seemed that consumers are not necessarily buying into companies offerings, but to what
extent are our consumption choices dictated by companies and marketers?
Of course at the time I was not the only one questioning the voluntary nature of choice. As I
grew up the growing dominant discourse was that marketing was bad by default, as it was
considered the ‘tool’ corporations would use to manipulate our perceptions and buying
behavior towards their exclusive advantage. Of course companies do wish consumers to buy
their products, and do try to manipulate consumer behavior and perceptions. Nowadays
however the maybe most used rhetoric device in marketing reads: ‘consumers have become
unpredictable’ or else the world is changing at a pace never seen before, becoming too
complex, and so on. Indeed it seems increasingly hard for companies to predict and influence
buying behavior. So what should marketers do? Should they collect more information about
consumers in order to predict them better? Or should they ‘let go’, try something and hope
for the best? Or is maybe some combination of these two approaches possible?
All this questioning stimulated me to study marketing. At university however I quickly gave
up marketing and business studies to enroll for general economics, mainly because marketing
textbooks seemed uncritical and more prescriptive than sophisticated in their explanations. I
found these books rather annoying as they taught ‘how to do it’, but seemed to say little about
‘why or how does it work’. If all these people knew so well ‘how to do it’ how come that so
much apparel was on discount that my parents, like most consumers, would always wait for
the sales period to buy clothes? And how come that many successful entrepreneurs are proud
not to have any education?
10

At the end of my university studies I was asked, very much to my surprise, to write a PhD in
history of economic thought at the University of Amsterdam, the subject being the ontology
of the concept of unemployment. However it quickly became evident that this subject did not
have my full interest, and as that possibility faded Ed Peelen, at the time professor of
marketing at the same university, offered me to write a PhD in marketing, and in doing so
gave me the opportunity to explore the company-consumer interaction dilemma, and even get
paid for it! Within the realm of marketing academia however I encountered again some
misgivings. PhD courses taught me how to apply sophisticated statistical techniques, but the
use of these techniques was never really questioned. The ‘how to do it’ was still more
important than the ‘why or how does it work’. So, I decided that academia was not for me and
left university to learn more about the textile business and fashion.
At the Amsterdam Fashion Institute a research group had been set up by professor Dany
Jacobs, who at the time was also lector at that institute. There finally everything came
together. Dany Jacobs seemed to understand the doubts I had with the established academic
world, and introduced me to critical literature about marketing and methodology that I found
not only interesting, but exciting and fun to read. Part of the excitement was due to the fact
that I realised that I was not the only one having those doubts. Then he mentioned that if I
wanted I could even write a PhD based on these insights, adding the whimsical statement:
“Poveri ma belli”.
In the years that followed I have tried to understand why some designs, styles or brands give
us a ‘warm’ feeling, whereas others give us a sense of repulsion, or leave us indifferent. I
found that to consider consumers as individual decision makers with their own motivations
and psychological characteristics, as most marketing scholarly works do, provides a rather
limited view on how preferences are formed. Only by considering the linkages between
individuals, their cultural and social reference systems, do the dynamics of the interactions
between companies and consumers become clear. Inevitably companies are a part of these
systems. Their products and brands often act as a glue that keeps people together, and are
therefore taking over the role of more formal institutions, like those representing religious or
political affiliations. Or maybe more appropriately, religions and political parties have
become just like commercial brands. Brands have meaning for people, and, if marketing is an
activity of conveying that meaning, sometimes companies manipulate consumers, but
frequently the opposite is also true. In this book I explore the conditions under which the first
or the second occurs. So I first look at ‘how does it work’, by introducing frameworks and
11

concepts, to than turn to ‘how to do it’ when giving suggestions as to possible marketing
approaches a company can apply in the context of specific business and branding strategies
always considering that the social or societal context in which one operates can have an
inevitable and significant impact on their effectiveness.
To do that I analysed four meaningful brands that have been quite successful for at least ten
years: Diesel, Innocent drinks, Mini and MINI. I have dedicated separate chapters to each of
them except for Mini and MINI which are confronted in one chapter. In a somewhat
postmodern vain several recent marketing and branding books suggest the reader that the
chapters can be read separately; that there is no sequentiality in their exposition. That is a
tendency that characterises many other contemporary cultural products as well, so for
instance one does not need to listen to the work of a DJ from the beginning onto the end to
fully enjoy it. Although the chapters in this book do make sense if read independently, I
strongly advise to start from the introduction (intro and theme exposition) and end with the
conclusion (gran finale and outro). This because I have not merely exposed what I have done,
but tried to build up a story.
For the completion of this story I am mostly indebted to Ed Peelen and Dany Jacobs. I thank
Ed for giving me the opportunity to do research and write, and showing me how that is
actually great fun. As a matter of fact only now that I have – hopefully – broadened my
horizons I feel I understand the relevance of the research he had proposed me to pursue. I am
extremely grateful to Dany Jacobs for showing me a totally new world, which I would name
the world of honest scientific inquiry. Moreover I thank Dany for never taking what I did or
said for granted. His detailed critical comments forced me to think twice (at least…), and
somehow always made sense totally, even when they implied rewriting entire chapters from
scratch. I am grateful to have received the opportunity to do academic research within the
setting of a university of applied science (the Hogeschool van Amsterdam, of which AmFI is
part) although having to teach four days a week in an institute with no academic tradition and
culture does not always make it easy to do scholarly work.
It is not by chance that I mentioned my parents at the start of this foreword. They have
stimulated my curiosity by always listening to my ideas and questioning them. At the same
time they gave me the opportunity, both mentally and financially, to find out what I wanted to
know and to do. I also thank them for having moved to Italy right before I was born. This
move greatly helped me to understand the role and importance of culture and society in the
12

formation of preferences and norms. Hopefully it substantiates my pledge for a more Latin
view on business and society, a view according to which most institutions that guide our
behavior are inevitably implicit, informal and fortuitous, which does not imply that one
should be a fatalist. In the words of Niccolò Machiavelli “la fortuna è donna”, or else: luck
must be seduced.

Marco Mossinkoff
WS Catharina, Amsterdam.
June 2012
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Chapter 1

1-1

Introduction

Introducing the introduction

In the last decades of the 20th century marketing acquired a rather negative image: that of an
activity aimed at convincing people to buy ‘useless’ stuff. Throughout the 90s a general
scepsis towards marketing grew amongst the younger generation, together with a growing
concern about the increasing size and power of corporations due to the neo-liberal turn in
economic policy. Marketing was, and by many still is considered as the tool of corporations to
‘manipulate’ buying behaviour. But is it true that companies are sneakily forcing consumers
into buying stuff they actually do not need?
The criticism hinges upon the meaning of two terms: usefulness and manipulation. Obviously
when a purchase decision is made there has to be some kind of return to the buyer as well, as
people give up resources (time for shopping and money) in order to get something back;
consumers value the offer of a company. If this value can somehow be objectively observed
(a car with improved safety features) a calculative approach to the justification of the
purchase is quite straightforward. If however the value proposition is of a more aleatory
nature this becomes more difficult, and convincing potential buyers of the benefits of the
purchase also becomes more difficult. This difficulty stems, among others, from the very
definition of marketing as a managerial activity, the gist of which is “find out what consumers
really need or want, and satisfy that in a different and better way than competitors”. But if
these needs and wants are intangible, ephemeral and unconscious, how can one find out what
consumers really need and want? From the definition above we could infer that the stance of
marketing management is anything but manipulative or greedy in nature, one might even
argue that stated like this marketing is the tool to improve our living conditions and welfare.
So why are so many people critical of marketing? First of all this criticism has to be
considered in relation to a more general discontent about neo-liberal policies advocated in
western society from the 80s on, in which marketing is often seen as the ‘tool’ of relentless
profit seekers. I think however that there are more specific reasons why many people had, and
still have, problems with the very term marketing.
In the first place, marketing efforts are regarded as attempts at mass-manipulation, and with
the arrival of ‘postmodern times’ people do not want to be told what to do anymore but want
to choose for themselves. Secondly, sectors that were characterised by differentiation on the
basis of technological advances and country-of-origin associations and thereby securing a
14

steady domestic demand (cars, electronics, appliances), increasingly had to rely on nontangible, emotional attributes and had to expand globally as technology became more
homogeneous and institutional trade barriers faded away.
Just like from the 80s onwards religion and politics were relegated to the individual sphere,
marketing seemed to become an individual issue as well. Everyone is, or can be, a marketer.
This is also true because the subjective, intangible nature of emotions sometimes makes
marketing look more like an art than a science, and so the ‘my child could have done this’
syndrome also entered the marketing profession.
As a result of these developments the reputation of marketing as a science has been suffering,
but the amount of people ‘doing something’ in marketing has been increasing.1 This has made
some academics advocate more rigour in the discipline and the development of better
measuring tools, but at the same time it has led to a proliferation of arguments in favour of a
radical revision of the very premises on which the marketing body of knowledge is built.
These latter calls come from practitioners, but also from academics in the realms of social,
cultural and media studies. In short, marketing practice got in a sort of split: try harder to do
the same or do things in a different, more ad-hoc and tentative manner. These I consider to be
respectively hypermodern and postmodern solutions to the marketing crisis, where the first
are based on presumptions of control and manipulation and the latter on serendipity and the
acknowledgment of consumer unpredictability: try-harder versus let-go. A try-harder
approach assumes that our knowledge of consumer behaviour, and hence markets, can be
considerably improved, for instance through the creation and coupling of sophisticated
databases, and the use of advanced computational techniques. A let-go kind of approach, on
the other hand, does not mean doing nothing, but acknowledging the limited predictability of
the business environment, of consumer behaviour and of markets, and favours of more
adaptive approaches. Adaptation evokes a passive attitude, a necessary change; indeed it
would be more appropriate to consider this a co-evolutionary approach, as both company
executives and consumers take initiatives.
Despite the negative image that marketing acquired in the 90s, these days several brands
manage to establish a value connection with consumers that goes beyond a mere appreciation
of the functional attributes of a product. Apparently these companies managed to employ
1

See e.g. ‘Total penetration’ (Financial Times, August 28/29 2010) on how the per-use of
marketing terms as well as the plethora of people doing ‘something in marketing’ can also be
considered as a sign of how the marketing field is thriving.
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marketing approaches that did not generate too much resistance from at least a significant
group of people. This leads me to question the following:
When should marketing or brand managers try to influence or manipulate consumers’
perceptions and behaviour to generate a strong value connection?
Therefore we should first question:
•

What does it mean to have a strong value connection between a brand and consumers?

•

And how does marketing contribute to creating it?

I have started off this research process by defining and qualifying the nature of the value
connection between brands and consumers and the marketing activities that led to their
establishment: Given a particular type of value connection, when is this the result of
hypermodern and when is it the result of postmodern solutions to the marketing crisis?
In this introductory chapter I will further elaborate on the relevance and rationale of the study,
look for definitions of marketing, and explain what I want to research and how. After
elaborating on the alleged marketing crisis and having shown where the two solutions come
from and what they entail in section 1-2, in section 1-3 I will introduce a socio-cultural view
on marketing that will define it as a process of signification. Then I will return to considering
the economic role of marketing in section 1-4 where I am going to introduce the concept of
fashion-as-a-system. I will show how within that system marketing can be considered as a
source of marginal but continuous (transactional) innovation. Recent perspectives on
marketing assume the engagement of consumers in marketing activities, so I will try to find
out what that means in section 1-5. Finally I will define the research question, objects, and
methods in sections 1-6, 1-7 and 1-8 respectively, before giving an overview of the setup of
this book.

1-2

The marketing crisis and some solutions2

The focus of marketing management expressed in its foremost exponents is always the
market, the customer, the consumers. In his typically straightforward style Peter Drucker once
wrote (1954: 3) that marketing “is the whole business [of a firm] seen from the point of view
of its final result, that is, from the customer’s point of view.” In a similar vein Philip Kotler
(1999: 121) defines marketing also as “the science and art of finding, keeping and growing
2

This section has been co-authored with Dany Jacobs.
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profitable customers”, and a marketing opportunity (1999: 36) as an “area of buyer need and
interest in which there is a high probability that a company can perform profitably by
satisfying that need”. In this way understanding consumers and their needs and interests is of
paramount importance but has become quite difficult. Marketing professionals complain that
consumers are getting fickle, unpredictable, and as a consequence difficult to satisfy or to
hold on to even when satisfied. It is obvious that consumers need to be blamed for this
mismatch between supply and demand, as managers and consultants do their utmost to
diligently and faithfully apply the models learned from their marketing bestsellers.
Fortunately though, some marketing books are less prone to offer pre-packed solutions. One
of the more heterodox marketing books for instance, shortly summarises the main problems of
market research as follows (Wouters 2005):







People don’t say what they think.
People don’t do what they say.
There is a difference between what people say and what interviewers register.
People are not able to think about or evaluate new things.
Theories precede facts.
Market research only measures the past.

Peter Leeflang, a more traditional marketing professor, recognises most of these problems and
quotes an English study amongst non-marketing professionals who mainly see their marketing
colleagues as ‘unaccountable, unreliable, expensive and slippery’(2005a: 74-75). He goes on
to enumerate no less than ten hypotheses that possibly explain this decreasing legitimacy of
marketing professionals (Leeflang 2005a: 75-78):











Marketers do not measure the results of their plans. They just propose always newer
plans.
Marketers do not calculate. They have no idea of ‘marketing productivity’.
Marketers are unassailable. It’s never marketing’s fault.
Marketers do not keep their promises.
Marketers are badly educated. Many people in marketing have another background and
do not know very much about marketing science.
The recession has led to the curtailing of marketing expenses.
The increasing importance of intermediate links in the chain leads the increasing
importance of the sales function.
Marketing people run too much after the latest marketing fads (like e-mail marketing,
loyalty, CRM) and spend too much attention on issues like customer satisfaction [!].
In principle everybody in the organisation has to think about marketing, so that as a
consequence nobody does it professionally.
Many markets have become fragmented and difficult to oversee.
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Only with his last hypothesis does Leeflang come close to Wouters’s remarks. Leeflang’s
main comment is that mainstream marketing is not professional and sophisticated enough. As
a consequence his main advice and solution is: try harder, and measure more precisely
(Leeflang 2005a & 2005b). Not surprisingly, in his turn Wouters (2005) sees such attempts as
totally superfluous and futile. His way out of the marketing crisis goes in the direction of
establishing unique value for very precise customer groups. Especially at the moment a
certain need is most urgent for customers, they should make the mental association with the
relevant firm’s offering and related values.
These two reflexive marketing professionals can be seen as representatives of two opposite
directions out of the marketing crisis, that can be labeled hypermodern (Leeflang) or
postmodern (Wouters).


Hypermodern: more sophisticated and updated models have to be developed to better
understand (and control) actual unreliable consumers. And non-marketing professionals
should keep out of the marketing kitchen.



Postmodern: the way to deal with consumers so far has not been effective, and as a
consequence the basic premises of practicing and theorising in marketing must be
reviewed.

According to Chris Hackley mainstream marketing is here to stay, because marketing
management’s theoretical build-up is laden with a rhetoric of unpredictability to justify a list
of useless but easy-to-use solutions to it, like the four Ps, the SWOT, the PLC, dogs, cows,
stars and the like. He notes that (2001: 140) “the rhetoric of difficulty, turbulence and
complexity is a textual mainstay in mainstream marketing”. In other words: the suggestion is
created in marketing texts that using them will considerably reduce, if not eliminate,
uncertainty and unpredictability and that with some study and diligence the reader will finally
understand these (damn!) consumers who do not want to stay in their segments anymore. In
table 1-1 a brief overview of the main critiques to mainstream marketing is shown:
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Critiques to marketing practice
– Marketeers are getting
ignorant
– Everyone is a marketeer
– Everything seems to be about
marketing (even education…)
– Marketing has a negative
‘image’

Critiques to marketing theory
– Normative and prescriptive
– Mainly positivistic/Proxy
research
– Methodology feticism
– A-critical

Table 1-1: The marketing crisis in practice and in theory

Even practitioners, like Wouters, do recognise that marketing should be revised. In an
interview with the American Marketing Association Jim Stengel, Global Marketing Manager
at P&G, states: “Today’s marketing model is broken. We’re applying antiquated thinking and
work systems to a new world of possibilities” (AMA’s Basics of marketing, 2005). Also in an
interview: “And we have to find a way that fits into her (the customer) life in a way that she
accepts. That, to me, is where marketing is going”.3
But where does all this urgency come from? It may be simplistic to relegate all cause of
change to technological advances, but if it is true that consumers are now willing to make
their own decisions, then digitalisation may offer people the means to do so. Digitalisation has
brought about new ways for individuals to interact with companies and with each other. It
makes it possible for instance to filter (to some extent) company messages, and allows for a
more active role of consumers in shaping the otherwise one-way communication efforts of
institutions, allowing for a more co-evolutionary marketing approach. So, one reason for the
urgency may be the very need for control that characterised marketing from the 50s.
However, as marketing is concerned with the interaction between buyers and sellers,
digitalisation does have quite some profound effects, and therefore marketers need to be ready
for the ‘new millennium’ (Doyle 1995).
Technological development has also led to more standardised products, hence the increased
need to convey a clear and consistent image for a brand. Testimony to this are also the more
encompassing role of ‘concepts’ rather than product and service offerings (e.g. Rijkenberg
3

http://www.cmomagazine.com/read/090105/up_close_personal.html Retrieved september 2007
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2008) or a presumed paradigmatic shift towards the ‘service-dominant’ perspective in
marketing (Vargo and Lush 2004) which argues that the value of a brand is but the result of a
mix of company and consumer resources. Pine and Gilmore (1999) introduced the idea that
we live in an ‘experience economy’. In such an economy intangible attributes deliver more
economic value than tangible ones (Pine and Gilmore 1999: 190). Several other definitions of
an alleged new economic era, similar to that of Pine and Gilmore, have been given. Almost all
these definitions (for an overview see Boswijk et al. 2005: 14-15) are based on the assumption
that consumers in western societies (and not only there, as many newly industrialised
countries take these societies as a model) are interested in intangible values, and particularly
in experiencing these through physical and symbolic interaction. One implicit consequence of
this mutation is that marketing and branding, as sources of affective commitment, gain
importance. Arguably the borderline between an ‘old economy’ and a ‘new economy’ could
be drawn were the contribution of the marketing costs to the overall cost structure of the
product (per unit) exceeds that of product development, materials, production, and
distribution. Successful companies in such an environment must be able to create a strong
value connection with a sufficiently large number of consumers, a connection based on
intangible, symbolic values.
For many firms, in such an ‘immaterial world’, using aesthetics and related emotional aspects
of consumption become the only way to differentiate and to command higher prices.

1-3

Marketing as cultural signification

As an activity, marketing is ultimately about establishing relationships. Osterwalder (2004:42)
defines strategic marketing as activities aimed at defining “who the company's target
customers are, how it delivers them products and services, and how it builds a strong
relationship with them.”. Establishing relationships is also the main focus of most recent
marketing literature; by many relationship marketing is considered the new dominant
paradigm in marketing thought (Gronsross 1994, Sheth and Parvatyar 1995). The relationship
marketing paradigm, however, is showing its limitations where consumers perceive these
relational attempts as pedant and intrusive. Hence a search for new ways to connect with
consumers. Some claim that: “Contemporary marketing is moving away from means-end
relationships, the satisfaction of consumer needs and wants, towards the study of symbolic
manufacturing and consumption” (Dermody and Scullion 2001: 1089). Several calls have
been made for a mature marketing concept that should embrace consumption as a continuous
20

social process rather than focus on the finite aim of satisfying consumer needs (Samly et al.
1987). However consumption, its social constituencies, and symbolic interactionism did not
constitute the fields of modern marketing management, but rather the realms of scholars who
now fall under the broad denominator of postmodernism. It is therefore that postmodern
philosophy in a way has come to the aid of the marketing knowledge field and unwillingly
became representative of contemporary marketing.4 A postmodern marketing world according
to Stephen Brown (1995:106) is characterised by: fragmentation, de-differentiation, hyper
reality, chronology, pastiche, anti-foundationalism, pluralism. These constitute a more
consumer-friendly image because they stem from the acknowledgment of consumers’
idiosyncratic differences. This is not that surprising, given that more traditional approaches to
science put emphasis on the left side of table 1-2, whereas the subject-matter of marketing is
allegedly moving towards the right side.

Truth
Objectivity
Rational
Mind
Structure
Science
Rational
Functional
Universal
Economy
Production
Value creation














Nontruth
Subjectivity
Experiential
Body
Organ
Art
Irrational
Symbolic
Particularic
Culture
Consumption
Value destruction

Table 1-2: Modern vs. postmodern marketing, based on Firat, Dholokaia and Venkatesh
1995.
The dichotomy at the bottom of table 1-2 shows that companies are not the only creators of
value, consumers are as well. Assuming this view implies that needs are socially constructed
and that marketing is a process of construction of meaning in which both suppliers and buyers
are involved.
In this sense the definition of postmodern marketing is not very different from what Kotler
refers to as a ‘social process of definition of wants and needs’ (Kotler et al 1999). The

4

For a clear account of how unwillingly postmodernism has been inglobated by marketing, see “Postmodernism

is the new black” The Economist December 19th 2006.
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difference lies in the ontology of the market: Is the market out there waiting to be segmented,
or is it deceptive, escaping segmentation efforts and ever changing? Are firms, as consumers,
also part of it?
In its literal, etymological meaning marketing means ‘bringing to the market’, which makes
the given, that the origins of marketing lie in physical distribution, not very controversial.
According to Sheth (1988: 191) the object of analysis in marketing should be market
behaviour “just as psychology is the study of individual human behaviour, and sociology is
the study of groups and social behaviour”. But if society is comprised of humans, how do
market and social behavior differ?5 Commercial exchange could be considered as a particular
case of social exchange.
The idea of markets as abstract entities comes from classical economic thought and
ideologically seen, neo-classical economics and marketing are good friends. Lambin (1991),
for instance, contends that marketing as an activity only exists in the context of a ‘free’ liberal
market characterised by: 1) self interest seeking, 2) pluralism of choice 3) voluntarity of
exchange and 4) competitiveness. Sheth is a bit less liberal when he warns of the ‘voluntary’
element of exchange, and notes that many markets are created by regulations, and that
markets are also present in monopoly situations, regulated markets or in the case of
collaborative buying.6 Perhaps Sheth agrees in this respect with e.g. the great economist John
Kenneth Galbraith and German economists of the 19th century, who thought that markets are
not invisible arbiters of economic transactions, but inevitably intertwined with, and even
determining, their social, cultural and hence historical context. This becomes clear when one
looks at the advances of marketing thought, as Slater and Tonkiss (2001:199) show in their
review of different perspectives on markets: “the way forward has always been pointed out
not by the titans of liberal-utilitarianism and its opponents, but rather by the messier, less
totalising, disaggregating perspectives of historical studies, economic anthropology, sociology
and ‘the cultural turn’”. The ‘cultural turn’ contends that markets and culture are not only
strictly interdependent entities, but one and the same. In the words of Slater and Tonkiss
(2001: 193): “economics as culture operates as a structure that constitutes the spaces in which
market actors are produced and framed”. This means that economic exchange is

5

Cova and Cova (2002) suggest we are in the ‘business of societing’ instead of marketing.

6

Classical economic though has been challenged by the formation of trusts in the US economy, and monopolies

already from 1800 onwards.
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fundamentally a process of cultural signification, in which the parties involved are valuing
each other’s proposals.
Arjo Klamer refers to the process of value creation in relation to the determination of value of
cultural products, as a process of valuation.7 In his view a painting or a book (and for that
matter a car, a drink or a clothing item) acquires cultural and social value when it says
something meaningful in an ongoing discourse, just like when your observation makes sense
or not when you intervene in a discussion with friends. However, products have a role in the
valuation process of marketing as well. Saren (2007: 144) states that from a social
constructionist point of view, a product itself cannot be separated from the relationships
between the actors involved in this process; he talks about a process of a three-way
‘signification’ between buyers, suppliers and objects, that stems from the mere fact that we
are constantly participating in the world and interact with objects to create ‘inter-experiences’.
As a point in case, the fork, which seems a purely functional product (we probably all agree
that it is simple and useful) and totally value free, was only accepted in Italy by 1600, when
the British still considered it too effeminate, and the Asians did (and often still do) not know
very well how to use it, except for making tourists happy. In India people still prefer to use
their hands to eat, as the British did in 1600. So a product has to add meaning to an ongoing
discourse, the contours of which are already established, defined, and agreed upon.
Consumers, products and suppliers are all involved in a process that is continuously fed by
new products, styles, designs, and concepts. Friedrich Hayek, and other economists from the
Austrian liberal tradition, recognised that incremental but continuous innovation is the engine
of modern economies. That engine is also called Fashion.

1-4

Fashion as an economic system of cultural innovation

According to the product lifecycle theory products and companies, just like human beings,
typically go through stages of introduction, growth, maturity, and decline. However appealing
the lifecycle metaphor may sound, frankly I would be cautious applying it to inanimate
products. As Saren notes in a more realistic way (2007: 145): “products are constantly
changing as producers adapt and develop them, find better ways to produce them and as
different consumers use them in different ways and view them in different ways”. The author
does not necessarily imply any improvement in the product but rather an adaptation, a
development towards catering to differing consumer tastes and hence preferences. So for one
7

http://www.klamer.nl/articles/culture/art.php retrieved July 2010.
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thing fashion is forced obsolescence, as products are quickly rendered obsolete by changing
values, trends, and related norms of behavior (and dressing). In other words continuous
innovation is the name of the fashion game. Innovation does not only mean introducing new
products; next to product and process innovation Jacobs introduces the concept of transaction
innovations. These are innovations in publicity, marketing, and sales, i.e. “new ways of
bringing products to consumers and selling them” (Jacobs 2007: 46). In defining transactional
innovations Jacobs actually recognises the importance marketing can have in influencing the
perception consumers have of a value proposition. This is because transaction innovations
renew the relation consumers have with a product or a firm, which is what Cova and Svanfelt
(1993) referred to as societal innovations, and often generate new product categories and
markets, which are innovative and productive networks of technical as well as marketing
professionals. According to Gilles Lipovetski (1994) marginal differentiation, i.e. the
continuous introduction of new features to the product, is actually key to economic growth in
developed economies. For Lipovetski fashion is a system that celebrates superficiality and is
key not only to economic but to societal life, to the extent that, with its alleged lack of depth,
it gets rid of e.g. fundamentalism in Western Europe, and as such is a democratic system that
promotes individual freedom of expression (Lipovetski 1994: 79). Consequently fashion as a
system is something else than the apparel industry. According to Morand (2007: 6) fashion as
an economic system has the following four characteristics:
•

It involves a creative and aesthetic activity,

•

It appears in short cycles (marketing, logistics…),

•

It is associated with a brand or the identity of a creator/designer,

•

It is in line with the “air du temps” and can, in certain circumstances be ahead of its
time.

Still according to Morand, the fashion system as such is an economic model that applies to
several industries like, for instance, cars (Morand 2007: 8, see also in Jacobs 2007: 60) and
increasingly other industries realise that continuous, incremental (and productive) innovation
is crucial for growth, if not survival.
Therefore cultural signification can be considered as the outcome of marketing as an activity
of valuation, where the objects of valuation are incremental, transactional innovations, i.e.
marketing as an activity of adding value. However, the customer still has a pivotal role in the
process or,g according to the service-dominant logic, value “is co-created through the
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combined efforts of firms, employees, customers, stockholders, government agencies, and
other entities related to any given exchange, but is always determined by the beneficiary”
(Vargo et al 2008 : 148).

1-5

The emancipated consumer

In the valuation process consumers, as we explained before, play an active, fundamental role:
they convey symbolic value to products and concepts depending on their idiosyncratic history,
context, and culture (a.o. Vargo and Lush 2008). In more philosophical terms this means that
the roles of subject and object are continuously (dynamically) redefined (Firat and Dholokaia
1994) and assumed by both company and consumers as shown in the picture below:

Figure 1-1: A departure from the subject-object paradigm
This implies that the supplier, who in classic marketing thought has been considered as
external to the marketing system (hence the denominator target market), should be viewed as
endogenous to market models. So in figure 1-1 on the left side, the market (consumers) has its
own predictable functioning and behavior, and the company acts as an outside change factor.
On the right side of the figure, the company is endogenous to the market, i.e. it does not only
change the market, but is also changed by it. Companies and markets co-evolve as parts of a
joint ecosystem. By the same token consumers not only change as a result of supplier
initiatives, but influence each other and the supplier continuously. An active role of
consumers in both shaping the company strategy and proposition, as well as in conveying
meaning to a brand, implies that there is a fuzzy area between the realms of supply and
demand that Solomon identifies as consumerspace “where reality is branded, were life and
commerce are increasingly indistinguishable, and were we are what we buy, literally” 8
8

To paraphrase Huxley, we feel we are living in a branded-new-world, where the distinction between private

and public is fuzzy, which is also evident from the many current discussions about privacy.
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(Solomon 2003). In other words: consumerspace is the locus of interaction between firm and
company in terms of new products or new marketing activities and the result of input from
both sides.
Here postmodernism’s ‘take-over’ becomes evident. Since the anti-Cartesian redefinition of
the object as a subject is present in postmodern philosophers like Baudrillard (where
eventually the observed object revolts and exclaims “I am not your mirror!”), postmodernism
has become the denominator for the new, consumer-friendly, non-manipulative marketer. As
a matter of fact postmodern scholars started off voicing their scepticism about marketing, as
they were concerned with the nihilistic consequences of a society in which consumption, and
not ownership or production, is the main source of identity and social stability. However, the
marketing field managed to absorb this postmodern critique and regenerated it for its own
purposes.9 Postmodern marketing offers a liberation from the approaches of paternalistic
corporations based on persuading consumers of what would be best for them, and
acknowledges a more active role (and thus a responsibility) of consumers in determining what
would be best for them; as Elliot (1998: 285) says: “in postmodernity the consumption of
symbolic meaning, particularly through the use of advertising as a cultural commodity,
provides the individual with the opportunity to construct, maintain and communicate identity
and social meanings”. Sometimes a value judgement occurs as postmodern marketing seems
more democratic, or ‘politically correct’ than mainstream marketing. 10 However, I contend
that acknowledging the active role of consumers is one thing , pretending not to manipulate
behaviour and perceptions quite another. In my view the availability of digital technology, the
pervasiveness of commercial activities, and also the postmodern critiques to mainstream
thought in science are but giving us new insights into the motives and patterns of human
behaviour. In other words: I think that no new paradigm is replacing any old one, we are just
moving towards a deeper and more refined knowledge of the complexity of the ways
companies and consumer markets interact.

10

See e.g. Bluemelhuber, “Goodbye and good luck mr Kotler” Expertise from Solvay Business School June

2007. http://www.bluemelhuber.de/ideas/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/bluemelhuber-kotler_solvay.pdf November 2010
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1-6

Research question

In the sections above I have broadly sketched some current developments in both marketing
practice and thought that seem antithetical. The mainstream prescriptive, positivistic stance in
marketing thought holds onto established ‘scientific’ canons, and searches for a univocal
definition of its field of enquiry. The quest for legitimisation of the field seems to become
increasingly urgent. Postmodernism however came to help out, as it is both a reaction to
consumerism, as a product of it. Postmodernism seems to have the potential to recuperate the
dignity of marketing by shifting the attention to the social and cultural dimensions of the
discipline.
We have also seen that one of the assumptions of modern, mainstream marketing is an ability
to predict and control, albeit to some extent, consumer behaviour. In times that markets seem
inherently unpredictable, uncertain, and fragmented, the availability of digital databases may
have given marketers the illusion that they are even more able to predict and control
consumers. The postmodern critique in essence challenges this assumption of prediction and
control to recognise marketing as a continuous process of interaction, because markets are but
unpredictable and uncontrollable temporary congregations of souls. As plausible as it seems
that people have individual preferences which affect singular choices, it is also true that many
companies use digital databases and advertisements as means to address rather than learn
from consumer behaviour. In this study I will look further at the ways companies try to create
a value connection with consumers, as well as at the nature of this value connection. In other
words, the research question at the outset of this study is:
When should marketing or brand managers try to influence or manipulate consumers’
perceptions and behaviour to generate a strong value connection?
In order to answer this question the following research questions must be addressed:
i.

What does having a strong value connection between a brand and consumers mean?

ii.

How does marketing contribute to creating it?

By answering these questions I intend to contribute to the discussion sketched above,
concerning both the theoretical and practical relevance of postmodern approaches to
marketing by finding out if these are indeed so postmodern, or if control and manipulation
have only assumed postmodern appearances.
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From the consumers’ perspective this is tantamount to asking ourselves if consumers really
are so free to shape their lives and identities through consumption activities, or if that is just
the ‘good old’ wish to be part of a community, or a somehow ideological, social project. This
means that at least in the realm of marketing, the grand narratives of modernism may not have
disappeared, but have just become smaller, and still have the same compulsory nature as the
grand ones.

1-7

Research object(s)

The way a company tries to establish a value connection refers to marketing as an activity that
is initiated by a company. As we have seen before, on the one hand this can mean ‘trying
hard’ to convince or manipulate consumers and on the other hand co-evolving with them. So
first I will have to look at companies’ marketing activities, i.e. attempts companies make to
establish a value connection. These can consist of advertising, as well as of the organisation of
events or the development of interactive games. Postmodern marketing acknowledges the role
consumers have in taking initiatives to establish or maintain connections with companies.
This means I will have to look at the amount and nature of consumer activities around a
company’s marketing initiatives as well. If a company acknowledges this and adapts its value
proposition consequently, then we can say that the company co-evolves with its customers. So
I will look at marketing as a concrete activity of trying to establish connections on a physical
as well as an emotional level. The outcome of this marketing activity is what I have defined
as ‘cultural signification’. In other words, we will look at what the perception of a brand is.
According to the American Marketing Association a brand is “a name, term, design, symbol,
or any other feature that identifies one seller's good or service as distinct from those of other
sellers. The legal term for brand is trademark. A brand may identify one item, a family of
items, or all items of that seller.” This is, however, a rather ‘dry’ definition of a brand. In the
branding literature brands have evolved to develop distinguishable personalities, which are in
turn the result of the firms’ core values; according to de Chernatony (1999: 168) “The firm's
core values not only influence the brand's functional domain, but also its personality”. Still,
according to the American Marketing Association a brand’s personality is: “the psychological
nature of a particular brand as intended by its sellers, though persons in the marketplace may
see the brand otherwise (called brand image). These two perspectives compare to the
personalities of individual humans: what we intend or desire, and what others see or believe.”
The intentional nature of a brand’s identity (or personality) is also recognized by Saren (2006:
74) who defines it as: “The position the organization wants to believe they hold in the minds
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of the consumer”. The brand’s image is therefore the perception of the brand’s personality in
the eye of the consumer, and the brand’s identity the perception of its value proposition for the
company. But what is the value proposition?
A commercial exchange will occur when the perception of the benefits to be obtained exceeds
the costs in monetary terms, alternatively when the ‘opportunity’ costs (what one could have
done with the money elsewhere) are lower than the benefits. The value proposition is a kind
of package that contains these benefits. As such it constitutes the core of an enterprise’s
‘raison d’être’, since it distinguishes one company from the others. Osterwalder (2004: 40)
defines a value proposition as "an overall view of (...) products and services that together
represent value for a specific customer segment. It describes the way a firm differentiates
itself from its competitors and is the reason why customers buy from a certain firm and not
from another". So it consists of:
-

A product offering which is broader than just the product, because it includes
decisions about the whole product (and services) range.

-

Brand identity, or what the company thinks the benefits for consumers should be.

-

The representation of the value proposition, or presentation. This includes distribution
and retail strategy. 11

The value proposition defines the core of a firm’s offering which of course can change over
time. Actually one could argue that continuous innovation can also be part of the value
proposition, as this might include a guarantee to be innovative and updated. Consumers
interpret the value proposition and consequently develop an image of a brand (in this case for
instance that of an innovative brand). In doing so, consumers ‘buy into’ its identity or ‘design’ it to various degrees, to attribute new meaning to it.

1-8

Empirical approach

For this study I have chosen four ‘strong’ brands that have built strong brand-images, and I
have looked at their core-values, image, and identity as well as marketing activities as they
developed over time. The brands are Diesel (apparel), Innocent Drinks, Mini and MINI. This
research method usually falls under the denominator of multiple case study. For a few decades
11

As, for instance, in the fashion businesses premium brand producers look for a clear and recognizable
presentation by opening so called flagship or concept stores, or shop-in-shop concepts. See e.g. Mossinkoff, M.,
Smit, W. (2001). "Looking Behind the Scenes of Shop-in-Store-Concepts: Conceptual Framework Outlining
Four Routes to Success," University of Amsterdam, Netherlands. Sprouts: Working Papers on Information
Systems, 1(2). http://sprouts.aisnet.org/1-2
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now calls have been made for more multiple case studies in the realm of marketing (e.g.
Bonoma1985). Even when the ontological perspective is realistic or positivistic, multiple case
study methods also gain popularity in mainstream marketing journals. The logic behind
multiple case study analysis is that generalisation is theoretical or inferential rather than
statistical (Ritchie and Lewis 2003).
Following Perry (1998) a multiple case study approach starts with the following assumptions
and ‘rules’:
-

There is not necessarily one objective reality, but there is a socially interpreted and
constructed reality, shared (or not) by individuals, upon which decisions and actions
are taken. This implies that the search is not for ‘all explanatory’ theories, but for the
complexity of contextual factors.

-

Reliability of data is never defined exactly; however triangulation should serve as a
guideline in the assessment of the results.

-

The nature of the primary data that are gathered is qualitative, or
quantitative/descriptive, that means generating data in the forms of counts,
observations as well as interviews.

-

The nature of the data gathering process should be inductive and deductive at the same
time.

So what kind of data did I look at? Concerning the companies’ perspective I have observed
their marketing activities through the years, and I tried to find out their intentions by reading
and conducting interviews with company executives. Conducting interviews with managers,
as with consumers, might be misleading though. As Frank Wouters (2001) points out ‘people
do not do what they say and do not say what they do’. This limitation of ‘live’ research is
echoed by several academic scholars; in the words of Ovans (1998 in Elliot 2003: 215)
“people are generally not reliable predictors of their own long-term purchasing behavior for
any type of good”. According to Elliot (2003) these limitations can be overcome with the use
of ethnographic methods. These involve among others: participant observations, nonparticipant observations, informal interviews and casual conversations, field notes, pictures
and videos. The internet as a setting to gather such data is gaining popularity, not only
because of its apparent higher efficiency, but also because 1) people spontaneously posting
messages on the internet are generally more prone to be honest and 2) analysing discussions
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between people gives insights into what people share. In the context of markets as microcultures I am more interested in what people share than in what individual characteristics and
motivations are. Ethnography on the internet is gaining popularity as a method under the
denominator of ‘netnography’ which according to Kozinetz (2002) “is a qualitative consumer
research methodology that uses the information publicly available in online forums to identify
and understand the needs and decision influences of relevant online consumer groups” (Italics
added). Another advantage mentioned by Kozinetz is the possibility the internet offers to
conduct totally unobtrusive research, i.e. the research subjects have no idea their
conversations are used as research data.
Looking for evidence of co-evolution does imply looking at past occurrences, at marketing
activities as they developed over time. Therefore my research approach can also be
considered ‘longitudinal’ as opposed to ‘cross-sectional’.

1-9

Set-Up, and down

Contrary to what most books about doing research suggest, I have gone through the research
process in a non-linear or, more appropriately, quite chaotic manner. This means that the
classic process of theory-exploration-hypotheses formulation- (dis-)confirmation- and back,
has happened, but more frequently than may be usual. Sometimes that cycle happened, as it
where, overnight. In this presentation, however, I have tried to keep to this classic structure
for the sake of clarity; previous versions of this dissertation where reflecting the activities
pursued, but are probably unintelligible to most readers. So the overall structure of the
dissertation became: theory (chapter 2), empirical justifications and choices (chapter 3), cases
studies (chapters 4 to 6), and conclusions (chapter 7).
In chapter 2 I will start off by clarifying the main issues concerning the debate between
modern and postmodern marketing. Later I will explore the concept of value connection by
asking what values are and where they come from. After having presented a brief overview of
several perspectives on the definition and classification of the concept of value, I will try to
account for variation in systems of value, or microcultures, by introducing a sociological
perspective as well. After a concise review of recent explanations about the dynamics of the
formation of more or less stable and defined communities of people, I will show how brands
can play an active role in shaping and supporting these. Building on these cultural and
sociological insights I will develop a typology of value connections based on the tendency
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brands have to act as aggregators, or attractors of consumers. That is the Glue Value of
brands.
Methodologically speaking I do not have a defined stance, except maybe that of ‘grounded
theory’, which is characterised by pluralism of methods and data. Having encountered a large
number of ‘methodology-fetishists’ in my academic experience, I feel the need to justify my
methodological choice a bit more than just this introduction. In chapter 3 I will therefore
make an excursus into issues concerning methodological stance and try to explain that, if it is
true that there is no truth, there should also be no quest for ultimate explanation according to a
hierarchy of rules. That is, however, not tantamount to saying that there are no rules, as a
grounded theory must be grounded in something. In chapter 3 I will also present the
instruments I have developed to look for the role of companies and consumers in the
marketing activity, in order to investigate co-evolution. Concerning company and consumer
input I looked at three activities: 1) Who spreads the message? 2) Who decides based on the
values implied in the company’s proposition? And 3) Who organises gatherings (virtual and
physical) around the brand? I will also introduce the Value Connection Pyramid to qualify the
extent to which a company tries to stay ‘in control’, or allows for variance in the way it
approaches the market. In chapters 4-6 I will apply these models to respectively the Diesel,
Innocent Drinks, Mini-BMC and MINI-BMW brands.
In chapter 7 I will explain why I found that a more postmodern kind of value connection is
not necessarily the result of postmodern marketing approaches. Postmodernism, as a social
and philosophical movement or happening, has not lessened the desire of institutions
(commercial, in our case) to manipulate and control human perceptions and behavior. This,
however, is mostly true because what consumers really want is consistency, conformism and
structure next to some freedom of choice. The means of control change in part but
fundamentally remain the same as in many other contexts. What has changed since modern
times is the allowing of interaction and playfulness, but fundamental mechanisms of
persuasion are still at work though (at least in our cases): aesthetics (the strength of subtle
signs) and anthropomorphism.
I also found that as brands grow in terms of revenues, a tendency towards control seems
inevitable to me to ensure a consistent brand image. One of the ways to ensure a steady and
strong value connection is by creating the perception of fervent gang-like, fan activity
surrounding the brand. In fact a fervent activity does not need to be there, as long as
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consumers feel connected through the brand, i.e. as long as the brand is able to create a value
connection between consumers. That is why I ended up typifying brands on the basis of their
Glue Value, i.e. brands act as glue because they bind people.
Concerning the relationship between marketing and the value connection, I did not find cases
of real co-evolution. It probably does not pay off to try too hard to convince consumers, but
some manipulation is necessary to achieve stronger value connections. For the marketing
executive the hyper- versus postmodern marketing question therefore probably resolves into
asking what the preferred means of manipulation might be for prospective consumers.
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Chapter 2

2-1

The Glue Value of Brands

Introduction

Marketing as the science of ‘how to bring products to the market’ finds its origin in the study
of spatial distribution. When the United States of America where rapidly expanding in the
beginning of the twentieth century, the need arose to get product to markets in the most
efficient manner. After the World War II the rapid evolution of information technology, as
well as new psychology insights, gave marketing managers, politicians, and academics the
illusion of possibilities for manipulation and control.12 This went hand in hand with the
establishment of a methodological marketing dogma, based on the scientific method as
applied in the natural sciences which implied heavy use of statistical modeling and inference
(Wilkie and Moore 2003). Marketing was adopted by business and politics as the science
which would allow institutions to manage and address those masses which, if left by
themselves, were not able to get to an optimum outcome or make best choices,. However,
these attempts at manipulation did not go totally unnoticed at the time as, for instance, Vance
Packard (1957) questioned their morality.
The alternative movements of the sixties, and the subsequent development of postmodern
ideas have led more scholars to question the normative and prescriptive character of
marketing, a perspective, however, that is still shared by the largest part of the academic
marketing world: the marketing academic, or marketing guru as both a ‘doctor Feelgood’ as
well as an entertainer. Chris Hackley criticises mainstream marketing severely and argues that
most marketing scholars “employ quasi-scientific terms in the rhetorical construction of a
legitimating discourse, only to jettison scientific claims when such terms are used to attack
that construction” (Hackley 2001: 76), which is tantamount to saying that marketing has no
problem importing terms and concepts from other sciences in order to give the discipline an
authoritative and scientific aura. Moreover, he shows how the prescriptive nature of
marketing (i.e. professing to tell companies what to do instead of helping companies and
executives to understand the complexity of the phenomenon in question) inhibits instead of
fosters knowledge development because: “the normative tone of mainstream rhetoric does all
the work without opening up sticky problems of coherence or intellectual grounding” (ibid:
12

An extensive documentary of the BBC, ‘The Century Of Self’ posits that not only are some of the most

important prophets of marketing in those years, Edward Barneys, Matthew and Anna Freud, basing their recepes
on Freud’s insights, they were even close family to the founder of psychoanalysis!
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95-96). So the rhetorical construction of terms and rules that once served to legitimise
marketing as a science is now undermining its very credibility.
Postmodern marketing must be understood in the context of this critique which is, in a sense,
not strictly postmodern. Postmodernism, basically a challenge to modernism, has rediscovered the interpretive tradition in science which was traditionally relegated to social
studies (Brown 1995). One could state that postmodernism has indeed moved marketing to a
new address: from business economics to social studies. The rediscovery of cultural studies,
sociology, philosophy, literature, and history by marketers, especially those looking at
consumer behaviour and advertising, would also help marketing in a context were consumers
do not shop to satisfy their needs, but to ‘negotiate their identities’ and (even more
pretentiously) give meaning to their lives. As Fournier aptly puts it: “Consumers do not
choose brands, they choose lives” (1998: 367, Italics in the original). So in the 80s and 90s
products and brands could quickly gain an iconic status because of their more prominent
social role. At the same time postmodern ideas helped marketing scholars to justify the use of
qualitative, interpretive research methods to understand what brands do to people, but also
what people do to brands.
In this chapter I will try to acknowledge for the complexity of producer-consumer
relationships, i.e. the value connection between brands and consumers, by exploring its
cultural and social dimensions. First I will clarify what I mean by modernism, postmodernism
and hypermodernism in section 2-2. Then in section 2-3 I will classify contemporary
marketing approaches along a dimension, the HyPo dimension, based on the assumption that
prediction, control, and manipulation at the basis of those approaches is possible . The HyPo
dimension also constitutes most of the general framework I will use to analyse my data.
Before introducing a more specific operational model that links marketing and the value
proposition in terms of the HyPo dimension (in the next chapter), I have to further explain
why I relate consumer behaviour to values in section 2-4 and explore how values have been
defined and measured in the next section 2-5. Then in section 2-6 I will briefly comment on
the concept of individualisation, as this is one of the main issues in the modern-postmodern
discourse, and I will introduce the social dimension to the valuation process in section 2-7. In
section 2-8 I am going to add the commercial dimension to these sociological insights, to
explore what people do to brands. In other words, instead of looking at how individuals add
values to a brand, I will first account for the people’s social nature, and then look at how
consumers relate to brands. Finally in section 2-9 I will combine these insights to develop an
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indicator for the strength of a company’s value proposition and its signs in a socio-cultural
context, that which I call the The Glue Value of brands.

2-2

Modernism, Postmodernism and Hypermodernism13

Modernism can be seen as a reference to mainstream marketing, the good old days in which
everything seemed predictable, orderly, and controllable. Modernism is, of course, a term
with quite a few meanings and connotations. For centuries modernity has been the term used
for everything new compared to existing traditions. A peculiarity of the actual discussion is,
that modernity is now seen, at least partly, as something of the past, so that we can talk about
postmodernism (from the Latin post = after).
It is possibly in the field of the arts, architecture, and urban planning that modernism has its
most precise meaning and it is basically associated with the period between 1920 and 1960:
“It was a term that covered a range of movements and styles in different countries, especially
those flourishing in key cities in Germany and Holland, as well as in Moscow, Paris, Prague,
and later, New York. All of these sites were stages for an espousal of the new and, often, an
equally vociferous rejection of history and tradition; a utopian desire to create a better world,
to reinvent the world from scratch; an almost messianic belief in the power and potential of
the machine and industrial technology; a rejection of applied ornament and decoration; an
embrace of abstraction; and a belief in the unity of all the arts – that is, an acceptance that
traditional hierarchies that separated the practices of art and design, as well as those that
detached the arts from life, were unsuitable for a new era. All of these principles were
frequently combined with social and political beliefs (largely left-leaning) which held that
design could, and should transform society” (Wilk, 2006: 14).
Optimism regarding the possibility of shaping, designing, moulding or modeling societies
went, however, hand in hand with a traditional kind of elitism and paternalism. Mass political
parties and movements gave people their basic identity which, as a rule, was not questioned,
also because as there was a clear division of labour between leaders and those to be led (Van
Schendelen, 1984).
In the realm of economy, modernism was the period of the supply-side. As there still was a
relative scarcity of goods, it was still relatively easy to sell innovations. In fashion modernism
was the period of the fashion diktat, with Paris as its undisputed capital. From New York to
13
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Moscow, the fashion magazines reported what happened in Paris and translated this to their
local audiences. In their turn consumers were prepared to follow these fashions diktats that
were proposed to them by the main fashion designers, in a relatively docile way (McDowell
2000: 12-30).
Society was kept together by institutions which were hierarchical and paternalistic in nature.
These are the so called metanarratives, like communism, capitalism, or religion, dictating
lifestyles, as well as rather stable believes and values. At the same time that marketing as a
managerial practice was being conceptualised, computers and new statistical techniques, like
factor analysis, allowed to observe and model consumer behaviour. This was done in order to
1) legitimise marketing as a science in its own right (defining the borders through the
positivistic methodological stance) and 2) pretend to influence and change consumer
behaviour, as was being done successfully with other natural, albeit inanimate, entities
(Wilkie and Moore 2003). The metanarratives of modernism implied the possibility of a move
towards a better, new-and-improved (brave new) world. These normative tendencies
necessarily imply the possibility to study, understand, and thus manipulate people’s
perceptions and behaviour. The scientific turn in marketing actually went hand-in-hand with a
necessary normative approach (Wilkie and Moore 2003). I already mentioned the still very
popular criticisms of Vance Packard (1957), who in “The Hidden Persuaders” showed how
marketing communications could, in a subtle way, manipulate people’s consuming behaviour.
However, his suggestions were never fully tested empirically and they may eventually have
contributed to a rather negative connotation of the marketing field.
From the 60s onward this modernist illusion was shattered more and more. Ever larger groups
broke away from their social and ideological backgrounds. As a consequence, in their
different economic and political roles of consumers and voters, people became more volatile
and unpredictable in their preferences. Increasingly people were no more prepared to be led.
Moreover, new critical studies made them aware of attempts at manipulation in the field of
marketing and advertising. People also learned that it was possible to withstand top-down
decisions through forms of social action and civil disobedience.
Finally, with the rise of the consumer society there was a shift in power in the economy from
the supply to the demand side. With increasing supply, people were able to make choices.
Moreover, increasing information about global developments led people to question the social
and ecological impact of economic growth and internationalisation. As a consequence
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modernity is no longer seen as progress by definition. At the same time, the negative aspects
of well-meant modernist utopian designs (from communist experiments to renewal plans in
the realm of urban planning) became more clearly visible. ‘Postmodernism’ (‘pomo’ for
friends), with its declaration of the end of all Great Stories, can be seen as the philosophical
translation of this end of modernist illusions.
Modernist ideas, are however, not dead. In the field of management, ‘cockpit approaches’
(Jacobs, 2010) in which managers do all the organisation’s thinking, planning, and designing,
while the other people are mainly seen as possible sources of resistance, are still quite
popular. Many marketers recognise the difficulties of controlling and predicting consumer
behaviour, but only see this as a necessity for even more pursuing the ideal of controllability
and predictability with the help of ‘hypermodern’, hyper-sophisticated models, for instance
based on data mining, RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) chips and increasingly
differentiated socio-cultural and economic segmentations of consumer groups (‘microtargeting’). It remains true that measuring all and everything is not entirely futile. Sometimes
it leads to some useful data on the basis of which decisions on production levels and changes
in style and colour can be made with acceptable failure rates (Leeflang 2005b).
Box 2-1: Typical features of postmodern marketing (based on Firat and Venkatesh
1993, Brown 1994)
(1) Hyperreality: The blurring boundaries between image and the original
(2) Fragmentation: a plethora of trends, tastes and markets
(3) Reversal of consumption and production: Consumers are also producers
(4) Decentring of the subject: which Brown (1994) translates into anti-authoritarism
(5) Paradoxical juxtapositions (of opposites): small and large, beautiful and ugly co-exist.
Brown (1994: 140) considers Micromarketing as postmodern in the sense that it accounts for
differences on a small scale (i.e. fragmentation) However, in our definition postmodern
marketing is characterised by assumptions of predictability and control, hence in our
conception micromarketing is typically Hypermodern.
2-3

The HyPo dimension

In section 1-2 I have shown how ‘solutions’ to the marketing crisis can be classified in two
categories. We have also seen how two reflexive marketing professionals can be seen as
representatives of two opposite directions out of the marketing crisis, which can be labeled
hypermodern (Leeflang) or postmodern (Wouters).
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Hypermodern: more sophisticated and updated models have to be developed to better
understand (and control) actual unreliable consumers. And non-marketing professionals
should keep out of the marketing kitchen.



Postmodern: the way to deal with consumers so far has not been effective, and as a
consequence the basic premises of practicing and theorising in marketing must be
reviewed.

In my view the two alternative propositions are not necessarily mutually exclusive. When
taking the perspective of the company, or the supplier, as one can see from figure 2-1 below, I
see a basic dichotomy of marketing approaches from hypermodern to postmodern, but with
some variation. Some variants are more into the middle, but there is a kind of polarisation:
does the firm try to be in control or not? I also think that hypermodern firms concentrate more
on the level of a product’s functionality, and postmodern ones more on the level of symbolic
values. In the end, of course, all market transactions are based on an emotional value
connection between supply and demand. The approaches on the right hand side of the figure
are probably more aware of this.

Figure 2-1 Marketing at extremes including intermediate forms
Again, on the left side of the diagram a hypermodern approach to marketing implies a
tendency or pretension to control, address, and manipulate customer perceptions, it assumes a
tabula rasa consumer mind that has to be imprinted with company values; on the opposite side
postmodern marketing implies a cultural approach, or more simply stated it implies
acknowledging initiatives from the consumer side, whether functionally or emotionally. The
tabula rasa is the firm. Of course, most marketing communication is in between the two
extremes. For the sake of consistency I have identified five basic approaches and denominated
these from HyPo I until HyPo V.
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HyPo I: Manipulation of consumers’ perceptions and buying behaviour
In hypermodern approaches the consumer is merely considered the receiver of a company’s
messages. Therefore the marketing effort will only generate desired outcomes if a company is
able to accurately assess and address consumers. For this it is necessary to chart these
consumers as precisely as possible. On the basis of this, a unidirectional marketing effort can
be designed. In Figure 2 we therefore see two arrows: one of market research, collecting ‘hard
facts’ on consumer behaviour, the other of the marketing effort itself.

companies
and their
propositions

market research
marketing

consumers,
the market

Figure 2-2: HyPo I, Hypermodern marketing as a company owned effort

Marketing communication approaches that can be brought together in this first category are:
•

Data mining, microtargeting and contact optimisation. Data mining can be seen as
extreme market research. Target market profiles can be generated through all kinds of
hypermodern methods coupled with extensive CRM databases based on learning
systems. The more data are processed in the most intelligent way the more accurate
the model of consumer segmentation becomes. This may then become the input for
microtargeting. This latter term has been in the news recently since, in particular in the
United States of America, political parties have been applying in-depth data analysis
to target potential voters with quite specific messages in a very focused manner. In
retail it is sometimes also used to introduce a system of differential pricing. In a
similar way, contact optimisation combines customer, geography, product, and
predictive data and helps marketers, by using sophisticated mathematical models, to
determine the optimal message to deliver to each customer. Contact optimisation is
suited for high-volume direct marketing organisations that face the unenviable task of
reconciling millions of combinations of customers, offers, and channels with customer
analytics, business rules, and contact policies to deliver the optimal message to each
customer.
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•

Stealth, astroturf. This is often called ‘under the radar’ or undercover marketing as
well; it is a compendium of tools that run counter to mass exposure. The message
stays under the radar of the mass media; it cannot be identified by the traditional or
mass ‘detectors’ but should be able to determine customers’ perceptions, evaluations,
and buying behaviour. A modern form is ‘astroturf’ which organises fake activism or
support for a brand or product, especially on the internet. It is, however, not without
risk as nowadays quite a few people recognise such endeavours and publish them. So,
is a tactic that may backfire (Israel 2006).

•

Permission marketing, personal casting. After Seth Godin’s 1999 book, ‘permission
marketing’ has gained momentum. Mostly in exchange for small rewards (e.g. air
miles) customers give marketers access to information about their buying behaviour
and are even prepared to change that behaviour. In exchange for a few air miles they
may for example alter their travel routes. Internet increases opportunities for what is
called ‘opt-in’ mail; email messages that consumers ask for. The consumers’
permission to contact them is the first step towards developing a mutual relationship.
Personal casting is a variation on this theme. It is based on two principles: getting in
personal contact with a customer through mail messaging makes the consumer feel
special and as the relationship unfolds the user is rewarded.
Traditionally nondemographic market segmentation has been looking more at buying
behaviour than at demographic factors. This led to socio- or psychographic ideal types
like ‘High Tech Harry’ or ‘Joe Six-Pack’ trying to capture real people’s lifestyles,
attitudes, self-images, and aspirations. As the predictive value of this approach has
decreased over time, new ways of segmentation are now proposed based on the
importance of a product or service to different kinds of consumers, in theory allowing
firms to concentrate on those customers who will generate the most profit
(Yankelovich & Meer 2006).

•

TEASE. TEASE is an acronym devised by the heterodox marketing professor Stephen
Brown (2003): Tantalize and torment customers, Employ exclusivity, Amplify a
message, Sell secrets and mystery, Entertain. Here consumers are not manipulated in
their buying behaviour through detailed information about themselves, but on the basis
of some well-known psychological insights: the greater the exclusivity, the more
consumers are seduced into buying... Brown, who has written books on postmodern
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marketing, would possibly be surprised to find himself at this side of the dichotomy,
but this approach is clearly of the one-sided, manipulative kind.

HyPo II Manipulating consumers’ perceptions, hoping to influence their behaviour
The second category we distinguish looks more like traditional push marketing and
advertising. One pushes products to the market, that to some extent are related to well-known
trends, but without too much market research or interaction. So, looking at Figure 2-2, the
grey rectangle of market research is more or less neglected. In this category we list:
•

Traditional advertising. From traditional media to banners and pop-ups on the internet.
Product placement in different media. Companies try to get exposure by making sure
their products are used in TV programs or, more and more frequently, in video games.
Companies actually produce or sponsor whole TV shows, magazines, or computer
games to promote their products. When soap producer Procter and Gamble started
this practice this was the origin of ‘soap operas’. It may actually go further than
product placement when it allows companies to control the whole concept around the
product. This may lean towards manipulative undercover (see 4.1) or more interactive
cause marketing (4.3).

•

Guerrilla marketing. An inexpensive version of traditional advertising, a concept
originally coined by Jay Levinson in 198214. It should help small, financially less
viable companies to attract attention to their products through focused and specific
actions, aimed at surprising customers, and creating a community of privileged people
who know ‘what is behind the cryptic message’ or ‘where the next shop will open’.
Like in guerrilla warfare, small focused actions should beat bigger planned attacks.

•

Endorsement by celebrities. Getting attention and followers through the connection
with popular people from show business, sports or the media.

•

Online company generated videos. Instead of creating stealth (4.1) or stimulating
unofficial movies (4.5) to create a buzz (see 4.4.), companies also generate videos they
post online through social networking sites, as a form of online advertising. If

14
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supported by banners this mass approach seems more effective than just banners or
TV ads15 .

HyPo III Interactive marketing
Figure 2-3 Marketing as interaction

In this form, there is actual interaction between the two parties – firms and consumers. They
influence each other, but do not necessarily identify with each other. Basically they remain
different parties. If we compare this with the two previous basic approaches the mediation is
more interactive, as can be seen from Figure 3. Moreover, both parties are aware that there
should be some form of value connection between them.
Different forms can be recognised here as well:
•

Coolhunting, infiltration, tribal marketing, grassroots marketing. Coolhunting is a
form of action research. Especially consumer goods’ companies send out a kind of
cultural detectives, mostly young people themselves, into ‘cool territories’ like the
playgrounds in poor urban neighbourhoods, underground clubs or trendy bars to scout
new trends. The game is to be the first to grab the newest, coolest culture, before it
becomes mass culture, and integrate it in their campaigns or even in product
development. A more active version tries to turn the coolest people into advocates of
their brand, like Red Bull did by creating a school for DJ’s. Then it becomes more like
infiltration: infiltrating in the kind of group or tribe we discussed in Part 3 (therefore
‘tribal marketing’) by addressing the key ‘selectors’, opinion leaders or role models (in
the latter case it becomes more like endorsement, see 4.2). It may allow community
members to develop a strong emotional connection with the brand. In this way it is
also related to the term ‘grassroots marketing’.

15

See http://www.marketing-online.nl/nieuws/ModuleItem47886.html Retrieved January 2007
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•

Mapping the co-evolving selection system. Buying is never an isolated decision. It is
affected by all kinds of preselection (e.g. by buyers of retail chains), influence (e.g.
media, experts, critics, opinion leaders, peer group members), and selection. This is a
complex co-evolving system which nobody really controls, but that may be mapped in
order to find the critical links, to try to influence them, but to learn from them as well
(Jacobs 2007).

•

Cause marketing. Here marketing messages are really based on a value connection by
connecting to a good cause (the Third World, the environment, anti-racism and the
like) that many people support. The brand ‘Red’, initiated by U2 singer Bono, is a
good example of this.

•

Active streetmarketing. Actually a form of direct personal marketing. It involves going
out on the streets to hand out flyers or samples (also called ‘tryvertising’), with the
aim to learn from reactions. This is a bit what political parties do as well, when they
go out on the streets to talk to people and hand out flyers before elections. This form
of marketing is very old. It actually existed already before the advent of mass media,
but companies, as well as political parties, use it now to directly access a very specific
group in their own context. In this way it also resembles the next form.

•

Ambient or place-based marketing involves placing ads on spots or products that are
unusual, like paper towels, drink holders or natural environments. The aim is to reach
users at the very moment they are willing to devote attention to the message. Red Bull,
for instance, started off by throwing empty cans of the drink in toilets of popular
discos in larger cities.

•

Conversational marketing. This approach involves customers, but other stakeholders
as well, in a conversation based on ‘low voice, listening and understanding’, instead of
‘shouting, amplifying and shooting’. Now internet-based social networks give
companies the opportunity to get involved in conversations with consumers to achieve
two goals: involving customers in the product conception and marketing process as
well as getting an image of caring and understanding. Adaptation, i.e. iterative actions
adjusted by customer input is a much more viable strategy than thinking of and
introducing a whole concept out of the blue (Levine et al.. 2000; Wipperfurth 2005).

Interactive gaming. Games, whether online or not, have long been a prominent setting for
companies to promote their products. Nowadays, however, companies are developing games
to draw attention and create customer loyalty (e.g. giving away free products when players
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reach certain targets) and to try to sell as well or to get consumer feedback through games.
Second Life may be the most talked about online game that became an online world.
Companies like Gap and Reebok have opened virtual stores, where consumers can customise
their products and pay with virtual money that has to be exchanged for real money. And
Philips Design wants to get feedback through Second Life on some of its ideas for product
innovations.

HyPo IV Interactive marketing and co-evolution
With the latter examples, it may have seemed as if we had already entered this category of
interactive marketing. In interactive marketing, however, we talk not just about buying and
feedback. Now customers become active players in the marketing itself. They react to the
firm’s offer, or maybe to a kind of provocation that leads to a lot of interaction, especially
among consumers themselves, as is illustrated in Figure 2-4.

companies
and their
propositions

marketing
provocation

consumers,
the market

Figure 2-4: Interactive marketing and co-evolution

•

Viral or Buzz Marketing. Buzz and viral Marketing can be seen as the basic idea of
this fourth approach, another idea promoted by Seth Godin with his book Unleashing
the Ideavirus (2000). Viruses may spread diseases virulently, and on the internet
viruses can cause huge damages very rapidly by their capacity to spread around at an
exponential rate. So, the idea of a virus is quite appealing to marketers. Basically, the
idea is that a message generated by a company is spread around by non-company
actors. The spreading can happen in a serendipitous, or spontaneous manner, or it cab
be pushed by a company that creates a Buzz. So the question is how to develop a
concept that becomes a buzz, i.e. generates a unique, spontaneous personal exchange
of information (Godin 2003; Wipperfurth 2005). Gladwell (2000) not only links it to
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the stickiness of the message, but also to the character of the people spreading the
message.
•

Word of Mouth, the phenomenon that consumers talk about a product or a brand has
been a major source of sales and therefore revenue for a long time(Arndt 1967), but it
has received more attention recently. The Word of Mouth Marketing Association
defines it as: The act of consumers providing information to other consumers. Or:
giving people a reason to talk about your products and services, and making it easier
for that conversation to take place. Or: the art and science of building active, mutually
beneficial consumer-to-consumer and consumer-to-marketer communications. But this
leads immediately to hypermodern attempts at control. Procter and Gamble, for
example, has engaged 600.000 of the more socially active housewives to spread
coupons and talk about products through its ‘Vocalpoint’ program16. But P&G tries to
do it in a not very transparent way (see 4.1 stealth). To be clear: the Word of Mouth
Marketing Association does not agree with these kinds of approaches17.

•

Word of Mouse. Word of Mouth through the internet. Some companies create a
gadget, like an easy game, that can be picked up by consumers as well as an incentive
for consumers to forward it to others. An example of the more spontaneous world of
mouse is that of the publications of ‘unofficial’ short videos, generated by a company,
that are being spread for their shocking content (e.g. Ford KA, Volkswagen Polo).

HyPo V Consumers in the lead
In the final approach, the firm hands over control to the consumers. This does not mean,
however, that the firm does not have any responsibility anymore.
•

Consumer Generated Content, Co-creation. The content here may refer to media
content (advertisings, videos) but also to the product itself. The idea is that consumers
feel involved in the marketing of a product, by, for example, generating videos that
advocate a brand’s message – not necessarily the message or values the firm itself tries
to convey. Firms may actually adopt some of these messages and even reward the
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selected ones (see also crowdsourcing). Co-creation goes one step further by involving
consumers in the creation of the product. With the help of new digital design tools, it
is increasingly possible for consumers to design their own products and to outsource
these to manufacturing firms. These firms may in turn adopt some of the designs and
reward their creators (Von Hippel, 2005).
•

Crowdsourcing: increasingly firms outsource questions and problems through the
internet to anyone who want to contribute,

The list I have presented here does not cover the multitude of marketing approaches
circulating nowadays, but illustrates the degree to which the marketing landscape has become
fragmented, and that the marketing concept may indeed assume a new significance
consequently.

2-4

Why Values?

One of the mantras implied by the Marketing Concept is costumer orientation. This is true
because to embrace the marketing philosophy means in the first place to ‘learn what
customers want and to give it to them in a better and different way than competitors’ (a.o.
Kotler 1969). In the 60s this might have sounded insightful and unproblematic, but in chapter
1 we have seen that even as different products and brands have gained iconic status because
of their cultural and symbolic role in the later decades, assessing consumer needs has become
more difficult. Maybe Henry Ford already realised that when he said “if I would have asked
consumers what they wanted, they would have responded: a faster horse”.
More recently a growing body of literature shows how human decision-making processes are
anything but conscious and linear (a.o. Ariely 2008). Consumers nowadays decide what to
buy at the last moment (Spijkerman 2006), and they shop because they want to be surprised
by ‘memorable experiences’ (Boswijk et al. 2007). Even the availability of internet-based
social networking would affect the consumer decision-making processes, as the availability of
new (peer-to-peer) information systems impacts the evaluative phase in the purchasing
process (Edelman 2011). To complicate things even further, we have seen in the first chapter
that according to postmodern insights consumers are now taking over the role of producers to
become, at times, ‘prosumers’ (as in Saren 2007).
What becomes clear, hopefully, is that consumers seem to become unpredictable, they follow
a logic of their own, and that for a company this means, acknowledging a more or less active
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role of consumers in the valuation process is not the same as being customer orientated.
Companies that, for instance, make extended use of database technology to customise offers
and marketing communications are considered to be customer oriented, but in our HyPo terms
they are mostly customer orienting. In their search for needs and wants companies typically
look for shared preferences in order to be able to address their consumers consistently. Using
postmodern approaches mostly means being uncertain whether the value propositions will
have some relevance and if so for whom. When these are successful that means that
propositions by these companies are relevant for some consumers as well. I have used the
concept of relevance here also because according to a.o. Gladwell, the most important
condition for information to stick in people’s heads is its relevance, which it gets by its
strategic importance (Gladwell 2000: 89). One could even argue that the term ‘important’
already implies strategic value, i.e. a product or brand is considered important (and thus worth
purchasing) because it contributes to the realisation of certain goals. In these terms a value
proposition is a promise related to the realisation of relevant goals, and goals are represented
by a system of values, which is a cultural system. A value connection is established when
these supply and demand side values coincide as it where, and even co-evolve. In this sense
values always have a cultural and thus communal origin.
In the context of marketing as a process of valuation, consumers estimate benefits (see box 22 for the relation between values, preferences, benefits and needs) and evaluate the promises
implied in a company’s value proposition by relating these to a personal system of values.
These benefits, however, must be interpreted and recognised as such. When these benefits are
measurable in objective terms to some extent (a faster car, low-fat food) then one can always
rationalise a choice, either before or after the purchase. Mostly though, benefits are not that
evident in objective terms, as the valuation process becomes filled with appreciations along
the lines of ‘because I like it’ or ‘it is cute, nice,…’. So in practice one cannot distinguish that
easy between functional benefits on the one side and emotional ones, implied by signs and
symbols, on the other (see Box 2.3 for a clarification of the role of signs). At the core of the
formation and expression of preferences there is always a system, or a set of conflicting
systems, of values representing one’s group on one side and certain individual goals on the
other. Now if understanding and observing values is of strategic importance for our
disquisition, next we should have a further look at how this concept has been defined and
observed in the literature.
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Box 2-2 Preferences, Benefits, Values and Needs.
One of the classic discussions concerning marketing (see also chapter 1) is whether it
satisfies existing (maybe latent) needs, or creates them. This is like questioning if needs are
hereditary or acquired through culture. According to recent insights on how culture and
genes co-evolve (Laland et al. 2010), this question is quickly answered though: sometimes
‘invented’ needs become engrained in our genetic set-up.18 Conversely the establishment of
needs, preferences, and values that inform behavioural norms can be considered a process of
cultural selection which is a biological necessity as well, since it promotes a social cohesion
necessary for survival which goes beyond the family level context (i.e. kin selection). This
also explains why humans have a higher and more evolved kind of cultural variation than
other species.19
The logic of the relationship between these concepts could be described by the following
situation. A clerk in a financial institution needs a new shirt, why does he prefer a classic
style, white model? Because this specific model gives him the benefit of a higher probability
of social acceptance in the financial world. Because the values that typify the financial world
(competitiveness? Stakhanovism? ambition?) are represented by such a shirt.
As Vanessa Friedman, chief fashion editor of the Financial Times comments, referring to the
clothing style of London’s City: “...that particular combo (blue, white, blue) is shaping up as
this generation’s political and economic power uniform, as seen on most world leaders under
50, not to mention the bankers who want to woo them” (What suits George Osborne
Financial Times, October 20, 201020).
My quest for the origin of values, instead of that of preferences and benefits, therefore
derives from the fact that shared values (or the very fact that values are shared) inform and
thus precede the formation of an individual’s emotions and instincts that lead to the valuation
of benefits and the formation of preferences.

18
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Box 2-3 The functional relevance of signs
According to the Collins English dictionary (edition of 2005) something is relevant when it
has “to do with the matter in hand”. Etymologically the word finds its origins in the Latin
word ‘relevare’ which literally means to highlight, but also to mitigate, or alleviate. So we
could say that something is relevant when it promises a relief. In our context that means that
economic exchange will happen when the offered proposition relieves the buyer of a burden,
which is of course close to the marketing aim of satisfying needs and wants, but also goes
beyond in that it recognises that a need or want arises because of some kind of (present or
future) impediment. This impediment can be functional, like not having a razor to shave, or
symbolic. So for instance the need for a new tie might arise because of a prospected
impediment of limited social acceptance on a specific occasion (e.g. the white shirt in box 22). This is what Roland van Kralingen (2002) , in the context of branding, refers to as a
social, as opposed to a technological, risk. The symbolic value of a product can thus be
reduced to the – functional – question: Will it work in a social context?

2-5

The origin of value

To understand the valuation process we have to disentangle the mainstream view of marketing
that it is only the company that creates value. This is quite obvious, since it remains
marketing’s goal (as an organisational function or activity) to find out and communicate what
the relevance of the value proposition is for its target consumers. Clearly this view is a
descendant of the paternalistic feature of modernism: the company decides what is good for
you and why. On the left side of the HyPo dimension one could discern attempts to address
people’s behaviour, for instance through the rhetoric that is implicit in advertising messages.
They suggest univocal causal effects like ‘if you buy this, then...’, act upon obvious and
inevitable arguments like ´Are you feeling tired often? Then...’, or leverage on basic instincts
like ‘if you want the best for your baby…’, or on vague ideological non-critical arguments
such as ‘good for the environment’. These rhetoric constructions are referring to shared
opinions and value-judgments. As we move to the right side of the HyPo dimension it
becomes a bit more difficult to univocally state and explain the relevance of the value
proposition because in postmodern terms values are mostly emotional, spontaneous and
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idiosyncratic. In order to develop a kind of indicator of the values implied in the value
proposition of a company we have to further explore the concept of values and their origin.
In section 1 we have seen how marketing is essentially a process of valuation, in which two
main actors are involved21: suppliers and consumers. We also saw that consumers are the final
selectors of a value proposition.22 Successful value propositions add value to the life of
consumers, but also to that of companies (as Michael Porter famously stated, it is not enough
to find a niche in the market, this niche must also be profitable). But what does adding values
precisely mean? Where do values come from? Some assume that values are ‘out there’ and
shared in different degrees by different people (reductionist approaches), others say they are a
product of culture, and as such emergent and context-dependent (interpretive approaches).
After having discussed these approaches, I contend that both stances can be combined as the
level of definition differs: some values are relatively stable and shared among a large group of
people, others are more idiosyncratic.

Reductionist approaches
According to Rokeach, and in line with the first stance mentioned above, values are out there,
ready to be ordered by academics for further understanding. For Rokeach the value system is a
"hierarchical organisation; a rank ordering of ideals or values in order of importance." (1976.
p. 124), he classifies values as ‘instrumental’ or ‘terminal’. The first are addressing behaviour
(e.g. being good for the environment), the second goals, final states (e.g. balance, in this case
between men and nature). Based on this kind of approach several scholars have been
developing lists of items to measure values (appropriately called LOV, or list of values) and
have been busy reducing these lists looking for item correlations and shared variance.23 This
is, however, an approach that aims at finding communalities among a group of people as large
as possible, in order to be able to subsequently classify them into ‘segments’. Instrumental
values, or values that describe the people’s behaviour, have been classified for the sake of
market segmentation by motivational researchers, and led to the creation of reference models
21

Here I will leave the role of the product out as that goes beyond the scope of this study.

22

The initial ones being those who decide within the company’s boundaries, and the ‘gatekeepers’ follow, like

opinion leaders, or what Godin in ‘Purple Cow’ calls sneezers.
23

E.g. Oppenhuizen 2008 for a Dutch LOV, retrievable at

http://www.swocc.nl/publicaties/proefschriften/een_schaap_in_de_bus.php December 2010 .
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of classification like the ‘VAlues and Lyfe-Styles’(VALS) for the population of the United
States, or the Mentality-Model, comprising both instrumental and terminal kinds of values for
the Netherlands. Thomson and Troester (2002) note that following these LOV kind of
approaches “the ideals or values being ranked are assumed to correspond in a fairly
isomorphic fashion to universal or essential psychological needs” (ibid:551). That is, akin to
the Maslow hierarchy of needs that, by the way, has never really shown to be tenable across
large enough sets of empirical data (Milfort and Rosenthal 1995). Developing a list that
factors and represents a number of items to define a generally applicable scale is also referred
to as a reductionist approach. Thomson and Troaster (2002: 551), among others, are critical
towards these kinds of approaches in their comments: “reductionism is a slippery slope that
can impede rather than facilitate scholarly efforts to better understand the workings of
complex sociocultural processes and structures”. And as we have seen before, marketing is a
complex sociocultural process (and eventually a structure) of economic exchange, in that
consumers pay money to get some kind of benefit. Moreover, in a postmodern marketing
context characterised by differentiation and fragmentation (see box 2-1), the quest is not for
universal or essential psychological needs, but for the nature of values addressing individual
preferences and buying behaviour. But do individual preferences reflect the existence of
individual values? In the realm of economics individuals engage in an exchange relation when
a product has some utility, so individual benefits can be measured by the utility of a purchase,
and preferences defined by the benefit given by the availability of one increased unit of a
good, which is called marginal utility.24 In doing so economists have bypassed intricate
questions about the origins of value, since the aim of economic modeling was to understand
what the effects are of changing preferences, and not what they consist of. So insights from
reductionist approaches and from economic thought thus far do not really help in the search
for the origins of value. This is caused by two inherent limitations of the utility approach, one
being that utility, like quality, is assumed to be comparable across individuals and cultures
(product A is definitely better than product B) and secondly that the arranging of preferences
must be immutable (one individual will then always prefer A to B, ceteris-paribus). Obviously
this helps when the aim is to derive mathematical and statistical models to predict the effects
of macro-economic policy,25 but does not help us very much in investigating how and why
consumers engage in relationships with companies and their products.

24

Most notably Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill.

25

Despite the wide recognition of this, current macroeconomic policy seems to still relentlessly believe in these
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Interpretive approaches
From a consumer culture perspective, Holbrook (1999: 93) notes that the very concept of
value is indeed more useful than constructs like quality or utility when defining consumer
benefits (see box 2-2 for the relation between preferences, needs, values, and benefits), but
that this construct has not yet been really operationalised and tested. In the quest for a
descriptive framework of values that would explain consumer benefits, he proposes a
classification based on three dimensions:
•

Extrinsic and intrinsic nature.

•

Demanding for active or reactive user behavior.

•

Implying self versus others orientation.

According to Holbrook (ibid: 135) extrinsic values are objectively definable and recognisable
but within a defined context (so if a car would, for instance, have been advertised as having a
low carbon-dioxide emission in 1960 nobody would have understood it, whereas now it is a
major selling point for most car producers) whereas intrinsic values, or valuations, are really
subjective in nature and culturally defined, like aesthetic appreciation.
The second dimension refers to the amount of activity required from consumers to get access
to the benefits, for instance, having a haircut is inactive, as opposed to driving a car.
According to Holbrook the pleasure derived from aesthetic values sometimes requires an
active consumer rationally aware of the enjoyment experience (studying a painting), but can
also require an in-active consumer (being struck by a painting). Besides the acknowledgment
of consumer initiatives in the valuation process, from this dimension we see that values can at
the same time be shared (studying means looking at what others said about it) and
idiosyncratic (one is struck because the represented object reminds one of a personal
experience).
The third dimension refers to the need of consumers to ‘show off’. In other terms the related
question is, whether a product is used, for instance, to enhance one’s status, or to reduce one’s
insecurity in a given social context (e.g. wearing a suit when going to a marriage) and whether
the product contributes to one’s own identity perception.
assumptions, at least when one looks at the proposed (hypermodern?) solutions to the financial crisis.
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Jacobs (2007: 109) mentions an implicit limitation of the model, that for instance some
values, such as health, can be both internally as externally oriented (feeling good versus
looking ‘healthy’); i.e. values have to be univocally assigned to one side of the dimension,
whereas sometimes it can be assigned to both sides at the same time. In any case one’s self
perception of e.g. being healthy is mostly informed by what is culturally considered as
healthy. In other words even if we keep products (and their brands) in a closet, and never
show them to anyone, the values we attach to them still have a cultural origin, and are thus
shared to some extent, and defined in a social context.
Holbrook’s framework does take into account some cultural, contextual ‘filtering’ in the
process of attributing meaning to values. Thomson and Troester (2002) take a more extreme
stance when they note that the cultural context should never be denied when trying to
understand value systems. They “propose that consumer value systems are articulated (and
revealed to researchers) through the stories that individuals tell about their consumption
experiences in this micro cultural domain” (ibid:553, italics added). In other words, the kinds
of values that consumers perceive can only be defined by considering the cultural context of
the value attribution act. So what varies are not values, but their interpretation (what does it
mean) and role (if and how is it informing the perception of benefits and the formation of
preferences) in relation to specific cultural frameworks of reference.
So far I have questioned the origin of values, and described two seemingly antithetical
approaches to defining and measuring values. These can be grouped under reductionist and
interpretive approaches. Reductionist approaches assume values to be ‘out there’ but not easy
to find; statistical methods are there to help out though. On the other hand interpretive
approaches imply that values cannot be measured and interpreted in a univocal way, but must
always be interpreted taking into account the context of their formation.
I contend that these approaches are not necessarily antithetical. From an interpretive
perspective more stable values can be considered as being ‘out there’as well, in as much as
these are univocally interpreted and shared among a relatively large group of people. In other
words these approaches can be united by considering different levels of interpretation of
values, or by stating the question: how large is the cultural framework of reference for the
interpretation of this value? As a consequence, postmodern marketing approaches probably
act upon more idiosyncratic value systems which implies that the relevance of a value
proposition is only to be understood in a localised context. So the issue of hyper- versus
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postmodern marketing could be refined into questions about the extent to which the relevance
of the value proposition is shared among a population.
As an example, in a context where everyone uses sticks to eat using a fork might seem
useless; conversely a French restaurant without forks would probably not survive for a very
long time. On the other hand eating escargots with sticks might also become the ‘coolest’
thing to do in Paris. Why? Exactly because most people would not do that. In this latter case
the value proposition of that particular restaurant becomes very relevant for a small group of
people ‘in-the-know’. In this case the value connection between the company and some
consumers is indeed strong. There are however value offers that convey a ‘warm feeling’ to a
broader group of consumers, like e.g. Ferrero’s Nutella. Brands like Mercedes or Jaguar
probably convey a quite univocal message, one that is shared among a large group of people.
They are, however, still perceived differently in e.g. Germany or the UK as opposed to the
United States, even if at its core the somewhat arrogant, status confirming nature of the
Mercedes brand is probably shared by most drivers and consumers alike. So a brand might
have some general and some more specific, localised connotations, or both. Or else, there are
as many connotations as there are different cultural systems of reference. An example of how
taste or fashion, in terms of aesthetic values, relate to different cultural systems of reference is
given by Akou (2007) in figure 2-5 reproduced underneath.

Figure 2-5: Framework of cultural levels and aesthetic systems
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If a cultural system of reference is well defined and relatively stable, like that represented by a
school or family, what changes are not so much the values characterising the system but
rather the norms of behaviour that express allegiance with that cultural system of reference.
On the other hand social interaction also has a constitutive role in the formation of these
reference systems.26 Or better, it is by looking at social interactions that we can understand
how and why these systems changed in time and place.

2-6

Individualism is not individualisation

I think one of the most important limitations of traditional approaches to marketing and even
of the more recent approaches that go under the denomination of relationship marketing, is
that these often consider consumers as independent and mostly rational decision makers who,
at a determinate phase of the sequential buying process, are influenced by the environment.
This means that peer pressure or the retail environment are influencing the decision process
(to buy or to engage in a relationship) but never co-determining it. The context is considered
as exogenous to the buying process. Considering contextual factors as endogenous to the
decision making process means acknowledging that humans are inevitably social, and that the
social environment influences consumer behaviour, but is also influenced by it. When
introducing the concept of values, in section 2-5, I have mentioned that some values set
external boundaries for behaviour (i.e. define what is socially accepted) others set internal, or
individual boundaries (akin to ‘moral’ values). Internal values however can also refer to
behavioural norms in a group setting. Values that define social boundaries can be
‘internalised’, as it were. The tension between internal and external values in the valuation
process that leads to a purchase decision is reflected in a tension between tendencies of
individual distinction from the group, and allegiance to that group.
In his pivotal account on fashion the sociologist Georg Simmel (1904) shows how the
meaning of symbolic values is indeed inevitably linked to an inherent human paradox: the
urge to belong to a group paired to a constant search for a unique identity within this group.
He refers to this inevitable paradox as a dual nature of men which also explains the social
function of fashion. This is, however, not a modern phenomenon since “the whole history of
society is reflected in the striking conflicts, the compromises, slowly won and quickly lost,

26

According to the premises of Actor-Network Theory (a.o. Michel Callon and Bruno Latour) not only people

have a ‘performative’ role in creating these value systems, material objects do as well.
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between socialistic adaptation to society and individual departure from its demands” (ibid:
131, italics added, because I think there is no political reference yet).
As we saw in section 2-2 postmodernism discredits ideologies or the great-narratives in its
premises, and advocates recognition of the particular, and thereby of individual, localised
idiosyncratic values and tastes. This puts us in the midst of Simmel’s paradox: the fact that
one is expected to, or should27 have independent, original, supposedly unique preferences and
identities posits a limit to the very freedom of choice on which the concept of individualism is
based. A scene from Monty Pyton’s movie Life of Brian may be most explicative of this
paradox. In the scene the following conversation takes place among voices from a crowd
standing under Brian’s balcony while Brian is wrongly taken to be a messiah and wants the
crowd to leave: 28
Brian: You are all individuals!
Crowd: Yes we are all individuals!
One person: I’m not an individual!
Crowd: Shut up! Yes you are...

So it seems to me that trying to define the very term individualism leads to a form of circular
reasoning. Looking at individualism from the perspective of the street, it strikes you how
choices people make in their consumption behaviour are also quite similar indeed. So despite
the alleged fragmentation and particularism of tastes, despite markets and trends advocated by
postmodernism (see box 2-1), if it is true what Fourier says that “consumers do not choose
brands, they choose lives” (1998: 367), then it is also true that many people choose very
similar lives. Maybe because consumption ‘choices’ are not as independent, or even not as
conscious as one would like to see them.29
Despite the ongoing myth of the consumer as an independent, fully conscious and rational
decision maker, in the last decades a lot of attention has been given to the study of
communities, or communal behaviour in cultural studies in a commercial context as well (e.g.
Muniz and O’Guinn 2001). This renewed attention towards communities is supported and

27

Baumann (2005) in particular considers the inevitability of this paradox as detrimental to human well-being, as
it leads to a kind of postmodern stress.
28
Taken from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LQqq3e03EBQ But I would strongly advise to watch the
whole movie.
29
Recent insights from the fields of neuromarketing or neuroeconomics (e.g. Ariely 2008) suggest that
consumption choices are probably much more instinctive and unconscious than we have long believed.
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reinforced by the rapid formation of a plethora of online or virtual communities (Rheingold
1993) where interaction is not necessarily physical.
In the field of consumer behaviour exponents of the Consumer Culture Theory group30
assume that consumers do not attribute value to products and brands independently but do so
collectively. When Algesheimer and Gurau (2008: 232) for instance say that “through [...]
shared consumption practices social structures are permanently and dynamically created,
maintained and/or transformed”, they argue that consumption is a communal practice that
contributes to establishing social cohesion. The role of consumption and brands in this
continuous and communal process of value attribution or production of meaning (what I
called signification in chapter 1), is to modify or to reinforce the perceptions of the self or
identity. This role has been broadly acknowledged (e.g. Holbrook et al.. 1982, Firat 1991,
Holt 1997, Elliot 1998) as well as empirically explored (Fournier 1998). So should we not
consider consumers as individuals anymore?
Some refer to the myth of individualism and individual choice as a typical North European
view, strictly related to pragmatic ideas of progress, improvement, and control (Cova and
Cova 2002: 595). In such a society relations between individuals are more formal, and hence
explicit. Compared to this ‘Latin’ societies rely more on informal structures, and recognise the
inevitable social nature of individuality itself. The very ideas of individualism and
independent decision making are also strongly related to modernistic ideas of control and
progress.
But if individualism and individual choice are myths, with whom should the marketing
managers who embrace the relationship marketing concept develop a relationship? With a
community perhaps? For some markets this might present some problems since:
-

the behaviour of such a community is not always equal to the sum of the behaviour of
its components;

-

these communities are often not easily identifiable, i.e. their borders are not always as
easy to define;

-

these communities seem to have an life of their own, as group preferences (fashions)
often seem totally aleatory.

30

See also http://www.consumerculturetheory.org Holbrook (2005). This is considered a pivotal overview for
this school of thought combining insights from critical studies, sociology, cultural studies, postmodernism and
advertising in consumer behaviour.
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Maybe it helps to consider markets microcultural systems of reference, or just microcultures.
This implies a fundamental shift from considering markets as groups of people, to
considering markets as being ‘reference worlds’ for consumers. One implication is that, when
doing marketing research, one is not interested in who consumers are, but rather in what keeps
consumers together, i.e. the representation consumers have (in a particular moment) of an
imagined community they belong to in terms of behavioural norms, and related consumption
choices.
One of the practical implications of this observation is that marketers should not go around
more or less arbitrarily defining markets on the basis of alleged (invented or latent...) needs,
but look at and understand microcultures embedded in social contexts. Indeed, as the recent
‘fashion’ of ethnography as the method in market research shows, this perspective is also
picked up by practitioners, but adopting different, more descriptive market research methods
does not necessarily imply having a postmodern marketing approach.

2-7

Inter-ago ergo sum

Most marketing books tell marketers to define and look for who ought to buy their products,
implicitly assuming that, when potential consumers are identified (in average terms), their
behaviour is to some extent predictable. Sometimes this is true, especially for product groups
that are more stable in terms of demand like dairy products or basic garments.
In chapter 1 we saw that Lambin (1991) considers marketing a discipline that follows the
premises of classic economics (section 1-3). Classic economic theory is based on the ideal of
a transparent market composed of perfectly rational decision makers. In marketing this ideal
is reflected in the definitions and descriptions of ‘target markets’31 or ideal consumers.
Postmodern approaches to marketing, however, take unpredictability of consumer behaviour
as a given; that is why I defined these approaches as more adaptive. Therefore the difference
between hyper- and postmodern approaches to marketing can also be understood in terms of a
different view on markets. This is akin to two different approaches in sociology which are
maybe best espoused in the following words by the French sociologist Michel Maffesoli
(1996:57). A hypermodern32 view on markets is one where “dogmatic a-priori […]
preconceptions proliferate, which according to a logic of ‘ought’ will try to mold the masses
31

Here I intend the market as defined from the demand perspective of needs to satisfy, as opposed to definitions
of the market in terms of products (jeans trousers) or production technologies (denim finishing).
32
Maffesoli does not use the terms hyper- and postmodern in these qualifications though.
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into a ‘subject of history’ or some such commendable and civilised entity”. In a postmodern
view a market consist of a “shapeless mass, at once moblike and idealistic, generous and
wicked, […] which in a quasi-intentional way has as its sole ‘project’ its perdurability in
existence”. According to Maffesoli these mobs are driven by ‘puissance’, a kind of vital
survival and, in a sense, spiritual and spontaneous force.33 Maffesoli calls these social entities
‘neo-tribes’ thereby observing a return to (or better, a rediscovery of) pre-modern times.
The sociologist Zygmunt Bauman (2000) talks about ‘liquid modernity’ and refers to mobs as
‘swarms’. Just like bee swarms human swarms are ephemeral, temporary, and anything but
predictable. Most of all they have no leader, they just follow imagined ‘moving targets’
instinctively. In fact birds/bees most probably do not follow the orders of a bee/bird-leader
with a plan, but imitate their neighbour. Still Bauman warns us of the consequences of these
congregations’ compulsory nature when he claims that 1) the speed at which they move is
increasing and 2) if one cannot follow the movements one is at risk of being marginalised or
stigmatised.34
Hypermodern attempts to control and manipulate consumers imply an unproblematic
application to aggregate quantities of linear, mechanicistic models that hold on a particular
level.35 These approaches might be effective when people behave like a military battalion
with defined and rather stable values and norms of behaviour. Considering markets as
swarms, however, poses questions to this approach, since control implies predictability and
the behaviour of swarms is anything but predictable. This leads us to considering the concept
of Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) in relation to markets. As Anderson (1999: 219) notes
in a CAS “order is an emergent property of individual interactions at a lower level of
aggregation”. According to this view consumers and companies are agents that are
necessarily interdependent since “agents co-evolve with one another. Each agent adapts to its
environment by striving to increase a payoff or fitness function over time [...] each

33

Maffesoli mentions Naples as a case in point (p:50). This reminds me of a description of Naples of Curzio
Malaparte (in La Pelle, 1949) where he shows how the driving force of the city’s culture, attractiveness and it
very survival are the result of a capability to mistrust hierarchies (the various foreign rulers of the city, up to the
Americans during the Second World War). Self-organisation becomes the art of survival (l’arte di arrangiarsi)
and subversiveness, irony and play are of paramount importance as these are the means of resistance (think of
the Commedia dell’ Arte that finds its origins in Naples).
34
Lipovetsky in his book Hypermodern Times also refers to a kind of liquid-modernity, however this author does
not envisage dramatic consequences for ethics as Bauman does.
35
And that is where macro-economics, a politically driven ‘invention’ of the thirties (Keynes only showed
limitations of the extant classic model), has its manifest shortcomings, but now more than ever informs
economic policy. The current financial impasse may be a good example of hypermodern attempts to solve a
crisis.
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individual's payoff function depends on choices that other agents make” (Ibid: 220). The
interdependency of agents (consumers) that comprise the system makes manipulation and
control difficult to achieve, among others because very small changes in a system (e.g. the
introduction of a new product, or a variation on existing products, or a new application for
existing products) can have quite disruptive effects because of ‘feedback loops’36 or ‘returns
to scale’ that amplify otherwise small mutations (Waldrop 1993). 37
In the context of consumption-behaviour such a mutation can also consist of a contingent shift
of preference from one brand to another by one individual. It is for this reason that a style, or
fashion, can be considered as the result of social self-organisation and co-evolution. In fact
subcultures in the 70s adopted clothing and related musical styles, as lifestyles are most
probably not a rational, calculating choice among alternatives.38 In other words, aggregate
consumption choices are complex, as they are often the result of serendipitous, insignificant,
unobservable, and sometimes infinitely small changes and events. By the same token John
Lennon probably did not have a very strong preference for the - at the time quite widespread round glasses he always wore, but that shape of spectacles became the icon of a generation.
The idea that slight preferences can lead to large effects on an aggregate level is also stated by
Granovetter in his famous work on the strength of weak ties (1973: 1377) when he claims
that: “the personal experience of individuals is closely bound-up with larger-scale aspects of
social structure well beyond the purview and control of particular individuals”.39 This means
that markets are entities that show tendencies of spontaneous self-organisation, as implied by
a CAS approach.

36

In layman’s terms, ‘snowball’ effects.

37

The rapid adoption and instant popularity of a product like the I-Pad of Apple may be an example of this as in
the perception of most people the product quickly became a ‘must have’ (about 1 million items sold 28 days after
its introduction according to Steve Jobs, see www.wired.com/epicenter/2010/05/apple-ipad-reaches-one-millionsold-twice-as-fast-as-iphone retrieved February 2012). The functionalities of the product are not really new, but
the way in which these are presented are. Small events like the making of videos showing infants using the
device might have contributed considerably to its success (http://innovateordie.com.au/2010/05/12/toddlers-areaccelerating-the-apple-ipad-diffusion-of-innovation/ retrieved February 2012).
38

In Zablosky and Moss Kanter (1976) the distinction between lifestyles and subcultures lies in the conscious
character of a subculture as opposed to a lifestyle. I dispense with this observation by noting that the line
between consciousness and unconsciousness, to generate intentional behaviour, is very difficult to draw.
Moreover I am interested in the effect of behaviour, whether it is conscious or not.
39

For instance, a slight preference for similar neighbours can lead to segregation in cities, which is not
necessarily the result of overt racism but rather the cause of it.
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Some sociologists take self-organisation pretty seriously when arguing that bottom-up,
ephemeral, and apparently insignificant relations or ties, like those with a sports club, or a cult
product fan club, or just a group of regularly gathering friends, are fundamental in promoting
social stability and therefore much more significant than we would suspect. The Dutch
sociologists Duyvendak and Hurenkamp (2004) recognise the role these kinds of informal
institutions have in contemporary Dutch society and refer to Bauman’s ‘swarms’ as
‘communities light’. They, however, do not define a measure for the strength or ‘thickness’ of
these communities, nor do they explicitly recognise the role commercial enterprises or brands
have in the formation and cohesion of communities-light. In the realm of marketing Bernard
Cova builds on the insights of Maffesoli when he recognises the ‘linking value’ of some
brands that ‘keep together’ neo-tribes as it were; i.e. these brands have a cohesive nature
(Cova 1997). Since the beginning of the new millennium several marketing scholars have
been investigating the role brands have in ‘keeping together’ neo-tribes, and refer to these
kinds of brand-centered aggregations as ‘brand communities’.40
Looking at a few of the most mentioned definitions (see box 2-4 for an overview) I find that
the following are the most interesting characteristics of group behavior in the context of the
development of preferences:
•

spatial or other identifiers are not a necessary condition for the existence of a
community, reference brands and products can vary

•

self-organisation, i.e. no top-down selection or rules

•

feelings of longing and belonging

What do these characteristics imply for the emergence of a value connection between brands
and consumers?

40

Munoz and O’Guinn (2001) and McAlexander et al. (2002) define the terms, and more recently Bagozzi and
Dholakaia (2006) have tried to identify antecedents and consequences of brand-community allegiance.
Interestingly the latter study attempts to predict purchasing intentions in the context of a brand community,
thereby suggesting hypermodern attempts to manipulate postmodern brand communities.
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Box 2-4 Swarms, neo-tribes or communities-light?
The postmodern preoccupation with the local has recently led several sociologists to consider
local communities, instead of society, as their locus of attention. An exhaustive overview of
the several community-related concepts is beyond my scope. I will reproduce those I found
mentioned most in relation to consumption behaviour here. Whether the community is ‘light’
or ‘heavy’ (cfr ‘communities light’) its members need signs and symbols as identifiers. The
brand as a sign is such an identifier.
Swarms (Baumann, Z. 2005: 76)
“In a liquid modern society of consumers the swarm tends to replace the group
with its
leaders, hierarchy of authority and pecking order. A swarm can do without all those trappings
and strategems without which a group would neither be formed nor be able to survive”.
Communities-light and heavy (Duyvendak and Hurekamp 2004)
“By ‘communities light’ we mean groups one can freely chose to belong to or not, without
serious consequences. A person can chose to be member, or be prone to do so by the social
environment, family or residence. The aim or nature of these communities is not necessarily
democratic […] By ‘heavy communities’ we intend communities the membership of which
does have more serious consequences”.41
Brand Community (Munoz & O’Guinn 2001: 412-413)
“A brand community is a specialized, non-geographically bound community, based on a
structured set of social relationships among admirers of a brand. It is specialized because at
its center is a branded good or service.[…] Like other communities, it is marked by a shared
consciousness, rituals and traditions, and a sense of moral responsibility […] the brand,
therefore, should have a central and prominent place in the discourse of modernity,
community, and society.” (Italics added)
Neo-Tribes (Cova 1997, p. 300)
According to Cova neo-tribal members are characterised by “a local sense of identification,
religiosity, syncretism, group narcissism.” Cova stresses the fact that what distinguishes
tribes from neo-tribes is that the latter lack spatial terms of reference. “Tribes attempt to
revive the community archetype of the village or the district, but these communities are not
solely definable in spatial terms; some use the latest high-tech means of communication
(microcomputers, Internet, fax) in forming virtual tribes. Face-to-face encounters and cophysical presence are no longer compulsory.” “they can be held together through shared
emotions, styles of life, new moral beliefs, and consumption practices. They exist in no other
form but the symbolically and ritually manifested commitment of their members.”

41

“Onder lichte gemeenschappen verstaan we de groepen waar je als individu zonder ernstige gevolgen van los
kunt komen […] Je treedt toe op eigen of op andermans verzoek, niet per se als gevolg van een actieve keuze,
het lidmaatschap kan ook bepaald worden door je kennissenkring, je familie of je woonplaats. Ze hoeven niet
democratisch van aard of doelstelling te zijn.” …“Onder zware gemeenschappen verstaan we die verbanden
waar men niet zomaar lid van kan worden en waarvan uittreding wel serieuze gevolgen voor individuele leden
heeft.”.
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2-8

How brands and microcultures intertwine

Some brands thus manage to establish a strong value connection, not with individual
consumers but with microcultures. How can we qualify these relationships? Or better: what
do brands do with microcultural systems and what do these do with brands?
According to Cova et al. (2007: 6) the relationship neo-tribes have with a brand can be
characterised along two dimensions: market appropriation (shaping the value proposition) and
market annexation (spreading the value proposition). The first dimension basically means that
a group of consumers can either coherently spread the company’s intended values, or reinvent
the value proposition adding original values to it. Market annexation can be interpreted as the
extent to which consumers (some of them) are engaged in activities related to the brand, i.e.
an indicator of fan-activity. The term fans, or fandom do not appear in the writings of
Maffesoli, Duyvendak or Bauman, and it is also true that not all brands have active fan clubs,
they are actually more of an exception than a rule. Brands that people love, however, like
Apple, Mini or Harley Davidson, do have fans. So to understand the nature of the value
connection or relationship between brands and consumers we also have to take into
consideration ‘fanaticism’ (see box 2-5 for a series of definitions related to fanaticism). For a
brand to have fans is important as they are very committed, loyal customers who honestly talk
about the brand and can also provide a company with reliable, hopefully, valuable information
about products and marketing initiatives.
The term fanaticism typically brings an irrational attitude to mind, an addiction that might
lead to unexpected and maybe unwanted consequences. Some refer to the term as something
positive and not necessarily detrimental to one’s psychological or mental ‘health’ (e.g. Chung
et al.. 2008, or Lewis 1992); in fact fans typically feel ‘sorry’ for those who are not fans and
thus unable to understand their passion and enjoy it (Smith et al.. 2007: 91). One very broad
definition is that of people who spend “much time and effort to engage in a particular form of
activity” (Passmore 2003: 213). Fandom also implies a proactive attitude, deriving from a
process of identification (social construction of identity) that leads to strong brand
commitment and loyalty (Moutinho et al. 2007: 670). Chung et al. (2005) find that fanaticism
is just a particular form of loyalty, which is not based on rational (i.e. calculative) but rather
on emotional drivers.
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Box 2-5: Definitions of Fan-related terms (Thorne and Bruner 2006: 53)
Fan: A person with a overwhelming liking or interest in a particular person, group,
trend, artwork or idea. Behaviour is typically viewed by others as unusual or
unconventional but does not violate prevailing social norms
Fanatic: A person with an overwhelming liking or interest in a particular person, group,
trend, artwork or idea that exhibits extreme behaviour viewed by others as
dysfunctional and violating social conventions
Fandom: A subculture composed of like-minded fans, typified by a feeling of closeness
to others with the shared interest
Fanaticism: The level of investment one has in the liking or interest of a particular person,
group, trend, artwork or idea.
Materials are the objects of a Fan’s activity. These can be:
primary: the original particular person, group, trend, artwork or idea that is the focus of
the fan’s interest, or
secondary: materials that relate to or are derived from the primary materials. These
materials may or may not be officially approved by the producer or source of the primary
materials.

Now we have accounted for the varying degrees to which individuals are engaged with a
brand, let’s shift our attention towards considering microcultures and their relations with
brands again. The model of Cova et al. gives us a framework to understand fandom in relation
to different degrees of group-fanaticism. This framework is based on two dimensions: 1) The
more or less active role consumers have in shaping the value proposition (consumers adding
values) and 2) the more or less active role consumers have in spreading the value proposition
(consumers boasting the brand). In figure 2-6 I have put some examples of brands which
could represent these four relationship types, in box 2-6 I explain why I relegate them there.
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Figure 2-6: Brands and their relation with neo-tribes

Box 2-6: How brands and microcultures intertwine (based on Cova et al.. 2007:6)
Consumers spread the meaning of the brand as intended by the company, but are not
boasting it
Commodity providers like T-Mobile might stimulate users to share tips and tricks about how
to deal with the company, but the values are mainly functional and probably univocal in their
significance42 despite the repeated attempts of these brands to create a ‘group’ or ‘social’
brand.
Consumers re-invent the meaning of the brand, but are not boasting it
In the 60s the Clark’s classic shoe was adopted by the left side of the political spectrum.
From the 80s on it stands for a more moderate view on liberalism; this shoe model still has a
very defined popularity today (Wipperfurth 2005).
Consumers spread the values intended by the company and are boasting it
The Harley Davidson brand is known for the gatherings of brand fans, and a look at the way
people dress (jeans, leather vests) shows that they are quite consistent in spreading the
42

In my experience some telecom companies attempt to build a more affective personal relationship (one-to-one
marketing!) with customers by e.g. sending out automated birthday cards. However is it questionable whether
this enhances loyalty in a fundamentally commodity market with little possibilities of differentiation based on
symbolic values. After all I do not notice many people ‘showing off’ by boasting their telecommunication or
energy provider.
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company’s values.
Consumers re-invent the values of the brand and are boasting it
Finally the brand Lonsdale was famously adopted, at least in the Netherlands, by extreme
right-wing xenophobic groups, and then by anti-xenophobic groups alike, this way becoming
a beacon of social discourse.

Fandom is one important source of customer loyalty, but loyal consumers are not always fans.
By the same token, saying that a brand manages to create and maintain a strong value
connection with some consumers does not necessarily imply that these consumers are
engaged in group activities. How do we account for this? In my discussion of the
individualism paradox in section 2-6, I have argued that human beings have two opposite
tendencies (as Georg Simmel noted in 1904): standing out versus belonging. Now consider
for instance the difference between the brands Harley Davidson and Rolex: in figure 2-5 I
show that Harley Davidson fans boast the brand but are not changing its value proposition,
but we could claim the same for a brand like Rolex. The value proposition of Rolex implies
exclusivity, i.e. by wearing it consumers want to ‘stand out’ by excluding others. In doing so,
however, these consumers seek allegiance with other people who also want to ‘stand out’, but
Rolex consumers are not spontaneously engaging in group activities, unless they have a Swan
sailing yacht and take part in the Rolex regattas. But then Rolex is not the motive for the
gathering and a different sponsor might not have changed the nature of the regatta. In the
terminology of Cova we could say that Rolex tries to find an entrance in the luxury sailing
neo-tribe.

2-9

Glue Value: The strength of small signs

In chapter 1 I have used the term ‘signification’ to refer to marketing as a process where signs
acquire meaning. These signs represent benefits for consumers, and benefits must be
interpreted according to reference value systems. We have also seen how choices, including
purchasing ones, reflect a tension between individual and group values, but that group values
can be internalised, and become one’s own. Next we have seen how value systems, which we
called microcultures, change and show properties like self-organisation (i.e. emergent values).
And that brands can act as triggers of change, of evolution of value systems, which means
brand-values and value systems might co-evolve. What we need is a concrete way to detect
and qualify the role brands have in relation to microcultures, i.e. the nature of the value
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connection. That is the Glue Value of brands (see figure 2-7) and the Glue Value can be
considered as an answer to the following questions:
-

How big, or small, is the cultural reference system for interpreting the benefits?

-

Does the brand as sign trigger some form of grouping behaviour?

If we put these questions43 on respectively the vertical and horizontal axes of a matrix, the
Glue Value of a brand would resemble the diagonal line drawn in figure 2-7.

Wide

Low
Glue Value

Cultural context of
interpretation

High
Glue Value
Localised

Low

Grouping
behaviour

High

Figure 2-7 The Glue Value of Brands
Imagine a consumer is confronted with a familiar brand like Starbucks. First he will have a
‘warm’ feeling, due to the recognition of the brand’s meaning – good coffee, relax – and
secondly the brand may awake feelings of belonging, a common ‘home’ where peers can be
found who value good coffee and a cosy environment to ‘chill out’. However, identification
with the brand (the first point) does not necessarily activate consumers in a social context;
when that is also the case the Glue Value of the brand is strong. The other way around is also
true, when the brand does activate social behaviour then cultural identification must be there

43

So regarding e.g. the value of ‘health’, this distinction resolves in two kinds of questions, a cultural one: ‘what

does it mean to be healthy?’ And a social one:’ How important is it to look healthy?’
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(as one does not feel activated by an unknown brand) which also shows how social dynamics
rest on cultural ones.
Assuming that a value connection is established with some consumers, the question in relation
to the HyPo dimension presented in section 2-2 is whether this connection is defined in terms
of the company’s intentions and assumptions regarding consumer value systems (or needs) or
by consumers. Most probably the answer lies somewhere in between but where exactly? And
how did that happen? Concerning this second question I will look at marketing as an activity
of valuation in the next chapter.
In table 2-1 I present the Glue Value qualifier which should help us define the nature of the
value connection. It is important to know here that the Glue Value of a brand is something
different than its strength, as there are brands that do not trigger grouping behaviour and are
easy to understand, but are still strong in terms of recognition, profitability, or market share
(i.e. they have a high ‘brand equity’).
Glue Value in
HyPo Class:

I

II

III

IV

V

Strategic
Relevance

Efficiency &
Effectiveness

Recognition &
Status

Belonging &
Reciprocation

Differentiation
through
belonging

Differentiation
through
contribution

Cultural
context

Meaning is
shared
worldwide

Meaning is
shared in a
specific society

Group
triggering

No triggering

Standing out
from the crowd

Shared in a
specific society
and historical
context
Massive
gatherings

For some
consumers
meaning is
localised
Occasional
smaller
gatherings

For most
consumers
meaning is
localised
Frequent
smaller
gathering s

Examples of
related
brand values

Faster,

Wealth

Autenticity

Marginalisation

Cheaper,

Perfection

‘Tongue –incheek’ humour

Controversial
issues

Vitamine-rich

Social
achievement

Offense

References
require
knowledge of a
quite small
group of ‘ thosein-the-know’

Lower
cholesterol

Sex/Nastiness

Ideological values
(environment,
health)

‘Improved’

‘Cute’

National identity

Reliable

Popular sports

Table 2-1 The Glue Value Qualifier.44

44

Gatherings mentioned in the group-triggering row can take place in virtual and physical spaces.
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The thread of this chapter should be evident from this table. Starting above, the HyPo classes
reflect the five types of marketing approaches presented in section 2-2. Going down we find
the cultural and social dimensions of the glue value (respectively horizontal and vertical in
figure 2-7). Moving towards the right side of the qualifier, the cultural system of reference for
interpreting the benefits implied by the brand becomes smaller, and the brand’s values are
determined by consumers for a larger part. In other words: the more on the right side of the
system, the higher the levels of self-organisation. Whereas as one moves towards the middle
the value connection also reflects the companies’ intentions, and the value system of
interpretation of the benefits implied in the proposition is shared among a larger group (cfr
box 2-1 points 2 and 3 respectively: fragmentation and reversal of consumption and
production).
For example: arguably both Mercedes and Nutella are strong brands, but what is their Glue
Value? Next I will give an approximate example of how I have reasoned in order to assign
brand to a specific HyPo class. A Mercedes is mostly considered reliable, and it also conveys
status. Concerning the grouping function, people driving a Mercedes are, to my knowledge,
not eager to salute each other, quite the opposite possibly. Nutella awakens more friendly
feelings. Its value proposition implies ‘grown-up kid’ and ‘genuine’ in most countries, but it is
striking how at least in Germany and the Netherlands consumers often think this (Italian)
brand is national. This is probably due to the fact that they consume most of the stuff at a
younger age, so the context of interpretation of the Nutella brand is more localised than that of
Mercedes, but at the same time broad, depending on which brand-values we consider. Nutella
though, does trigger group behaviour (albeit only in some countries and for few consumers if
compared to its market share) as consumers organise ‘Nutella parties’, a ‘Nutella Day’ or a
competition for the longest Nutella-sandwich.45 I would thus insert Nutella into category
HyPo IV and Mercedes into category HyPo II.
Going back to figure 2-6, the Glue Value of Harley Davidson seems quite high. Even if in this
case cultural references to interpret the brand are widely shared (‘Easy rider’, USA, Freedom)
the brand definitely triggers grouping behaviour more than Nutella does, and the company
stimulates that as is shown by the availability of gadgets (cfr primary and secondary materials
in box 2-5) related to that brand. For Lonsdale the cultural references necessary to interpret

45

Nutella cookbooks have been written, and other ‘secondary materials’ are available. An interesting account of

the phenomenon is given by Cova and Pace (2006).
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the brand are localised. As a matter of fact the ‘hijack’ (misinterpretation) of the brand was
not widespread, as it was the Dutch youth adhering to that system of values that was called
the ‘Lonsdale youth’46 and one needed to be ‘in the know’ to understand it.47 As such the
brand used to trigger grouping behaviour for a while, because boasting it would inevitably
relegate one to that group. Several brands do have very localised connotations but do not
necessarily trigger grouping behaviour. So I would relegate Harley Davidson to HyPo IV48
and Lonsdale to HyPo V.
After considering Nutella, Marmite is a British product that is comparable to Nutella as the
British have a strong national identification with it49 and according to the producer it helps
kids to grow up, just like Nutella. However, despite the ongoing attempts of its current owner,
Unilever, for example through the organisation of events like the Marmite Love Parties, it
does not trigger as much grouping activity as its Italian counterpart (at least in as much as I
can find out after a search on the internet). I would put it in HyPo I. Therefore the question
arises what were, or are, the reasons for these different levels of activation around the brands,
and the answer may (also) liein the use of different marketing approaches. This is indeed the
main contribution of this research: to understand the relation between the kind of marketing
approach of a company and the Glue Value of its brand.

2-10

Conclusion

I have started off this chapter by showing what hyper- and postmodern marketing approaches
imply. After having suggested a possible taxonomy of marketing approaches ranging from
hyper- to postmodern ones,50 I have given an overview of contemporary marketing
approaches and ranked them along this dimension. I found that the main contribution of
postmodern marketing to marketing thought is the acknowledgment of an active consumer
role in adding values to the company’s value proposition and therefore I started looking for a
way to rank values on the HyPo dimension.
46

The Anne Frank foundation, an observatory on racism defined a particular movement as the ‘Lonsdale Youth’
see http://www.annefrank.org/ImageVault/Images/id_12104/scope_0/ImageVaultHandler.aspx Retrieved
January 25th 2012.
47
A Google-images search of the brand gives an overview of the alleged ‘subtle signs’ leading to a high Glue
Value.
48
Please note that there is also variation within a HyPo class.
49
This shows how the cultural environment is the determinant for the development of taste. Mark Wearing,
Marmite's plant manager, reports: "Our research shows that if you haven't been exposed to it by the time you're
3, it's unlikely you'll like it," (Hoge W. “Burton-on-Trent Journal; Long Live Marmite! Only the British Could
Love It” NY Times, 20 January 2002.
50
The original formulation of the HyPo dimension must be credited to my supervisor, Dany Jacobs.
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After having justified why the concept of values is key to our discussion on consumption
choices, I have discussed several approaches to defining and measuring values. I came to the
conclusion that the best way to look at the variation in values is to consider several, coexisting value-systems I have named microcultures. In the discussion on values we have also
seen that personal and group related values can clash, and therefore I have further explored
the concept of individualisation to find out it is a myth, i.e. individuals exist, individualism
does not. This implies that establishing one-to-one relationships between companies and
consumers can be considered a conceptual myth as well. Brands build relations with
microcultures that can even have a performative role in their establishment, which means
brands and their markets, as microcultures, can co-evolve. Having defined cultural systems as
static though, we needed to account for these co-evolutionary tendencies. I did so by showing
how according to premises from both sociology and complexity theory communities show
emergent features, i.e. they self-organise their directions and directives, just like a swarm of
bees does for that matter. Combining the concepts of values and related benefits with the
definition of microcultures and with insights about their evolution has yielded an instrument,
the Glue Value qualifier, that basically allows us to trace back whether the value connection
between a brand an consumers is determined by both, and to what extent.
By developing the Glue Value dimension and Qualifier (its operational definition) I have tried
to integrate several perspectives instead of factoring out variables. The present is more akin to
an interpretive than a reductionist approach to research. In section 2-5 I have shown how
these are indeed apparently opposite approaches to measuring values, but that the interpretive
one can also be said to include the reductionist one. To consider a value as pre-existent (in our
minds) and its meaning objective is tantamount to saying that its meaning is shared in a broad
cultural context, or else: if it is true that values are emergent, it is also true that they can get
‘fixed’ in our genetic set-up for quite a long time.
In the next chapter I will come back to the distinction between reductionism and
interpretivism, or between positivism and interpretivism, or between quantitative and
qualitative, etiological, and descriptive approaches, to try to eliminate simplistic dichotomies
and argue in favour of a more encompassing stance in research.
I have not yet elaborated on marketing as an activity of valuation that leads to a specific Glue
Value category. Since I have started the chapter by commenting on hyper- and postmodern
marketing, what I also need to do in the next chapter is to give an operational definition of
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marketing activities, before relating these to the Glue Value of the brands, in a more general
framework and to justify my choice of four specific case studies.
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Chapter 3

3-1

Methodology and Frameworks

Introduction

This chapter consists of what we could call a pit stop. Before continuing with the empirical
part of my research I need to supply some fuel in the form of justification of the research
methodology, the selection of the cases, and the framework of analysis.
In the discussion in sections 2-1 and 2-2 I have mentioned how postmodernism may have
revalued interpretive research approaches by revaluing all things pre-modern (neointerpretivism?). Interpretive methods are usually associated with humanistic studies like
literature, history and cultural studies, whereas on the other side business studies have long
been considered an ‘exact’ science, where inferential statistics are the means to ‘prove’
theories and models. I have linked the discussion on methodology to postmodernism not
because interpretive methods are postmodern, but because postmodern approaches are more
akin to an ‘anything goes’ stance. Further on in section 2-5 I have shown how methodological
approaches of the definition and measurement of values can also be separated in reductionist
and interpretive ones, to conclude that interpretive methodology is broader in scope and might
thus be considered as including reductionism. In marketing the methodological discussion is
more often about interpretive versus positivistic approaches, but in my perception the latter
are dominant, as interpretive approaches are often considered propaedeutic to confirmatory
statistics. For this reason I feel I have to justify why I am not using multi-dimensional scaling
or structural equations modeling techniques. Moreover, in my opinion, a critical approach to
methodology and epistemology is a basic activity of every academic, and it is also what
different perspectives and disciplines should share: the discussion, not the method.
In this chapter, after a short discussion on marketing’s methodological diatribes in section 3-2,
I will discuss how I have dealt with the information at hand to draw conclusions in section 33. In section 3-4 I will return to the consideration of the issues of value connection and
marketing to develop a research framework that will help us go through the empirical part of
the study and draw conclusions. In section 3-5 I am going to explain why I have chosen the
four cases presented in the next chapters, and in section 3-6 I will show what data I have used,
and why.
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3-2

Methodological diatribes

Whereas the word ‘methods’ refers more to technical ‘tools’ for data gathering, methodology
is defined on a more general level and is deeply related to the kinds of assumptions it holds
about reality (ontology) and data reliability (epistemology). Many controversies between
marketing scholars stem from different ontological assumptions, which imply different and
mutually exclusive methodological approaches. Here I refer in particular to the discussion
between ‘positivist’ and ‘interpretive’ scholars and journals.51 Whereas the former are aimed
at finding all-explanatory theories as well as consensual ‘objective’ constructs that explain an
observable reality, the latter emphasise the subjective and performative nature of reality, as
well as the primary role of contextual and contingent factors (those not eligible to be
measured in consensual ‘constructs’). Somewhat deceptively these different stances are often
associated with the distinction between qualitative and quantitative methods. The terms
quantitative and qualitative, however, merely refer to the nature of the data to be collected and
therefore to the relation between research aims, methods, and ontological assumptions which
could be pictured like in table 3-1.

I have left out the aim of description from the table because that precedes every research
enterprise, even if I think describing a phenomenon can be, or maybe should be more often, a
final aim of research. I think that in positivist approaches descriptions are too quickly reduced
to a set of items, survey questions (operational definitions) that are taken for granted in
subsequent research. In other words: once a ‘valid’ construct is found, that responds to all the

51

According to Goulding (1999) this discussion is held since the 80s; see also Brown 1994: 48-49.
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statistical requisites dictated by factoring techniques, there seems to be little or no discussion
about a construct anymore, as if truth were found.52
In traditional positivist research the linear research process is clearly divided in two phases:
one of exploration through interviews and case studies, which leads to the identification of
(mostly existing, pre-defined) measurable constructs and hypotheses, and a second one that is
aimed at testing hypotheses through increasingly complex inferential53 statistical techniques.
Interpretive research processes are in general not as clear-cut, but inferential statistical
techniques are usually not applied because they assume univocal causal relationships between
two, often constructed, variables, an assumption that interpretive academics consider too
general and thus rather simplistic. In this sense positivistic methods are reductionist: they aim
at ‘reducing’ issues to a small number of variables instead of accounting for the inherent
complexity of phenomena. Their aim is indeed to reduce this complexity. But there is more to
demonstrate why these two approaches are often perceived as antithetical.
In positivistic approaches the unidirectionality of causal relations between variables poses a
major problem: given two variables, one must always be the antecedent of the other, whereas
the relation between the two can be very much iterative (especially when these constructs are
difficult to observe). As a result often calls for more longitudinal research54 are expressed but
find little following, mainly because of the efforts, time, and costs involved in longer-term
research projects.
It seems that positivistic and interpretive perspectives are mutually exclusive since the
ontological assumptions are contrasting: there is an objective reality or there is not. That is
however not necessarily so. As Brown (1994: 49) points out, methods imported from
literature studies, like discourse analysis, have their own set of rules as well, aimed at a
hierarchical classification of knowledge, since a relation between theory and empirical results
is agreed upon. Postmodernism on the other hand, in the words of Linstead (2004: 5)
“questions the relation between the theoretical and the empirical” altogether and it “pursues
52

In my previous academic life I found, for instance, that marketers agreed on how to define and measure a
construct like trust, but that posed big problems to the concept of satisfaction, also in causal terms: Is one trustful
when satisfied? Or is it the other way around? I spent a whole EMAC conference session attending this selfcentered discussion, and was in desperate need for a very large beer afterwards.
53
Inferential techniques are those where dependent variables are assigned and the effect of independent
variables on these is assessed through the application of probability-theory techniques.
54

In longitudinal research samples are taken over time, as opposed to cross-partial, ‘one shot’ sampling
techniques.
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its ends not through homology, the elevation of similarities in the form of unity, but through
heterology – a disconnected logic of the fragment”. So discussing methodology could be
considered a modern, modernistic endeavor altogether, since it implies a search for a-priori
rules stating when a claim can be considered scientific.
Regarding the relationship between theory and data, one more postmodern approach is that of
social constructivism or post-structuralism (Hackley 2003: 152-54). This perspective assumes
that reality in its totality is ‘made-up’ and implicitly agreed upon (even if it has ‘real’
consequences for people). It strikes me how methods like structural equations modeling
analysis are increasingly sophisticated and pretend to univocally measure these social
constructions, as if these were really somewhere in our heads.
In my opinion not only the history and context of the phenomena should be accounted for, but
also those of the researcher. As Feyerabend (1975:45) says: “the material which a scientist
actually has at his disposal, his laws, his experimental results, his mathematical techniques,
his epistemological prejudices, his attitude towards the absurd consequences of the theories
which he accepts, is indeterminate in many ways, ambiguous and never fully separated from
the historical background”. So one more limitation of the reductionist, or means-end,
modernistic approaches to science, is the lack of historical consideration. Indeed, longitudinal
research is often advocated as a means to find causal relationships that hold for a longer
period of time.
Evolutionary inclined researchers contend that it is only by looking at patterns in history that
we can understand the present context. According to Saad for instance (2007:13) history does
not guide human nature, but it is the other way around: human nature influences history. Both
are actually true: genetic factors influence cultural preferences (think, for instance, of how
Asian people cannot stand diary products) and at the same time cultural factors influence
biological evolution. Genes and culture co-evolve. Still according to Saad “culture is a
particularly effective means of modifying natural selection pressures and driving the
population’s biological evolution” (ibid: 7). So culture also influences genes indirectly, as it
where, by influencing natural selection (the ‘direct’ model is referred to as cultural selection).
One important feature of evolution as a paradigmatic approach is that error and chance are
allowed for as major features explaining phenomena, since that is how mutations and thus
variation come about. This is opposed to positivistic approaches where error and bias have
negative connotations. Indeed, statistical modeling captures and reduces uncertainty into one
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parameter, the epsilon, which at the end of every equation is supposed to estimate and take
away all bias due to chance and measurement faults. Moreover positivistic confirmatory
statistical methods are aimed at either refuting or accepting a hypothesis, i.e. there is no
possible third way. Evolutionary explanations ‘only’ describe and explain, in the sense that
they offer a plausible algorithm, a mechanism explaining the process of evolution (and
mutatis mutandis of a marketing strategy) without necessarily adhering to the search for an
ultimate cause; there is no etiology. In other words, positivistic approaches tend to force
meaning where there is only contingency.
So far I have introduced the distinction between positivism and interpretivism, but I have also
said that interpretive approaches are not necessarily postmodern, as they still set rules. I have
also explained how context and history should be included in every analysis, and not
‘controlled-for’ as e.g. in experiments. Finally I have found that evolutionary perspectives
may be the most realistic ones in that they not only account for history and context, but also
for chance and error. Now I have to put it all together in a pluralist (or anarchistic though not
rule-free!) approach.
We could reduce the positivist-interpretive discussion to a difference in levels of analysis and
focus. Inferential statistics are the means to find relations between two distinct variables, and
this adds knowledge on a very particular (proxy) level, since it always assumes the ‘ceterisparibus’ condition (all other things equal). Interpretive approaches offer inclusive (domainindependent or multidisciplinary) and comprehensive explanations. The output of interpretive
research is mainly stories, narratives. Stories are more adaptable, interpretable, and allow for
the necessary subjective interpretation that tested theories tend to eliminate with the
introduction of the term ‘bias’. In what we can consider a multi-level approach, the idea of
bias is conceivable on a level where consensus amongst researchers is possible (we all agree
that there is some predictable effect like gravity). But on a more particular level one cannot
answer the question: bias against what?
As I briefly mentioned before, in positivist, confirmatory approaches an hypothesis is per
definition accepted or rejected, i.e. there is no option in-between, and a ‘slight’ acceptation
(e.g. a weak but ‘significant’ estimation) can have quite large consequences, since a paper
gets published once it confirms existing theory. But when is a theory confirmed? As
Feyerabend (1975: 45) notices “according to our present results, hardly any theory is
consistent with the facts. The demand to admit only those theories which are consistent with
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available and accepted facts again leaves us without any theory”. Feyerabend’s only solution
to this admittedly epistemological impasse is ‘anything goes’, although not in the sense of
Heraclites’ ‘Panta Rhei’ but in the sense that the more competing assumptions, explanations
and data there are, the better; methodological anarchism is the rule, and the only principle that
does not inhibit progress (Feyerabend 1975: 7). I am inclined to just take and defend an
anarchical stance in the observation of rules dictating how much weight to give to
information, and which information should reflect reality or truth more or less reliably.
Methodological anarchism, however, does not imply a total absence of method. ‘Trial and
error’ can be considered as the most natural of methods. In this respect Beinhocker (2006)
talks about ‘deductive tinkering’, which allows both rationality and purpose55. More precisely:
“evolution is an iterative process of experimentation, selection, and then amplification of
things that work” (Ibid: 249). That iterative process is the deductive tinkering process which
simply means that generating knowledge happens through some deduction from mental
models and at the same time experiments that may be totally arbitrary. Arbitrarily looking for
empirical data is what Feayerabend also referrers to as ‘counterinduction’ (Feyerabend 1975:
56), that is how “ideological ingredients of our knowledge and, more especially, of our
observations are discovered with the help of theories which are refuted by them”. According
to Feyerabend, advances in science do not occur by using data to confute theory, but rather to
use data to confute the ideological foundation on which theory rests.

3-3

The research process: inferring meaning from data

To challenge the ideological foundations on which theories rest one must allow for multiple
interpretations of observations, and continuously look for new and alternative explanations.
This transcends multisciplinarity because it does not consider knowledge as consisting of
separate disciplines, but suggests a more comprehensive and inclusive view on knowledge.
This stance, however, might be considered ideological in itself, since scholars should start
doing research in a ‘tabula rasa’ (without ideology and history) mode, which is not very
realistic.56
55

Randomness is at the basis of statistical research, but life is a bit different from a lottery. In evolutionary

approaches apparent random, mostly human, processes are always the result of rationality and purpose also,
since these are products of evolution as well.
56

Or logic, since it leads to a redundant kind of reasoning: being totally without history one can not choose

either which data are relevant for interpretation.
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When the process is one of continuous, iterative theory development and confirmation, the
research approach is often referred to as ‘grounded theory’. This approach stems from the
social-anthropological tradition (Glaser & Strauss 1967), and has been extensively applied
and debated in marketing also when referring to research techniques like ethnography and
action research (Carson et al 2001: 62). The following shortlist proposed by Goulding (2005)
gives a concise overview of the main characteristics and application of grounded theory in
marketing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comes from sociology: society and the individual
So far only ‘used’ for measuring experiential consumer behaviour (context)and not for
theory development (limited generalisability)
Based on symbolic interaction
Meaning is constructed through symbols of various shapes and forms
Attacked in the 50’s for being ‘unscientific’
Glaser and Strauss (1967) formalise the approach
Iterative Process: data-theory
No a-priori model. Knowledge ‘grounded’ in phenomenon
No purposive sampling: approach those thought to be knowledgeable
New knowledge leads to new venues
Open-coding techniques/line-by-line or Inducted coding (axial coding)
Transcends specific data collection methods ‘Rules’
Theoretical sampling
Constant comparison
Core category ‘Fit’ in extant theories
Applied in the fields of: Ethical, Green, Social, Experiential marketing

Given that we are never without history, and that prejudices are thus inevitable, the elements
that I would highlight are the iterative nature of the process of confrontation of data with
extant theory, the fact that the approach focuses on symbolic interaction and social
construction, and the fact that it transcends data collection rules. As I have just mentioned,
grounded theory as a methodological standpoint allows the researcher to challenge the rules as
it were, and in doing so he is not aiming at falsifying theories (in the terminology of Karl
Popper) but aiming at refining, adjusting, and enriching previous findings by confuting the
theoretical premises and assumptions (i.e. the ideology) on which these findings are based.
This means the aim of interpretive research is one of theoretical rather than statistical
generalisation.
The nature of these two types of generalisation could be summarised as follows:
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-

Statistical generalisation. Are the findings valid for the whole population, i.e. can we
say that the relation between two or more defined variables holds throughout the
population? Or else: is the sample representative under scrutiny?

-

Theoretical generalization. One of the key indicators of validity is replication, and
different cases could also be regarded as quasi-experiments to be replicated.57 The
ongoing question is: do the findings inferred from one particular case also apply to
other cases? The result is to uncover issues that might explain differences as well as
similarities. The replication of findings across more cases is thus not aimed at
confirmation of univocal causal relationships but rather at adapting and refining
existing explanations.

Consider finding data that do not match with extant theory. The aim of statistical
generalisation then is that one must conclude that, since the theory does not hold across the
(estimated) population, it must be refuted. An aim of theoretical generalisation would maybe
lead to richer explanations, keeping in mind that ideology, paradox, and error are inherent
features of what we call reality. This does not exclude the added value of statistically
significant results, but research that is statistically not valid should be all the more significant
for developing richer explanations.
Therefore the difference between positivism and interpretivism lies not so much in the rules
used for collecting data but rather in how to draw conclusions from observations. Concluding
I think that the two stances just represent different ‘propensities to subvert the rules’.

3-4

An integrated research framework

In chapter 2 we have seen that the values represented by a company’s proposition are always
contextual in socio-cultural terms and that brands sometimes act as attractors i.e. they activate
people, triggering them to gather or at least to share. Then I have combined these perspectives
into an indicator of the kind of value connection between companies and consumers called the
Glue Value of brands (hence the denomination qualifier instead of quantifier in the
operational approach). We have seen that higher categories of Glue Value imply that 1) the

57

Cook and Campbell (1979) define quasi-experiments as 'Experiments that have treatments, outcome
measures, and experimental units, but do not use random assignments to create the comparisons from
which treatment-caused change is inferred. Instead, the comparisons depend on non-equivalent groups
that differ from each other in many ways other than the presence of the treatment whose effects are
being tested' (Cook and Campbell 1979: 6).
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cultural reference system to interpret the value proposition implied by a brand is smaller and
2) consumers are triggered to engage in group activities. How does that relate to our
discussion about hyper- versus postmodern marketing approaches? Hypermodern attempts to
create a value connection, which implies the possibility to predict and address consumer
behaviour, for instance through the creation of extensive databases that generate profiles
typifying consumers. Such attempts are also advocated by marketing scholars to help the
marketing field to recuperate its reputation as a science. 58 Postmodern approaches are not
assuming possibilities for control, and hence allow for contributions of consumers (or from
consumer tribes). They do not try to influence the perception of the brand but rather adapt to
it. The question we were left with in the previous chapter, when considering the different Glue
Value of the otherwise similar brands Nutella and Marmite, consisted of the relation between
marketing as an activity consistinlg of attempts to establish value connections and the Glue
Value of a brand.
Now that we have a Glue Value qualifier, we also need something like a HyPo marketing
qualifier, and this qualifier must take into account possibilities of spontaneous action from
consumers or from the demand side. The overall framework of analysis could be depicted as
in figure 3-1, where I take into account the ‘performative’ function of the Glue Value, i.e. the
Glue Value of the brand is not only the result of initiatives companies and consumers take
regarding the brand, but the other way around counts as well: initiatives companies and
consumers take regarding the brand are in turn informed by its Glue Value. By doing so I take
into account history, and hence possibilities of ‘feedback loops’(cfr markets as CAS in section
2-7). In figure 3-1 two lines are scattered because the Glue Value as such is not intentionally
active. The activity of companies and consumers are what I refer to as marketing activity
surrounding the brand.

58

Looking for ways to control the brand still typifies most research in marketing. See for instance the
publications of a Dutch branding research group, the SWOCC (see www.swocc.nl). In one publication ‘The
armed consumer’ (de gewapende consument) market resistance is not taken as an opportunity for understanding
consumer behaviour, but as an obstacle to overcome. In the context of branding and social media most research
is aimed at attempts to control reputation. In other words, by definition management is mostly considered an
activity of control.
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Glue
Value

Company
activity

Consumer
activity

Figure 3-1: The research framework in synthesis

With the help of this figure one can also understand why my approach has to be longitudinal.
Looking at one particular case or moment in time we might see that consumers were taking
marketing initiatives, but this might have been exceptional. Only by looking at the case over a
longer period can one conclude whether the company has been more concerned controlling
the perception of the brand or allowing for consumer inputs.
One of the main questions of this study is if, and to what extent, companies try to retain
control over the perception of the brand. What I just mentioned is one way the framework
helps to uncover that. Another way is to look more in-depth at the kinds of marketing
approaches employed by companies, whether these are leaning towards the left or the right of
the HyPo dimension. On the other - demand - side we also need to ascertain the extent of
consumer activity surrounding the brand. Table 3-2 summarises this part of the research
framework. Considering marketing as an activity of valuation, I have developed three
indicators that capture the nature of the activities surrounding the brand: adding values,
activating, or spreading the message and peer activity. The double perspective is evident in
table 3-2 from the distinction between identity (how the firm sees itself) and image (how
consumers see the brand) and from the small s and d which stand for supply and demand sides
respectively.

Glue Value

Adding Values

Activation

Peer Activity

Identity

AVs

ACs

PAs

Image

AVd

AVd

Pad

Table 3-2: An integrated framework of analysis
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The Glue Value is represented on the left because of the resemblance of this model with a
logical formulation like: GV = f(AV, AC, PA), i.e. the Glue Value of the value connection is
a function of Adding Values, ACtivating the message and Peer Activity.
Adding values (AV)
AV indicates whether the firm is more or less explicit in defining the values of the proposition
in terms of related purchase benefits for consumers (or what I have referred to in the previous
chapter as intertextuality).So, for instance, a publicity message can suggest more or less
explicitly how to use the product for specific purposes, or in specific situations, i.e. why and
in what context one is supposed to use the product or show the brand. Conversely, the demand
side tells us to what extent consumers are defining this. An extreme example of a conflict
between AVs and AVd is that of the company Mattel that decided to sue consumers who were
dressing the Barbie doll in ways not intended by the company. Eventually Mattel understood
that involving consumers could make a strategy more successful (Wipperfurth 2005).
Activating the message (AC)
AC is an indicator of the extent to which consumers must take initiatives to spread the
message. From the company’s perspective it estimates the amount of consumer activity
required to activate communication. For instance placing a billboard requires less consumer
activation than publishing a video on the internet. On the demand side it measures the extent
to which consumers are involved in spreading the company’s message. In the most extreme
case consumers, for instance, spontaneously create and spread videos concerning the brand.
Peer activity
PA tells us if the marketing initiative of the company aims at bringing people together, like it
would be the case with e.g. the organisation of an event or of a discussion blog in the internet.
On the demand side it tells us to what extent consumers are sharing opinions, objects, and
space concerning a particular brand. A most extreme case is that of the already mentioned
Nutella parties. As Cova and Pace (2006) show the producer Ferrero was initially not even
aware of these. More concretely I will classify the data according to the qualifications as
presented in table 3-4.
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HyPo

I

II

III

IV

V

Supply side, or company intended input
AVs

Benefits are clear
and explicit.

Benefits must be
interpreted in relation
to some shared
knowledge.

Benefits are
discriminating but
not controversial.

Benefits are
generating
controversy.

Benefits are
implicit.

ACs

No activity is
required from
consumers to
activate the
message.
Engagement is not
sought after.

Consumers need to
‘do something’ to
activate the message.
Engagement might
consists of a system
of rewards and
punishments

Consumers need to
repeatedly ‘do
something’.
Engagement
consists of the
explicit creation of
a playground where
the borders between
commercial and
private fade.

Consumers
should not only
be active to
receive the
message but also
to spread it.
Engagement is
sought after in a
more iterative
fashion.

Consumers
spontaneously
engage, create
means for spreading
the message.

PAs

No peer activity is
intended.

The company creates
occasions where
consumers
necessarily gather
(e.g. to get a special
discount).

The company
creates virtual
spaces where
consumers can
share.

The company
creates both
virtual and
physical spaces
for consumers to
gather.

The company gives
consumers the
means to organize
peer-activities
related to the
brand.59

Consumers use the
brand to relate to
those ‘in-theknow’.

Consumers use the
product/brand in
contexts different
from those intended
by the company.
Consumers
spontaneously
engage in activities
to promote the
brand.
Consumers are
daily involved in
peer activities
related to
modifying the
proposition of the
company.

Demand side or consumer input
AVd

ACd

PAd

Also loyal
consumers switch
to alternatives
brands offering the
same benefits.
Consumers are
passive.

Consumers adapt the
brand/product to their
likings but use it for
the intended benefits.

Consumers are not
spending extra
resources in
activities related to
the brand than
necessary.

Consumers spend
time sharing opinions
about the firm’s
proposition.

Consumers must get
hold of the medium
(e.g. specialised
magazine).

Consumers use the
brand as a self- and
social
identification
means.
Consumers register
for playing a game,
entering a website,
receiving a
newsletter.
Consumers share
more than just
opinions about the
brand, and spend
resources in related
activities.

Consumers are
actively spreading
virals, creating
content.
Consumers are
fans; the brand acts
as a ‘strange
attractor’.60
Consumers go to
brand-related
gatherings.

Table 3-4 Measuring marketing as company versus consumer input.

59

For instance the UK apparel company Jack Wills gives students old Land Rovers to organise beach parties.
See “Pretty, Posh and Profitable”, Financial Times 13th March 2011.
60
In Chaos Theory these attractors are points of convergence in unstable, dynamic contexts.
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To come back to the longitudinal level of our framework, the question was if and to what
extent the company tries to retain control over the image of the brand over time. This requires
a supply side perspective, as well as a research framework of its own that takes various levels
of interaction between a company and consumers into consideration.
Kapferer (1997) identifies three layers in the activity of brand management according to the
extent to which the results of the management activity are subject to change. At its core (tier
one) the core of a brand’s personality must be defined and stable as it informs of consistency
in perception. On a lower, second level, marketing managers must define the ‘tone of voice’
of the brand, i.e. the visual and verbal identifiers of it. On a third and lower level the brand
must ‘get alive’, so this level concerns the materials (location, marketing means) as well as
the themes of e.g. an apparel collection. So Kapferer draws a pyramid at the top of which the
core of the brand is defined, in a second tier it’s style or ‘tone of voice’ and in a third one e.g.
campaign themes. I would add another tier to the top of the pyramid because, before thinking
of what the brand values are, company executives decide about what to make and for whom.
Therefore the meaning of the value proposition is broader than just the brand values (in fact,
there are cases where a company keeps on doing the same, but needs to change the brand,
most notably in the fast moving consumer goods or telecommunications sectors). So I have
extended and modified61 Kapferer’s pyramid to introduce the Value Connection Pyramid
which looks like figure 3-2.

61

A methodological observation: I have adapted Kapferer’s model before I knew of it. Analysing the Diesel case

(chapter 4) I asked myself how the brand managed to be so consistent and innovative at the same time. I
interpreted the data, built my pyramid, and subsequently came across Kapferer’s model and elaborated on that.
So here we clearly see the iterative premises of grounded theory at work, and this is also a good example of
theoretical generalisation.
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Figure 3-2 The Value Connection Pyramid
As one can see in figure 3-2, every lower tier involves taking into consideration a new
dimension, or a subsequent question:
Tier 1: What does the company do and for whom?
Tier 2: How does that translate into a set of brand values to communicate?
Tier 3: Which consumers does the company want to address?
Tier 4: How often does the marketing mix change?
The first tier of Kapferer’s pyramid should be as stable as possible, the second one is
contingent upon longer-term cultural and social trends, and the third tier is the most dynamic
one. In my value connection pyramid this kind of argumentation still holds. With respect to
the question of control that I have posed in relation to hyper- versus postmodern approaches
to marketing, it will help us to discern to what extent a company tries to keep control. More
specifically it will help us to understand if and to what extent a brand is co-evolving with its
environment (i.e. how dynamic are the tiers?).
So far I have presented a synthetic research framework which includes two sub-frameworks,
one that helps us to look at a particular, and one at a more general level of analysis. We
should now be able to investigate the following:
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-

What is the relationship between the Glue Value of brands and marketing as an
activity of valuation?

-

To what extent does a company need to stay in control of its brand?

In doing so I hope to find out which mechanisms lead to the establishment of what kinds of
value connection, and how these relate to social, historical, cultural, and business contexts.
But before starting with the empirical analysis I still have to introduce the empirical setting of
the research, i.e. the cases, as well as to justify the choice of the data collection methods I
used.

3-5

The cases

In the search for cases to analyse I have looked for companies that I felt have a particular type
of value connection with consumers. This meant that first of all these had to be brands with
which some consumers have a strong emotional, as opposed to calculative, commitment. This
becomes evident from the kind of reaction they provoke when mentioned to interlocutors,
whether they elicit a grin, a smile, or some kind of emotional reaction that indicates how these
brands managed to add meaning that is immediately felt, recognised, and shared among users
and non-users alike.
According to Cova and Svanfeldt (1993) a characteristic of successful companies in times of
‘aesthetic hedonism’ and ‘trivialisation of art’ is to be innovative in changing the relation
between a product and its users, instead of being innovative in technologies or in adding
functionalities. 62 The brands also had to be successful in terms of brand recognition for at
least ten years (up to 2010).63
This led to the choice of Diesel, the Italian fashion company; Innocent Drinks, producer of
smoothies or pure fruit drinks; Mini, the car brand initiated by the British Motoring Company,
and its younger brother MINI of that is owned by BMW .
I also chose these three brands because they are active in totally different markets, i.e. apparel,
diary/soft drinks and cars. By doing so, I hope to, albeit partially, control the industry and
product-functionality related factors to distill those that are related to the emotional aspects of

62

Apple for instance would not be suitable according to this criterion because it is, has been, also innovative in
the technology, i.e. it allowed consumers to access new functionalities.
63
This because given the relevance of the social context, one could argue that a ‘zeitgeist’ typically has a timespan of at least ten years, i.e. the 60s, 70s, 80s, en so on.
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the company-market interaction process. Looking at this process in all four brands can be
considered consumer-oriented.
One might argue that the companies under consideration have different sizes, size being a
determinant that seems to explain many marketing variables, as bigger companies have the
necessity, ability and know-how to develop longer-term strategies and are better at organising
market feedback. Coviello et al. (2000) however find little evidence of large differences
between smaller and bigger companies when discussing relational approaches to marketing.64
According to Ormerod (2006: 15) as well, after the first few years of existence the difference
between a large and small firm’s survival potential narrows dramatically, which means size is
never a decisive factor.

Diesel
For Diesel the aim of creating an iconic brand was there from the very beginning, in the late
80ties. Currently the vision of the company reads as the intention to create one of the world’s
top-ten most iconic brands, and it managed to do so with respect to the jeans market,65 but
even with respect to other markets: in 2005 Diesel was ranked the number one most ‘cool’
brand in the Netherlands and number six in Europe, next to brands like Apple, Google, Nokia,
Puma, and Adidas.66 What is most interesting about this brand is that unlike many other
casual wear brands which were popular during the 80s (such as Benetton, Carrera, Levi’s,
Wrangler) it managed to maintain its ‘cool’ and fresh image to-date.

Innocent drinks
Innocent drinks does not have as long a history as the other cases, but managed to gain a 70%
market share in the ‘smoothies’ category in less than ten years in the UK, despite the softdrinks market being dominated by big players like Coca-Cola, Pepsi, or Nestlé which had

64

In a relational approach the aim of a company is not to maximize the number of transactions but the quality of

relationships with its customers.
65

Weekly Facebook fashion index: most popular jeans brands AFP - RELAXNEWS (English International

Version), May 4th, 2010.
66

http://www.marketingfacts.nl/berichten/diesel_meest_coole_merk_van_nederland/ (June 2006)
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money, know-how and distribution networks. The presence of these companies was actually
the reason why it was very difficult for the founders to raise the money necessary to start the
company. In other words, no investor, in a time when venture capitalism was popular,
believed it was possible to become a significant player in a fast moving consumer goods
market like this one.67

Mini and MINI
One name, but the first spelled is small letters and the other in capital letters. These are indeed
two cases concerning the same brand, but introduced and marketed twice as it were, in
different historical and social contexts. The history of Mini goes back to the 60s when it
acquired a high symbolic status that lasts till today. Although the car acquired an iconic status
almost immediately, the more recent history of the brand shows that maintaining and
exploiting that status is not as straightforward as it might seem. Most notably in 2002 the
British brand was acquired by BMW which created a new version of the car according to
contemporary safety and convenience standards, and marketed it in a way that leveraged its
values, and addressed a new geographic market, the USA. In this case there are two questions:
one is how and why did the original car acquire and maintain an iconic status which was
never intended by the British Motoring Company (or BMC which, after a series of mergers
and acquisitions, became British Leyland in 1975), and two: did the Bayerische Motoren
Werken (BMW) manage to reinforce and keep this status?
These four companies managed to stand against the odds and survive in markets where
competition is fierce, and they might therefore help us to find out what having a ‘real’ value
connection between a brand and consumers means, and to shed light on how marketing
contributes to creating it. As I have stated in chapter 1 these questions are necessary to
understand when marketing or brand managers should try to influence or manipulate
perceptions and consumer behaviour in order to establish a ‘real’ value connection. In the
search for an answer to the research question(s) I have kept in mind sub-questions like: how
did these brands actually manage to survive? Can their success be attributed only to the
‘excellence’ of marketing savvy managers? Did the environment help them in a serendipitous
67

Apparently size matters for reasons other than resource availability and long-term orientation, and only given a

specific environmental context. In fact the discussion about the alleged irrelevance of size above does not mean
we will not consider firm size as a contextual factor.
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way? Or was it both? These are questions that have been tackled already by several writers
who praise the innovative marketing of the companies. By comparing the cases, however, we
may bring some nuance in these praising explanations.

3-6

A fuzzy-interpretive approach to measurement

In order to measure the HyPo dimension I had to develop some kind of scale. I did, however,
not have a list ‘on the shelf’of pre-defined items relating to objective constructs, for one
because I recognise that the interpretation of data is always contextually mediated. When
empirical data are emergent, open to interpretation, and potentially explaining more indicators
in various intensity (in other words, non-linear and probably not normally distributed) then a
quantitative approach gaining popularity is the use of fuzzy scales. According to Varki et al.
(2000:481) “fuzzy data, or data sets that include fuzzy items, are common in content
classification. This occurs whenever items vary in the intensity to which they belong to
different categories, even when the categories are distinct and well defined”. Moreover
Visvanathan et al. (1996:458) note that “traditional scales, by requiring the choice of a single
response category as a response, cannot provide information on the extent to which a response
category captures respondents' natural responses.”
The attempts to define and further develop the use of scales based on fuzzy, non-linear sets,
is, to my knowledge, still mainly aimed at quantifying objective constructs that constitute a
deductive, reductionist nomological model. I, however, would like to employ the concept of
fuzziness in an interpretive context, i.e. one of multiplicity of interpretations. I have done so
by developing categories (HyPo I until V in section 2-2) instead of a scale. Besides allowing
for multiple interpretations, categories are not ordinal, i.e. they do not necessarily imply a
hierarchy (i.e. a lower HyPo class is not ‘less’ but just different from a higher one).
As I have said before I reject the idea of bias in the interpretation of data, since the concept
implies the existence of an objective theory. Instead of that I have to deal with the reliability
of information. The act of considering data as present in the fuzzy realm in between the
collective, or objective, and subjective views on reality (or mutatis mutandis in between a
rejected and an accepted hypothesis), is referred to as ‘inter-subjectivity’. 68

68

http://kozinets.net/archives/72 Retrieved November 2011
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Even if objectivity does not exist, that should not restrain us from looking for it, just like
perfection, or love; in this sense I would use the term neutrality instead of objectivity.69 A
researcher should have a stance that is as neutral as possible, and reflection about one’s own
influence and possible preferences on the interpretation is essential, as also implied in the
premises of grounded theory. In a way this is similar to what Feyerabend called
‘counterinduction’ (cfr section 3-2). So there are two ways to become as neutral as possible:
1) use an iterative instead of linear research process and 2) reflection on one’s own influence
on the results. I have dealt with the first point by starting to look at data, like accounts of
company’s marketing strategies and consumer reactions, and at the same time searching for
new theory and alternative explanations and data (see e.g. footnote 11 in this chapter).
Concerning the second point I have added, whenever possible and without wanting to be
pedant, references to personal experience and literature that might have influenced my
interpretations.70 Adding to that I have always discussed my findings in more of less formal
settings with fashion students in classes, but also with experts (like e.g. fashion experts
concerning Diesel) and peers (like e.g. people who experienced the 60s prima-persona, to find
out, for instance, that the choice for a Mini was quite often an economic rather than a lifestyle
one).
Hackley (2004: 11-12, referring to Thompson 1994) when commenting on hermeneutic
processes emphasises that “this dialogue between reader and text then proceeds through
subsequent iterations of a circular process that (…) tends towards its own correction”. That is,
it tends to, but never reaches this.
One often stated (and quite intuitive) ‘rule’ concerning reliability of data, is that of
triangulation, which simply means that for information to be reliable it should be confirmed
by at least three different sources (Perry 1998). Geometrically this makes sense if one thinks
that, for instance, as a navigation technique one always needs to survey three different
bearings in order to determine one’s position with any accuracy. I have used the internet as
one source of primary information (as explained in section 1-8) by analysing discussion
groups, fan websites, newsletters, user posted videos and pictures, and I have also looked at
the databases LexisNexis and PressDisplay containing newspapers articles about the
69

In other words, no matter how hard we try we can never observe ourselves from ‘outside’.

70

For example, my mother used to have a blue Mini with a white roof that always had problems with the braking
and steering. This might have given more weight to some information I retrieved about the aesthetics and quality
of the car. Neither did I ever find the Innocent smoothy as tasty and wholesome as described in most accounts by
consumers and journalists, which led me to give less weight to very positive accounts in these evaluations.
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companies in question. An extract of the chronologically ordered information from the
perspectives of supply (what did the company do and declare), demand (what do journalists
and consumers comment about), and the product (what are product variations and
introductions) is given in the appendixes.
Next to using the press and the internet as primary data sources, I have conducted multiple
interviews with marketing representatives of Innocent Drinks in the Netherlands (right before
the marketing department in the Netherlands was closed in 2009), and with marketing
representatives and the general director of Diesel for the Benelux. Multiple interviews were
held over a period of at least two years.
To generate the indicators of the HyPo dimension multiple discussions were held with
students of the Amsterdam Fashion Institute during four semesters. Students were asked to
collect examples of hyper- and postmodern approaches in marketing and rank them on the
scale. During the presentation of the assignment fruitful discussions led to further refinement
of the indicators. Students were also asked to gather information about Diesel consumers in
the Benelux. Using students for research presents limitations in that the researcher’s role in
the interpretation of the findings is difficult to ascertain, particularly when the research is not
structured. However, students knew the brand communities they explored better than me as
well, because they are often part of it, and next to their interpretations they were asked to
collect primary, ‘raw’ information that I have interpreted.

3-7

Conclusion

In the introduction I have said that this chapter was a kind of pit stop, since we needed to take
in some fuel in the shape of tools and justification to go on with the empirical part of this
study.
I started off broadly with fundamental questions like ‘is there something like ‘reality’ out
there’? I ended up with more specific questions concerning the little pieces of that assumed
reality that we are looking for.
In the first section I have presented the different perspectives on epistemology in marketing
research in more detail. The main conclusions from that presentation are:
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-

Postmodernism has helped to revalue interpretive views in marketing research,
because it has questioned the long held equivalence: between science and numbers
(inferential statistics).

-

No methodological stance is superior to another, but one must be clear concerning the
level of analysis in a research effort which can be particular, analytic, or general, more
synthetic.

-

Methodological anarchism does not necessarily imply absence of rules, the most
important one being to be able to ‘triangulate’ information by using a variety of data
sources.

I have also introduced my approach in terms of fuzziness, and explained how the HyPo
dimension and its application to the value proposition and marketing could be considered a
qualitative fuzzy scale. In this sense the Glue Value indicator is to be considered a sort of
qualifier instead of an ordinal scale.
In section 3-4 I came back to the subject matter to introduce a framework that will help us
understand the Glue Value of brands and its relation with hyper- and postmodern marketing
approaches (i.e. our main question). Considering marketing as an activity, I have developed a
framework that represents it in terms of supply- and demandside activities aimed at: adding
values to the value proposition implied by the brand, spreading the message, and triggering
virtual and physical gatherings around a brand. In the case analysis I will use this framework
to analyse specific marketing initiatives. In order to further understand to what extent a
company tries to stay in control of the brand, I have also constructed the Value Connection
Pyramid. This pyramid consists of four tiers, each one adding one (rather large…) brick to the
bridgehead a company tries to establish with consumers. This means that the pyramid is
supply-oriented only. By looking at the extent to which the pyramid’s tiers vary in time we
can ascertain the co-evolutionary tendencies of the company.
I have also presented the cases and justified my choice for them. Two of them were the initial
criteria:
1) A strong image based on intangible values and
2) An apparently strong value connection with some consumers.
On the other hand, to be able to distill some communalities the companies had to be of
different sizes and history, as well as operating in different industries. The brands of choice
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are Diesel S.p.A., Innocent Drinks, Mini (BMC) and MINI (BMW). Finally I have described
which data sources I have used and why.
After this pit stop, it is time to hit the road again.
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Chapter 4

4-1

Diesel: Not that stupid

Introduction

One of the latest (2010) campaigns of the apparel brand Diesel invites people to ‘Be Stupid’.
A few of the phrases found in the advertisements of this campaign read like this: “Stupid is
trial and error, mostly error” or “Stupid might fail, smart doesn’t even try”. In a video the
company produced and published on the internet the Be Stupid philosophy is presented.71 The
philosophy briefly entails that one’s own ideas should be pursued even if, or better mostly
when, the environment considers them as stupid. Commenting on the campaign the founder
and owner of the company Renzo Rosso refers to his personal experience in an interview,
stating that if he would have acted according to what most consider being smart, he would
never have started the company in the first place.72 The core message of the company, as well
as the name of the parent holding (and business unit) therefore boasts: Only The Brave.
In the eyes of the founder being stupid means being brave in exploring new venues. In
business this translates in frequent innovations, initiatives aimed at exploring new stylistic
market and business venues. Now if this is true, a glance at the more than thirty year old
history of the company should show instances where company designers introduced quite
daring collections or where there was a lot of controversy around the campaigns. It would also
imply that the company should be geared towards reacting to unexpected consumer initiatives.
In chapter two I defined this approach as ‘interactive market research and co-evolution’.
After having looked at the history of the company in terms of innovations in the value
proposition and in marketing, I have to conclude that Diesel is more on the left side of the
HyPo dimension than expected, which means that marketing has been and is of paramount
importance to manipulate consumer perceptions of the innovativeness of the product.73 In the
terms of Diesel itself I have to conclude that company executives are much smarter - less
stupid - than they would like to be.74 The company managed to keep a very consistent image
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See http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4h8uOUConE (July 2011)
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http://www.forbes.com/2010/05/03/ambani-reliance-diesel-markets-emerging-markets-renzo-rosso_2.html

(November 2010)
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Some consumers even drive kilometers to get hold of the newest Diesel collection. See appendix 3, year 2008.
As one comment on the company weblog presenting the above mentioned video aptly states: “esta campaña
me parece pensada por gente inteligente, para q sus consumidores estúpidos, piensen q son cools....PATETIC”
which means that this campaign seems thought of by smart people, to make their stupid consumers think they are
cool. (Yaeru Duckwen Jul 24, http://www.diesel.com/be-stupid).
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throughout the years, which is probably also the reason why it is more on the left side of our
HyPo dimension.
In the next section 4-2 I will give a brief introduction of the company’s development to show
how branding created the premises for a premium priced product. Our questions concern
manipulation of consumer perceptions and behavior, and to manipulate an object it is
necessary to define it. To clarify this I will first show how company executives struggled
between the need for a strict and clear definition and knowledge of the target market on the
one hand and the intention to portray an image of catering to individual, different preferences
on the other (section 4-3). The tension between control and ‘laissez faire’ marketing becomes
evident here. The next question is whether Diesel was really as innovative as its image likes to
portray. If that turns out not to be case, marketing may have influenced to a large extent the
perceptions consumers have of the company’s products. To determine this I look at the
company’s themes and compare them to market trends in section 4-4, to conclude that the
themes and collections never deviate much from either the previous ones or the extant trends.
All the main collections (two a year) are related to themes which are quite evident in the
campaigns aimed at introducing them. This information from the company sources is
confronted with comments about the brand by consumers and journalists reported in
newspapers in the Netherlands; a concise overview of the findings is presented in the
appendixes to this chapter.75 Once we have clarified the role branding has had in creating the
perception of the company’s image, the question is how Diesel manages to control the
perception of the brand. To determine that we first need to look at how the brand attempts to
define the value connection it want to establish with consumers. In section 4-5 I will show
how the brand defines its values. I came up with a pyramid-shaped overview of different
levels of interaction, where the higher tiers are more stable than the lower ones in terms of
pace of change. Also, the higher tiers always inform the lower ones. Subsequently I turn to
describing marketing activities to show exactly how the company seeks to communicate with
consumers. One of the keywords here is to Tease. In section 4-6 I will explain this by looking
at how the company deals with digital technology. In 4-7 the value proposition and marketing
activities are evaluated according to the indicators developed in chapters 2 and 3. Finally in
section 4-8 I am going to corroborate the presumption that Diesel has been manipulating
consumer perceptions and behavior more than what one would expect, by answering the
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Following, the numbers in brackets refer to data to be obtained on request.
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questions 1) what kinds of values were involved in the creation of the image of the brand (the
smart vs smile question) and 2) to what extent is the company looking for consumer input, as
well as to what extent do consumers contribute to the image of the brand. I will conclude also
on how this company managed to keep a ‘cool’ image to-date.

4-2

From Diesel Planet to Diesel Island

The company Diesel S.p.A., producer of denim jeans, has been praised by many not only for
the quality of its products, but also for having created a whole world, often referred to by
company executives as the Diesel Planet (Cillo and Lanza 2000: 130). 76 Inhabitants of this
world (or citizens, as a later version of the Planet, Diesel Island even issues passports) must
be brave, sexy, rebellious, irreverent, and ironic.77 But what does a pair of good quality
trousers have to do with worlds, planets, islands, and the like?
It all started officially in 1978 when founder Renzo Rosso decided to work at creating new
finishes for denim trousers, which would give these a, for that time, unconventional look. In
the area of Moldena, in the productive and rich north-east of Italy, Mr. Rosso was working in
an apparel factory that was one of the several small and medium-sized companies in a typical
Italian export-oriented industrial textile district. Cross-fertilisation and ‘economies of
proximity’78 helped Renzo Rosso start his own company thriving on the skills and knowledge
of the district. In the late 80s the company started expanding into other product categories and
markets and eventually became one of the leading apparel companies in the world. Notoriety
of the brand was, however, not only due to the product, arguably best quality jeans, but
especially to the worldwide advertisement campaigns that started in 1991 as a result of the
intention to become an international brand. According to the founder the name Diesel was
inspired by the oil crisis of the late 1970s, but also awakens associations with workwear,
toughness, durability, and endurance. Most of all it was not an Italian name.
Quite soon the brand started sending out messages that had nothing to do with the quality of
its products but rather with informing people on how to deal with themselves and the world
around them resulting in a successful life. In this respect it was innovative, as most brands
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Brand values from the Diesel Benelux corporate presentation and interviews.
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The concept of ‘industrial district’ and its spin-off advantages has already been theorized by Alfred Marshall
in the beginning of the 20th century, see Principles of Economics, by Alfred Marshall 1920, London: Macmillan
and Co.
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where still thriving on the ‘cowboy’ associations people had with denim and all things
American (e.g. the Marlboro man). Figure 4-1 below shows a booklet that says buying Diesel
products is actually the first step to achieve success, and it also shows the international aim of
the company, the focus on denim, allegiance with women emancipation and the workwear
positioning:

Picture 4-1: 'How-to Guides For Successful Living', shot by Jorgen Loof, S/S 199279
During the 90s the prestige of branding has risen for many companies. Brands are no longer
only identifiers of a product or a of company’s reputation, but acquire meaning: buying Diesel
would mean adhering to this planet and its system of values. At the same time Renzo Rosso
recognises that he must cater to a need for self-expression, and in that way justifies the
increasingly wide array of finishes, models, and product-categories sold. In his words: “That’s
also why the collection is so big: you have very elaborate and complicated pieces, down to
relatively simple t-shirts, but all of them intrinsically Diesel. We expect people to adapt our
clothes to their own identity.”(Italics added)[4].
Through the years the brand kept on being successful by translating this concept of shared
individualism into contemporary terms. Nowadays there may not be much hope to improve
our planet, nor to live successfully in the existing one, so the only possibility to live a
successful life is to escape to an Island and create a new world from scratch. Fortunately
Diesel again gives us a means to achieve that: the Diesel Island.
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http://www.wallpaper.com/fashion/diesels-30th-birthday/2729 (July 2011)
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Picture 4-2: S/S Campaign 2011
Of course Diesel is not the only socially engaged company producing and selling good quality
denim and other products (under license, from glasses to watches, helmets and recently even
cars, the new version of the Fiat Cinquecento), but it was quite successful compared to other
brands that thrived in the 80’s, and still is. So what else did it do?

4-3

A Diesel mindset

In the previous section I have shown how Diesel started its international campaigns with
advertisements touching upon issues that had little to do with the products’ quality, but more
with its wearers’ quality of life. Sometimes campaigns are aimed at ‘educating’ consumers
that denim can be ‘wearable art’ ([4] p.61). Campaigns aimed at stimulating demand for a
specific product category must be: “different from the brand’s main advertising, but every bit
as imaginative”([4] p. 142). But are Diesel’s prospected consumers young people that want to
be educated? Or are they curious adults looking for alternative explanations?
The former Benelux marketing manager of the company comments that Diesel is about a
mindset, in his words New York and Amsterdam are literally nearer to each other than, say,
Amsterdam and Maastricht. Here he voices ideas of the founder of the company who refers to
his prospective clients by saying that: “Diesel people can be 15 or 50, elegant or scruffy. They
are multi ethnic and multi-skilled, the one thing they have in common is a sense of liberty”
[4].This comment tells us that the company does discriminate amongst users on the basis of
non-demographic, or geographic, criteria. So let’s see what these criteria are and take a look
at how the company deals with defining its consumers for marketing purposes.
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To us a sense of liberty seems a rather generic criterion to define a target market, but it tells us
that the brand does not want to communicate that is has a very specific prospected target
market. This attitude is confirmed by at least two instances: the ‘individual market research’
campaign, which makes fun of the idea of market research altogether (see figure 4-3), and the
anxious reaction of the Dutch headquarters when they found out that one of my students had
posted an online survey in which the company name appeared. Apparently Diesel does not
need any of this because as the founder says “to us, our visitors are intellectuals who know
what they are looking for. We always keep that in mind” .80

Picture 4-3: Diesel’s global Individual market research81
The company at the same time seems in need of defining its customer profile, if anything
because ‘designers need to know exactly who the client is they are designing for’ (art17) and
preferably these customers are clones of Renzo Rosso and other employees sharing the Diesel
DNA. As the owner says: “we are the first consumers of what we do, so we are sure that they
understand us” [4]. When deciding if and how to deal with brand extensions – e.g. umbrellas
– the product manager must ask her/himself: “is the Diesel person likely to use an umbrella?”.
The Italian brand director seems less strict when he simply divides the world in two
categories: those who are conservative and those who are curious [art. 21]. The reader may
hazard a guess to which group Diesel consumers must belong.
Back to individual expression. Renzo Rosso likes to state: “We don’t treat consumers like
some formless mass who blindly follow the same dress code” but at the same time he notices
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(retrieved June 2011)
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that “in many ways the world is made up not of nations but of tribes, everywhere you go there
are groups of people who are inspired by the same sorts of music, movies and clothes. No
matter what language they speak, they consume the same thing”. So he does recognise more
mindsets, the question is: does he want to address all of these tribes or does he want to create
a Diesel one (sharing the Diesel DNA)?
The columns in table 4-1 show how the company segmented the market with respect to trade
relations in 2009. The shops are examples of the direct and indirect retail channels in the
Netherlands and Belgium. The rows relate to different concepts, whereas the columns refer to
items for which the demand is more or less predictable (the ‘safe’ part is what other apparel
companies refer to as never-out-of-stock).

Table 4-3: Diesel’s retail segmentation model for the Benelux.
In 2010 the company’s strategy is revised to expand the row on the right, i.e. the young
mainstream collections. Within the company a need is felt to reconnect with the younger
generation (also clear from interviews with the Dutch general manager) and mostly with the
feminine part of it, hence the appointment of a woman as the new executive officer of Diesel.
In the company’s corporate presentation slides of 2010 we find that ideal consumers should
be “the 16-22 year olds: the hyperaware generation true our Diesel values and spirit”, or “the
young and cool and the alternative fashion seekers”. Now younger consumers are the target
of the company again. And they are ‘hyperaware’ and always in search of the newest trends.
Addressing them might present some difficulty though since “we have never tried to read
their minds or follow short-term trends, we’ve just made things that we enjoy, and that we
think they might enjoy too. And they’ve responded to our honesty” [4]. So I am left
somewhat confused as to what the target market should be according to Diesel.
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What I can conclude is that company officials are struggling between a need to define a
profile of ideal Diesel consumers to cater to and the aim to portray the image of an
independent, original brand. One reason for our confusion could be that the company likes to
be on the edge between exploring new trends and at the same time exploiting existing ones.
Identifying extant trends is of paramount importance, and the company is quite famous for
that (see box 4-1). As a matter of fact “one of our talents here at Diesel is to be able to predict
a trend a year or sometimes even two years in advance. Let the rest catch up if they can.
Innovation is the best key to fighting imitation” .82 (RR in [4] p.7). But has the company
really been that innovative throughout the years? Was it trend-setting, following, or struggling
in between?

Box 4-1: Diesel’s explorative trait
Having full ownership of the brand since 1985, and hence managerial freedom, Renzo Rosso
was able to experiment by hiring young designers out of school, and sending them around the
world with an unlimited budget in order to develop what would mostly appeal to themselves. In
a country like Italy were the culture is characterized by high levels of power distance and were
age is the main indicator of skill (after family affiliation), this was quite controversial and
contributed to creating an image of a company that is unusual, creative, ‘out of the box’ among
the young scene in Europe (Cillo and Lanza 2000: 181). This is still an important argument for
the founder of the company: in a recent interview (see footnote 14) commenting on the
international character of the brand he attributes the success of the company, among others, to
the four trips designers yearly make around the world.

4-4

Timing is of the essence

At Diesel it seems to be a mantra to be innovative. In our interviews as well as in secondary
sources that tap into company officials’ opinions, innovation in both internal and external
bound processes and in products is very often mentioned (also in Cillo and Lanza 2000: 138).
The story that Renzo Rosso likes to repeat in interviews, even recently,83 is one of how he
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I wonder if that works though, Renzo Rosso has recently formally accused two Chinese entrepreneurs in Prato,
Italy, of copying four jeans models. Apparently this was getting out of control (“I cinesi mi copiano” La
Nazione, February the 3rd 2011).
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See eg http://business.in.com/article/cross-border/diesel-founder-renzo-rosso-knows-what-matters-infashion/14622/0 (14th July 2011)
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started innovating against all odds (hence the already mentioned ‘be stupid’ campaign),
referring to the use of new finishing techniques for the denim product, which gave the jeans a
rugged, raw image. When it comes to style and design though, innovation seems not to go
against the odds really; on the contrary I even discern some reticence. To find this I looked at
the themes of the campaigns and related collections through the years (company values) as
well as comments of consumers and journalists (market values) and reported the findings
concisely in figure 4-4. Mostly I took these from the book the company issued for its 30th
birthday, but also from websites dedicated to advertisements. In addition to using my own
judgment for the analysis of the collections and advertisements, I have presented them during
fashion marketing classes and used the input from students and experts like fashion teachers
and trendwatchers. I have also asked store employees and consulted newspaper archives. The
values associated with the campaigns are reported in chronological order, as much as possible.
The most significant comments are reported in the appendixes to this chapter.

Suspicion/mistery

Premium

Angels/rock

Hedonism

Confusing

Luxurious

Angels/Heaven

Theatrical

Kinky/Subvertive

2009
Gay/Sex

Mainstream

Ironic/moral

Military

Deflate/dress down

‘real’

Uniforms

2005

Streetware

Alternative youth

Provocative/dark

New luxury

Sport->Streetware

Introversion

Personal attention

2000

Future

Escape

Witty

Social/cause

Parody

Dark/dirty

Military

Nostalgia

Individual

Gay
Women emancipation

Hip + modern

1995
Rebellion

1978

Gender

Preppy

Individual

Rebellious

Company values

Market values

Figure 4-3: Timing is of the essence.

A few observations from this analysis can be made:
-

There seems to be some alternation between ‘anti’ themes like rebellion, dark/dirty,
suspicion/mystery, and ‘positive’ messaging like preppy, gender emancipation,
individual hedonism, escape.
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-

The terms used by journalists and consumers to describe the collection show some
consistency in time like: attention to personal rather than social concerns (or social
issues in as much as these lead to personal concern). Proximal, individual rather than
social and ideal values.

-

The values as mentioned by journalists and users do not fundamentally differ from
those intended by the company (at least, the comments we found are voicing the
values expressed by the company).

In relation to the first point it is interesting to note that every once in a while the brand tends
to ‘reconnect’ with the ‘hyperaware generation’. This was the case for instance around the
year 2000 when the military, as well as dark/dirty themes were picked up by the alternative
youth, and considered ‘real uniforms’. The question is to what extent this youth was
alternative. Some subcultures were indeed rebellious and had their designers, or brands, speak
for them, like for instance the punk movement and designer Vivian Westwood. Diesel looks
for elements from these subcultures but abandons them if the association becomes too strong,
or else takes established and less controversial elements from them to become mainstream.
The black-gold collection of 2008 had ‘suspicion’ as its main theme, but was mostly
perceived ‘confusing’ by fashion students and consumers84 . As a result in 2010 this collection
was brought under a separate business unit and developed into a separate line, as the older
younger, more varied and colourful image was reintroduced. So it seems that Diesel regularly
tries to depart from the playful/colourful image to voice some of youth’s preoccupations (the
military trend was a.o. a result of the Iraq and Afghanistan wars), but is always coming back
to its original, more playful image to reconnect with the ‘hyperaware’ younger consumers.
According to Cillo and Lanza (2000: 131) until the 80s the aim at Diesel was mainly to
develop and increasingly add new finishes and items to the collections, also because too much
reliance on the denim product would be too risky given the uncertain future of the category at
that moment.85 It was also the time of uniforms (in the words of Diesel’s brand manager, ibid
: 132) and Diesel provided these. Only in the 90s did Diesel establish their own creative team
and started working at the creation of the ‘Diesel Planet’ (ibid : 132).
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At the time I did the project with the students the collection was just introduced. Confusion was the reaction of
consumers in shops in Belgium as well as in the Netherlands.
85
See also Cillo and Verona ‘Search Styles in Style Searching: Exploring Innovation Strategies in Fashion
Firms’ Long Range Planning 41 (2008) 650-671.
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Where I have concluded that there is some circularity in the themes and values addressed
through the years, others take a more linear view on the development of the brand. Gill Fort
(2005) sketches three main eras the brand went through: 1st Greasy rockabilly (1978-1993),
2nd quirky urban fashionistas (1993-2000) and 3rd conscious hedonism (2000-2005), so the
brand evolved from being a rebellious teenager, to a preppy university student, and finally to a
more sophisticated and professional grown up. An overview of the characteristics of these
periods is given in table 4-2 below:

Table 4-4: Brand era analysis 1978-2005 (Gill Fort 2005).
According to Renzo Rosso the brand is only now (2011) mature enough to enter a new phase.
The newly appointed (may 2010) chief executive Daniela Riccardi voices his thoughts when
she claims the brand is just naturally evolving. Interestingly she comes from the fast moving
consumer goods sector, which means that, in the mind of the founder, Diesel starts being
more akin to, say Procter & Gamble (the previous employer of the new CEO). There brand
management differs from a luxury apparel company in terms of, for instance, exposure or
customer loyalty. Strategically the new aim is to professionalise the company further, to
reconsolidate the brand as it intends to expand further into Asia (and to double revenues by
2015). Expansion is also to be achieved by entering into more product categories through
cross-sector collaborations, like those with Fiat and Ducati.86 Stylistically the new strategy
involves – again – becoming more ‘female’, and according to interviews with consumers and
store employees this is to be found in the collections as well.
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Frau Am Steuer, Textielwirtschaft 8_2011 p. 22-25
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Monitoring the younger, ‘hyperaware’ generation is important to re-infuse the brand with
fresh blood when the perception is getting too far from the market’s main trends. But is Diesel
only about branding? What about product design?
Asking teachers and fashion knowledgeable people about this, leaves us with the feeling that
Diesel’s brand and products are growing apart. The collections do not vary that much through
the years; innovation is mainly in new finishes for the denim, but the collection, for instance,
always comprises a jacket and a scarf and translates masculine garments (overalls or
motorbike-like jackets) into feminine fits. If you want to judge for yourself, I have looked at
what was presented in the stores in the fall of 2001, 2005, 2007 as well as at the catwalk prêta-porter’ collection of 2011 (which was not available yet in the source database) and
reproduced it in picture 5-4.

2001- 2005
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2007- 2011

Picture 4-4: Collections fall 2001, 2005, 2007 and 2011. Source: www.wgsn.org

Now imagine doing a ‘blind-test’: have a general look at the pictures above, then randomly
take out two pictures: could you tell what year they are from? Even if I watched the
collections for both women and men and just randomly took the first pictures that showed up
on the website (and by doing so I am not looking for differences), I do not see much
innovation in terms of style and design. But an experienced denim connoisseur will certainly
find differentiation in some details.
The style is quite recognisable throughout the years. That the brand is not very controversial
in its design is also confirmed by a small search on the internet aimed at identifying Diesel fan
groups. It showed us how discussions are always about price or technical issues, rather than
about style. A few exceptions are comments on the advertisement themes, i.e. some moralistic
discussion in the USA about the company’s advertisements of the 90s, like those portraying
marines engaged in loving intimacies. Diesel’s loyal clients may tend to choose what they
recognise, which is safer, but like to think they are innovative. This last effect is not so much
due to the innovativeness of Diesel’s products, but rather due to the social relevance and the
timing of the themes and campaigns. As Miles Davis liked to say: ‘It’s not so much which
note you play but where you put it.’
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4-5

The branding pyramid

In interviews with company executives, but also in secondary sources, some terms are
mentioned repeatedly like DNA, street credibility, local relevance. The DNA indicates
something that is stable, immanent, a core. Street credibility is what every marketer wants to
achieve, and local relevance one of the ways to achieve that. Of course local marketing
managers (in the Benelux supported by two ‘presence’ marketing executives, at least by 2009)
like to put emphasis on the local actions they have proposed, and which were allegedly
successful, at least in terms of media exposure. How can the brand be locally relevant and still
appeal to a global, border-transcending mindset? Besides the brand’s DNA some brand values
are clearly stated as well, which must inform marketing activities, and a global brand manager
is responsible for the translation of these into local markets. When I did a marketing research
project of the company’s Benelux division with students, this project had to get approval from
the manager,87which shows that even this small-scale project was discussed with
headquarters, indicating a tendency for top-down control.
Brand values are strictly informing global and campaigns. In figure 4-2 I have drawn the
relation between the DNA, the values, the global campaigns, and the local initiatives in the
shape of a pyramid. This not only conveys the impression that our classification is strong and
durable, but intends to show that in the lower tiers there is more variation in places and time.
Descending the pyramid the frequency of change increases and the higher tiers always inform
what happens in the lower ones.
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To our surprise he announced he was coming to the Netherlands to discuss it with us, postponing the meeting
twice, and finally cancelling it due to imminent changes in the organization.
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Figure 4-4: Diesel’s value connection pyramid.

The more we go down in the pyramid, the more the marketing actions and related values
should be relevant for very specific groups, or micro-cultures. Let’s look at the tiers
separately:

Tier 1: Core values
The core of the company’s identity is what company executives refer to as the DNA.
Arguably this DNA cannot be defined because like the marketing manager says: “if you try to
analyse it, you realise you are actually getting detached from the new” [2]. The DNA is
mentioned mostly in relation to management issues; so for instance new employees are
selected on the basis of sharing this DNA, just like brand ambassadors. According to the
founder this core can however be described as: “The luxury of Dirt” or “The haute couture of
casual”[4].
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The DNA being, albeit intuitively, univocal in its interpretation, binary juxtapositions like
luxury
luxury-dirt,
dirt, haute couture
couture-casual,
casual, but also fake
fake--real
real and serious
serious--fun,
fun, characterise most of the
external communication. The concepts ‘dirty luxury’ and ‘haute couture of casual’ are quite
clearly translated in the collections. If you look back at figure 44--4
4 these themes are recurrent,
in various meanings, both in the description of the collections as in the consumers’ reactions.
The juxtaposition
juxtaposition fake-real
fake real should refer to marketing, given the garments are real. Double
edgedness refers to the ‘tone-of
‘tone of-voice’
voice’ of the company’s external communication, and is
mother to that intertextual parody that makes the advertisements so strong.

Tier 2: Brand values
There is little variation in the reports I have read concerning the values of the brand. From our
interviews, as well as from the corporate communications
materials, the following values are recurrent:
• Braveness is a value that accompanies Diesel from
its inception. We remind you that the mother company is
also called ‘Only the Brave’ (see logo aside).According to
the founder it is brave to rip
rip-off
off a denim and sell it for a
higher price, as Renzo Rosso did e.g. in New York in 1991, when he decided to take
the risk of unsold goods to convince retailers to display the items. Brave is allegedly
also how Diesel dared showing denim at the New York fashion week, being derided
first and loved for it afterwards: “now they are expecting us to be there” [2] . We have
seen before that innovation at Diesel was never radical, however, so maybe we should
consider the milder acception of the word. 88
•

Sexyness, or sensuality is an element present throughout all the external
Sexyness,
communication of Diesel. Sexual images ar
aree intended to seduce, therefore: sex as
seduction. Sex also serves to shock or to touch on social issues like emancipation, like
with the campaigns that explicitly portray intimacies between gay people. The 2010
Spring/Summer campaign theme is an example of
of how campaigns are informed by
these values, its name being ‘Sex Sells’ ((- ‘but unfortunately we only sell jeans’).

88

The Latin etymology of the term (Pravus) does not imply radical controversy but rather deformation.
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•

Rebellion implies doing things that run counter to what conventional wisdom would
expect you to do. In the beginning of the 90s this was translated into creating jeans
that ‘your parents would not wear’, just like wearing long hair in the late 60s. Looking
at figure 4-1 we see that themes like dark, or provocative and alternative youth do
share semantic ground with the term rebellion. This value is important because it
allows the brand to reconnect with the youth who, almost by definition, bring inherited
values up for discussion.

•

Irony permeates all external communication, from seasonal campaigns to local
promotional initiatives. One feature of irony is that in order to ‘get the joke’ one must
understand the intentions in between the lines of a textual or visual message. In the
campaigns the brand generates irony by contrasting mainstream, ‘serious’ images with
unreal, or unexpected contexts. As one case description aptly reports “Serious themes
seemed to be lurking everywhere in the adverts but were undercut by a final admission
that it was all just a joke.” .89 The observer must connect the dots, and to have done
that reinforces a feeling of amusement (or else, jokes aren’t funny once you explain
them). In a way, Diesel has done with its advertising what Warhol has done with
consumer culture: giving it an ironic twist and turning it into a new art form. It has
always made fun of conventional, humorless fashion advertising: fashion as serious
fun.

So the values that are stated are not that discriminating, since they leave room for ambiguity:
one’s worst intentions could always be misinterpreted. They allow for a departure from the
safe but not too much, for daring but never re-inventing. At the same time though, these
values are very much defined, as well as defining external communications.

Tier3: Seasonal themes
The seasonal global campaigns of Diesel are well known in the advertisingworld for being
‘cutting edge’. They have earned various prizes and some several times, like the prestigious
Cannes Lions Grand Prix. To establish an international image, a choice was made of
international advertising agencies, from a.o. Stockholm, Amsterdam, Paris and London. In
1991 the Swedish company Paradiset was hired to formulate the first worldwide campaign.
89
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This campaign became: ‘for successful living’ and was inspired by a tendency of the time to
tackle societal and political issues in order to get a new kind of attention (for an apparel
producer). A number of international campaigns with denominations like: Staying Young
Foreve
Forever,
r, Sponsoring Emotions or Global Warming ready followed suit. And more recently:
Sex Sells and Be Stupid. Double
Double--edgedness
edgedness and irony again permeate all external
communications (as the former Benelux managing director liked to say: “All you see of
Diesel ha
hass a double edge”). This means that these campaigns never overtly offend, but touch
on societal issues in a subtle way; they have what semiologists call a parody-approach
parody approach
(Brandao, V.C. 2003). 90 This becomes evident by looking at the more controversial and
infamous advertisements of the Italian apparel company Benetton. We could characterize the
difference by the fact that Diesel is not judging but questioning
questioning,, which is what intertextual
parody is all about. 91 In picture 44-5
5 on the left side you can see a Benetton
Benetton campaign which
portrays activist David Kirby dying of AIDS surrounded by his family. This photograph won
the 1991 World Press Photo Award, and was published in LIFE magazine. 92 On the right side
the Diesel’s V-J
V J day campaign of 1994 is portrayed, which
which also dealt with gay emancipation.

Picture 44--5:: Apparel producers start dealing with gay emancipation. Left the Pieta’
campaign of Benetton in 1991, right, one of the most controversial (according to the
amount of comments) Diesel campaigns, the V
V--J
J day campaign of 1994.
Another example93 of the two companies’ different approaches is the way they dealt with the
‘African’ issue (cfr picture 4-6).
4 6). Diesel introduced the ‘Daily Africa’ campaign in 2001,
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Ibid 10:41.: “a publicidade da Diesel faz uso da paródia como elemento de construção do discurso publicitário ao mesmo tempo em que o
questiona.
uestiona. Porque questionar é o valor maior de reconhecimento desta marca no mercado. A comunicação publicitária da Diesel é um item de
consumo, assim como cada um de seus produtos. Tem uma forte intenção lúdica que se adequa à proposta da marca. Mas o rec
recurso
urso crítico é
também uma estratégia de criação de identidade com um público cativo. Vale lembrar que o texto da paródia Diesel só é possíve
possívell ao
reconhecer o texto parodiado
parodiado:: a linguagem publicitária como um todo. Essa relação de dependência é a base da paródia.”
paródia.” This is evident in
for instance the creation of the personage of Donald Diesel, a parody of Mc Donalds and there
therefore
fore of the big American corporation.
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Still another infamous example, among many more, in this respect was the FCUK ((--fashion)
fashion) campaign of the
British company French Connection in 1988.
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always showing newspaper articles
articles in the ads that would treat Europe or the USA as
underdeveloped, and portraying African people who seem not too much concerned with
European issues, but rather with themselves. In the Benetton advertisement intertextuality is
clearly present as wel
welll (the observer needs to connect the dots to get the message) but the
content is definitely not as ironic.

Picture 44--6:: How Diesel and Benetton dealt with ‘African issues’
Hopefully it has become clear that the interinter-textual
textual parody generating doubledouble-edgedness
edgedness and
irony differentiate Diesel from other (especially apparel) brands that use social and political
issues in order to acquire meaning and street
street-credibility
credibility (and sell a pair of trousers). The
question remains: By building
building on irony and intertextual parody, was Diesel also
discriminating amongst consumers? Maybe to some extent it was. Diesel anticipated a
consumers’ tendency to deviate from the mainstream and state their alleged ‘own’ style
through brands, as opposed to sub
sub-cultures
cultures resisting the mainstream by rejecting brands and
branding all together.94 On the other hand the only heated discussions I have found about the
brand on the internet are those that deal with gay emancipation, where the gay community has
taken the aads
ds (not the brand!) to flag their opinions in 1994 and even today.95 Gender
emancipation always played an important role in the company’s external communications,
and consumers praise the feminine cuts of products that are man
man-meant
meant in first instance
(allow
(allowing
ing girls to wear what their boyfriend would wear, being sexy at the same time). Diesel,
however, adheres to a form of mild emancipation, if possible. An indicative comment in this
respect is that of a female consumer stating that Diesel “is more a wet men
men’s
’s dream than a
support of women emancipation”. Several campaigns generated controversial reactions, but
94
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more so in the USA than in Europe or elsewhere. Given the brand’s notoriety outside the
USA, I think that it says more about the USA (where you probably find controversial
discussions on just about everything) than about the advertisements in question.
Diesel was giving the impression to discriminate, but actually does not want to do so. In the
words of Renzo Rosso: “Our ironic tone sometimes initially shocks consumers. We often
present what appear to be outrageously inappropriate messages—confusing references to such
things as racial, sexual stereotypes, materialism, drug abuse, religious intolerance and political
extremism. The viewer needs to think a bit in order to understand what our intention really is.
But once they have taken the time, the viewer of a Diesel ad usually picks up on a hidden
order behind the work, a meaning that is less an insensitive, subjective statement and more a
balanced observation of the realities of the world we share.” (Ted Polhelmus, Diesel World
Wide Wear 1998: 44).

Tier 4: Local initiatives
When I interviewed Diesel’s former marketing and chief executive managers for the Benelux,
one local action had been particularly successful, and the interviewees were indeed
particularly proud of it. This consisted of offering a shower as well as new underwear to
festival-goers, on the occasion of a Dutch alternative music event. I think here lays one of the
strengths of Diesel’s marketing approach: by letting local marketing managers provide their
own input96 with regards to the means and content of marketing communications, two goals
are reached. One is achieving commitment from local managers and the other the brand
acquires local relevance. One of the ways to achieve this is to have shop managers collect
furniture from local vintage outlets. Localisation of retail happens in other ways as well: the
shop on the Heiligeweg in Amsterdam has red lights to remind people, mainly tourists, of the
infamous red light district of the city. With the intention of ‘educating’ consumers that Denim
jeans are actually works of art, the Diesel Denim Gallery was introduced in 2000 when local
artists 97 were invited to show their own original works.98
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i.e. the marketing budget and destination is agreed upon ad-hoc, and not ex-ante.
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Most famously the artist Sprouse for the shop in Union Square in Manhattan, New York.
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See http://www.shift.jp.org/en/archives/2007/10/disel_denim_gallery_aoyama.html for pictures and an article

on the Denim Gallery shop in Tokyo.
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Picture 44--7:: Diesel Denim Gallery in Aoyama, Tokyo
My own visits to Diesel shops in the Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, Germany and England were
not that exiting, however, as they revealed quite a lot of uniformity. Materials are always
wood, leather and metal, colours brown, light gray and white. Modern stra
straight
ight lines are
always combined with ‘vintage’ elements like baroque lamps or other elements which are
almost always worthy of mentioning in architect’s web logs and style magazines though.
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Picture 44--8:: Diesel Planet stores in New York (left up) Amsterdam (left under), Milano
(right up) and Tokyo.

But even if the stores do not differ a lot, the perception of the brand still differs across
countries. This tells us that some national cultural determinants might have an impact on the
brand’s image. Without the pretension of covering this question exhaustively we have asked
students from Ukraine and Sweden, next to Dutch ones, to do a small research on the internet
to find out about discussions of the brand in their home countries. The results are reported in
their original slides reproduced in picture 4-9.
4 9.99
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Picture 44--9:: National differences amongst consumers.
So even if the overall online activity regarding the brand is mostly informative (prices,
quality) we can still discern some differences amongst what students perceive as being Diesel
consumers in the various countries. More mainstream and playful in the Netherlands,
mitigated by an apparent lower internet activity; more adult in Swede
Sweden,
n, maybe reflecting the
somewhat more conservative nature of the country (often exemplified by the term Lagom),
and more aspirational and seducing in Ukraine, where brands serve that function (signaling
conspicuous consumption and shapes) notably more than in western countries. So, I think the
differences found by the students among Diesel ‘tribes’ in these countries can also be justified
in terms of predominant national traits.
But can we still make distinctions between national cultures? Not according to Diesel. As we
have already mentioned, Renzo Rosso’s opinion in this matter is that:“…in many ways the
world is made up not of nations but of tribes
tribes,, everywhere you go there are groups of people
who are inspired by the same sorts of music, movies and cloth
clothes.
es. No matter what language
they speak, they consume the same thing” [4]. Did you note any double
double--edgedness
edgedness in there?
To me it could mean two things: Are national boundaries being substituted for more
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fragmented aesthetic boundaries? You might also argue in
in favour of an increasing
homogenisation of tastes and preferences. In both cases the ‘same thing’ could be a pair of
branded jeans. The pictures below show the first consumers, showing up at the store in
occasion of the brand’s 30th anniversary, who were getting a pair of special edition trousers
for 30 Euros (already at 0500h am on the Heiligeweg in Amsterdam! I came a bit later…).
This might have been a ‘neo-tribe’,
‘neo tribe’, but the question remains if the glue that unites this neo
neotribe consists of Diesel’s brand
brand values or of the possibility to get a pair of limited edition
branded trousers at a small price.

Picture 44--10:: Consumers in a queue (Bejing) or amassed (Amsterdam) early in the
morning to get hold of Diesel’s Dirty Thirty edition jeans
Another example of how Diesel excludes consumers is the introduction of the loyalty
loyalty-membership card. In 2008
2008-09
09 (depending on geographic location) the Diesel ‘Cult Card’ was
introduced. According to Diesel’s cult card website and anniversary book “over half a million
fanatics have joined the cult card through the website or through the store. Each member gets
about seven messages per season sent with ‘irregular regularity’. These fans want to know
everything about the brand, and get to know wh
what
at happens in the Diesel planet.” The website
reads that members never get a message that doesn’t have some kind of benefit for them. Each
message should have a different, surprising and impactful design. Messages are adapted per
country and about 150 messages
messages are developed per season. Members also get exclusive access
to events, collection items, and collectibles. The card also allows “easy shopping through the
internet”. However, if we look at the website100 we see that it is actually a plain loyalty card,
allowing users to collect ‘style miles’ to get access to discounts. When I asked the Benelux
marketing manager about the rationale behind this card, he answered with some perplexity.
The company executive admitted to not understanding exactly how this fit
fitss in the company’s
100
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overall strategy. He is probably not the only one, given that by July 2011 only 34 people had
enrolled as members of the Diesel cult-card owners Facebook club. Very exclusive indeed.

4-6

Wanna play?

Digital technology makes interactivity with large amounts of people cost-efficient through the
internet. Diesel understood that the internet would be the medium to contribute to
constructing the innovative, young, and experimental side of the brand’s image. It is therefore
that Diesel has been using the internet in innovative ways as soon as it realized the potential
of it. The websites about Diesel are always created by the company itself, at least, we found
no consumer-generated content. The company uses this medium to tantalise users, creating
interactive playgrounds where others just present themselves through their websites.
The company apparently achieved the goal of gaining exposure and adding values to its brand
through online campaigns, as they did not go unnoticed: three Grand Prix Cyber Lion
awards101 were awarded to just one of Diesel’s interactive viral campaigns, created by agency
FarFar in Sweden. This campaign shows how Diesel understood the potential of this medium.
In the year 2000, when internet-based marketing was still to be explored by most marketers,
Diesel carefully prepared to launch the career of a fake celebrity, building a global advertising
campaign around the sponsorship of an unknown Polish singer, complete with CD release,
tabloid hype, and fan club. Her name: Joanna Zychowicz. "I don't think most people know
she's not real," says former Diesel advertising manager Stefano Caputo. "When you create a
character, it exists." .102 Instead of a real person having an avatar on the internet, a real
internet person had avatars in reality.
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In the context of a leading advertisement and creativity festival in Cannes, see also
http://www.canneslions.com/
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“ ‘I don't know that much; we just signed her this morning,’ said marketing director Beppe Ciaraldi, who
seemed bothered by questions about the mysterious artist.”
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0BDW/is_5_41/ai_59650843/ in a article from 2000. July 2011.
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Picture 4-11: Diesel’s Johannafunclub.com website of 2000.
Another example of the tantalising nature of the company’s internet activities is the WOWZA
or Heidies campaign of 2006. In the spring of that year the introduction of the new lingerie
collection was supported by a viral on the video sharing website YouTube where a Diesel
employee had been hijacked, together with the new collection, by two models (the Heidies)
wearing the underwear. The models would supposedly keep the employee hijacked until
Diesel would agree to book them. In the meantime visitors of the site could have their name
appear in the viral and ask the models to ‘do something’. In 2006 ‘viral’ campaigns were a
fad, but Diesel managed to add credibility to its viral and to differentiate it from other brands
by having users engage with the models, also playing with the concept of a reality show that
became very popular at the time.
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Picture 4-12: Diesel’s ‘Heidies’ campaign.
Interaction is allowed, but the playground the company creates on the internet is not allowing
for new or original consumer input. Other campaigns use the internet as the medium to
engage with consumers, however in doing so consumers always (to my knowledge) responded
to calls made by the company as opposed to the other way around. Allegedly several people,
for instance, responded to the actions suggested by the ‘save yourself’ campaign of 2001, like
drinking urine to stay young (see picture 4-13). However given the double edgedness that also
characterised the previously mentioned campaigns, it is questionable whether that was really
the case or if Diesel spread these allegations to reinforce the impact of the campaign.
From 2001 onward young creatives are engaged through
competitions: the Diesel Award for designers, the Diesel
Wall Design Competition for figurative artists, and the
Picture 4-13: The 'Save yourself'
campaign.

Diesel U-Music Award for musicians/bands. The winner
of the first one, which was organised together with the
International Talent Support agency in Italy, received
$50.000 and an internship within the company’s design
department. The second competition was more popular
and described as: “Diesel Wall is an international art
contest that aims to bring intriguing /inspiring/ insightful/
inciting contemporary ideas to giant urban canvases in
city centers

Picture 4-13: the ‘Save Yourself’
campaign
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around the world”(company website). The winner of this competition was allowed to show
his or her work on a wall at the US headquarters of Diesel on 7th avenue in New York.
The third competition was an international award for musicians or bands without a producer.
The U-Music website, which is also an information portal, allowed participants to send in
their work to be judged by local panels of experts as well as by listeners. Besides publicity the
winner received a year of support in terms of recordings and shows.103 Music CD’s were
distributed through the shops, the videos featured on the U-Music website.
Other occasions in which consumers are engaged in marketing activities are the creation and
spreading of party-events, or the involvement of regular customers who seem to share some
genes of the brand’s DNA (as stated in interviews with Benelux personnel) as ‘brand
ambassadors’.
So far we have relied upon a definition of a medium that spans from a website to a
competition. This is a rather broad definition of a medium, however, and the involvement that
these kinds of new media generate is more due to the nature of these media than to the
intentions of the company. As Mc Luhan confirms in this respect (1964104: 7) “In terms of the
ways in which the machine altered our relations to one another and to ourselves, it mattered
not in the least whether it turned out cornflakes or Cadillacs”.

4-7

Un-stuck in the middle

In section 4-1 I have shown how Diesel has been one of the first jeans companies to depart
from the, let’s say, Marlboro-Man image traditionally related to jeans, by introducing more
feminine items into the collections for instance. Even if in the beginning references to the
United States of America are quite obvious (see picture 4-1), later the values implied in the
company’s proposition are often reflecting a more European, introvert, critical stance (see e.g.
picture 4-6). Whatever the reference continent, we have also seen that Diesel created an
innovative image by exploring what the trends would be in the near future and giving these a
double-edged, or humorous twist. In terms of the values implied in the value proposition this
means that symbolic and cultural values have been very important for the brand to
differentiate itself from other brands that, at the time, would not create an entire planet, but
mostly just a denim clothing item. We have also seen that for Diesel the quality of the product
103
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is very important, but what does this quality imply? Mostly new finishes, and related finishing
techniques. Arguably Diesel jeans are durable and fit properly, but new finishes are mostly
aimed at giving the product symbolic meaning. The holes in the fabric that the brand
introduced105 where not improving its functional properties by allowing fresh air or something
similar, but represented an act of rebellion.
In section 4-4 (figure 4-1) I have shown that the perceived values of Diesel never depart
fundamentally from what the company intended to convey. So we could say that the identityimage gap is small, i.e. the brand is and has been quite successful at controlling the image, i.e.
at keeping it consistent over time and place.

Table 4-3: The Glue Value of brands.
But what about the Glue Value of the Diesel brand? Looking at table 4-3 we could conclude
that sometimes it ‘moves’ towards III and IV, but always tends to come back to II. The lower
tier of the value pyramid is not informing higher ones, as local initiatives are vehicles to
communicate pre-defined values in a credible way.
From tier 2 in the pyramid figure in 4-2 we can discern what Diesel’s values are that should
also define its image. Literally it seems like the company is telling consumers that by buying
the products they would be automatically transferred to HyPo IV. However in doing so the
image of the brand is more akin to HyPo II. Here we must make a distinction between themes
and values. The themes addressed always reflect the current ‘zeitgeist’ but it is the way the
105
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company deals with these themes that should reflect, or else convey the brand’s values. So
looking at the means and tone of communication one concludes HyPo II, i.e. distinction from
the masses. Diesel is a messenger, bringing relevant issues in an entertaining and somewhat
arrogant manner. The interesting nuance here is that Diesel created a community of people
who claim to be different in a very similar way.
Now, let’s turn to marketing as a valuation process, i.e. at how these value-associations with
the brand came about. More specifically I want to see what role, which input is ascribable to
the company and to consumers in the valuation process.
In the appendixes to this chapter I have included a brief description of Diesel’s marketing
activities. For every activity and for the three indicators, I have rated the degree of input from
the company (number in the left column under the indicator) and the degree of input by
consumers (right column) by ascribing these to one of our 5 HyPo categories described in
chapter 3. For an extended description of the rating criteria and method please see appendixes
3 and 4 to this chapter.
Adding Values (AV) Activation (AC)

Peer Activity (PA)

ComInp

ConsInp

ComInp ConsInp ComInp

ConsInp

Advertisement

II

III

I

I

I

II

Public relations

III

II

II

II

IV

II

Presence marketing

IV

II

III

IV

IV

III

Competitions

II

IV

II

IV

V

III

Web, online activities III

II

IV

III

IV

III

Membership

I

II

II

III

V

II

Median

II

II

II

III

IV

II+

Table 4-5: Calculation of Diesel’s marketing activities.

Adding Values
If we look at the medians for the values indicator, we come to a HyPo class II for the
company valuation, and HyPo class II for the consumer’s valuation as well. Again the general
denomination of HyPo class II is manipulation of behaviour. This is quite what we expected,
we have seen, for instance, that the Diesel collections and retail outlets seem less innovative
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after all than what is generally assumed. We have also seen that Diesel manages to create its
innovative image mostly by anticipating, albeit slightly, extant trends (timing is of the
essence), and that the perception of the values (e.g. the campaign themes) by consumers is
never fundamentally departing from what the company wants to convey. Paradoxes allow for
incorporating new trends. This means that the juxtaposition of apparently contradictory terms
like ‘fake-real’ or ‘dirty-luxury’ allows for the incorporation of contemporary trends, but
always give these a ‘Diesel-twist’. Diesel creates an exclusive zona-franca where one can
express one’s concerns safely. We have seen that the company management tries to retain
quite a lot of control over the kinds of marketing activities and values. If we look at the values
on tier two of our values pyramid we also understand that these values are very explicitly
referring to ‘basic instincts’ i.e. survival and reproduction, whereas: in a way irony is a means
to conserve one’s status in the face of al lot of preoccupying events (e.g. global warming, or
hunger in Africa), braveness is reflecting the need to create and find new solutions, and sexual
references are obviously giving the brand peacock feathers. Indeed I have found no instance
of consumer activities aimed at changing the value proposition of Diesel. On the contrary, as
one comment in a newspaper eloquently reads: “young people have the tendency to change
the meaning of brands, but not with Diesel. They rather drive a tank empty to grab their new
items.” (reported in the appendix).

Activation
The median106 of the numbers representing the valuation of the company input leads to a
rating of 2 (HyPo class II), the median of the right side of the columns leads to a median of 3
(HyPo class III). If we look at the definition of the HyPo II class of activities, we find that
these do not only imply manipulation of perceptions, but also of behaviour. Looking at the
categories of the indicator as I have defined it in chapter 2, the following description actually
fits the activities of Diesel best: Engagement consists of the explicit creation of a playground
where the boundaries between commercial and private fade. The word playground does
indeed also show up several times in the company’s communications. The result from our
ratings show that the roles in the game are quite skewed. In the examples presented in this
chapter it is the company that sets the rules, even when these rules are embodied by two
supposedly independent (it was a hijack…) models, or by, indeed, a fake celebrity.
106
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Peer Activity
Here the median for company input equals IV, which means the company has been trying
hard to address or create communities around the brand. In section 4-3 I ended up confused
about the question whether Diesel is trying to univocally define a consumer group or profile,
or not. Now, this confusion maybe due to the fact that it is one thing to define the market for
the purpose of creating and presenting collections (in relation to the value proposition), but it
is another thing to define groups of customers or communities, with whom to build a
relationship. The valuation of II+ for consumer communal activity means that consumers are
spending some time discussing the brand, but never really form some kind of ‘Diesel tribe’.
We have seen in section 4-5 that grouping activity around the brand is, more often than not,
the result of explicit monetary rewards like access to celebrities (for the parties), a pair of
jeans, or discounts (‘style-miles’).
Concluding on the value proposition of Diesel, the brand allows consumers to stand out of the
crowd more than to belong to one, to be brave, hence the positioning in HyPo II. This does
not imply that the glue value is low, again, I have qualified, not quantified the Value
Proposition.
In shaping the image the role of the company is more prominent than that of consumers.
Consumers are systematically engaged by the company, but the richness of the company’s
message does not allow a lot of original input: Diesel allows consumers to play but sets the
rules of the game.

4-8

Conclusion

Is Diesel a mass market company (as e.g. Cillo and Verona (2008) state) or has it been
systematically approaching (or developing) a niche market for premium denim trousers?
Indeed it has been doing both. It is as well a mass-oriented, youth culture design company (as
Ted Polhemus 1998:48 defines it) as a premium new luxury fashion company. It looks like
the value proposition in terms of product – collections – and the presentation – retail – has
been alternating between two extremes, one more colourful, explicit and young, the other
more existentialist, inquisitive, dark. Despite Diesel’s ‘staying young forever’ campaign, by
2010 the youth of the 80s inevitably grew older and the company found itself catering to more
generations at the same time. Loyal customers grew older, and the creation of a separate
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business unit in 2011107 shows brand managers are aware of this. This latest development,
which as mentioned in paragraph 4-4, goes together, among others, with the appointment of a
CEO for the fast moving consumer goods sector, shows that one of the major preoccupations
of the brand, particularly when aiming at expansion, is consistency of image. For Diesel this
meant, and means, acting mostly on the ‘moderate left’ side of our HyPo dimension, i.e.
manipulating consumer perceptions in the hope to influence consumer behaviour.
The main arguments to support this conclusion are:
1) The perception of the brand (the Diesel planet) has influenced the perception of the
product characteristics to a large extent.
2) The values implied in the brand’s image are symbolic, but mostly aspirational, helping
consumer to convey status rather than belonging.
3) The marketing activity of the company is aimed at teasing, e.g. through playfulness or
explicit rewarding.
This last point is of particular interest because of the tactics used to tease. Diesel uses ‘halfempty concepts’ (Jacobs 2010) by which the meaning of the brand is carefully framed in the
consumers’ minds. How?
•

By defining denim jeans as a vehicle for a positive message, the brand manages to
maintain an exclusive image while at the same time increasing its turnover by catering
to broader audiences. Denim is the core product, but the characterisation can be
applied to every item sold. Diesel is a messenger.

•

Double-edgedness charaterises all external communications. The brand’s values, albeit
very strictly defined, are always amenable to interpretation and personalization to
some extent. However, these are mostly interpreted by local marketing managers and
international marketing agencies, under strict supervision.

•

Anticipate, but not too much, that is the brave part. But brave in its most conservative
acception: the brand is surfing on micro-trends but exiting in time as well. There are
no instances of co-evolution with the marketplace, but rather anticipation and
exploitation.
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To include so called new-luxury brands Diesel has been producing for, and then acquired among others
Maison Martin Margiela, DSquared2, Viktor and Rolf, … next to their own collection and later separate brand
Black-Gold.
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As a result of the first two points the brand can show involvement with societal issues
acquiring ‘street credibility’ but can at the same time evoke positive feelings and associations,
in stead of guilty ones (like e.g. Benetton has done). The third point is what gives the brand an
innovative image, better described maybe as an up-to-date image. That is more akin to
looking for safety than to being brave. For most people this seems to be enough. Without
intending to offend anyone, but only to make my point clear one could say that loyal
consumers or fans of the brand are not so much smart people in need to be more stupid (as the
latest campaign advocates), but maybe rather the other way around (that is, a.o. a key feature
of humor).
Concerning the relationship between the HyPo nature of marketing activities and the resulting
glue value of the value proposition, we can therefore draw two main conclusions:
1) Play or playfulness is the postmodern way to manipulate consumers’ or people’s
perceptions and behavior. However, the question here is what play exactly means, i.e.
if consumers subvert the rules of the game (which Diesel carefully avoids) is there still
manipulation?
2) Diesel consumers share a brave attitude, individual choice is celebrated, but
surprisingly most individuals choose the same. Can we talk about a Diesel neo-tribe in
this case? Maybe we have to make a distinction between a ‘real’ neo-tribe and an
imagined one, the difference being that in the second case gathering is not a required
condition.
I would like to define this as a kind of ‘pax romana’ or ‘zona franca’ marketing: allowing
consumers to keep their own institutions, offering improvements (playgrounds…) but still
imposing rules and values. Paving the ground for collecting duties without instigating
revolt.
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Chapter 5

5-1

Innocence Lost

Introduction

An Innocent smoothie is a drink composed of fresh crushed fruit, slightly pasteurised, but
with no added ingredients or treatments whatsoever. A simple product with straightforward
benefits for virtually everyone. Yet the Innocent brand often became a beacon in extant
economic, political and social discourse in the United Kingdom. In fact, since its inception in
1999 the brand grew very quickly and managed to keep a dominant market share through the
years. It also managed to create a strong value connection with a small number of engaged
consumers.
In section 5-2 I will start with one of the most controversial events in the story of Innocent,
when Coca-Cola bought a stake in the company. Reactions showed, somehow surprisingly,
that many consumers were quite engaged with the brand. i.e. the Glue Value of the brand was
quite strong. In section 5-3 I will show that a great part of Innocent’s success is very much
due to the ‘spirit of the times’, which indicates that , in terms of values, the levers on which
the brand thrived are not that original, but what then were the determinants of its success?
Was this postmodern marketing? The brand certainly managed to market its products in a
different way than the many other companies operating in the same market(s). I found that
their way consisted of: Anthropomorphic packaging (section 5-4), systematically influencing
the selection environment or the perception of key decision makers (section 5-5) and getting
personal with consumers (section 5-6). Finally I will corroborate the conclusion that Innocent
has indeed been able to manipulate the brand’s perception to a large extent, but may not have
been very aware of that. In fact, consumers were quite active in the marketing process, but
never fundamentally changed the value proposition of the company (section 5-7). Finally I
will conclude that the fact that Innocent finally decided to accept the stake from Coca-Cola,
shows how Innocent executives became aware of the serendipitous nature of their marketing,
i.e. the impossibility to re-create it in continental Europe and thus the need for a strong partner
to make sure the product is presented on the main shelves of European retail outlets.

5-2

A marriage of convenience

‘Innocence lost’ was one of the most predictable headlines in the newspapers after the UK
based company Innocent ltd sold a stake of 20% to the Coca-Cola company in 2009. Given
the anti-corporate image of the brand some journalists would speak of a David and Goliath
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affair, others predicted the end of the company. The brand lost some of its luster, but the
question is if that would not have been the case anyway. From 2009 the main product, a drink
of crushed fresh fruit, or Smoothie, needed to be pushed harder through the distribution
channel, especially outside the UK, which is probably the very reason why Innocent came to
an agreement with Coca-Cola.

Picture 5-14: Some consumers are eager to prove and spread their disappointment
In 1999 the three founders of the company Innocent Drinks ltd started crushing fresh fruit,
pouring it into small bottles and distributing it to a few restaurants in the city of London. Ten
years later, in 2009, the company was generating about 130mln pounds of total sales by
delivering about 2 million bottles of Smoothies around Europe and has been rated one of the
most successful entrepreneurial stories of the United Kingdom. Testimony to its success were
not only the many prizes obtained (see table below), but also the amount of works published
about the company (a quick search on the Internet using the keywords innocent drinks and
case study generated about 784.000 hits).The founders were even appointed official
consultants to the UK prime minister (Gordon Brown at the time) in matters of food,
economics and innovation. The fast growth of the company in these ten years is deemed by
scholars to be mainly due to the innovative marketing, but also to the quality of its products.
More specifically: the ‘quirky’ and funny communication, walking-the-talk by delivering on
promises, and the outstanding quality of the products in terms of healthiness and taste.
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Table 55- 6:
6: The rapid growth of Innocent in terms of recognition, sales and size.

Table 55-7:: Revenues of Innocent in mln pounds. Based on press reports.
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Since its inception in 1999, the brand only saw some misfortune during the financial crisis of
2008-2009 when it clearly lost some of its market share and revenues, mostly in favour of
private label alternatives (see appendix 5-1 to this chapter for more detailed information on
market share and brand recognition figures). The sudden drop in sales between 2008 and 2009
shows how price-sensitive (or elastic, economists would say) these markets are. It suggests
that the market played a big part in justifying a steady growth and the willingness to pay an
average of 1.5 pounds premium (i.e. above a ‘normal’ price) for a bottle of 250ml. It is, after
all, a market for a product, plain crushed fruit, that one can easily make at home, and one
could argue that it is almost a commodity, with small or no differentiation possibilities, except
for continuously adding new fruits to the mix (what I would call fashion see box 5-1) and,
indeed, branding. Making the market even more difficult to conquer was the presence of a
few very big players with established financial and marketing armies. But, at the same time
there were not many new players, and we found that the tale of the – innocent – young
entrepreneur taking it up against the big, bad boys certainly contributed to creating the image
of the brand.
Box 5-1: The smoothie as an exclusive and fashionable item
Continuous innovation in the core product, as well as
in packaging and product range are key to the growth
of the company in terms of volumes but also of image:
The core product, the Smoothie, is treated as a fashion
item. The fashion-ability of the product is especially
evident from the limited edition phenomenon and that
a new ‘collection’ is developed for every season. As
with every respectable fashion company the new collection implies a careful mix between
exploration and exploitation of trends. Exploration lies primarily in the use of remarkable (in
the sense that it is generating surprise and is therefore remarked by the public) ingredients,
which had not been used in a soft-drink so far, like beetroot, pomegranate, kiwis, lychees and
the like. Even more explicative of the fashion phenomenon is the issue of colours. Green and
brown are ‘difficult’ colours, but they are nevertheless introduced and generate quite some
upheaval. And the seasonable smoothies always come in bright and fresh colours in summer,
and warm and darker ones in winter. Exploitation of existing trends is also happening as is
shown by the introduction of functional smoothies, on the edge of the functional drinks trend
(although always without synthetic additives). In the picture you can see the smoothie of the
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month April 2007, with “juicy pomegranates from southern Turkey (where the conditions are
perfect for the pomegranate tree) mixed with sweet Williamette raspberries”. On the right
side a “Special Guest Smoothie”.

The Coca-Cola affaire not only demonstrated the obvious resentment of customers, but more
interestingly it showed how some customers (not many) defend the brand quite emotionally
claiming, for instance, that coming to terms with the enemy would only help spreading the
‘good’. Allegedly Coca-Cola was very interested in this small but strong commitment from a
core group of users. Something must have generated this ‘strong connection’, but was it
indeed very innovative, new, fresh, or witty marketing? Or was it good old marketing in a
new jacket?

5-3

Rebels with a cause

The brand became a beacon in discussions on health and healthy food prevalent in England,
but also elsewhere in the 90’s and after109. Actually some health experts were busy telling
Guardian readers what they should do to keep healthy, advising several natural products and
one brand…next to being naïve Innocent
drinks became healthy per definition as
well(the comments are reported in the
appendix 5-1). The healthy effects of the
drink where not so much due to what was in
it, but mostly to what was left out, i.e. all
kinds of additives, but especially sugar. The
drink is only slightly pasteurized to ensure a
Picture 5-15: Buy One Get One Tree

longer shelf-life. Adding to the health effects

for consumers are the healthy consequences of purchasing the product for everything natural,
as well as concern for the less fortunate. Concerning the natural environment Innocent drinks
claims to be the first company doing research and eventually developing a bottle that is fully
recyclable. Another example of how Innocent ‘cares’ for the environment is the buy-one-getone tree action (see picture aside). Consumers can still register on the website, insert a code
109

e.g. recall the ‘wholesome’ effects of Jamey Oliver’s Kitchen with whom Innocent drinks has

occasionally collaborated for marketing purposes. In fact Innocent is the only brand featured in Oliver’s
Feed me better campaign and also sponsors it’s follow-up Jamie’s school dinner.
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found on the smoothie bottle and actually follow the growth of their tree, a kind of Foster
Parents but with a tree instead of a child. Users can attach messages to the trees for other
people to see, and some 100.000 trees have been planted in India and Africa as the result of
the action. The most important charity initiative may be the Innocent foundation, aimed at
supporting farmers and their environment, an obvious choice given the primary input of
smoothies. Other ‘social responsibility’ initiatives are the support of the elderly, through
collaborations with the charity Age Concern, or the homeless. Quite rhetoric laden is the
answer of the company to consumers asking for free drinks to sponsor their events (in the
f.a.q. page in the website): it gives spare drinks only to the homeless.
One important element of the company’s communication in this respect is that it was not a
‘sustainable’ brand, but rather a natural one. One of the founders and main spokesman of the
company, Richard Reed, states several times in a rather obvious way, that for them it was
important to be natural. The term is interpreted in its strict sense when talking about the
ingredients and the material of packaging, and in its broader acception when talking about
marketing. According to Reed being natural in the last context also means doing ‘great
business’.

Pictures 5- 15: Your shortcut to health (15a)! And nature (15b).
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Now nature is not all good by definition is it? Rather the opposite. Nature is also about
looking for short-term short-cuts110, which can turn out costly in the long run111; but an
Innocent smoothie helps you out there as you can see from the picture 5-6.
At the time, and probably more so today, Innocent was not the only company being (or trying
to understand what it means to be -) socially and environmentally responsible, and in this
respect an ‘Innocent face’ might as well be a Body Shop or Ben and Jerry’s. These companies
have similar stories with respect to the health effects, the David & Goliath paradigm, and also,
mostly for Ben & Jerry’s, the aesthetics and ‘tone of voice’.
The Body Shop is quite univocal in its acception of human connotations, and may be a bit too
much in-your-face. On the right side of the picture the cow is somehow human, but not the
face of the company, rather the one of the main supplier.

Picture 5-15: The Body Shop and Ben& Jerry’s advertisements

110

Evolution is not only about reproduction, more fundamentally it is about survival.

111

This is a.o. why one reads differing opinions about the effects of social advertisements aimed at enhancing

the risk perception of e.g. smoking or driving fast. In some cases these advertisement campaigns actually
reinforce the motivations for ‘bad’ behavior. They tell you what to do in case you want to be bad; also, as the
Italian saying goes: “meglio l’ovo oggi che la gallina domani”, i.e. Better an egg today than a hen tomorrow.
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The concept of Ben & Jerry’s is more interesting to us because it resembles those of Innocent
in several respects:
-

The graphics throughout the external communications resemble that of Innocent which
seem drawn by a child or ‘do-it-yourself’ not anything like what a professional design
agency would do.

-

The alleged outstanding (natural) quality of the product is necessary to justify a
premium price.

-

The cow is the testimonial of the campaigns. Having animals, like cows and rabbits,
talk to consumers is a strategy Innocent used several times.

-

They claim to use only natural ingredients but not in a serious way which would make
consumers feel like ‘health junkies’, but in a more ‘quirky’ way using some
intertextuality (Peace, Love and Ice Cream).

This strategy worked, because of a shared discontent at the time with big corporations,
associated with everything rational, persuasive and unfair. These companies came of age in a
time when big corporations where having great credibility problems, several publications
overtly criticised their bad practices. The corporation by Joel Bakan, and before that No Logo
by Naomi Klein are examples of a few authors generously supported by financial scandals of
Enron, Parmalat, and the likes. The bad practice that helped these companies grow and that
consumers were finally able to pinpoint had a name: marketing (see picture 5-6).

Picture 5-16: Scott Adams ‘Dilbert’ view on marketing
It is also in this context that we must understand the difficulties larger companies, like Pepsi,
GlaxoSmithKlein and Nestlé, had to enter the Smoothies market. Being a newcomer was
indeed a big advantage. Venture capitalism and related concepts of entrepreneurialism were
hot, start-ups en-vogue. Innocent largely capitalised on this trend. The naïve tale of how the
founders started the company (see box 5-2) is often reported as exemplary (the prizes won for
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being the best start-up in the UK are testimony to this). However, in the owner’s account of
the story of the company it appeared that it took several years, business plans and more
unexpected efforts before the start succeeded.
Box 5-2 The bins story

“In the summer of 1998 when we had developed our first smoothie recipes but were still
nervous about giving up our proper jobs, we bought a £500 worth of fruit, turned it into
smoothies and sold them from a stall at a little music festival in London. We put up a big
sign saying 'Do you think we should give up our jobs to make these smoothies?' and put
out a bin saying 'YES' and a bin saying 'NO' and asked people to put the empty bottle in
the right bin. At the end of the weekend the 'YES' bin was full so we went in the next day
and resigned”.
http://www.innocentdrinks.co.uk/us/our_story/ (July 2011)

This ‘no-corporate’ approach worked, as the company is often described in press reports in
terms like ‘Peter Pan’ or ‘David and Goliath’ and ‘Childish’, and competitors try to imitate it
with doubtful effects given the overt messaging (see picture 5-7).

Picture 5-17: Competitors in Germany try to emulate Innocent. Many are trying to
imitate Innocent’s tone-of-voice and graphic style. Original pictures.
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Not only was being a small start-up an advantage, but it was also the ‘happy-clappy’ (as some
journalists defined it) style of the company’s communications. One of the characteristics of
this approach is never to be too explicit about one’s intentions. Some call that naivety, but not
many. This may become clearer by looking at what the extant trends in the sector were at the
time, and how Innocent’s activities totally fitted these.
As you can see from table 5-3, in the UK the consumption of drinks associated with health,
water and fruit juices, grew considerably at the end of the millennium, more than the others
categories112.
Soft Drinks Categories.

Value in
pounds.

Percentage change since 1998.

Carbonates

4,700,000

+ 17.5

Fruit juices and fruit drinks

1,750,000

+ 25

Bottled water

700,000

+ 65

Concentrates and ready-todrink squash

700,000

- 10

Table 5-8: Market Value of UK Soft Drinks Sector, 2002

Still according to the same report this growth is due to (p.39):
1. Increased snacking and eating on-the-go
2. Alcoholic drinking and driving restrictions
3. Growth in leisure pursuits, which often incorporate a drinking occasion
4. Decreasing popularity of hot drinks
5. Wider range and availability of drinks to appeal to a larger market
6. Health benefits messages about fruit juices and water
7. Advertising
And this seems like a reflection of Innocent’s alleged determinants of success. Concerning the
first point Innocent introduced the product in ‘to-go’ outlets in the center of London. In
several consumer comments we found the smoothie was considered a substitute for coffee:
112

A Review of the UK Food Market prepared by Ruth Huxley For Cornwall Agricultural Council and

Cornwall Taste of the West June, 2003. Retrieved Online.
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some users refer to it as the ‘new caffelatte’ a ‘cool’ drink to enjoy ‘to go’, on the run, on the
road, for breakfast or as a snack.
The second point may speak for itself, but it is interesting to note that terms like indulgence,
cocktail, champagne, bohemian are used often by consumers praising the benefits and looks
of the product .
The third point has been exploited gratefully by Innocent with the Fruitstock events. These
gatherings around music, literature (Penguin was also a sponsor, and a writer like Alain de
Botton a reported guest), and tasting (local farm’s produce) were so successful that in 2003
the company decided eventually to organise them in a smaller scale outside greater London,
and rebrand them ‘Village Fete’. As you can see from the table in appendix 10-1 this move
went together with the strategic intention of expanding outside the city and to regain a ‘small’
image (hence also the new name).
The fourth point is voiced by comments we found several times about how the Smoothie is
the ‘new latte’.
The fifth point is to be understood in relation to a later comment in the report where
apparently there was a lot of room for experimentation in this category. In fact Innocent was
not the only one entering the crushed fruit category, another new brand like Pete & Johnny
was growing fast, and bigger companies also started introducing new brands in a category that
had already been booming in the USA, as the founders also admit.
In relation to point six, I repeat that what Innocent achieved is to be mentioned in
nutritionists’ lists of ‘must-have’ healthy products (e.g. what to have for breakfast) amongst
primary products like an apple or a cracker. This way becoming a message of health, like
Nike became the totem of the jogging culture in the 80’s113. I will discuss the seventh point in
more detail in section 5-7, but it suffices here to say that Innocent hired some of the most
innovative advertisement agencies for its campaigns.

113

Allegedly Nike not only took advantage of the jogging culture in the early 80’s, but also influenced it.

(Upgrade-strategy, the globalization reader Door Frank J. Lechner,John Boli Blakwell: p 170).
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5-4

An Innocent Smoothie face
In 2003 several newspaper articles report about
David Cameron (presently England’s prime minister)
being “unashamedly dependent” on Innocent. The
smoothie bottle seems cleverly marketed and
attractively packaged just like him. Some journalists
report having spotted the politician in his Notting

Hill residence in a t-shirt slugging an Innocent smoothie and consequently that the
conservative party does not need an Innocent smoothie in charge (before the politician
became prime minister…). Why not an Innocent smoothie in charge? Comments of some
journalists might help us in this respect. Some report on how the packaging is actually
irritating and totally superfluous, prospecting a Peter Pan like dream world or implying a
‘fullscale co-option of the wide-eyed political naivety of the 60’s’, or (my favourite) they
consider an Innocent smoothie as being ‘the beverage equivalent of a morning person’. This
last point may be clearer if linked with other comments like Innocent ‘makes it compulsory to
laugh’. However another consumer aptly says that ‘Innocent is so wholesome that resistance
is futile’.
Rendering the brand and thus the founders in a way more human or nearer to ‘the people’ in
the perception of consumers, is admitting faults. Traditional marketing is about having the
best product, about near-perfection. The new zeitgeist is about recognising and accepting each
other’s limitations and more humane instincts. That leads us to the other side of the Innocence
coin.
A naughty image is carefully managed: the Innocent-face urges consumers to make kids on
the small bottles for children. Employees are advised not to walk around in the nude at the
company event Fruitstock, there are references to chastity and orchids in the booklets in
France. The word naughty is even mentioned by one consumer who reports that the ‘fruity
concoctions feel incredibly naughty’. Another journalist reports that in 2009 celebrity Mischa
Burton is reported as having an ‘Innocent Smoothie’ face, since she was mysteriously
hospitalised, allegedly because of drugs abuse.
Where does that leave us with the David Cameron’s Innocent smoothie face? Well, David
Cameron had some issues in 2005 regarding the use of drugs, and he famously commented, I
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would say now in a very Innocent style: "I did lots of things before I came into politics which
I shouldn't have done. We all did." (Wikipedia UK David Cameron page March 2010).
Box 5-3 No Coke
It would seem that David Cameron, possible
future leader of the Conservatives, Great Britain,
Northern Ireland, the Falkland Islands and the
Republic of Bluewater, is not such a bad man
after all. After enduring intense speculation
about his substance intake, he has finally come
clean and revealed his filthy drug secret. And
shockingly, it would seem that it's our little drinks
that give him a natural high (man). Cameron
revealed in Saturday's Daily Telegraph that he is
dependent on our smoothies. "It's true, I'm afraid," said the man who would be king. "I'll
have at least one a day, usually with lunch. There's no particular flavour I go for - I like them
all."

Innocent Weblog, ‘Family newsletter’ 26th Oktober 2005

The founders of the company comment on this issue by saying that typically bigger
corporations talk to consumers the way they think corporations should talk to consumers
whereas at Innocent : “we speak the way we talk” because “your granma should get it” and a
brand should speak to consumers just “like to your friends” 114. Innocent’s tone-of-voice is
pivotal for its success, just like it was for Ben & Jerry’s, But for Innocent this is even stronger
than for Ben & Jerry’s; having a Ben & Jerry’s ice-cream face may not be as effective. As one
of the founders, Richard Reed, likes to mention several times: 95% of the branding is in the
bottle, and as a result, in the words of a business journalist: “…in their brand the products
speak directly to you rather than Innocent speaking for them”115 .

‘Don’t look at my bottom, you know what it’s like…’
More precisely it is the bottle speaking here. Packaging it is. Just have a look at the
specifications of the label in the figure underneath:

114

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kta2upHMMtk&feature=player_embedded July 2011

115

http://www.claremackenzie.com/tag/pr July 2011
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Picture 5-18: The label of an Innocent Smoothie
Note that some whimsical phrases are added that give a defined personality to the bottle, like
‘…and we promise to brush our teeth twice a day’ or the repetition of words, like ‘ever,
ever…’or ‘please keep me cold’. The personality is childish, but from the perspective of
adults. Other examples of the kind of language such a child should use are: ‘I've got to behave
and not say anything too rude or controversial. So, mum, they really are good for you. They
are made with 100% pure fresh fruit. They contain loads of vitamin C (a day and a half's
worth)’ and ‘they are as fat free as an apple or banana and that's because they are just fruit. Is
that good enough for you, mum? Right, I'm off to smash some windows and have a fag’ or
‘thou shall not commit adultery 116’, ‘My mum's started buying our smoothies (and that's after
a whole year, the skinflint)’. However some text is also plainly whimsical, like ‘and [contains]
plumb nuns’ or ‘enjoy by …’ instead of the usual ‘to be consumed until...’. When turning the
bottle upside down, phrases like ‘do not look at my bottom’ or ‘try the other side, its easier’
are surprisingly found. The surprise maybe lies also in the recognition of traits that make the
smoothie not just akin to a person but really human, more precisely a small friend who not
only admits his own faults, but understands yours as well; ‘You know what it’s like…’.
The Big Knit campaign
In the interviews the marketing executives of the company never really talk explicitly about
their quest to give the bottle anthropomorphic connotations. However, intentionally or not
several marketing activities were supporting this persona construction. Maybe the most
successful one in this respect is the Big Knit campaign.
116

The other side of the Innocent coin I commented on before.
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After a trial in the Benelux under the name of Supergran
in 2003, the Big Knit is introduced in the UK in 2004. To
promote the limited edition smoothie of December, when
sales in the whole category shrink, the UK creative
department came up with the idea to dress the bottle to
Picture 5-19: The Big-Knit

stimulate sales. However, they did not just order a bunch
of caps and put them on the bottles, but thought of having

consumers making them instead. Although it did not get that much public recognition in the
beginning, this action eventually contributed consistently to create the company’s image
outside the big cities amongst all age groups, but mostly the elderly. Volunteer consumers use
up their scraps of leftover yarn to knit hats that fit on the top of a small Innocent smoothie
bottle. In 2011 the ‘hat of the week’ competition even attracts design agencies117. For every
bottle with a hat sold, 50p goes to Age Concern, half of which comes from the retailer. In
2007, over 200.000 Pounds were raised for the charity Age Concern118. An example of a
concrete activity generated by the action is the organisation of a Christmas dinner for older,
lonely people. This action is repeated every year. From 2005 onwards more consumer
enthousiasm is shown by the large amount of knitted hats sent in, also from Germany and
Denmark. In 2008, 400.720 wooly hats were knitted which raised 200.360 pounds. Amongst
the explicit aims of this action was also increased collaboration from retailers to increase their
commitment. The Dutch marketing managers were surprised indeed by the positive attitude of
a Dutch department store (The Bijenkorf) in this respect. The action was and still is very
successful also in terms of retailer’s commitment (retailers sell 80% more smoothies than
normally [3]) and exposure (press releases). Every year several hundred sent-in caps are left
over, and particularly the elderly are eager to keep on knitting: “That was brilliant, it works
great” (see picture 10-7)[5].
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http://www.designhive.com/blog/we-knit-hard-for-the-innocent-big-knit (July 2011)

118

http://www.wikihow.com/Knit-Hats-for-the-Innocent-Drinks-Big-Knit (June 2010)
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Picture 5-20: Eldery people knit too many caps for bottles with a smile
This marketing action is exemplary for our discussion because it shows how engaging
consumers, allowing people to ‘do-something’ for the brand, can both contribute to create an
image (charity) and introduce the product to a new consumer group: elderly people. But the
question is why this (again, according to company executives totally serendipitous…) idea
had, and still has, so much success. If it was just originality and therefore surprising, success
would not have lasted that long119. Again we think that the answer is anthropomorphism.
Obviously the little smoothie needs a woolen hat in winter, granma’s need to take care of a
child (elderly people setting up hat-knitting meetings) and younger people need to take care of
the elderly (and thus knit as well, learning from the granma’s, and contributing to AgeConcern). So the company allowed for spontaneous consumer engagement, but the levers on
which it thrived are indeed very natural. Next to efficiency (conservation) and reproduction,
insights from evolutionary psychology tell us that we have a propensity to take care of each
other because by doing so we enhance the probability of survival of our offspring or fittest.

5-5

Co-opting ideas

If it is true that 95% of the branding is in the bottle, it is also true that, as results from our
accounts, 95% of the founders’ (working) time was spent with issues not directly related to
the bottle. These were more related with trying to create or influence the context in which
decision makers and (hopefully) committed customers form their preferences.

119

Three months to be exact, according to Miceal Dahlen, see www.nextopia.info, or else

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aMgOUtXUShA (July 2011)
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Innocent defines the market in functional terms like ‘people wanting to do something good for
themselves and for the environment’. Now even if this definition seems very general, in 2004
some journalists report the typical Innocent consumers as consisting of ‘the affluent rich’ or
‘fashion conscious thirtysomethings’ or people who are ‘body-aware, affluent, and far, far too
busy to consume fruit the traditional way, with their teeth’ (more comments are reported in
the appendix to this chapter). So apparently still quite an elite. And a feminine one at that,
which, given the associations of the brand with health-body, childlikeness, indulgence,
knitting, is not so strange. As a result one TV celebrity for instance reports that she always
drinks a Smoothie before going to bed, and the women’s magazine supplemented to The
Times mentions the pleasure of enjoying an Innocent Smoothie. Through the years consumers
are described by journalists and company executives as “slightly more female, slightly more
affluent, slightly younger”. But still willing to make children, I would add, as becomes
evident from the website audience demographics reproduced underneath:

Figure 5-2: Audience demographics by June 2010, Alexa.com
If this defines the core users, a search on the internet for pictures related to Innocent drinks
and the Big Knit, or the Fruitstock and Village Fete events, or even the pictures of visitors to
the company headquarters posted in the company’s weblog reveal quite a heterogeneous
consumer group. It becomes evident though, that addressing new consumers groups always
fitted into a broader marketing and distribution strategy. The initial target market was defined
as ‘hippies with a calculator’, and this had consequences for distribution and advertisement
activities, as for instance the first ads were purposely placed along the stairways of London’s
tube. The development of the other two markets (family and children) also went together with
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new packaging (e.g. one liter tetrapacks), campaigns (e.g. TV-advertising) and distribution
(e.g. supermarkets).
Elaborating on the functional properties of the drink allowed Innocent to easily adapt to new
consumer groups120. However, even if in the founders’ voice this all came about rather by
chance, we think the founders envisaged expansion to other demographic (age and affiliation)
and geographic (outskirts of London and continental Europe) areas quite soon, also
encouraged by the unexpected financial results.
Press: As one line in Innocent’s recipe for marketing success reads: “get yourself in the press”
and so they did. Notwithstanding that our view might be a little skewed by that fact the we
reviewed many newspapers, we found that the company was very often reported, not only
indirectly because of the creation of stories that journalists like to tell, but also directly, for
instance by appointing the founder Richard Reed as columnist of the Guardian, or by the
publication of pictures of the three founders on the back sleeve of the same newspaper.
The press adds trust to the reliability of the brand with words and wittiness.
Celebrities were not directly endorsing to our knowledge, however, some more or less locally
known celebrities (not necessarily people) are mentioned in the press in relation to the
company. , Besides the various prime ministers, one of them is Alain de Botton, a philosopher
who became quite popular for having made great philosophers and writers accessible to the
general public. The well-known British book editor Penguin is not only present at the
company’s festivals but publishes one of their books as well. More local, in the UK mainly
TV celebrities, report on having smoothies at night or in the morning, and Jamie Oliver (a
celebrity TV-cook) is a logical companion when addressing issues of healthy food for
children at school. Peanuts’ Snoopy is also reported as drinking a smoothie. Another smoothie
face?
The consumer groups that are engaged with celebrities are kids, young and wealthy females,
conservative ex-college Cambridge and Oxford thirty-something students, and finally the
allegiance with literature supports the witty image of the company again, adding credibility.
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On the bandwagon of functional drinks, an imported fashion from the USA, in 2003 even supersmoothies

were introduced, in particular a Detox (de-toxinating) Super Smoothie and one with an extra amount of vitamins
C that does not come from additives but from adding fruit that is particularly vitamin-rich.
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Very often nutritionists, with academic titles and food safety associations, but also less formal
experts in the fields of beauty and health advise the smoothie for improved looks. The
younger female wealthy group is addressed, but not explicitly. The owners admit that the
clientele is ‘slightly female’.
Innocent not only claims to support the natural environment, obviously a choice near to the
core product’s characteristics, but also people through allegiance with charities for homeless
(who get the left over produce) and for elderly people(getting a share of the Big Knit extra
revenues). Due to its colonial past (noblesse oblige...) Charity institutions (4) in the UK have
a long history, maybe even more than in other European countries, but this association goes
deeper and crosses over to all UK minded consumers and fits in the zeitgeist of the 90’s of
continental Europe as well.
Schools/Business schools. The educational trait of the smoothie is supported by the many
visits to schools and business colleges alike. In this way not only the kids are won, but also
marketing and business savvy contexts.
Definitions. The founders, and even the Benelux managers, often mention that the smoothie
category is formally non-existent, as the company pushes for a definition. This may also
explain why some health specialists mention the benefits, along with cereals and the like, of
an Innocent smoothie, and not of just fruit. The issue is that of quality, and Innocent actually
tries to get institutionalised trust. Existing categories like Juices, Water and Frozen Desserts,
may have been more problematic as well because it was more difficult for Innocent to control
and shape them.
Politics. If the association with David Cameron was maybe serendipitous, the continuous
attempts to get an abolition of the VAT on smoothies, or a permission to put vending
machines in schools were definitely intentional. Just like the reports of Gordon Brown visiting
the headquarters or of how Innocent’s founders are nominated advisors to the government for
health, innovation and food issues. Allegiance with the government gives Innocent a seal of
institutionalised trust.
Distribution channels. By allowing a consistent share of the margins, placing funny booklets
in outlets and contributing to the image of restaurants and shops alike with the Big Knit
campaign, Innocent managed to get the support of retailers who have become eager to convey
the benefits of the drink to consumers.
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So it seems that company executives have been quite busy defining the terms in the contexts
in which the brand had to get accepted, or which could have an influence on generating
primary demand for the product as well.

5-6

Borderline disorders?

The fact that the term borderline disorder has negative connotations is due (among others) to
the idea that we need order. However, usually the nearer we
get to defining borders, the more blurry they become. What
we see in the marketing of Innocent drinks is that the border
between functional and emotional values and the border
between front- (what consumers see) and back-office (what
consumer do not see) are fading as well. This is akin to
showing the ‘Kitchen’ in public according to a Dutch
Picture 5-21: A witty boy

saying, or cleaning up dirty clothes in the public river
according to an Italian saying. What the company is also

doing here is to create an open house for the ‘Innocent Family’. These are probably what the
owner of the company referred to as the channels often seen as of secondary importance.
They consist of Story-telling and Opening up the Offices to the public.
Story telling: One of the founders has been writing columns for The Guardian regularly, and
is a much wanted speaker at business, school, and university venues. Some tales, like that of
the inception of the company, had a great impact on the image of the brand (see Table 5-2).
Innocent also published four books: the first book with recipes, the ‘Little Book of Drinks’
was written and published in 2002 (Fourth Estate, 12,99 GBP, later also translated into other
languages) and features also not-so-innocent cocktails. The public notices that healthy drinks
might even include alcohol. A second book was written and published by the founders in
2004 with the explicative title ‘Stay Healthy Be Lazy’. Another recipes book is published in
2006 and in 2009 the founders comment on their success factors and publish their story in:
‘Innocent, our story and some things we have learned’ (Penguin).
Opening up the offices: Consumers are invited to visit the ‘fruit-towers’ (a wink to the
impervious headquarters of the big corporations). Funny comments on the website and
weblogs about the furniture of the offices stimulate people to send in gadgets and even
carpets. AGM’s, or ‘adult grown-up meetings’ are organised in the offices annually to answer
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consumers’ questions everyone can apply121. Consumers are repeatedly invited to call the
‘bananaphone’, not for complaints but whenever they feel bored. In the company’s weblog
many stories refer to what is happening inside the offices, and children are even invited to
spend their birthday there.
So there is a constant in the marketing of Innocent that might have contributed to generating
consumer commitment and the fast growth of the brand, and
this is, next the other factors we have already discussed, the
ability to give consumers the perception of having a peak
behind the scenes but removing the coulisse between the
front- and back-office.
The construction of this image is supported by the
advertisement campaigns (see table 5-3). In one of the TV ads
in particular the brand manager personally shows consumers
Picture 5-22: Home-made
marketing

how to make smoothies. Commenting on the constituencies
of the first advertisements Mr. Reed observes: “we liked to

talk to people like we’d just popped in for a cup of tea and a biscuit”. As a matter of fact
several campaigns are developed in-house, but at the same time the amounts of money
budgeted for the campaigns indicate a belief in the function of mass-advertisement, as
becomes clear from the table underneath where you can also note that in 2007 the aim was to
become small again122. As we said before the fast growing event Fruitstock was given up in
favour of the smaller Village Fete in the same year.
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I have tried to take part at one of these, but did not manage, due to an overwhelming demand. Also

mentioning our research purpose did not help to get around the lottery.
122

The words ‘small’ and ‘little’ also permeate all external communications. The books that Innocent publishes

are ‘little’, the bottles always address Mums, when Coca-Cola invests in Innocent the founders report that they
are still small in that they want to do many little things, the company aims at being Europe’s favourite little juice
company.
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Picture 5-23: Fruitstock became too big

Table 5-3: Innocent campaigns overview. Original elaboration on the basis of newspaper
articles.
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What one can also notice from the themes row is that the aim is never to inform explicitly
about the healthy properties of the drink but rather on its natural…nature. Even if the core of
the brand is (wants to be) functional, catering to the need for a healthier life and a cleaner
environment, this intention is never explicitly expressed in the external communications. The
allegiance with indulgence helps to bring the product to consumers who wont feel treated as
health-junkies or fetishists. As one journalist reports about the “Utter tosh…” drink, she
suggests to take a break from stuff like wine and chili, but not to get into mystical thinking
(referring to the above mentioned health junkies), and instead spend a fortune on Innocent
smoothies.

5-7

All too human…

In the 90’s, as Vladimir Zizeck puts it: ‘The new spirit of capitalism triumphantly recuperated
the egalitarian and anti-rhetoric of 1968, presenting itself as a successful libertarian revolt
against the oppressive social organizations characteristics of both corporate capitalism and
Really Existing Socialism – a new libertarian spirit ephitomised by dress-down “cool”
capitalists such as Bill Gates and the founders of Ben & Jerry’s ice cream’123 and I would add
the Innocent drinks founders to the list. The value proposition of Innocent fitted the zeitgeist
very well: sound business as a successful combination of ethical concern and playful
entrepreneurialism.
Also contributing to the success of the value proposition is the fact that the smoothie was not
so much a new product as a new product category, i.e. not the discovery of a new way to
satisfy a generally felt emergent need. That was the need for a healthy, responsible, albeit
quick, refreshment. The smoothies category would probably have also grown without
Innocent, as other starting or small enterprises were experimenting with crushed fruit drinks at
the same time, also encouraged by the growing smoothies sales in the USA124.
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Zizek, V. 2009 First Tragedy than Farce Ed. Verso, p. 56

124

Some journalists report that the Smoothie ‘brings a bit of sunny California in rainy UK’. The founders admit

having extensively looked on the internet for ‘inspiration’.
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From several accounts of Innocent’s activities and consumer reactions we have seen that there
has always been a group of people who have a strong value connection with the brand.

HyPo I:
(Survival)
Symbolic value is
‘value for money’

HyPo II:
(Distinction)
Symbolic value
conveys individual
status/attractiveness

HyPo III:
(Reciprocation and
Belonging)
Symbolic value is
understood in a
broader social
context

HyPo IV:
(Differentiation
through belonging)
Symbolic value in a
smaller, ‘tribal’ social
context

HyPo V:
(Differentiation
through
contribution)
Symbolic value
is ‘Hijacked’

The benefits of the
value proposition
are to solve
individual basic,
physiological
problems of
subsistence
(efficiency,
conservation of
energy)

The benefits of the
value proposition are
related to enhancing
attractiveness and
progeny survival

Allegiance with
ideological, rhetoric
values strongly
reflecting the
‘zeitgeist’

The values addressed
are relevant, and
meaningful, only within
a specific (local)
micro-cultural context

Consumers add
values to the
firm’s proposition

Table 5-9: The Glue Value qualifier

In other words the Glue Value of the brand was high. As I have shown in several cases the
brand became the icon of a broader social discourse, and as such an identifier of allegiance to
what Zizeck calls dressed-down, ‘cool’ capitalism. Looking at our GV categories in table 5-4,
that would mean HyPo III. So the glue value was high, but shared. However it is interesting to
see how the company managed to create this value by acting upon levers that are relevant in
specific contexts. Maybe it helps in this respect to try to draw the value connection pyramid
for Innocent.
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Figure 5-2: Innocent's value connection pyramid.
Honesty was the first and only explicit value of the company. Later on the founders developed
a number of values (tier 2) which would mainly define their ethical stance to be more akin to
corporate than to brand values. The themes chosen in the campaigns (tier 3) are never very
different. The aim was always to inform about the values as from tier 1, or else to explain
those to users. More symbolic values were developed by the many local initiatives (tier 4).
The brand would go to small villages, organise smaller events and promote local produce. In
other words, the ‘small things’ the founder Richard Reeds refers to where pivotal in
supporting the ‘small’ side of the brand’s image and necessary to gain credibility.
In terms of Glue Value, with respect to the kinds of values represented in the value
proposition, I would thus place Innocent mainly in the HyPo III category in table 5-4. In some
aspects the values tend to the left side of the dimension: the core function of the product is
survival (HyPo I), and the product’s packaging asks for ‘parental’ protection (HyPo II), i.e. it
is not referring to specific microcultural systems but to more general – basic – values. Hypo
IV is not really applicable because the brand did not acquire distinct symbolic value in very
specific micro-cultures. The many local actions were not aimed at searching for consumer
activity and interest, but consisted more of some kind of systemic persuasion.
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So I think the value proposition is characterised by two elements. First it is very ‘British’. The
use of charity next to environmental sustainability, the writer’s club associations through the
witty texts and the allegiance with Penguin books, or the Oxford-college image of the
founders, and some typically British tongue-in-cheek humor are all traits that most British feel
as their own, as do the founders, who therefore were probably not so aware of how this
characterisation contributed to the success of the brand. Secondly a very large part of the
company’s success was due to saying and doing the right things at the right time in the right
locations (timing is of the essence…). Does this mean that the marketing of Innocent was not
so special after all? Before we conclude on this let us have a deeper look at the degrees of
input from the company and from consumers in the marketing process.
If the Value Proposition in terms of product and positioning are straightforward and easy to
reproduce, the marketing of the company apparently is not, witness the many not very
successful attempts to reproduce it (see picture 5-7). In other words, marketing was very
important to influence or manipulate the perception consumers have of the brand, but what
was the role of consumer’s and of the company’s activity in creating this image? (table 5-5;
an overview of the ratings of the marketing activities of Innocent is presented as commented
in the appendix to this chapter).

Table 5-5: Rating of Innocent’s marketing activities
Activation
The medians of respectively company and consumer input are II and III. This is coherent with
what I expected from the outset, which is that the company allowed for consumer input, but
always in a quite univocal fashion, i.e. trying to retain control. The higher rating for consumer
input is embodied in at least two instances where company executives were surprised by
consumer reactions, one when consumers started sending in furniture (carpets, given the
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existing ones were considered shabby) and one when the collaboration was announced with
McDonald’s first (to distribute the drinks) and with Coca-Cola after.
Adding Values
Here we find the same valuation as for the previous indicator, II and III, this means that the
values that Innocent addressed were functional, but presented in a stylistically consistent, I
would say puerile, way that helped the company gain credibility when, in the spirit of the
time, consumers were critical towards the persuasiveness of big corporations. As a result
though consumers adopted the brand and made it an icon of extant political (right-wing) and
societal (healthy foods) discourse.
Peer Activity
The valuation of IV for company input and II for consumer input might come as somewhat of
a surprise here. This means that the company has been looking for communal activity but did
not generate as much as expected. In fact I have posed some weight to the Big Knit campaign
which clearly had spontaneous gatherings as a result.
However, it is also true this was quite exceptional. Other instances of higher interaction with
consumers were more on a one-to-one basis; advertising, public relations and advertisement
generate emotional reactions, but these are not the result of sharing information. The group of
loyal customers the company generated is not very active sharing resources in relation with
the brand. A search on the internet, for instance, reveals no fan websites that are not created
by the company itself.
To conclude on the role of the company and of consumers in the signification process of the
brand we are therefore somewhere in the middle-right side of the HyPo dimension, i.e.
‘Interactive marketing research and co-evolution’, however, the classification here is more
difficult than with the evaluation of Diesel since there is more variation in the kinds of
marketing approaches and consumer reactions. Innocent drinks has sometimes elicited
consumer reactions in an iterative fashion, but has also always done that in such a way that
the brand’s image would stay consistent.
Innocent focuses on the functional properties of the product (‘Nothing but nothing but fruit’)
but some degree of ‘cultural filtering’ was crucial to the positioning of the brand. But a more
local value connection probably also limited the expansion possibilities of the company in
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space and in time (the strategy at the outset implied a global vision which became European
afterwards, and finally called for the help of Coca Cola). Moreover, the barriers to entry in
this sector are not high, consumers have now discovered that the cheaper private label
alternatives are just as good a shortcut to, also financial, health.

5-8

Conclusions

Despite the fact that company’s vision changed from being ‘Europe’s favourite little
smoothie’ to becoming ‘the earth’s sustainable FMCG125 industry’ ([1,5 p60]) it seems that by
2010 it did not manage that on its own yet, as the collaboration with Coca-Cola was mainly
sought after to push the product through EU distribution channels. So my main conclusion
about the brand is, that the success of what several authors have quickly depicted as a new
kind of marketing, is not a recipe for success; it is only to be understood in combination with
1) The ‘cool enterpreneur’ trend and 2) All things British. Let me clarify this a bit further.
The fact that in continental Europe the company started working more through distributors
(i.e. relying more on trade than on consumer marketing) in concomitance with the selling of
an important stake to Coca-Cola is, I think, no mere coincidence. Company executives
understood that it was too difficult and costly, also in terms of time needed, to reproduce the
UK marketing and image abroad. Coca-Cola bought a stake in the company because it was
interested in the small but loyal group of consumers. That may help introducing new products
in the future, but Coca-Cola also helps pushing the product through its own distribution
channels in continental Europe. 126 I think this is additional proof of the fact that Innocent’s
success has for a large part been due to the zeitgeist and to a maybe unintentional but clearly
British component of the brand’s image; not so much the New Britain kind of values (which I
will mention in the Mini chapter) but sheer, classic, Oxford, Penguin, Charity institutions,
farmer’s produce, London City, parks and green meadows, …kinds of associations. In other
words the brand is very much a result of its time and place. It is also true though, that despite
the many attempts to enter the smoothies market by competitors the brand has managed to
keep a steady market share and even to create a small but very committed community of
consumers.

125

Industry acronym for Fast Moving Consumer Goods, in other words: all you can find in supermarkets.

126

Bickery Foods for the Netherlands.
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Having said that, the marketing of the company did present some distinguishing features
which allowed to lever on very basic human tendencies: 1) The tendency to give human
connotations to products and 2) a recognition of the power of aesthetics in relation with
meaning and 3) the need of people to find out about others (some kind of female curiosity).
1. Giving life and a distinct personality to the bottle may have been the most important
way for Innocent to relate to the market; indirect proof is the difficulty the company
had to introduce new products in existing categories like frozen yoghurt ice-cream,
orange juices and water. Innocent became the smoothie, and therefore it may have
been difficult for consumers to associate it with other products without changing the
perception of the brand (you do not go to a baker to buy a steak…). The product
becomes an agent and not an object of communications.
2. Aesthetics and design play a fundamental role in giving the bottle human attributes
and conveying the brand’s identity. The company chose a logo that resembles a face to
start with, and one with a small aura it is. Secondly all the communications written on
the bottle are in prima-persona, and the drawings kind of childish, as if the bottle itself
made them. The content of the communications also bring to mind the talking of a
child, as for instance from the frequent use of the word ‘mum’ or ‘granma’’. The bigknit campaign obviously treats the bottle as a person. Even stronger in giving the
bottle human connotations are intertextual messages referring to the inevitability of
making faults. Of course variety in colours and a puerile style reinforce this image.
3. Characteristical to the founders’ marketing is also the ability to give a perception of
familiarity (’look, we are just like you’). This is achieved by telling consumers about
the personal daily vicissitudes of the founders and employees e.g. through the weblog,
or opening up the offices, or through publications. The image of fatalism and some
serendipity in the most important happenings that favoured the brand is contrasted by
the constant efforts of the founders to influence the contexts of the most important
decisionmakers and selectors of the market(s).
Adding to this is the constant attempt to make a fashionable item of the bottle, paying
attention as well to the colours of the fruits in relation to the season and introducing limited
editions, or ‘special guests’. But having a product that is more difficult to imitate and being
less reliant on extant trends may be a better recipe for a durable strong image. Fashion is a
caducous phenomenon by definition and in the words of Abraham Lincoln ‘you can fool some
people sometimes, but you can’t fool all the people all the time’.
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Chapter 6

6-1

Mini: a small friend or a big brother?

Introduction

In this chapter I have included two case studies because that gives us the opportunity to
directly compare them with each other. One could argue that a MINI is the same as a Mini, or
the other way around, but we will see that is not the case. Although the brand values of the
more recent version of the car had to resemble the old ones, the different marketing
approaches used to present and support the image of the two brands Mini and MINI made all
the difference in terms of the resulting kind(s) of value connection(s). Comparing these gives
us the opportunity to distill marketing’s contribution to the establishment of a specific type of
value connection further. From its very introduction in 1959, the Mini has always been able to
generate a grin on the face of anyone who has to do with it: it is a brand with a high ‘smileeffect’. Other popular cars produced in those years also have a smile effect, think of the Fiat
500, the Citroen 2CV, the VW Beagle. In the last decennium some of these models have been
renewed and reintroduced. In 2001 the Mini was re-introduced as MINI127 by a new owner,
BMW, with the aim to exploit a growing product category, that of small luxury but fun cars.
When this happened Mini already had an established image, or images. BMW could thrive on
these, but incurred the risk of being associated with a brand that would be too far from the
company’s identity. For that reason the Mini was not positioned as a BMW, by BMW itself.
Consumers however often refer to it as the BMW-MINI, and by doing so refer to some
fundamental differences between the two versions of the car. In fact BMW changed the whole
car except for the basic design and a few aesthetic features like the shape of the grill (airintake), the headlights and the door handles. The new model had to develop the same kind of
appeal as the previous one, but the previous one had a much less defined positioning. The
marketing of BMW has been quite remarkable indeed and successful as well. Arguably
though, the MINI seems to have a different personality than the Mini. In some ways it became
an adult, so much so that BMW is now introducing several new models of the car which
definitely depart from the core concept of the 60s. This shows that BMW has been able to
somehow detach the brand from the product, and to such a degree that marketing is now more
important than before to shape people’s perception of the car.

127

BMW changed the name of the car formulating it in capital letters. In this chapter I will refer to the BMW-

Mini as MINI and to the former model as Mini.
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The marketing of BMW has been aimed at infusing life into the car, to give it an ‘authentic’
personality. To do so it leveraged very much on differentiation, i.e. a different marketing
approach for a different car and different cars for different people.
So if the old Mini gradually became the means for individual expression, BMW made it a
means of individual expression from the start. The approach of BMW therefore seems more
modern, and the question is if the glue value of the MINI is comparable to that of the old one,
and if not where and why these differ. Therefore we first have to look at what this glue value
consists of, secondly at the marketing activities around the brand and thirdly at the image of
the car as it evolved through the years.
In section 6-2 I will start with some background concerning the history of the car. In sections
6-3 and 6-4 I will show how consumers do have a very special relationship with the Mini,
which somehow asks to be manipulated, enhanced, adopted, changed. I will try to distill the
product’s traits that lead to this kind of product-consumer interactivity. After having clarified
which of the product’s features were determinant in making it attractive, I will investigate the
role of marketing in the creation of this image in sections 6-5 and 6-6, concerning respectively
the periods before and after BMW’s take-over in 2001. In section 6-7 I am going to look at
the image of the car today. For a further understanding of exactly how the car’s images came
about I will compare the glue, or symbolic, values acquired by the Mini and MINI, and the
marketing activities related to the two versions of the car in section 6-8, i.e. the degrees of
required (company) and actual (consumer) input concerning message activation, values-added
and peer-activity. In section 6-9 I am going to conclude by showing how, through the years,
branding has gained importance in defining the perceptions of the Mini and later MINI brand,
and how this is related to marketing, as a signification and valuation process where consumers
are also involved.128
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Following the numbers in brackets refer to data to be obtained on request
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6-2

From BMC to BMW

Picture 6-24: Left the new MINI Countryman from BMW, right the 1967 Mini from
BMC.
At the end of the 90s the German car maker BMW had to face a strategic move. In the face of
consolidation in the automotive sector and of the necessity to expand its products range, it had
two options: to introduce a new BMW or to buy existing brands. The CEO of the company at
the time, Mr. Pischetsrieder, was not only an anglophile, but also nephew to Sir Issigonis, the
much celebrated designer of the first Mini. This might have contributed to the decision by
BMW to buy Rover (at the time owned by British Aerospace), a brand in line with BMW’s
image and with an extended and established product and brands range (a.o. MG, AustinHealey, Triumph…). Shortly after, BMW sold several facilities and divisions to among others
Ford, and kept a few assets amongst which the Mini brand was one.129 In 2001 BMW
introduced the new MINI in the United States of America. According to BMW executives this
move was quite a gamble. For starters the Mini had been absent from the US market from
1968 for security reasons,130 which meant it had to be built up more or less from scratch, and
this implied some risk. BMW’s managers clearly stated that the brand should be conceived as
totally distinct from BMW131[6][7][8]. Despite this the new MINI132 is often referred to as the
BMW-MINI (e.g. the Wikipedia dedicates a separate page to the BMW-MINI) and from the
statements of the same managers we understand that the association with BMW was, and now
certainly is, important to underline the enhanced qualitative features of the car: “But I could
well imagine BMW customers buying a MINI COOPER as their second or third car”[7]. Even
if the brand was not established yet in the USA, that was different elsewhere. Burkhard
129

www.aronline.co.uk/index.htm?whydbbrf.htm (September 2011)
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The car’s security has been an issue for many years, mainly due to it’s size; among others the MINI City was considered
by the magazine Which as “one of the ten worst cars for safety in 2007”, despite the investments made by BMW, which now
claims it to be “one of the safest cars in this category”[7]. The ‘old’ versions were deemed relatively unsafe by the UK
department of transport and had even been withdrawn from the North American market (early 80s from Canada) for not
complying with the U.S. safety regulations of 1968 [1].
132

The use of capital letters was introduced by BMW to distinguish the old and new models.
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Göschel, one of the managers responsible for the re-introduction at the time, said that “the
MINI will add an entirely new dimension to the segment of small premium cars. Quite
simply, this is due to the fact that MINI cars are different - they are full of character, full of
expressiveness, cars with their own brand personality”[8 Italics added]. The Germans would
not so much create a brand, but adopt one, and apparently they were aware of the risks
involved in associating a strong established brand personality like that of MINI with their
own. They adopted a grown-up personality as it were. Where did this person come from?
In 1957 the head of BMC, Sir Leonard Lord hired a Greek engineer,133 Sir Issigonis, and gave
a simple but effective instruction: “God damn these bloody awful Bubble Cars. We must drive
them off the road by designing a proper Miniature car” .134 The Bubble, I think, refers to the
shape of most European small and functional cars, like the Volkswagen Beetle, the Citroen
2CVB or the Fiat 500 (all cars with a round roof), but it might also have referred to the small
cars made by BMW.135 The aim of BMC was to create a fuel-efficient and economic car for
the working class family, which could seat four and use an existing engine. When introduced
in 1959 the car was very cheap indeed: £497 for the Basic version and £537 for the De Luxe.
The price had to beat the Ford Anglia, which was priced just above £500.136
BMC was most probably not thinking in terms of symbolic or emotional branding as Sir
Issigonis meant the car to be functional above all. As a result of this enterprise a car was
produced, which very soon was the beloved transportation mean of the milk-deliverer, but
also of the jet-set. So what was it about the Mini that led to the establishment of such an
iconic brand?137 To start with some features were surprising given the price of the car, and
that gave it a ‘smart but fun’ personality.
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Proud not to be a designer…but in other circumstances also defining himself as such.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mini June 2010
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKfAuaspFdQ : Business Nightmares: Doomed Designs, BBC
Allegedly the Ford corporation dismantled a Mini to understand how they were able to make any profit on it, concluding
that it was impossible. Later on officials of the British Motoring Company admitted they were only making money on the
later special versions of the car (www.miniworld.uk.com).
137 nd
2 car of the century after the Ford T, according to a broad panel of experts,
http://www.nytimes.com/1999/12/24/automobiles/this-just-in-model-t-gets-award.html (July 2011)
136
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6-3

Live me, protect me, drive me

When BMW presented the new MINI in the Paris auto show of 2000, it introduced the
worldwide campaign ‘Let’s Motor’ and stated three key values: live me, protect me and drive
me.138 The formulation implies that the car itself is speaking. Why did BMW use this
formulation? Apparently the car did have a distinct brand personality, but as a matter of fact
many Mini drivers already had very personal relationships with their car. The following
comments, taken from a video that celebrates the
50th anniversary of the brand, suffice to show the
point [3]:
A German journalist: “It’s a car, but it also plays
tricks with us” or “I loved it more than my
girlfriend”
A Ukrainian female student: “My Mini as a soul,
I’m totally convinced of it”
Picture 6-25: Winning the Monte-Carlo
Rally.

A Japanese designer: “I want to say goodbye in
the evening and in the morning it says hello, it’s
a living creature”

The comments refer to both the old and new versions of the Mini, however from an interview
I had with MINI lovers in the Netherlands it seems that owners of old Mini’s do not salute
owners of the new ones, and vice-versa, which would mean that the old and new Mini’s have
different personas and reference mentality groups. But before we look at who these are, let’s
look at how the human connotations came about in the first place.
Consumers report that ‘this car is begging you to have fun’ or ‘the interior is whimsical, its
like hey I am glad you are here, I am glad you are driving me, let’s be friends’ or ‘Useful,
Fun, Well built and looking good.’ And ‘It’s like a little puppy dog wagging its tail, begging
for attention’.139 As I said before the intention of BMC was to create a car that would be
cheap, easy and comfortable. In order to achieve that Sir Issigonis had taken an existing
engine and built it transversally instead of longitudinally. Besides creating more space inside,
this meant more weight on the front-wheels and thus increased stability. The result was not
only a small and affordable car, but also a car which was fun to drive. The fun-factor is
138
ÉBLOIUS-MOI" ("LIVE ME"), "PROTÈGE-MOI" ("PROTECT ME"), "CONDUIS-MOI" ("DRIVE ME")138 in French,
because literally taken from the presentation of the Mini at the Car fair in Paris in 200x[m6]

139

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-W0KicB8pA&NR=1 (July 2010)
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important in the success of the brand. This aspect was reinforced when a friend of Sir
Issigonis, Mr. John Cooper, decided to adapt the car for rally-driving, something Sir Issigonis
did not appreciate very much, because it was supposed to be a practical car above all else. The
car eventually won three subsequent editions and one later (1967) of the famous Monte-Carlo
rally from 1963.
In the words of the rally drivers who actually drove the car to win the Monte Carlo rally for
three consecutive years: ‘The handling, the unique way to get around the corner, front-wheel
drive, it is very grippy’ and ‘It could do things that no other car could do’ [3]. The
power/weight ratio and weight balance of the car were apparently optimal, but also the
closeness to the street gave the impression of going faster, thus enhancing the fun, feeling like
a rally driver without having to be able to drive like one (what would later be referred to by
BMW as the go-kart effect).

Picture 6-26: The old Mini maybe startled and innocent, the new one is more aware of
its charmes.

To reproduce these properties was indeed one of the biggest challenges for BMW, as a
company executive says: ‘Giving the driver optimum driving pleasure was of particular
importance to us in developing the MINI COOPER’[m7]. So it is quite evident that the
functional properties of the car largely contributed to creating its irreverent image. And
irreverence can be associated with puppy (see box 6-1), but also with other human attributes
(as from picture 6-3). To keep the same look was also a challenge for BMW; the German
company quite radically renovated the car, and allegedly kept only the front headlights and
grill.
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Box 6-1: People, Pets and Cars

Hewer and Brownlie (2007) ask themselves what it is about cars in particular that invites consumers to look for linkages
with peers, specifically through online communities (including the biggest MINI-fan club, mini2.com). They find among
others that the aesthetics explain indeed why some cars are more ‘debugged’ or de-signed than others. The peculiar look
of a car becomes a locus of cultural signification: “…there is more to aesthetics than meets the eye as aesthetics is the
territory upon which it is feasible to speak and theorize car aficionados as akin to everyday designers for whom the
discussion boards exist as key reference points” (Hewer and Brownlie 2007: 112). This can be better understood in
relation to the concept of identity, or identification. Modifying the car not only gives it personality, but also a supposedly
unique one that makes it identifiable for and with the owner (i.e. giving the owner a sense of identity). The identification
process in this manner not only happens by adhering to a cult brand or product, but also by deconstructing, or
‘decommodifying’ it (Hewer and Brownlie 2007: 107), among others as a form of resistance towards mainstream ‘prepacked’ consumer culture, resistance often framed as style (ibid: 108). They do not explain however what these aesthetic
characteristics are. As a matter of fact people have an obvious propensity to project human connotations on most objects,
animals and divinities, but somehow cars are more susceptible to be treated as humans than other products (Windhager et
Al. 2010). Typically the headlights resemble eyes, the grill the nose, the air intakes the mouth. 140A Walt-Disney concept
that is very successful nowadays, Cars indeed’, may be quite explicative in this respect, as you can see from picture 6-4.141

Picture 6-27: ‘Bubble cars’ Guido and Fillmore from Walt-Disney’s Cars series
Chris Bangle, a former design director at BMW, states in a documentary about designers and their relation with objects:
‘You, as a person, can have lots of different faces, but with a car, you can only have one face. When you put on that face,
it’s there forever. It becomes the car’s expression.’ And for a Mini this expression is to be startled.142 That is, in its most
innocent interpretation the Mini’s round shapes remind one of a young child, or better a puppy asking for being debugged.

140

Ibid.
In picture 11-2 above the headlights and grill probably refer to other attributes, but I think here there is more
intertextuality, i.e. it takes some thinking to get to that interpretation.
142
‘The Mini Cooper always looks surprised to be where it is. Especially when it ends up at Costco and the driver needs to
load in a weeks’ worth of groceries.’ http://ideasinspiringinnovation.wordpress.com/2010/05/09/cars-and-human-facesthey%E2%80%99re-more-like-us-than-we-think-3/ and Ibid. note 10
141
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6-4

Come to me

Generally speaking people will want to keep their distance from a grown-up Doberman, but a
startled young puppy teasing you to play asks for physical contact and interaction. And so did
Mini.
Already in 1963 (the car was introduced in 1961) there were professional companies such as
Radford transforming the car to one’s specific taste (see box 6-2).
Box 6-2: Ringo Starr's Radford Mini de Ville
Ringo Starr bought a very clean two-tone Radford Mini de Ville
from Beatles' manager Brian Epstein on June 15, 1967. Radford
Minis were custom cars built by Harold Radford Coachbuilders,
LTD, from 1963 to 1971. Radford transformed standard Minis
into luxury vehicles, adding things like leather upholstery, wood
trimmings, revised gauges, Rolls-Royce-inspired two-tone paint
schemes, and other luxuries. Ringo’s particular Mini was a
hatchback, and it is said that he transported his drums in this
tiny machine. This car didn’t stay with Ringo for long; he sold it
after just two years.
(http://uk.askmen.com/top_10/cars/top-10-beatles-rides_1p.html June 2010)

Radford catered the Ringo Starr version of the Mini to several celebrities who really wanted
this new icon of their generation. John Lennon, Peter Sellers (who used it in the movie ‘A
shot in the dark’ and even bought one for his wife), Marianne Faithful, George Harrison,
Michael Nesmith all owned a luxury, customised version of the car and Marc Bolan famously
died as a passenger in a Mini clubman in 1977. Other manufacturers like Hooper (a RollsRoyce coachbuilder) and Wood & Pickett also made custom versions of the car.

Picture 6-28: The psychedelic version that appeared in the Beatles movie Magical
Mystery Tour owned by George Harrison on the right. On the left the BMW remake for
his partner Olivia Harrison. Which car does the dress fit best?
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Apparently the Mini occurred at the right time, in the right spot, just like Mary Quant’s miniskirt (see picture on the left). Paul Smith, a British apparel designer,
who linked his name to the car on many an occasion (actually one
special edition of the car was named after him) claims “It was
designed for practical reasons, but picked up because it was lovely,
interesting, cute" and referring to his own reasons to own and drive the
Mini: "Many people think I drive a big sports car …but I just need to
go through traffic and park…its very cool, I love it!" [m3]. Others
found that "At the beginning it was ridiculous, absurd, too small and

Picture 6-29: The
Paul Smith Mini

different" [m3], but after 1961 "...something strange happened, it was picked up by urban
trendiers, or early adopters" or else "Middle class urban rationalists."[3].One example of how
the car was literally picked up by users are the many threads present on the internet after a
search key is entered like ‘mini+fit+people’.
Apparently 28 is the maximum amount for the
MINI, which was even recorded in the Guinness
Book of Records, in China, in 2008.143 Several
users try the gimmick themselves, never really
exceeding 22 people. The Mini though, apparently
reached 24 people.144 This challenge is, however,
not unique to the Mini, other small cars invite it as
well, like the Smart145 (14 people).
Picture 6-30: How many people fit in a Mini?146

143
http://wiki.answers.com/Q/How_many_people_can_you_fit_in_a_mini retrieved September 12th 2011. They beat the
previous record set by Malaysian students in 2006 see http://everyjoe.com/play/how-many-people-can-fit-into-a-bmw-minicooper/. Actually the Guinness Book of records has a page dedicated to this challenge (see e.g.
http://www.recordholders.org/en/list/carcram.html).
144
http://www.igopeople.com/g/605-the-mini-club/posts/3107-how-many-people-can-fit-inside-a-mini- Retrieved September
2011
145
http://www.treehugger.com/files/2008/06/13-people-inside-smart-car-photos.php

146

http://forum.roadfly.com/threads/6009924-How-Many-People-Can-Fit-In-A-Mini
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One of the main characteristics of the movement of 1968 was a sense of revolt against
hierarchies and pre-defined authorities in favour of bottom-up playfulness, fun, and aesthetics,
and the Mini (literally!) embodied just that. But did the car do that all by herself? Or did she
get some help?

6-5

Mini-Magic

In 1963 Peter Sellers ordered a Mini from the coach-builder Hooper to be featured in the
second movie of the Pink Panther sequel, 'A shot in the dark'. The coach-builder took the
model (costing four times the basic one) and launched it as a special model.147 That Peter
Sellers endorsed the car in the movie ‘A shot in the dark’ seems due to his own love for the
car, however, according to the marketing manager of Austin-BMC at the time, addressing
celebrities to position the brand was an intended action (see picture 6-8).

Picture 6-31: The Mini had to be the celebrities’ car.
It is true as well, that the car often plays a conspicuous role in giving personality to the
celebrities themselves. It takes little thought to conclude that the 'startled' personality of the
car fitted Inspector Clouseau’s personage perfectly. Another very startled British personage
endorsing the car was, of course, mr Bean.

Picture 6-32: The Mini is associated with British Humor. Left Peter Sellers, right
Rowan Atkinson.

147

http://www.supercars.net/cars/1705.html but also other websites confirm this, as the car was recently for sale and figure at
the 1999 Goodwood festival.
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Allegedly Rowan Atkinson wanted the car to feature in the series as from 1990,148 and the car
became a sought-after actor in other British movies as well. The makers of the movie Four
Weddings and a Funeral wanted to recreate the famous Italian Job movie, given that in their
previous movies Minis were also endorsed,149 but since BMW was taking over the brand at
the time, and since the movie makers could not feature the new model of the car in the movie,
they abandoned the project and Hollywood took over. So the car was endorsed in movies to
convey 'British ness' , and BMW consequently used movies as a mean to personify the car.
It is quite surprising how soon the car became iconic, given that when introduced it was
intended for everyone, designed to appeal to consumers at a practical level [14, p.229]. A
closer look at the marketing of BMC-Austin shows, however, that the car was positioned
amongst the young and successful, uninhibited upcoming class.

Picture 6-33: Typical Mini ads from the late 60s.
Next to the celebrity endorsement of Mini (picture 6-9) a look at the advertisements that the
BMC group used to promote the car in the 60s, already gives us a quite specific idea of who
the car was meant for. More precisely, if we look at a few advertisements for the car dating
back to the end of the sixties, we can see some consistency in the portrayal of for instance
young, at the time very sexy, people being amazed by the car or going to the beach with it. At
the same time the focus was on the functional properties of the car. The slogan ‘Mini –
Magic’ was repeatedly used to convey that (see picture 6-10), and the very first time the car
was presented the marketing manager was dressed like a magician.

148
149

http://www.malaysiaminilover.com/mini-cooper-and-mr-bean
http://www.theitalianjob.com/piazza_legacy.htm
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Next to celebrity endorsement the marketing means of the time consisted mainly of print
advertisement. A number of the ads that I analysed are reported in the appendix 6-2:150
When going through these advertisements a number of issues become apparent:
•

Several other brands, like Michelin, Dunlop, Lucas Bright Eyes (headlights), and
others used the Mini to sell their products. A practice that was more common in those
years, but today the MINI is used as a 3-d billboard as well, see picture 6-13.

•

Many ads contain some tongue-in-cheek (British…) humor. However, this is also
present in Italian, Spanish, French, and German ads.

•

There is quite some variation in the slogans given a consistent format/background.

•

The car is often portrayed red (‘the red mini ad’) or yellow; white when the message is
just functional.

•

Some elements are recurrent, like umbrellas.

•

The images are often colourful, as is the clothing worn by the figures, reflecting the
modern fashion style of the time.

•

Many pictures of the 60s and 70s contain blonde women with a mini skirt. She is
smiling, not arrogant, friendly. The intended associations with slim, modern, miniskirted star Twiggy are quickly made.

•

The car is often presented as a love, more than a lust, object but there are some sexual
references already in the 60s. ‘You never forget your first mini’; the car is a partner.

•

Many women are driving, of all ages. Women’s emancipation was also a trend at the
time. In the Spanish ad the mini clearly states it’s opinion that youth should not be
oppressed.

•

Particularly later in the 70s and 80s the car is sometimes portrayed in sub-urban areas.

We can conclude from this brief analysis that it may not have been by mere chance that, as the
designer Paul Smith says: even though "At the beginning it was ridiculous, absurd, too small
and different...something strange happened, it was picked up by urban trendiers, or early
adopters " [m3].
Testimony to Mini’s move to becoming fashionable or trendy is also its international appeal.
The car has been produced among others in Spain and Italy (by Innocenti, see picture 6-11),
to be able to fulfill demand in these countries.
150

http://www.malaysiaminilover.com/forum/mini-timeline-t17.html
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Picture 6-34: The Italian Mini does not neglect her origins.
In 1997 the small Mini was ‘big in Japan’ [m13, p233]. The car was already grown-up as even
the Japanese had already ascribed some specific traits to the brand’s personality, which had
been attributed separately to different models of the car in the 80s (see box 6-3). It trived on
the fact that Rover decided to introduce the car overseas, but they changed the Mini logo for
the, for the Japanese prestigious, Rover logo (see picture 6-9) [3][m18].

Picture 6-35: The Japanese version of Mini with the Rover logo.
By doing so it wanted to reposition the car in a higher, ‘premium’ segment that would later be
its positioning also when BMW took over the brand.
Box 6-3: Mini, skirts and Fashion
Associations with fashion and style are not rare in the descriptions of the car
and brand by users. This has specific reasons. One of these is that another
icon of modern times was also named Mini and had allegiances with
women’s emancipation (see picture aside). BMC exploited this growing
fashion phenomenon; from the late 70’s the colours available had fancy,
exotic names such as: Farina Grey, Tartan Red, Speedwell Blue, Clipper
Blue, Cherry Red or Old English White. Many were the different variations
of the car’s technology like the breaks, gearbox, suspensions and the engine,
which were of course also due to the many technical possibilities and
developments of the time (see Timeline in the appendix). Already in 1976 the
first Mini Limited edition was introduced, in green and white with a golden body stripe, featuring reclining
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seats and face level ventilation. Several other limited edition Mini’s will follow151. During the 80ties every year,
if not a bit more often, a new model was introduced based on specific themes. These include for instance the
London collection, with the Mayfair, Ritz, Park Lane, Chelsey, Piccadilly models; a Colours collection
including the models Red Hot, Jet Black, Rose, Sky; the Speed collection including the Flame Red, Racing
Green or Checkmate versions; or even a Designer collection, with the Designer and Paul Smith models. Just
like the mini-skirt the Mini became a fashion statement.

Despite its international appeal the Mini stayed very British however. In the words of the
Rover manager, mr Darzinskas, the Mini was offering “genuine Britishness, traditional
design, traditional materials…”[m18 p 180]. Moreover Simms and Trott [m13, p233] report
that “the (Mini) brand image has developed from a number of specific associations” and that
“The (Mini) brand serves a function in social identification with customers wanting to
associate themselves with the aspirational 60s and celebrity lifestyles …a cool, fashionable
and stylish image”. This international British ness that appealed to the Japanese image is what
is sometimes referred to as New Britannia. Characterising the concept is among others it’s
permeable nature (Goodram 2005: 59): very British and yet multinational. 152
So from the advertisements and strategic decisions of the British Motoring Company we can
conclude that the first version of the Mini was ‘dressed up’ and placed in specific contexts.
The car was meant for everyone in functional terms, but driving a Mini meant being up-todate, adhering to a system of values that was emergent, represented by specific celebrities and
typical for the younger generation.
The car also asks for interaction and a few times this interaction leads to developing a new
aspect of the car’s personality. Mechanic John Cooper wanted to use the car for the Monte
Carlo Rally without the approval of Mini’s engineer (and Cooper’s acquaintance) Sir
Issigonis; Peter Sellers wanted to use the car in a movie. London being the ‘place-to-be’ in the
60s (e.g. Brazilian and Jamaican dissidents were living there) the beat-generation adopted the
car as its icon. What BMW wants is to capitalise on these value associations, as the Belgian
marketing manager of Mini says “we consciously chose for keeping the old values of Mini,
which once were ‘intrinsic’ in the product.”[8]. This last statement is interesting, because if
151

Until the 90ies the : 1000 STripey LE ‘76, 1100 Special’79, Sprite’ 83, Studio 2’90, Neon ’91, Cabrio ’91,
Open Classic 92, Italian JSU 92, Rio’93, Tahiti ’93, Sidewalk (Tartan) ’95, Equinox ’96, ERA Turbo’90…
152

Which is different than international, which would be just exported British ness. The Commonwealth comes
to mind, a more permeable approach the British had in their colonies, as opposed to the commercial and overtly
exploitative approach of e.g. the Dutch.
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these were once intrinsic in the product, did they get out somehow? And were BMW
executives on a mission to refill the car?

6-6

‘Smoke gets in your eyes’

When I was not yet busy with this research, looking out of the window of a train in Berlin, I
saw a large advertisement on one of the modern ‘plattenbau’ buildings featuring the front of
the MINI; as I passed by smoke came out of the car’s headlights. I have mentioned this
experience in classes to explain how an advertisement can become surprising and thus
memorable just by building in an unexpected three-dimensional element. What I did not yet
get was that the car got alive through such a billboard. Another example of how the MINI gets
alive are the many videos that have been posted on the internet. A search using the keywords
MINI Cooper on youtube.com (not on google!) delivers some 63.000 videos. To give but one
example, one video starts with two people driving on the German ‘autobahn’ when a Mini
passes by and starts lifting on two wheels and engaging in pirouettes. The video seems to be
amateurish, which makes the whole scene realistic and thus even more fun to watch. James
Mc Dowell, head of North American operations for the company, reports “People buy MINIs
because they really want to have more fun in their days,” and that therefore “We want
everything about our marketing to fit that.”[21].
We have seen that aesthetic and handling properties were important factors in defining the fun
side of the car’s personality. According to a recent study on the brand perceptions of the new
MINI “The importance of the product itself to the success of this brand can …not be
underestimated”[m13 np234]. Of course BMW designers understood this, as they retained the
key anthropomorphic elements of the old model: the headlights and the grill.153 But
apparently that would not be enough as marketing was clearly aimed at giving every car a
distinct personality, according to the specifications of the owner. This had to be achieved by
means of unconventional communication. Kerri Martin, marketing communications manager
for MINI at the time of its introduction, appointed a new advertising agency, i.e. Crispin
Porter Bogusky's, and commenting on the briefing notes “This is a momentous time for us and
the MINI brand. We are not just launching a new car but a new sector and virtually a new
brand… owning a MINI will be like no other motoring experience, full of inherent excitement
and product depth”. So according to BMW the introduction in the USA was aimed at creating
a new driving culture more than a new brand experience (as also Holt & Quelch 2004 notice).
153

But also smaller details like the handle to open the rear of the hatchback version, or the ‘hooks’ that close the doors.
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It is, however, also true that according to BMW executives, the initial aim of selling 20.000
units did not justify the big investments in TV advertising. This meant looking for a buzz. In
the words of the man responsible for the introduction of the car, Mr. Pitney: "Rather than
implement the traditional advertising blitz associated with launches, the company relied on
"out-of-the-box" thinking and grassroots tactics to generate groundbreaking buzz," and "While
low brand awareness in this market presented a challenge, it also gave us the luxury of
starting with a clean slate". As to the reasons for such an approach Mr. Pitney comments:
“Our whole credo is: if another car company can do it, we ought not. You will continue to see
us breaking conventions and doing things differently than anyone else in the industry. It helps
to differentiate the brand and speaks to our brand's unique characteristics. We don't have big
budgets compared with other small car manufacturers, so we have to stand out.”[23]. So, in
the words of BMW executives the reasons for the unconventional marketing were 1) the
tentative introduction that did not justify big investments and 2) the need for differentiation.
However, in the same interview mentioned above Kerri Martin mentions that the initial
briefing of the marketing agency was “…all part of the worldwide MINI idea pool." [19]. So I
think the re-introduction of the car was actually more thought-out and long term oriented than
would seem from these interviews. The great advantage of the unconventional marketing that
was getting popular at the time was, that new technologies allowed for three dimensional
features and interaction. Next to changing USA’s driving culture, the aim of BMW’s
marketing was to infuse life into the new model of the car. Three-dimensional features allow
the car to actually ‘get alive’ and digital interaction allows consumers to personally relate to
the car (see box 6-4).
In the briefing for the very first campaign to introduce the car, the marketing agency
reports:154 “The role of our communication was not about giving the car personality, but
rather about giving MINI the space to demonstrate its genuine personality. We wanted to get
people grinning again” and talk about “advertising that would bring to life MINI's iconic
status for the current generation”.
If personalisation of the product was one key aim of BMW’s marketing activity, at the same
time the car should not be an unpredictable irreverent person, after all, security and care are
also key values and these imply reliability, which means consistency and predictability of
behavior. Particular attention to consistency in the aesthetics of external communications can
154

http://www.adforum.com/creative-work/ad/player/22901/mini-cooper/wcrs/ (Oktober 2011)
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offer a means to convey that. Design is not only aimed at surprise but also at recognisability
and consistency, which convey reliability155. The aesthetics surrounding the car are
particularly evident from the advertisements. According to marketing-blogger Paul
Williams156 Mini’s advertising works because: it gets the attention, has a clear, memorable
message, is brand appropriate, locally/audience relevant and remarkable.
The layout of the advertisements was conceived in order to generate a very recognisable
background which would at the same time allow for flexibility in the development of the
content of the message [5] and according to the comment on a designer’s blog it sorted out the
desired effect, as: “The real art is how they apply these simple graphic tools—the perfect
combination of unique applications and clever copy that never ceases to amaze and inspire
me. How could a designer, in love with a designer car, possibly ask for more?” .157
I would add that all this praise is a consequence of the following:
•

MINI uses a recognisable graphic style, with brightly coloured boxes around text and
the same typeface, or font, in all its communications.

•

All marketing from MINI is written in the same style, or 'tone of voice', using cheeky,
intelligent humour, to make MINI feel gutsy and fun. It all has the same personality.

•

At the heart of the brand is the car itself, but the context in which the car is presented
talks more about the car than the car itself does.

So if anything, it seems indeed that BMW has been very much busy trying to influence the
perception, the image of the MINI. Given, among others, the consistency of this approach in
time and space (years and countries) it must have been a very worked out strategic marketing
planning exercise. For this reason what is interesting is that with respect to the first Mini the
second one got a lot of help. If the brand values of the first one were, for a large part, the
result of a combination of the aesthetic and functional properties of the car, as well as of being
at the right moment in the right places, the second MINI ‘tried hard’ to be someone. One
could argue that BMW has been too busy positioning and developing the MINI and thereby
lost part of its primary appeal, which was to be great fun accidentally. On the other side this
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http://mini.co.uk/html/about_us/mini_education/marketing.html (March 2010)
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http://www.mpdailyfix.com/mini-cooper-ad-fires-on-all-cylinders/ (March 2010)
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http://mslk.com/reactions/mini-i-know-its-you/ (March 2010)
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might have sorted its effects, given the success of the car.158 But what about the results in
terms of image? Or else: when this marketing plan was conceived, did BMW really start
thinking from the car’s persona? Or from the persona’s who should be driving the car?

Box 6-4: MINI’s marketing: The product from object to subject
BMW’s marketing of the MINI has been aimed primarily at conveying the car, and not just
the brand, as a personality: The car becomes the messenger. In the words of the marketing
agency WCSR “The MINI adventure ads were an inspirational interpretation of our brief;
scripts in which MINI is quite literally a hero - not a vehicle for the driver's heroism”. BMW
has many marketing approaches , but most promotional activity is based on ‘place based
marketing’, which means placing the car in unexpected (mostly urban) contexts. Next I will
explain how the car becomes a celebrity, teases and gets personal.
The car as an actor
Already in the 60s the Mini was the protagonist in several British
movies159 and the use of cinema and video is mentioned on the MINIBMW webpage as a key element of external communications. The use of
movies to promote the Mini goes beyond just product placement, the car is
actually a leading character in the movie, an actor. One, or better two, of
the maybe most successful movies featuring respectively Mini and MINI
as main actors are the first and latest versions of ‘The Italian Job’, of
which a video game has been produced as well(see picture aside).
Not only in movies and videos is the car an actor, but also in the images portrayed in the
advertisements. As one can see from the picture below the car is treated as a ski-vacation
companion rather than a means of transportation.

158

“Rolls-Royce and Mini give BMW largest ever quarterly profit” The Telegraph, 3 November 2010.

159

See http://www.imcdb.org/vehicles_make-MINI_model-Cooper.html for a comprehensive list
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Teasing
For the launch of the new clubman a short mysterious movie was
proposed ‘The other MINI’ and posted on the company website;
related advertisements portrayed a bourgeoisie family posing for a
picture with a punk boy as a young son: MINI as the ‘blacksheep’. Another example of teasing consumers is what BMW
calls ‘undercover’ MINI. As the company website reports: “Three
new MINIs were launched together in early 2007. People who had
registered an interest online were sent an email inviting them to
see a sneak preview of the new models. The email explained that
the MINIs were 'under cover' but that you could release them by
pressing 'the right buttons'. The email contained a link which
allowed people to click through to a web page where computer
generated MINIs were tearing around in a warehouse under a giant piece of silk. When you
pressed a button the MINIs dramatically burst out into full view”. Only registered users could
see it and eventually book an early test drive.
In 2005 the ‘stealth’ counterfeit campaign started, the diffusion by the counter-counterfeit
commission in the USA of a DVD-video that warned consumers for fake copies of the car.
In another ‘tease’ campaign BMW’s advertisement agency decided to tell consumers that
robots would be made of the cars.
In a 2002 Playboy spread, MINI allegedly posed for the iconic Playboy Centerfold, which
was photographed by an actual staff photographer and given final approval by Hugh Hefner
himself [19] although I was not able to find any further reference or image of these
pictures.160 This is a good example of announcements made by BMW to create a myth around
the brand. Creating myths is another tantalising marketing attempt.
Getting personal161
The ads on billboards along the street are first of all acting upon and enhancing the functional
properties of the car, like the handling, size, and agility162. However, even advertisements can
get personal. If you own a MINI, and fill in an online questionnaire, it is probable that in the
United States of America a digital billboard gives you personalised messages. The cars in the
ads talk to you, with “an ever-changing array of unique, personal, playful and unexpected
messages…The messages are personal, based on questionnaires that owners filled out: ‘Mary,
moving at the speed of justice,’ if Mary is a lawyer, or ‘Mike, the special of the day is speed,’
if Mike is a chef.” Still according to one of BMW-MINI’s brand managers “Since more than
a third of Mini owners have named their cars, the messages will sometimes refer to the car by
name” [21]. However I have found no evidence that many people actually named their MINI.
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For more extended teasing campaigns of MINI see

https://thisisnotadvertising.wordpress.com/category/promotion/ okt. 2011
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29-01-2007 “Billboards That Know Your Name” NY times,
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For a most comprehensive overview of the ads see e.g. http://libraryofmotoring.info/miniprintads1.html
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Even if I must admit I did not tell everyone my last car was named ‘The Lady’.
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6-7

The MINI mind is set

At its introduction the Mini was underpriced, so much so that in the UK the Mini story is
considered one of the largest business blunders ever (how to build a great brand and lose
money on it…), according to an old BMC executive in an interview in a BBC documentary on
iconic brands that made no money. One of the reasons for the fact that such an iconic brand
did not make any money was that the culture of BMC was not to be aware at all of the costs
involved in producing the car, but rather to produce as many cars as possible. The main aim
was to beat Ford (the Anglia model), to cater to as many people as possible, and to prevent the
popular German models (‘bubble cars’) to gain market share in Great Britain. According to
Simms and Trott (2006) the Mini “appealed to people of all ages and all walks of life”, and
has been described by consumers as ‘classless’ [14] as the perception of the typical owner is
also likely to be anyone, “from celebrities to students” [14p. 233].
Despite this very, I would say, democratic positioning, the car very soon acquired specific
connotations in the minds of consumers, associations the company leveraged in the 80s to
introduce special edition versions (see also box 6-3). These ‘special collections’ were related
to specific themes like Design (a.o. Paul Smith Mini), Sports (Wimbledon and rally versions)
or more generally British ness (the London collection, Mini Mayfair or Chelsey). Still,
according to the Mini history website mentioned above, these initiatives by Rover eventually
led the Mini to generate some profit. As we saw, Rover was also responsible for the
introduction of the car in Japan, where it had to gain a ´premium´ status [m18]. Here Rover
was already portraying a more specific positioning, one that BMW developed further as it
were.
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According to a study on the MINI image by Laverick and Johnston (1997 p. 181), by then the
re-introduction of the brand in Japan was a well thought-out marketing exercise of conveying
specific brand values to a specific target audience. So before BMW, Rover already felt the
need to reposition the brand as more exclusive in order to ask for a higher price. In the words
of Rover’s Mini manager Nicki Darzinskas, the car was able to offer “genuine britishness,
traditional design, traditional materials and, perhaps most importantly, the opportunity to
personalize their purchase and stand out from the crowd” [13]. So it was a car for a crowd
that increasingly wanted to stand out from the crowd. The marketing agency responsible for
the introduction in the USA, comments in this respect that: “the new MINI is a premium car
for a new breed of style conscious motorists who want to downsize without losing status”.
That is not necessarily the case with the old Mini, even less so today. Picture 6-13 shows an
image from a gathering that occurred in the Netherlands in 2006, were the challenge was to
gather as many old Minis as possible for a good cause. The video shows also the most
disparate customisations of the car, and how engaged fans are.

Picture 6-36: Dutch TV-news reports about a 1000 Minis gathering for a record
challenge and a good cause in Drimmelen, The Netherlands in 2006.164
I have noticed how owners of the old Mini salute each other on the road as a sign of mutual
understanding, but owners of the two different versions do not. Simms and Trott (2007: 305)
also find in their interviews with Mini and MINI owners that “…it became clear that among
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http://video.google.nl/videoplay?docid=6872084942575022517&q=MINI+COOPER+CLASSIC (Oktober

2011)
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many old Mini owners there was a strong, what was described by some as an, ‘anti new-Mini’
feeling”. Concerning the different perceptions of the brand they further comment: “old Mini
owners value the brand’s classic status more than new Mini owners. New Mini owners place a
significantly greater emphasis on the Mini’s reliability and safety, as well as its stylish appeal,
than old Mini owners”(Ibid: 303). This may be indicative of the current different ‘mindsets’
associated with the brand, but it is also true that users of the MINI could be more resembling
the users of the Mini in the 60s, since the car was new, modern at the time, and reliability and
safety where not primary concerns like they are today.
Most drivers of the new car, at least from our interviews, ‘always wanted to have a MINI’ , so
buying a MINI still is, as it was, mostly an explicit emotional choice, 165 but this emotion now
has less to do with historical, inherited values of the car, and more with safety, reliability and
an overall perception of style, or being stylish.
All the same one could argue the opposite as well: with BMW it is not consumers looking for
the car anymore, but rather the opposite. In the words of Mr. Joachim Milberg, Chairman of
the Board of Management of BMW AG: “Through the MINI brand we intend to appeal to
new, young groups of customers for the BMW Group - customers particularly attuned to the
young and emotional character of the brand. People, whose individualist, open lifestyle is
perfectly reflected by MINI. Trendsetters will simply love this car and the MINI brand as a
whole.”[7] And at least for the USA, BMW had very clear ideas about who these trendsetters
are and what they like (see the overview I made of the magazines where the car has been
advertised in the USA in appendix 6-3). Even more overtly the head of external design at
MINI-BMW declares: “Wir followen kein trends, wir machen unzere eigenen trends”[3]. So
the ‘trendsetting nature of the car is now sought after explicitly. Jack Pitney, responsible for
the introduction in the USA, reports that "It was important for us to identify the MINI
customer…since MINI's appeal is not limited to a demographic boundary. Instead, MINI
customers have similar psychographic qualities - what we call the "MINI mindset" and our
marketing had to be relevant to all of them. The youngest MINI buyer is 15 and the oldest
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It is arguable if keeping the aesthetics of the car did good to its overall performance. One quite well-known and respected
British television celebrity and conductor of Top-Gear, a very successful car-test TV program, Jeremy Clakson reports the
following about the new Mini clubman: “Looking for good things in a car that torque-steers like a wayward horse and has
no boot, no rear visibility, a silly door and a ridiculous cruising speed “(110mph) is a bit like looking for good things in a
piece of fish that’s dry, tasteless and bony. Unfortunately, after a week, I have decided it’s one of the worst cars in the world.
About as desirable as a packet of dung or a can of worms. Truthfully? I’d rather have a goat”. Besides already in the 70’s
the car had a reputation of turning unexpectedly when using the brakes (I personally risked my life a couple of times with my
mother’s car, and my parents confirm it was a ‘known’ problem…).
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97!"166. According to a representative of the marketing agency company from San Francisco,
that suggested the interactive ads, BMW: “wanted to intensify the already strong tribal feeling
among MINI owners and stimulate their desire to support the brand”.
According to a Harvard instructional case study (Holt & Quelch, 2004) the target group at the
time of introduction consisted of three basic segments: those fitting the Mini-mindset, those
that were enamoured of coupé sports cars (remember the Monte Carlo Rally and Sport models
of the car), and those that were already devotees of the original Mini. However, soon after
only the first segment was left, as the BMW Press Forum reports that “The MINI target
market, although initially envisioned primarily as luxury sports car enthusiasts, was upon
closer examination determined to be customers that had adopted the “MINI Mindset” (Ibid).
Still according to BMW this target market is much wider and more diverse demographically
than originally thought, and the MINI mindset comprises the “similar psychographic
qualities” common to them all, despite an age span from 15 to 97 years167.
The stylish and fashionable appeal of the brand is also very much related to femininity. MINI
marketing officials were aware of the pre-eminent role of women in the success of the old
Mini, and thrive on that as well. During the training program meant to introduce the MINI to
dealers in the USA, according to BMW executives: “it was essential that dealers were aware
of the differences involved in selling a fun, cult car to a younger, largely female market” ; the
Belgian marketing manager is aware of the fact that in the organisation of the Mini challenge
he should not forget women [8].
What becomes clear is that as the Mini grew up, it was transformed from being a car for
everyone to being a car for a selected group of ‘trendsetters’; this is confirmed by the
previously mentioned study on the perceptions of the old and new Mini’s by Simms and Trott
(2007) as well as by users. A journalist and user, Andres Stahl, eloquently admits, referring to
the MINI: “After all, the Mini is a great car, but it's also not a car for everybody.” [15].
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http://www.bmwboard.com/news/view.asp?linkid=351 (May 2010)
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“MINI USA Launch Exceeds Expectations - Jack Pitney Credits Innovative Marketing, Enthusiastic Dealers On Road to

Success” 2003
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Box 6-4: MINI’s Customisation (im-) possibilities
BMW wanted to leverage on the inherited success factors, but had clear ideas with
regard to the positioning of the car as well. The product kept iconic elements, like
the headlights, the grille, and other details, but changed in terms of safety and even
size. One of these inherited factors was the tendency that owners of the car had to
customise it. As Trott and Simms comment [m13 p231] “Key product attributes
and benefits are important associations with the brand, in particular…its ability to
be customized”. Some reporters stress the fact that it is a case of mass-produced
individuality as “Only two in 100,000 are likely to have the same specifications”[4
and 5]. Typically, the first mini was produced with the roof in a different colour
than the body, as a reminder of Rolls Royce, which already allowed for a greater
number of colour combinations than other producers were offering. In 1961 the Austin Se7en models were
produced in two tone paint incorporating a black or white roof. From 2005 it is possible in the USA to design
your own roof completely through a web-based module, allowing for individual
artistic expression168. Nevertheless several people comment on the fact that
BMW put clear boundaries to these possibilities. Blogger Frank Piller notes “All
choices seem to be perfectly balanced to deliver neatly tuned combinations
fitting the Mini brand image as seen by its corporate parents”169 and “After a year
of hearing customers ask for it, MINI is finally allowing for matching C-pillars
(see picture) on the Clubman. However it’s with one big caveat - you can only
get matching C-pillars if you order Pure Silver or Midnight Black” [12]170. In Italy (fourth market for MINI
after USA, UK and Germany) it is also possible to customise the roof of the car in collaboration with the filmchemical company 3M. Not all designs are possible though, one can add elements suggested by the company, or
else use designs that have been voted by users and taken into production. The designs must be feasible, contents
acceptable and ‘not against company policy’171. Also third party companies still offer customisation means or
customised models (e.g. www.mossmini.com, Renova in the Netherlands).

6-8

Fill in the blanks

In the previous sections I have shown how the value proposition of Mini, or put differently its
personality, developed in time and how the owners of the brand, those of the cars and the cars
themselves have played a role in the signification process. We have also seen that this
signification or valuation process has lead to a strong value-connection: the Glue Value of the
brand is high. But in terms of our HyPo dimension (reproduced below in table 6-1), is there a
difference between the Glue Value of Mini and MINI?
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see http://www.mini.com/com/en/roof_designer/index.jsp (June 2010)
http://mass-customization.blogs.com/mass_customization_open_i/2007/06/bmws_mini_brand.html (June 2010)
170
http://minicoopernews.com/?p=56#more-56 (June 2010)
169
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“Terminata la personalizzazione e avviato l'ordine si dovrà comunque attendere l'approvazione da parte di
MINI, sia sulla fattibilità tecnica sia sui contenuti, non accettati nel caso di utilizzo di loghi registrati, di
immagini o testi offensivi, volgari o contrari alla politica aziendale. Una volta ricevuta la conferma, il progetto
va in produzione.” www.mini.it (August 2011)
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HyPo I:
(Survival)
Symbolic value is
‘value for money’

HyPo II:
(Distinction)
Symbolic value
conveys individual
status/attractiveness

HyPo III:
(Reciprocation and
Belonging) Symbolic
value is understood
in a broader social
context

HyPo IV:
(Differentiation
through belonging)
Symbolic value in a
smaller, ‘tribal’
social context

HyPo V:
(Differentiation
through
contribution)
Symbolic value is
‘Hijacked’

The benefits of the
value proposition
are to solve
individual basic,
physiological
problems of
subsistence
(efficiency,
conservation of
energy)

The benefits of the
value proposition are
related to enhancing
attractiveness and
progeny survival

Allegiance with
ideological, rhetoric
values strongly
reflecting the
‘zeitgeist’

The values addressed
are relevant, and
meaningful, only
within a specific
(local) micro-cultural
context

Consumers add
values to the firm’s
proposition

Table 6-10: The Glue Value qualifier

When the Mini was conceived by BMC and engineered by Sir Issigonis the positioning was
‘value for money’,172 i.e. HyPo I. The car was not intended for a specific segment or target
group, or else the benefits of the car appealed to everyone: space, speed, easy handling. From
the advertisements of the 60s though, we have seen that, soon after the introduction, the
company was already looking for associations with extant elements from current trends, i.e.
HyPo III. What happened was that the car soon ‘jumped’ to HyPo V. In fact consumers,
helped by mechanics, changed the value proposition to make the car an icon of a new
discourse that was thriving in London in the 60s. Why? In section 6-4 we have seen that the
aesthetics of the car, together with its functional properties were mainly responsible for the
hijack.
Later in the 80s and 90s Mini marketing executives started exploiting the associations
consumers had with the car. As I have shown previously these Mini’s were more expensive;
the aim probably was to be able to ask for higher margins, margins that otherwise would go to
companies specialised in modifying the car to a more luxury version. That leads us ‘back’ to
the HyPo IV category.
As we saw in the previous section BMW repositioned the brand leveraging on the existing
associations consumers had with it, just like the latest owners (British Leyland-Rover) did, but
starting by defining different consumer groups instead of different car personalities. As a
172

Too good value for too little money actually, which was also possible because of substantial subsidies given
to the industry at the time.
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result the car became a sort of ‘status symbol’, a status gained by pertaining to what Richard
Florida would characterise as the ‘creative class’ comprised by the “Leaders of twenty-first
century society”( 2002: 315). This places the MINI back to Hypo II.
So one preliminary conclusion from the analysis of the development of the brand’s Glue
Value is that its strength seems dependent on the extent to which the company tries to define
its users, which suggests that a more ‘white-canvas’, and/or product-oriented value
proposition might lead to a stronger Glue Value. But exactly how white was the canvas of
Mini compared to that of MINI? In figure 6-1 I compare the two versions of the brand in
terms of the more or less generalised or otherwise localised terms in which the value
propositions have been defined:

Tier 1

Tier 1

Brand identity
Let’s Motor!

Brand identity
spacious, easy

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Tier 2

Core values
trendy, young, colourful

Campaign values
British, sportive, flower power,
emancipation, London, modern.

Localised associations
Roland garros, Ritz, Mayefair, Japanese Rover-Mini,
Paul Smith, rallies…

Tier 3

Tier 4

Core values
Live me (Mindset),
Drive me (Fun)
Protect me (Safe)

Campaign values
urban, British, sports

Localised associations
Berlin-MINI, London, racing events, Madurodam
MINIS, other ‘place-based’ actions

Figure 6-5: Left the Brand Values Pyramid of Mini, on the right side that of MINI. One
could look at the tiers as the four dimensions of the Value Proposition: the core is
univocal identifier of the product, i.e. one-dimensional. Tier two is more descriptive, still
static, i.e. two dimensional. Tier three goes deeper, in the sense that it looks also at the
interaction with the market, adding a third dimension: consumers. In tier four we add
variation in space-time, i.e. the fourth dimension.

How do these differ?
-

Mini’s original value proposition (tier 1) is defined in functional terms, i.e. it refers to
objective benefits of the product; that of MINI is defined in more subjective terms, and
as a result selects a specific group of users from the outset. Indeed BMW intended to
create a new driving culture that would appeal to the MINI mindset, not just a practical
car.
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-

As a consequence the core values are defined in more general terms for Mini, or
better, these have been more implicitly defined in the advertising and embodied by the
celebrities of the 60s in London, which was the hive of the emergent popular culture at
the time. The Brand values of MINI have been clearly stated by BMW executives at
the time of the introduction. They are a result of the handling and functional properties
of the car, but more defined in emotional terms.

-

As we go down the pyramid I found that Mini has a more varied set of values or
associations than MINI. The Mini values as mentioned in tier 3 have emerged over
time, for various reasons, and could be considered as a result of a co-evolutionary
process between producers and users. MINI values have consistently informed
marketing activities, all the way to defining the customisation possibilities of the car:
one could customise the car, as long as this is consistent with the ‘company policy’.

-

For filling in the lower tier I have looked at local marketing activities. It seems that the
Mini has been more subject to localised associations. I.e. it has been more akin to a
fashion object. Even if BMW’s marketing strategy is consisting largely of what we
called ‘place-based’ marketing, i.e. enforcing the brand’s values by acting upon local
issues and traits (e.g. see picture 6-14) the value associations are much less the result
of localised trends and fashions. In other words, whereas Mini looks for occasions to
mingle, MINI looks for occasions to stand out, surprise.

Picture 6-37: The Berlin MINI, and a ‘place-based’ marketing action in Amsterdam.
Now I hopefully have clarified how the Mini and MINI value propositions developed and
differed, I will turn to the question of the role producers and consumers have had in the
process of valuation of the proposition. For both the Mini and the MINI I looked at the
intended and effective 1) activation of advertising messages 2) attribution of values and
benefit and 3) peer activity. In this analysis the focus is also on the differences between the
two versions of the car, this means evaluating the marketing activities of the Mini, and of the
re-introduction by BMW in 2001, as discussed in sections 6-4 and 6-5 above.
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Activation (AC)

Adding Values

Peer Activity (PA)

(AV)
CompIn

ConsIn

CompInp

ConsInp

CompInp

ConsInp

p

p

Mini (BMC)

I

IV

III

V

III

V

MINI (BMW)

III

II

III

II

IV

II

Table 6-11: Rating of company and consumer input in Mini’s and MINI’s marketing
activity.

Activation: CompInp I-III, ConsImp IV-II
Here our ‘blank-canvas’ hypothesis seems to be confirmed. Consumer input is higher than
company input for Mini. The MINI seems to be more involved in looking for or enticing
consumer activity. It is also true that when BMW introduced the MINI in 2001, the use of
digital media was starting to gain momentum. Companies wanting to position the brand as
experimental, young, and ‘fresh’ would of course explore the internet and the possibilities of
interactivity exactly to create and support such an image. Getting personal was and is an
important aim of BMW, and digitalisation (e.g. interactive billboards) allows that. However, I
found consumers of the new BMW responding in kind and being quite ‘reactive’. A look at
the UK webpage of the BMW initiated sports event ‘MINI Challenge’ (car sports lovers were
one ‘target’ group for BMW) shows some 167 members from 2006. In the MINI’s home
country, and a country quite passionate about car sports, this is probably less than what BMW
wanted. Most consumer activity around the MINI is indeed limited to extended online
discussions. We have also seen how MINI consumers limit their customisation activity to the
possibilities offered by BMW. That was not the case for Mini; the HyPo I rating accrued by
BMC’s marketing of Mini is of course also due to the more limited availability of interactive
means at the time. Surprisingly though the car did act as a ‘strange attractor’.

Adding values: CompInp III-III, ConsInp V-II
The more I looked at advertisements for the old Mini, from the end of the 50s until the 70s,
the more I was surprised by how the car was clearly positioned to be contemporary, modern,
adhering to the current spirit of the times. This is in contrast with the accounts of the
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intentions of BMC executives who merely proposed a cheap and easy solution to the problem
of mobility in a large city. As a matter of fact the car’s head engineer Issigonis was not happy
with the proposal of his friend John Cooper to modify the car for the Monte Carlo rally, as the
car had to be an every-day car for everyone. However, the car was given to celebrities that
represented the youth culture of the day. Advertising was very consistent as well in the
systematic portrayal of, e.g. blonde women in short skirts, British ness (men in suits, rain,
raincoats and umbrellas) and even in the choice of the colour and environment of the car. That
is exactly what characterises the marketing of BMW as well: the search for distinctive
aesthetic elements but also for consistency throughout external communications. It is the very
need for consistency, however, that limited the amount and kind of consumer valueattribution to the brand. We have seen how BMW actually succeeded in ‘upgrading’ the brand
to develop a MINI-Mindset, but in doing so created a more steered, less spontaneous image.
So, maybe for Mini too, the canvas was not so blank after all, but more room is left for
consumers to ‘fill-in-the-blanks’.

Peer activity: CompInp III-IV, ConsInp V-II
As I described in the first part of this section, the Glue Value of Mini developed over time,
and the various responsible marketers of BMC, British Leyland and Rover have recognised
the associations consumers had with the brand and leveraged on these, in what we could refer
to as a co-evolutionary fashion. So, as time passed by different user-groups, or mindsets, have
emerged, and finally Rover has tried to exploit these to make some profit on the brand,
without much success. However, the image of the car was also the result of peer activity, and
this activity has been largely spontaneous, hence I put ConsInp for the Mini in category V.
BMW starts from the definition of the MINI mindset and is mostly interested at keeping this
image consistent in time and space. This is reflected in the sparse peer activity around the
brand. It is true that there are many gatherings around various MINI clubs, however, an
internet search for MINI Cooper Club, shows that there are just a few large active ones. Part
of BMW’s marketing is aimed at creating events around the MINI, mostly sportive ones (the
MINI Challenge) but as I have mentioned before these are, at least considering internet-based
information, not that successful, as most peer activity of consumers consists of the exchange
of useful, practical information or of some comments on the guerrilla or place-based
marketing actions.
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I started off this rather long section with the question what the differences are between the
Glue Value of Mini and that of MINI, and in the second place I explored the relation between
the different roles of consumers and producers in the marketing, or valuation, process.
Concerning the Value Proposition we have seen that Mini grew up through the years with
some help from marketing, but mostly by being at the right time in the right place. Then at the
age of about 18 it started experimenting with fashion, with different identities to finally define
its personality at the age of 40. Afterwards it seems that the brand became increasingly
narrow minded, and tried hard to stick to its believes (the movie introducing the new coupé
model is a too plain reference to the Italian Job173). Notwithstanding the fact that growing up
in such a way might sound quite natural (for humans), marketing did play an important role in
the process. Apparently the less the values are defined by the company, the higher the
probability of a consumer’s ‘hijack’ and hence of a higher Glue Value. However this relation
may be mitigated by the aesthetic characteristics of the product: Mini’s ‘puppy-look’certainly
did contribute to its adoption.

6-9

Conclusion

If the Mini was more akin to a rough canvas to be painted in by users, the MINI consists more
of a set of predefined sketches that consumers might like or not. As a result the image of the
old Mini is much more ‘friendly’ and amenable to interpretation than that of MINI. What does
this mean in terms of the relationship between the marketing approaches and the Glue Value?
One obvious conclusion is, that the activity of defining consumer target groups and benefits,
as well as the brand’s symbolic values in emotional terms, does not necessarily lead to
creating stronger value connections. However, to put it more precisely, it is the nature of the
value connection that differs. Users of the MINI do have a strong value connection with the
brand, but because it helps them to differentiate themselves from the crowd, I would say in a
hierarchical sense. The image of the Mini, however, even as a beacon of an innovative
cultural movement, is more ‘friendly’, more egalitarian, and acts more upon a need to belong
than to differ. This leads to the following first consideration with respect to the Glue Value:
The fact that users of the brand feel as one ‘gang’ or belonging to a neo-tribe does not
necessarily imply fervent peer activity. In other words the community of Mini, but mostly of
MINI owners is more akin to an ‘imagined community’ than a real one. The identification
mechanism probably consists of the fact that a strong likelihood for the product as a symbol
173

See http://www.campaignlive.co.uk/thework/1088590/Mini-another-day-adventure-WCRS-Co/ October 2011
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of individualism is partly transferred to the owners of the same product. Just like we have
seen in the Diesel case, paradoxically some consumers are proud to buy-into the promise that
the acquisition of a particular product/brand shows they do not buy-into any story.
Secondly the Glue Value is largely a result of the aesthetics of the car itself and its
surrounding:
-

The strong aesthetic appeal of the car is in the first instance due to the human

connotations of it. That does not suffice, however, to justify a willingness to modify the
product, since according to a recent extended research on the subject all cars have this feature,
more or less174. What is distinguishing the Mini from most other cars is its ‘puppy’ look,
characterised not only by the handling properties and the face resembling front, but also by
the size and round shapes of it.
-

For both Mini (mostly in the 60s-70s) and MINI the design, the aesthetics in the

advertisements of the car are very consistent and at the same time original and therefore
identifiable.
This necessity for consistency and recognition, however, should also count for the car itself.
The startled look is indeed consistent with the swift, agile behaviour, and Mini did not really
change its look through the years. As a matter of fact BMC has attempted to introduce
variations on the basic model of the Mini175 mostly without large commercial success. BMW
is doing the same, even re-proposing failed models of BMC (see picture 6-17), so far more
successfully than BMC. Is that so, because we now live in a time that marketing is more
effective in giving meaning to a brand than the product? And in this way allowing for
detaching the product from the brand, as it were? That may be so, in fact BMW has
succeeded in giving the car an ‘authentic’ personality through marketing. Mini acquired
human connotations and was a very strong brand in the 70s already: maybe in ‘modern times’
people where more prone to make individual choices than in post-modern times (times of the
Individual…). If in the 60s people where looking for a new style, defining a specific and quite
distinguishable movement that would supplant previous ones, in the new millennium that is
less the case. In postmodern times consumers are not so much interested in organising the
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crowd into a ‘movement’ or a ‘revolution’, but are rather more busy ‘standing out from the
crowd’ (as Diesel understood timely, cfr previous chapter). So the very zeitgeist could also
explain why the first Mini was modified more often and more spontaneously than the second
one. This should however be mitigated by the fact that Mini did ‘do something’ to position the
car, giving it to celebrities and engaging in innovative advertising: the canvas must contain a
hint as to what pictures might look like for people to start drawing their pictures.
I have described how the car has grown up through the years, however, in retrospective I am
more prone to declare that Mini has died. After all, the ‘bubble car’ producer managed to
conquer the UK but one look at the expression of the two Mini’s faces (picture 6-16), shows
that, despite the efforts of BMW, the new one is definitely a different person, probably
because BMW does not keep in mind the car’s persona so much, but rather the personas who
should be driving the car now. And that is because marketing has also grown up.

Picture 6-38: A different persona?
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Picture 6-39: The new (in 2011, above) and old Mini coupé176
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Chapter 7

7-1

Marketing’s top is on the edge

Introduction

The rationale of this study was based on an alleged marketing crisis that regards marketing as
a practice as well as an academic discipline. According to Leeflang (2005a) marketing is
underestimated, both as a function within organizations and as a science within business
schools. Concerning this last point Hackley (2001) critically notices the abundance of rhetoric
constructions in normative or prescriptive marketing management texts that unproblematically
suggest possibilities of control and prediction of consumer’s behaviour. Leeflang (2005a) still
has faith in this possibility and suggests that, as a solution to the marketing crisis, marketers
should learn their statistics better, and advocates more statistic modeling in marketing courses
(Leeflang and Hunneman 2010).
Despite the lack of credibility of marketing as a discipline (which, as we have seen in chapter
1, should be understood in a broader context of critiques to neo-liberal, ‘capitalistic’ policies)
the popularity of marketing amongst practitioners has increased (York, P. 2010). Interestingly,
in the Netherlands the amount of marketing related jobs has been growing in the period 20042006, while at the same time the amount of academic jobs related to marketing has been
decreasing (Mossinkoff and Jacobs 2009). It is also true that in recent decades several
companies have been growing fast, especially in sectors that are characterised by a high
reliance on emotional, rather than functional, product attributes. In the last decades many
companies were able to establish a strong and steady relationship, a value connection, with at
least a significant number of consumers. Typically these brands can be described as friendly,
as they are often associated with anti-authoritarianism. Some practitioners have noticed this
tendency and concluded that traditional marketing approaches may be outdated (Blümelhuber
2007) or else, that half of the money spent in marketing should be spent in product innovation
(Godin 2003), but, contrary to Leeflang, they also claim that using more refined analytical
techniques to deal with consumer unpredictability does not make much sense because
“consumers do not do what they say or say what they do” (Wouters 2005). Postmodern
marketing scholars have also proposed alternative solutions to the marketing crisis. To
understand consumers these scholars have a more interpretive rather than an analytical
approach that has paved the way methodologically for a renewed interest in qualitative and
descriptive approaches of research in marketing and of market research (a.o. Stephen Brown
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1994, Firat et al. 1994, Kozinets 2002). Of course ‘good’ statisticians should be aware of and
deal with the limitations of reductionist approaches, but the postmodern critique goes deeper
in that it states that one should not pretend to tame unpredictable markets and consumers
through the development and application of complicated statistical models, but rather describe
and understand the complexity of the cultural and social dimensions of consumption. This
implies dealing with unpredictability without the use of more sophisticated predictive models.
Summarising there seem to be two kinds of solutions to the alleged marketing crisis: a
hypermodern one, which implies possibilities for control and manipulation (through statistical
modeling), and a postmodern one which advocates more reactive, adaptive, or coevolutionary approaches. Knowing consumers is important in both cases, but in the first one
this means a view of consumers as objects of company attempts at manipulation – i.e. a
‘means-end’ approach – whereas in the second case consumers are considered subjects who
are not always rational and consistent and therefore inherently unpredictable.
However, a ‘friendly’ kind of value connection is not necessarily the result of postmodern
marketing approaches. Manipulation and control of groups of people has always been an
inherent feature of societies, and it might be a bit too pretentious to think that postmodernism
involves a radical break with history. After all, modern times also find their origin in the
belief in the possibilities for ‘enlightenment’ of knowledgeable – albeit rational – citizens,
who would finally be able to make their own, individual choices (and thus, at that time, ought
to be freed from the Bastille).
So is a ‘brand-as-a-friend’ value connection also the result of ‘friendly’, or postmodern,
marketing? Or more generally (see also chapter 1):
How does marketing contribute to the establishment of a strong value connection between
companies and consumers?
To answer this question I have formulated the following questions:
iii.

What are the characteristics of a strong value connection between a brand and
consumers?

iv.

And how does marketing contribute to creating them?

In order to answer these questions I have further explored the constituencies of hyper- and
postmodern approaches to marketing and the nature of a value connection in chapter 2, by
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developing the HyPo dimension and glue value classifier respectively. Then in chapter 3 I
have presented an excursus on methodological issues to explore the scientific side of the
marketing crisis and to justify my empirical approach. In the subsequent chapters 4, 5, and 6 I
have used this framework to understand the relationship between the glue value of the brands
Diesel, Innocent Drinks, Mini and MINI, and the marketing activities initiated by their parent
companies and consumers as well.
In this final Chapter I will follow the same logical structure of the case studies. This structure
implies 1) looking at the broader picture in terms of the societal and business contexts of the
brands’ expansion, 2) focusing on the glue value(s) of these brands, 3) analysing the
marketing activity surrounding them and finally 4) commenting on the relationship between
the two. In section 7-2 I will deal with the social and cultural context of the brand’s expansion
and in section 7-3 I am going to compare the brands using the glue value qualifier. In section
7-4 I will turn to evaluating marketing activities in terms of the HyPo dimension and confront
the results with those from the previous sections to conclude that postmodern marketing
approaches are not a necessary condition for a postmodern, friendly value connection between
companies and consumers. In section 7-5 I will return to the main question and describe how
hypermodern marketing can be disguised in a postmodern jacket. In section 7-6 I will discuss
marketing as an activity of continuously triggering consumers by anticipating on trends and
feeding them marginal innovations. In section 7-7 I will come back to this issue to show how
fashion as an economic – complex – system explains the nature of interactions between
companies and consumers.

7-2

The soul of time

In order to understand why the brands under consideration have gained broad recognition and
a strong value connection with consumers relatively rapidly, we first have to understand the
societal and business contexts in which they thrived. The meaning of all four brands is, to a
large extent, related to the current zeitgeist; albeit in different degrees, their value propositions
were presented in the right place at the right moment.
In section 3-5, when presenting the criteria on the basis of which I chose these brands, I
referred to the concept of ‘societal innovation’ introduced by Cova and Svanvelt (1993).
These authors contend that societal innovations are the result of an innovation strategy that
implies adding cultural meaning to products: adding slight variations on existing themes that
continuously renew the relationship consumers have with products. In other words, only in the
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context of the extant zeitgeist do products acquire a specific symbolic meaning. More
precisely, societal innovations have the following characteristics:
1. A focus on the social context rather than on market segments.
2. A new relation between products and users.
3. Serving as social links holding together postmodern tribes.
So after having analysed these brands more in-depth, can we say that these were indeed
societal innovations as intended by Cova and Svanvelt? Next I will discuss points 1 and 2
above. Point three deserves a more extended treatment and will be discussed in section 7-5
(cfr between neo-tribes and imagined communities).
Point 1 above seems to be true, as all four brands ‘say something’ about their times:
 Diesel: Jeans are a vehicle for a positive message from the youth (80s).
 Innocent: Indulgence can be combined with health (90s).
 Mini: Less is more, make love not war (60s).
 MINI: There is a new ‘creative/urban class’ (2000-).
Point 2 applies to the first three cases, maybe less for MINI:
 Diesel: Wearing denim as an act of communication.
 Innocent: Eating fresh fruit, but in a ‘quick & dirty’ way.
 Mini: A car can be small, functional, mostly fun.
 MINI: Same as Mini, at least in the USA.
So, we can conclude that the first two conditions are satisfied for the most part, as the MINI
was probably new to the USA market but not to the world. At the time of its introduction in
the USA the marketing managers of MINI declared: “This is a momentous time for us and the
MINI brand. We are not just launching a new car but a new sector and virtually a new brand
[…] in fact MINI will open up a new segment in the US as no other manufacturer will offer
cars that look or drive like the MINI COOPER and MINI COOPER 'S'.” (italics added).177
Whether or not it was a new segment, sector or brand, the difference with the other cases is
that it was not a new interpretation of the extant zeitgeist.
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March 2009.
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Being the first to ‘hook-up’ with the zeitgeist in terms of introducing a relevant value
proposition is, however, not a sufficient condition for success. In fact, Innocent, Diesel and
Mini thrived on fertile grounds.
According to one of the founders of Innocent the idea to produce smoothies was not that
original. In fact, in 1999 the market for crushed fresh fruit drinks was already booming in the
USA, particularly in California where it was worth an estimated 250 mln dollars. The owners
admit checking the internet a lot to get inspired and looking at the USA for the conception of
the product. The Smoothie was a healthy substitute for coffee to go; some users refer to it as
the ‘new caffelatte’, a ‘cool’ drink to enjoy ‘to go’, on the run, on the road, for breakfast or as
a snack. Others consider it the drink of the 21st century, the ‘drink du jour for the beautiful
people’ which also brings a bit of sunny California to rainy UK. As we have seen extensively
in chapter 5, in the UK the market was developing quickly as several small producers were
also offering fresh smoothies, and big companies, like Nestlé, Pepsi and Coca-Cola were
watching and waiting.
Diesel never introduced a totally new product, but adhered to the new motivational state of
being independent and rebellious that came with a new clothing style,178 as “by the 1980s,
ripped, frayed and torn jeans were a normal sight”. 179
In the 60s miniskirts were a normal sight. The Mini was developed because of the successful
precence of similar concepts in continental Europe (Fiat 500, Volkswagen Beetle, Renault 4,
Citroen 2CV); even the name Mini was inspired by an existing car in the UK called the
Morris Minor, produced by the Morris Motor Company. It was also designed by Issigonis and
existed from 1948 to 1971.
I think Cova and Svanveld’s concept of societal innovation is thus very much related to that
of product category, which implies a focus on the product’s use, and not on the product’s
attributes. The British Chartered Institute for Marketing defines a product category from the
perception of consumers and not suppliers180 as the emergence of a new need. Moreover the
Australian and New Zeeland Marketing Association defines the category-need as being “the
buyer’s perception of requiring a product to remove or satisfy a perceived discrepancy
between the current motivational state and the desired motivational state”. 181 Apparently in
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our cases there was a desired motivational state for products satisfying new symbolic needs.
And the desired motivational state must be interpreted in terms of changing systems of value
(therefore a new zeitgeist). In section 2-4, when commenting on the relevance of a value
proposition, I have concluded ‘that a value proposition is a promise related to the realisation
of relevant goals’, and that these goals are represented by a system of values, which is a
cultural system that in the case of a ‘zeitgeist’ is defined on a broader level. What we can add
now, is that for a value proposition to be relevant (i.e. contributing to creating a new product
category) this cultural system of reference must be slightly anticipated, as Diesel understood
well. This is also a reason why the brands got popular from the start: buzz around the brands
was also due to a certain cognitive distance between the ‘latte’ and the smoothie, or between a
neat pair of trousers and a ripped off one, or a ‘normal’ car and the Mini. Some slight
resistance before overcoming the cognitive distance was due to the fact that the establishment
of a new product category requires the creation of ‘a common representation in the form of a
dominant design’ (Jacobs 2007: 75) which must not be too far from existing ones, however.
An indicator for the first two conditions of Cova and Svanveld might thus be a slight misfit.
So, I think that for a large part the strength of the value connection the four brands managed
to establish with a significant number of consumers, consisted of their capacity to interpret
and slightly anticipate the ‘zeitgeist’ or the larger cultural value systems. However, if Diesel
always refers to larger value systems, the other brands did so only in the beginning. So, in
order to survive they may have found allegiance with smaller value systems or microcultures,
as the third condition stated above suggests that societal innovations serve as ‘social links
holding together postmodern tribes’, i.e. they must have a strong glue value.

7-3

The Glue Value of brands

When exploring the reasons why certain messages stick in our minds, Malcolm Gladwell
(2000) finds strategic relevance to be one of the main explanatory factors. The glue value of a
brand is however not the same as the stickiness of a message in that the brand is the glue that
keeps people together. In electromagnetic terms the brand acts like a magnet. Neither is the
glue value the indicator of a strong brand (Aaker 1995) and it also differs from the concept of
Lovemarks (Roberts 2005) because these latter classifications imply ordinal, linear rankings
of brands (‘my brand is better than yours!’).
In order to define and measure the glue value of a brand in chapter 2, I have explored the
cultural and social dimensions of a value connection between consumers and brands and
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developed a qualifier which gave us an indication of its strength. For the sake of clarity in the
following discussion, I have summarised the glue value qualifier in table 7-1, in terms of the
symbolic value (row above) and the benefits (underneath) implied in the value proposition.
HyPo I

HyPo II

HyPo III

HyPo IV

HyPo V

Symbolic value
is ‘value for
money’.

Symbolic value
conveys
individual
status/attractivene
ss.

Symbolic value is
understood in a
broader social
context.

Symbolic value
is recognized in
a smaller,
‘tribal’ social
context.

Symbolic value
is ‘hijacked’.

The benefits of
the value
proposition are
to solve basic,
physiological
problems of
subsistence.

The benefits of the
value proposition
are related to
enhancing
attractiveness.

The benefits of
the value
proposition imply
allegiance to
trends reflecting
extant zeitgeist.

The benefits of
the value
proposition
imply allegiance
to a specific
(local) microcultural context.

Consumers
generate
benefits by
adding values to
the firm’s
proposition.

Table 7-1: A summary of the glue value qualifier. See also table 2-1.
As one can infer from the upper row, this classification is based on the nature of the symbolic
value of the brand or more precisely: what does the brand stand for and for who? I have also
taken into consideration the perception of the value proposition as it developed in time and
space. A more stable glue value would probably mean more control from the company,
whereas more variation in the glue value ‘landscape’ could be an indicator of a more open and
thus co-evolutionary approach. At the same time, though, more variation in the perception of
the value proposition could be totally due to chance. As a consequence a glue value in
category HyPo V is more postmodern, as consumers – or chance – are in the lead, whereas a
glue value in category I is more hypermodern, in that it implies a perceived possibility of
objective comparison and the choice of a best option. 182
So what is the Glue value of our brands? And how stable is it?
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The more objectively definable the benefits of a product, the more one can objectively rank these on a scale,
and the other way around. This is one of the reasons why I advocate a moderate use of techniques like Conjoint
Analysis to measure the perception of the value proposition; often symbolic values are there but hidden, think of
retailer brands like Aldi or Mediaworld, which act upon the symbolic value of being clever.
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Diesel: II Symbolic value conveys individual status/attractiveness.
In Chapter 4 I have concluded that values implied in Diesel’s image are symbolic, but mostly
aspirational, helping consumers in conveying status more than belonging. When asked about
a characteristic of the brand, one word consumers often mentioned is arrogance. The
definition of the jeans as a vehicle for individual expression is reflected in the corporate
communications that invite interlocutors to look at social issues with the aim of extracting a
personal advantage before improving any societal situation. One of the expressions of
personal advantage is mating; references to sexual images are always quite explicit despite a
‘double-edginess’ in the company’s communications. Talking about edges, we have also seen
how one of the main distinguishing features of Diesel’s value proposition is innovation or
innovativeness. The company, especially in the 80s and 90s, gave the impression of always
being ‘on the edge’, among others by its approach to market research, akin to what nowadays
often goes under the heading ‘coolhunting’. If one combines this with the overt refusal of
marketing research as a concept, it is not surprising that the term arrogant pertains to the
semantic field of the brand’s significance. This innovative attitude leaves little room for coevolution. According to recent ideas like ‘co-creation’ or ‘crowdsourcing’ it seems that
innovation should be consumer-driven to be successful, but I think that continuously asking
consumers for new ideas does certainly not convey the image of a company full of new ideas.
Diesel understands this well. As we saw in section 4-2, as years pass by the product got
increasingly detached from the brand, showing how company executives managed to increase
control over the perception of its products by tentatively taking distance from the market.
From the beginning of the 90s it was the explicit aim of the founder of the company to create
a worldwide brand and soon other product categories were included in the value proposition. I
have shown how, as the brand grew, the product’s design became increasingly predictable.
The company’s owner explicitly declared the necessity to support the products with the brand,
the recent appointment of a brand manager from the food industry to manage the Diesel
business unit is testimony to that.183
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Which was previously run by the founder himself, who is now focusing on the further development of the
Staff International, Only The Brave holding’s third subsidiary (next to Diesel and DSL55) meant to produce and
distribute more exclusive collections of several established new luxury brands (the most recent being Just
Cavalli) including their own new luxury collection: Black-Gold.
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Innocent: III Symbolic value is understood in a broader social context.
In chapter 5 I have shown that the symbolic value of Innocent may be more directly related to
the spirit of the times and in particular the ‘cool capitalism’ trend of the late nineties.
Innocent, however, was inevitably bound to more local cultural reference systems (charity,
Oxford-college, The Guardian, Penguin books…). I think this was even the reason why the
company was eventually forced to seek collaboration with Coca-Cola, which has been able to
push the product through the distribution channels in continental Europe, where it could not
create a similar value connection to the one in the UK. That is, of course, also due to the fact
that as the smoothies category grew, competition in continental Europe did as well; not only
from similar companies trying to imitate the concept, but also from private labels as well as
larger brands in the food industry, like Chiquita184, which were able to offer a similar product
for a lower price. In the UK Innocent became a beacon of a tendency to combine apparently
antithetical human traits of 1) being good for the environment, but making money at the same
time (societal level) and 2) being good and disciplined towards oneself but indulgent at the
same time (individual level). Again, the very fact that the brand had a strong social but
national relevance has, however, impeded the expansion of the company, not only
geographically but also in terms of new products or product categories (in the appendix to
chapter 5 I gave a list of several attempts Innocent did to discover new product-market
combinations). At it’s core, the value proposition of Innocent drinks has not changed since the
brand was introduced in 2001. Neither did it change much in terms of brand values or product
offering. It did change in terms of presentation, albeit slightly, as a consequence, however, of
targeting new consumer groups. These were children, hence child friendly packaging and
some slightly smoother products, the elderly, and families outside the city, hence the liter
tetrapacks and the distribution through larger retailers. The gradual expansion towards new
consumer groups is sometimes depicted by the owners as totally serendipitous.185 It is,
however, also true that the company owners had grand plans from the beginning, a.o. to
become the World’s, and later Europe’s leading sustainable fast-moving consumer goods
company .
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According to Innocent’s former marketing manager for Benelux, Chiquita formed a real threat because it had
money to spend in advertisement, as well as an established distribution structure.
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In one of the many interviews founder Richard Reed tells how he had to pick up a friend’s child from school,
which led him to think of the children’s market.
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A few times company executives were particularly surprised by the fact that consumers
reacted to their initiatives in larger numbers than expected. One time elderly and younger
people spontaneously gathered to knit the caps for the bottle during the Big Knit campaign.
Another one is when company executives reacted on consumer demands for changes in the
product (e.g. leaving out bananas). Company managers claim several times to be surprised by
consumer activity, but I found no fundamental changes in the value proposition as a
consequence of that. In the first case consumers actually reacted as it where ‘in kind’ to
company initiatives, albeit vigorously and somewhat surprisingly. In the second case the
company merely adjusted the product according to consumer preferences. Opening up the
company for interaction with consumers is only another way to get market information
without having to organise groups interviews as most companies do. So the strategy of
Innocent was innovative in that is was relying on a ‘planned trial and error’ or on what
Beinhocker calls deductive tinkering (2006: 249). This is, however, something different than
co-evolution, as at its core the value proposition did not change.

Mini: IV Symbolic value is recognized in a smaller, ‘tribal’ social context.
The case of Mini is of particular interest since the car was introduced when modernism was
still spelled without the prefix ‘post’. However, we have seen in chapter 6 that the marketing
of Mini in the 60s may have been more postmodern than that of MINI, but also of that of the
other cases. Chance played a part as, at the time, the company’s strategy was aimed at
producing and selling as many cars as possible to as many different people as possible. The
brand, however, soon became associated with specific, contemporary values. Its emerging
anti-authoritarian image (largely due to the product’s characteristics) as well as its
coincidence with the 60s movements, laid premises, gave hints of ‘postmodern times’ almost
by chance. The reason why I have put this brand in category IV as opposed to III like
Innocent is that Mini is a more discriminating brand. Driving a Mini calls for signs of mutual
understanding, drinking an Innocent drink does not. In the next section we will look at the
impact marketing had on this, but a car is not a drink, which might also explain a different
symbolic value. The choice process for a car is more pondered, after all a car says more about
the owner than a drink.186 Still the symbolic value of Mini is higher than that of MINI, and
arguably of most other cars at the time. This is also because the product’s aesthetics
186

Conversely though, this might reinforce the conclusions for Innocent.
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apparently ask for interaction; however since its introduction in category HyPo I-II, the car
very quickly ‘moved’ to HyPo category V-IV. So yes, maybe in this case we might talk about
co-evolution: because of its functional characteristics and aesthetics the car was picked-up by
the jet-set, and the parent company at the time, BMC, swiftly reacted e.g. by specifically
addressing specific celebrities, thereby repositioning the brand. Another indication of the
intended initial positioning of the car is the fact that the price was low, too low. In fact it is
very probable that many owners would have been prepared to pay more than the 500 pounds,
which was its original price.

MINI: II Symbolic value conveys individual status/attractiveness.
If the Mini was positioned as a functional car that became ‘cool’ almost by chance, the MINI
had been positioned from its inception as a cool, very cool car. With BMW the Mini grew up
to become MINI. What does this mean? For one thing, growing up means that the brain
becomes less susceptible to change. This is evident from the fact that BMW clearly exposed,
interpreted and communicated the MINI brand’s values (both to the market and internally in
the organization). In this case it is therefore interesting to note how BMW tried hard to
convey the same image as the original Mini, i.e. that of a playful, somehow startled, witty but
still innocent kid. At the same time it managed to create an image of an exclusive car, sold
mainly in big cities where the ‘creative-class’ lives. We have seen in section 6-7 how MINIBMW executives had clear ideas about the kinds of people who should drive the car. They
often refer to a MINI mindset, and thereby to the younger, urban-based, well-off kind of
person. By doing so the brand became more exclusive,187 which seems to work economically,
as it allows BMW to ask for higher prices.

A brand as a friend?
Looking at the glue value of the value connection between the four companies and their
customers we have seen that Innocent and Mini have a more ‘friendly’ image. In terms of the
glue value qualifier the benefits associated with these brands respectively imply allegiance to
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On the opposite one could say that the strategy of mini (MINI?)was ‘inclusive’, i.e. it did not exclude users

for not having the mini-mindset.
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trends reflecting extant zeitgeist and allegiance to a specific (local) micro-cultural context.
The glue value of MINI is more akin to that of Diesel, suggesting exclusiveness and
individualism or better, brands for a crowd that increasingly wants to stand out of the crowd.
According to the glue value qualifier their benefits are related to enhancing attractiveness.
MINI and Diesel are still friends, but different ones.
Concerning the third condition for an innovation to be societal, i.e. brands act as ‘social links
holding together postmodern tribes’ we have mixed results (i.e. lower glue values than
expected). So, either 1) the third condition does not hold or 2) the concept of postmodern tribe
needs refinement. To unravel that we have to look at the part postmodern tribes or
microcultural systems have played in adding values to the companies’ propositions.
Confronting the marketing approaches of the parent companies will help us understand the
extent to which the glue value has been the result of company and consumer contributions in
the valuation process. Probably both played a part, but who led the valuation dance?
In other words, now it is time to turn our attention to the right and left sides of our synthetic
research framework reproduced in figure 7-1.

Company
activity

Glue
Value

Consumer
activity

Figure 7-6: The research framework in synthesis. See also section 3-4.
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7-4

The relation between HyPo marketing and Glue Value

In the first two sections of chapter 2 I have shown how the alleged marketing crisis calls for
both hyper- and postmodern solutions. After that I ranked a number of solutions along a HyPo
dimension as shown in figure 7-2.

Figure 7-7: Hyper- and postmodern solutions to the marketing crisis. See also section 2-2
Hypermodern approaches generally imply attempts to control by manipulation of behaviour
and perceptions, whereas postmodern approaches imply more trial-and-error like strategies,
which can lead to forms of co-evolution between companies and consumers. In its most
extreme Pomo manifestations the glue value of a brand is high, and its image mostly the
outcome of initiatives from the demand side, i.e. the right side of the dimension in figure 7-2.
To differentiate between hyper- and postmodern approaches I have identified three kinds of
marketing valuation activities based on: adding values (AV), activating the message (AC),
and sharing or peer activity (PA). For each of these activities I have looked at the parts of both
companies and consumers. It is important to note here that the valuation process is not a zerosum game, i.e. the input from both sides can be low or high at the same time. In table 7-2 I
reproduce this framework.
Glue value

Adding Values

Activation

Peer Activity

Identity

AVs

ACs

PAs

Image

AVd

AVd

PAd

Table 7-2: An integrated framework of analysis. See also section 3-4.
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In table 7-2 one can see that I have inferred the glue value from both the supply (identity) and
the demand (image) sides of the perception of the value proposition. Also, the three indicators
of marketing are evidenced as inputs from the supply (s, or intended effects) and demand (d)
sides.
An example of the expected relationship between the left and right sides of table 7-1 can be
described as follows. We have just seen that MINI and Diesel are similar in that they were
both positioned in glue value HyPo category II. It makes intuitive sense that in some respects
the images of these two brands are more similar to each other than those of Mini and Innocent
that I have found pertaining to respectively HyPo IV and III. This would imply that the
marketing of these brands should be more on right side of our HyPo-marketing dimension as
well, because postmodern marketing approaches postulate that consumers give meaning to
brands as well, not just companies, and friendship implies reciprocation.
In table 7-3 I have reproduced the results from chapters 5, 6 and 7. From the company’s
perspective (ComInp) a higher valuation means a company has been ‘trying hard’ to engage
consumers. Consumers must give meaning to the brand (AV), share the message (AC), and
engage in communal activities related to the brand (PA). On the other (ConsInp) side
consumers might indeed respond to the company’s intentions in kind, or else engage with the
company spontaneously, for instance by adding original values and meaning.

Before commenting on the degrees of company and consumer inputs in the valuation process,
I will first turn to the research framework again that I presented in chapter 3 where I have also
introduced the value connection pyramid. In figure 7-3 the pyramid is reproduced in terms of
connection levels between the company and consumers. The terms in the pyramid layers refer
to the objects managers would define. Hypermodern approaches imply that managers have
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quite clearly defined ideas about them from the outset, and that upper tiers univocally inform
the lower ones. Postmodern approaches imply that consumers fill in the tiers, or else, that the
company leaves more room for consumers to do so as lower tiers inform the upper ones.

Figure 7-8: The value-connection pyramid. See also section 3-4.
I have reproduced the pyramids of the four cases in figure 7-4 below for comparison. This
time the terms in the pyramid layers show what activities managers have filled in when they
defined the terms of the value connection.
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Figure 7-9: Confronting the value connection pyramids
So let’s see how these results relate to those generated by the glue value qualifier discussed in
the previous section. I have said, for instance, that we would expect Diesel and MINI to show
similar patterns, which would be consistent with the nature of their glue values. To have a
clearer view of these patterns, I have reproduced the valuations of company (PAs, ACs, AVs)
and consumer (AVd, ACd, PAd) inputs in the marketing activities in figure 7-5, where the
roman numerals on the horizontal axis represent the HyPo dimension as from figure 7-2.
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Figure 7-5: Company and consumer contributions to the valuation process

One initial observation from this figure is, that MINI has been trying harder to engage with
consumers in terms of activities (MINI tries harder to exploit the interactive features of digital
media) and values. MINI tried harder to elicit consumer reactions, whereas the doubleedginess present in Diesel’s definition of values led to a more subtle way of eliciting
consumer reactions. It becomes evident from the figure that the fact that Diesel uses less
explicit means of communication, generates higher levels of consumer activity than MINI. In
fact MINI is also more explicit in formulating who should drive the car and why.
Both companies aimed at creating imagined communities by generating online and offline
environments where consumers could share and interact. Did consumers respond in-kind
(ConsInp)? Yes, they did. Consumers do interact, do positively respond to proposed activities
(e.g. Joanna, Diesel’s fake Polish celebrity actually had a fan-base, and MINI customers
engage with the car itself) but at the same time they do not engage in peer activities as much
as I expected. I did not find any spontaneous, original consumer activity concerning the
brands MINI and Diesel. This, however, does not mean that there is no communal, or
community feeling. The Value Proposition of these brands is quite consistent through time
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and in category II, as both brands were positioned as ‘premium’ from their inception. Or
rather, the brand managers had clear ideas about what the meaning of the brands should be,
and hence of the type of value connection consumers should have had with them. To conclude
from this: a communal, ‘tribal’ feeling amongst consumers does not necessarily imply a lot of
peer activity. So the question is: were these companies really stimulating peer activity or only
creating the impression of a lot of peer activity around the brand? However explicit the
marketing executives’ intentions have been in this respect, it seems to me that the companies’
marketing has generated a perception of fervent peer activity around the brand, more than real
activity.
The glue value of Innocent and Mini is in the categories III and IV respectively. I think this
confirms the impression of a somewhat more ‘friendly’ image of these brands. Is the
marketing of these companies also significantly different from that of Diesel and MINI? The
row for CompInp of Innocent actually looks nearly the same as that of Diesel. This might be
surprising at first glance, after all, Diesel does have a more arrogant image. Apparently a
more hypermodern approach to marketing does not necessarily lead to a lower glue value.
Although from the very beginning Innocent had international ambitions and aims just like
Diesel, it did not manage to establish the same kind of value connection with consumers in
continental Europe as it got in the UK. At the same time, the rapid expansion of Innocent in
the UK shows that the values implied by the brand were more entangled with local cultural
reference systems. So here we clearly see a distinction between the nature of the value
proposition and the kind of marketing approach employed by the company: more
hypermodern marketing is not necessarily related to a lower smile effect or a less ‘friendly’
image. Do the companies differ in terms of ConsInp? AC is the same for both companies,
indicating that consumers have responded ‘in kind’ in both cases. Innocent consumers have
contributed more to adding values to the value proposition however, which is again due to the
fact that Innocent has thrived on values reflecting a more specific cultural and historical
context. So, maybe the very reason why Innocent grew so fast, impeded its further expansion
at the same time(cfr previous section). ‘Real’ fan groups existed, even if probably not so
numerous (according to Coca-Cola’s reports), and never ‘reinventing’ the brand or
spontaneously organising – exchange – activities in the name of Innocent.
Mini (BMC) was also very British, but went international and became already one of the
world’s most iconic brands a few years after its introduction. How come? We have already
seen how the Britishness of Mini was an international kind of Britishness. The Union Jack in
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the 60s stood for the emergence of a new worldwide sentiment embodied by for example the
Beatles or by the Paul Smith fashion brand (cfr section 4-5).
If we look at CompInp for Mini we see that this has not been that high compared to the other
brands. The positioning of the car was very much functional, as the car was created with the
idea that people needed a small, efficient vehicle, but the brand acquired strong symbolic
values soon. According to an interview with the marketing manager responsible for the
introduction, celebrities were endorsed intentionally. The advertisements also show quite
some allegiance with the extant zeitgeist, hence the valuation III for values added by the
company. The highest ranking we have found so far is that of V for ConsInp regarding values
added and peer activity. This is interesting in combination with a valuation of I for intended
consumer activation (CompInp). Looking at the ‘value connection pyramid’ tier 1 of Mini
shifted from cat I to cat III because the lower tier was filled in by consumers.
The conclusion regarding the different approaches and resulting effects of MINI and Diesel
above is reinforced by the difference between the graphs of Mini and MINI in figure 7-5.
Mini tried even ‘less hard’ than Diesel, but people were interacting even more with the brand.
If we look at this and take the conclusion into consideration again that the marketing of Diesel
and MINI has generated a perception of fervent communal activities around the brand, it
consequently seems that marketing in ‘traditional modern times’ may have been more
postmodern than in postmodern times.
Also, if we look at the fact that the brands have quite consistent images that are more often
than not the result of the company’s intentions, we could conclude that trying hard to engage
with consumers and to involve them in marketing activities is actually a means of
manipulating consumer perceptions and behaviour, which is tantamount to using what Jacobs
(2010) calls ‘half empty concepts’, i.e. to give room to consumers’ interpretation but not too
much. When a company tries harder to activate consumers, define the values of the brand,
and to stimulate peer activity, the probability that consumers actually pick up the brand and
make it a symbol of group identification might decline. This is however not a plea to do
nothing, as some input is necessary: a half empty concept is also half full.
Before commenting further on the marketing approaches and linking these to the glue values,
as well as to the social context as described in section 7-2, we should face some manipulative
elements inherent to the way the companies approached consumers, that marketing managers
were not, or maybe not completely, aware of. For this reason some manipulative mechanisms
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may seem quite innocent, but they still are forms of modern instead of postmodern marketing.
In other words: these are forms of modern marketing in disguise.

7-5

Modern marketing in disguise

If marketing, as Leeflang (2005a) contends, is to be a strategic activity, then one must
consider that the term strategy has many interpretations, but always has two sides (Jacobs
2010): one intended, the other emergent, i.e. what ‘happens’. Looking at CompInp, or the
supply-side in table 7-3, meant focusing on the first side, the intended one. Opposing that with
the demand side, ConsInp, also helped us to find out which were the characteristics of the
marketing approaches that managers, as well as consumers, might have been less aware of.
Thus far I have identified the following mechanisms:
1. Getting personal: Marketing can give a brand a defined personality by making use of the
interactive nature of media (as interfaces) or of intertextuality, next to using
anthropomorphic designs. In this way consumers develop a value connection of a
personal, human kind with the brand.
2. Between neo-tribes and imagined communities: The value connection is often the result
of a need for group-identification. Marketing creates more or less imagined and more or
less exclusive communities to which consumers may possibly be attracted.
3. Interaction, reciprocation and co-evolution: Humans tend to reciprocate or respond in
kind, also when there is no direct, evident payoff in doing so. When marketing asks
consumers to reciprocate, consumers often do. Leveraging on this tendency can lead to
creating a strong value connection.
4. Play & games: In nature play and playfulness are important means to discover and learn,
to adapt and co-evolve. After a short break due to modernistic distinctions between
‘serious’ and trivial issues, now sometimes being playful is allowed again. At the same
time postmodern marketing has rediscovered the coercive nature of playfulness and
games.
Now let’s have a deeper look at how these mechanisms manifested themselves and try to
better understand how they work.
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Getting personal
If a brand were a person, Diesel and MINI would probably be more arrogant types, and
Innocent and Mini more playful and witty. The idea of assigning personalities to brands in
order for consumers to develop a personal relation with them is not new (Aaker 1995). Some
even question the usefulness of such a metaphor in the context of postmodern malleable
identities (as brands need a more solid DNA than people, see also Faurholt Csaba and
Bengtsson 2006). Still an interesting marketing question is: how can one make brands ‘alive’?
I found that especially for Innocent and Mini anthropomorphism188 for a large part explains
the emergence of a real, personal value connection between these brands and some of their
consumers. BMW ‘tried hard’ to infuse life into the MINI – to become ‘cool’ – but indeed
that might have backfired in terms of image as attempts can be perceived as pedantic (cfr
section 4-7).
According to Zaltman and Zaltman (2008:37), anthropomorphism appeals to basic metaphors
or archetypes that reflect values that are universally shared. At the same time they comment
that “marketers must elicit them naturally […] that is, the archetypes must emerge
automatically and spontaneously”. This means that marketers must act upon the very
idiosyncratic cultural context of consumers to elicit these natural metaphors. This again shows
the importance of intertextuality (the use of ‘half-empty concepts’) in the brand’s semiotics.
Stephen Brown in his introduction to postmodern marketing (1994: 168-69) states that
everything in postmodernism is intertextual. Referring to the work of Roland Barthes he
shows how in postmodern terms “only readers can bring temporary meaning to a text as unity
lies not in its origin but in its destination” (Brown, 1994: 84, italics added). For that meaning
to be more stable though, a company must define the terms to a larger extent than consumers
do.189
One of the ways humans make sense of their environment is to use anthropomorphic
projections. Sometimes they tend to attribute human aesthetic, emotional and behavioural
traits to non-human agents (cars but also pets, cfr box 6-1), 190 in order to ‘make sense’ and
predict or control their behaviour. Different people, however, react differently to
188

At the time of writing a call for papers has been issued by the Journal of Marketing management advocating
more research on the ‘poorly understood’ role of anthropomorphism in marketing. See
http://www.tandf.co.uk/journals/cfp/rjmmcfp.pdf January 2012.
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Maybe it helps to compare marketing to European directives in this respect.
Check also Aggarwal, P., & McGill, A. L. (2007). Is that car smiling at me? Schema congruity as a basis for
evaluating anthropomorphized products. Journal of Consumer Research, 34, 468–479.
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anthropomorphic cues. In fact we have seen that for some the Mini is like a family member, a
close friend, a child, or else that the Innocent bottle has a specific face in the eyes of the
British, but that is of course not so for everyone. Waytz et al. (2010) give an overview of
confirmatory empirical research on the antecedents of the degree to which people tend to
anthropomorphise, finding that “at least three major constructs appear to account for
variability in anthropomorphism: knowledge elicited by the agent being perceived, the
perceiver’s motivation for social connection, and the perceiver’s motivation to be an effective
and competent social agent” (2010:411).
The two dimensions of the glue value are reflected in this: 1) cultural context: the knowledge
elicited by the agent being perceived is tantamount to considering the cultural reference
system necessary to interpret the signs, and 2) social triggering: variety in the need for social
connection and compliance explains why some consumers are more apt to become ‘fans’ than
others. Other factors might explain why there is variance in the kinds of value connection
consumers develop with brand personas. Anthropomorphising a product can also lead to
repulsion (after all some people make us smile and willing to engage, just like other people
make us turn away).
The third construct in the quote of Waytz et al. above tells us that people tend to assign
anthropomorphic traits to products the higher ‘the perceiver’s motivation to be an effective
and competent social agent’. The same author further quotes Heider (1964) to show how the
criteria to do so are also the result of basic ‘schemata’ according to which we infer meaning
from aesthetic cues. Commenting on the constituent parts of schemata Heider notes that
“motives and sentiments are psychological entities. . . . they are ‘mentalistic concepts’ socalled intervening variables that bring order into the array of behavior mediating them” (Ibid.
412). In this manner schemata are intervening variables mediating human behavior or else
informing preferences. In this respect it is interesting to note that Mini and Innocent are not
only human, they are also quite young. I have shown in chapters 6 and 5 how MINI is akin to
a grown up version of Mini, and that several journalists and marketing writers alike write of
the Innocent smoothie by using appellations one would use when referring to a child. In the
context of Mini and Innocent one of these ‘schemata’ might be what Lorenz (1950) refers to
as ‘kinderschema’ or infant-schema (in Hrdy 2009: 221). This schema implies: “relatively
large head, large, low-lying eyes, and pudgy cheeks. Together with short thick extremities and
clumsy, gamboling movements…”. That is so because infants need attention to survive. If one
combines these findings with the fact that Mini and Innocent attracted mostly women, even if
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this was not intended from the outset, then I think one possible conclusion is that there must
be some evolutionary, ancestral mechanisms at work here.
Between neo-tribes and imagined communities
We have seen that Diesel and MINI, but in a more subtle way Innocent too, thrived on an
alleged capacity people would have to express their unique identities through consumption, or
even more pretentiously to be free to build a unique identity through consumption (i.e. the
world as a ‘supermarket of identities’, as Zygmunt Bauman called it).
In section 2-6 I have shown how sociologists like Maffesoli, Bauman and Duivendak criticise
the individualistic discourse and the illusion of individual choice (as a choice of identity) to
show an inherent paradox: if a person chooses not to be an individual decision maker, is he or
she not more so than someone who claims to be one? This tension between individual
distinction and group belonging is not postmodern though; in his notorious account on fashion
Simmel (1904) identified an inevitable, primordial (and somehow tragic) human tension
between exclusion and belonging, a distinction on which the glue value qualifier is based as
well. From the 80s on individual ambitions to ‘stand out from the crowd’ seem to be a new
ideology (remember that the MINI was intended for those who ‘stand out from the crowd’, for
Mini the opposite is true), but of course, if everyone stands out from the crowd there would be
no crowd left, so happiness is not for everyone but, in Diesel’s terms, for only the brave. 191
The point is that individualism, like many other -isms, is a discourse that keeps people
together (ideologies have a strong glue value!). As Zizeck (2009) suggests when commenting
on the widespread environmentalistic trend, a society always needs a ‘common project’ or
indeed systems of belief, or ideals. These common projects can be more or less localised, as
well as more or less institutionalised. With respect to localisation we have seen how Innocent
among others has thrived upon a very British version of a more general 90s trend of health (or
healthism192…). Diesel on the other hand has relied on broader cultural reference systems and
formulates its messages in terms that go beyond e.g. national cultural boundaries (e.g. a
positive message from the youth). In a study on the origins of nationalism and the
constituencies of national boundaries Anderson (1983) refers to nations as ‘imagined
communities’. In the name of these communities people are sometimes prepared to die or
else, to unconditionally give up resources like money (mutatis: or paying too much for a
191

Commenting on ConsInp before I have used the expression ‘responded in kind’ several times, I think this
renders the idea of how brave Diesel consumers are.
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See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Healthism for an account of the phenomenon.
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branded item) or time (mutatis: spending an entire night outside to get hold of that particular
special edition item). As nations have their flags, other, more ephemeral and less defined
forms of community are also kept together by ways of symbolic, but necessarily physical or
virtual (digital) interaction.193 That signs and symbols in social interactionism are being
rediscovered and widespread in postmodern ‘fragmented’ times (Piet 2006) may be another
confirmation of the ‘tribalisation’ of society suggested by Maffesoli.
According to Zygmunt Bauman (2005) consumption, as opposed to possession, is the
postmodern means to show belonging. The choice of some brands instead of others is
increasingly based on their symbolic value, which explains why marketing and design are
gaining attention as means for differentiation (cfr section 1-4). It is in this respect that
Algesheimer et al. (2005) for instance consider products and brands as ‘totems’. The more
people find meaning in that totem, the broader the microcultural system to which it refers. At
the same time the more people feel emotionally attracted to the brand (and to each-other
through the brand), the more stable the value connection between the brand and its
consumers. A glue value of HyPo III is therefore perhaps to be sought after by companies
aiming at creating a global, stable brand. This glue value category stood for allegiance with
ideological, rhetoric values strongly reflecting extant trends and these values are shared in a
specific society and historical context and eventually trigger gatherings on a massive scale
(see table 7-1). These are typically the values represented by models like the LOV (List of
Values) or VALS (Values Attitudes and Lifestyles) or similar that stem from motivational
analyses and this explains why these models are so popular. At the same time though I have
commented on their apparent limitations in section 2-4 as they mostly reflect a reductionist,
quantitative approach to research. The fact that these models are so popular, however, could
also imply that they work. Indeed the categories implied in these macro socio demographic
models refer to HyPo category III. Values in category III are shared amongst large parts of the
population, and are often stronger incentives for imitative – e.g. purchasing – behaviour than
values represented by cultural systems on smaller (like a sports club) or larger (the ‘creative
class’) levels.194
Although the Mini was introduced to stop ‘damn German bubble cars’ from invading Great
Britain, the question still holds why it became an icon of ‘Britishness’. Stereotypes implying
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“Why is this man doing what I am doing [sic] There is only one answer once one has learnt it: ‘Because
we…are…’” (ibid: 54).
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Increasingly so, considering the popularity of e.g. the world or EU football championships, or the growing
political attention to defining national ‘identities’.
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typical national values195 can be considered on a HyPo III level as well and are mostly
emergent (Leerssen 2000). The recursive relationship (working through feedback loops)
between the cultural meaning of a brand and its tendency to trigger socialising behaviour
contributes to the stabilisation of its values: the more ‘cool’ people use it, the more it becomes
‘cool’ (with a little help from the brand’s managers perhaps), and the more ‘cool’ people must
use it. Eventually though, the meaning of the brand stabilises.
The communities created by Diesel and MINI are more ‘imagined’ than those created by
Innocent and Mini (hence their different glue values) but still, I detect some ancestral
identification mechanisms at work here as well.
Interaction and reciprocation
One of the interesting issues in the success of internet based business models is that these
thrive on spontaneous inputs from consumers, i.e. on the willingness of consumers to
spontaneously create and share information.196 We have seen how more or less explicit calls
made by brands to interact with them have generated responses ‘in kind’, and especially when
these calls involve helping others (e.g. Innocent’s Big Knit campaign) the reactions were
surprising even for managers.
Equity theory suggests that a return, a payoff in terms of a feeling of equity or justice (equal
distribution of resources) is influencing people’s behaviour more than the prospect of being
better off individually. In other words, if one’s payoff share is smaller than that of another
player without a reasonable cause, than one often refuses that share, even if from a monetary
perspective that means being worse off (Bolton and Ockenfels 2000). In fact reciprocation
might sound strategic, which means one could decide to return a favour only when a future
reward is expected, which is also what game theory predicts (i.e. the ‘shadow of the future’,
Axelrod, 1984: 124). From an evolutionary perspective though, there is not necessarily a
calculative reasoning behind the decision to reciprocate (animals sometimes also reciprocate,
and domesticated ones reciprocate with humans). Insights from evolutionary psychology
suggest that reciprocation constitutes a selective module informing preference formation, next
to the other selective modules of survival, reproduction and kin selection (Saad 2007: 111,
156).
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E.g. the Dutch ‘nuchterheid’ or ‘gezelligheid’, or the German ‘pünktlichkeit’, Swedish ‘modron’, Italian
‘dolce vita’, Spanish ‘manana’, and so on.
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See e.g. the special issue in Marketing Theory September 2011 vol. 11 no. 3.
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Altruism seems to be so much ingrained in our psychological ‘set up’ that it must have played
a role in the evolution of the human species. This might be the result of a process of geneculture co-evolution (cfr box 2-2) as humans are better at socialising than other species (with
a less evolved culture). In other words the much praised and aspired after real ‘brave’
individualists have long been extinguished (if they ever existed). Group selection is now
widely accepted within evolutionary theory, and even in business economics (Jacobs 2012).
So here as well some ancestral mechanisms seem to explain the effects in terms of glue value
of the interactive marketing approaches of our brands. Reciprocation however does not
necessarily lead to co-evolution, as we have seen that the brands mostly led the valuation
‘dance’.
Games and play
Play is an element that is present in the marketing of all four cases. In fact I have defined one
more manipulative marketing approach as the creation of a playground where the border
between public and private fades. Raessens (2009:64), citing Huizinga, talks about the postpostmodern advent of the Homo Ludens, probably as opposed to the more serious, modern
Homo Faber. The impression Raessens gives is that we now live in times in which playfulness
has become very serious, as it is not restricted anymore to the private but also to the public,
commercial and even political spheres. Play and games, as also Huizinga would contend,
always played an important role in society. To my knowledge gladiators in Rome also had a
political and social function; medieval duels were quite serious games, and one could even
interpret popular mythology as a kind of virtual game, as Maffesoli suggests (Maffesoli
1988). In his account on neo-tribes and the power of a collective ‘puissance’ he underlines the
relationship play and games have with power. According to this author games were and still
are used by the ‘hedonist elite’ as “many tyrans and various powers […] were unstinting in
providing their populace with its quantum of games in order to keep the peace”( ibid: 52).
Play is, however, not necessarily a form of modern ‘top down’ control. 197 Playfulness, in the
sense of deception and curiosity, is also typical of communities that have evolved to resist
grand rulers like that of the city of Naples (Maffesoli 1988:50).
To play however, one does not necessarily need a game with set rules. There is a difference
between the concepts of play and game. In a game rewards are explicit, whereas in play or
playfulness these are more implicit, emotional and difficult to quantify. By asking consumers
197

In the modern 50s and 60s e.g. strips and cartoons were considered as not serious, inferior forms of
information.
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to play games, brands ask consumers to give up resources, time, money, energy. In return
these consumers receive specific information, or discounts, but a value connection is mostly
the result of emotional rewards like attention or pleasure and fun. The ‘smile effect’ or grin on
one’s face when seeing the smoke coming out the MINI’s headlights on a two dimensional
advertisement can be considered in these terms: an implicit reward for stopping and looking at
the advertisement.
The playground is sometimes totally created by a company through a number of rewards and
punishments. This involves the formulation of explicit rules, i.e. the creation of a sort of
game. Several customer relationship management systems are based on this idea: rewarding
consumers for their purchasing behaviour, keeping into account their personal preferences
(with the help of digital databases) but acting upon calculative levers. According to French
and Raven (1959) rewards and punishments are two of the five sources of power one can use
to make other people do things that they otherwise would not do (Emerson’s 1962 definition
of power). Other sources are: expertise, role performance and identification. We could
interpret these in relation to marketing and manipulation: one can prefer a product because it
gives access to capabilities (a bread making machine) or else because it performs consistently
well (role performance implies predictability, hence reliability) or because buying that
product ‘says something’ about the consumer (i.e. symbolic interaction).
In the realm of game studies a distinction is made between Ludus and Paida (Raessens 2009).
The distinction is similar to what we saw the difference between game an play is. In ludus
terms consumers respond and act upon the rules the company set and in a paida situation
consumers reinvent the rules of the game (cfr also the capacity of neo-tribes to hijack the
company’s proposition in section 2-8). Now, we have seen that consumers have mostly been
reacting ‘in kind’ to the initiatives of the companies in question, but are sometimes left with
the impression they are determining the rules. So, for instance Innocent consumers gather
spontaneously and decide what kinds of caps (akin to identities) to give to the smoothie bottle,
or Diesel consumers engage online with Diesel employees hijacked by models (the Heidi’s
campaign) to tell them what to do: marketing on the edge between Ludus and Paida.
So, coming back to the question of how manipulation has changed in postmodern times, in my
view the Homo Ludens is as old if not older than the Homo Sapiens, but with the advent of
the Homo Faber a distinction occurred between serious and unserious activities (cfr also the
modernistic distinction between high and low arts). Now games and play are allowed again
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and companies make grateful – marketing – use of the ingrained human willingness to engage
and be challenged.
Now that we have seen the contribution of more subtle, unintended mechanisms that explain
the contribution of marketing to the establishment of a value connection between companies
and consumers, we can turn to the intended side of strategic marketing activities again to see
if we can conclude by discerning different strategic approaches and comment on the context
in which these are most effective.
Box 7-1: Metamodern marketing?
Some argue that now, after modernism, postmodernism and hypermodernism, metamodern times have arrived.
The proponents of the term Metamodernism, van den Akker and Vermeulen, define it as follows:198 “meta, for
us, signifies an oscillation, a swinging or swaying with and between future, present and past, here and there and
somewhere; with and between ideals, mindsets, and positions.” The indeterminacy implicit in this definition is
definitely appealing because it describes a kind of meta-stable state of consumers’ preference for, for instance,
one specific brand, a state that because of its inherent indeterminacy can quickly shift in the face of the
introduction of new products, brands or styles. I think metamodernism as defined above is, however, not a new
artistic, societal, philosophical or humanistic movement, but rather a mere acknowledgment of a fundamental
state of things which is anything but new. As a matter of fact postmodern authors also acknowledged
indeterminacy as a necessary state; if you wish, also Nietzsche’s nihilism is a state of indeterminacy, and
perhaps even Heraclitus acknowledges that when stating that ‘panta rhei’. Indeterminacy is also the foundation
of quantum theory (Eisenberg’s cat being alive and dead at the same time…).
This definition of the term ‘meta’ may be best understood by looking at it in complexity theory, where
‘metastability’ is not so much stability or instability but a ‘next to stable’ state (Ball, 2004: 201). This natural
condition is comparable with a ‘phase transition’ state, i.e. the indeterminacy situation between e.g. the solid
and liquid states of a chemical element. Looking at the effects of metastability in time, some evolutionary
theorists observe that – longitudinal – patterns are characterised by ‘punctuated equilibrium’, or a pattern of
alternation between stability and sudden change (Beinhocker 2006: 173) or a long stability period followed by
abrupt change (think of the apparent calm of a dormant volcano). Chaos and complexity theories further explain
how the state in-between order and chaos, characterised by moderate entropy, is the only state where selforganisation and therefore life is possible (Waldrop, 1992). In the words of Neil Johnson (2009: 56): “patterns
are produced by objects that are neither systematic nor completely random, in other words: objects just like us.
So it seems we really do live in some kind of middle-ground”. And that middle-ground does not lend itself to be
fully comprehended in analytical terms; these kinds of dynamics ask for interpretive, qualitative, mostly
descriptive methods in marketing. The description of a metastable state is only possible if you take issues like
‘path dependency’ and qualitative descriptions of the idiosyncrasies of a system into account. Even in the
analysis of financial markets scholars start to realise the limitations of ‘numbers’; in the words of Markose
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See http://www.metamodernism.com/2010/10/14/what-meta-means-and-does-not-mean/ December 2011.
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(2005:28): “a meta stable state is one in which a system spends a very long period of time in terms of
intermediate time scales and typically such behaviour of the system cannot be analytically determined” (italics
added).

7-7

Unstuck in the middle

Now that I have clarified what probably where some of the more unconscious mechanisms of
the emergent marketing strategy of the companies I have studied, we can finally turn to
considering the whole picture, i.e. the relation between glue value, marketing, and the social
and historical contexts in which these brands thrived.
To start with: what is the relation between the glue value of the brand and the extent to which
company executives have been ‘trying hard’ to steer consumer perceptions and behaviour? In
figure 7-8 I have put the glue value on the vertical axis, and the supply-side of the HyPo
dimension on the horizontal one.
Glue
Value

Innocent
Mini
Diesel

GV = IV

MINI
GV = III
GV = II
AVs+ACs+PAs

Figure 7-8: Marketing around the edge

In sum: Mini did not try very hard and achieved a glue value of IV, on the opposite side MINI
did try hard to achieve a glue value of II, whereas Innocent and Diesel adopted more similar
marketing approaches to position the brands in categories III and II respectively. In the
previous section we have seen that the difference between these last outcomes is largely due
to the ‘childish’ elements in Innocent’s packaging and external communications which we
have named ‘pedomorphism’. Pedomorphism also explains, to a large extent, the positioning
of Mini in glue value category IV. It is, however, also true that Mini was not the only car with
similar features at the time (think of the Citroen 2CV, BMW Isetta, VW Beatle or the Fiat
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500). So what is it about the marketing of Mini that explains the fervent activity of consumers
around the car? BMC executives did something to promote the car but not too much.
Compared to MINI one can say that Mini happened to be at the right place at the right time
(London in the 60s), but also that it got a little help. The marketing of MINI was very much
aimed at giving the car a personality, but maybe BMW executives tried too hard to do so.
Now we must take into consideration the social and historical contexts in which the brands
grew, because the demand side of the HyPo dimension is not solely the result of what
company executives did.
Looking back at figure 7-5 we see that Diesel’s consumers have been more reactive to the
brand’s marketing initiatives than MINI’s, whereas Diesel has also been more experimental
and tentative in its marketing efforts than MINI, to get the same kind of results in terms of
glue value. This might be explained by the fact that Diesel was more reliant on extant trends,
on the zeitgeist, in its marketing than MINI. In other words MINI had to ‘try harder’ because
it was further detached from extant social discourses.

The connection Innocent consumers have with the brand is of a more personal nature (the
value of AVd is higher for Innocent than for Diesel) which I have explained by the fact that,
whereas Diesel managed to create an imagined community that goes beyond national and
time boundaries, Innocent referred to communities that were existing, less imagined and more
defined in historical and geographical terms.

For Mini the combination of minimal marketing and the social, historical context in which the
car was introduced largely explains its success. Innocent and Diesel may have adopted a more
adaptive approach than MINI, but they have also managed to keep the lead of the valuation
dance. From the discussion above we can see how the glue values of the brands are also the
result of the hypermodern or postmodern nature of the marketing strategy. Thus a company
must make choices there, depending on its kind of branding and business strategy.199 However
also the social context does play an important role in the establishment of a particular type of
glue value. In table 7-4 I have summarised the main characteristics of the marketing
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Clearly, looking for extremes of the HyPo dimension does not pay off. On the left side of the dimension in
figure 7-3 we should think of the image problem Facebook is starting to have, as consumers get wary knowing
that data are used to predict and address their behaviour. Several communities therefore start creating their own
social media software to bypass Facebook. On the other hand waiting for consumers to ‘do the job’ and letting
them go can lead to either a strong value connection with a too small group of consumers, or possibly to creating
unwanted associations with the brand that cannot be repaired easily.
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approaches of the brands I have analysed in the top row, and shown their relation with the
socio-cultural context in the bottom row.

Diesel

Innocent

Mini

MINI

Marketing
approach

‘Getting personal’
Creating an
by ways of
imagined
community through pedomorphism.
double-edginess,
interaction and
play.

Minimal actions,
not explicitely
eliciting
interaction but
adding ‘small
corrections’.

‘Getting too
personal’. Define
the target group
in detail and
focus all
marketing
activity to
achieve a specific
effect
(personalisation).

Relation to the
socio-historical
context

Strong reliance on
trends. At the same
time continuously
anticipating the
zeitgeist in order
not to be ‘too
much’ identified
with trends.

The brand
becomes iconic,
an expression of
temporary trends.

The brand
becomes iconic,
an expression of
of the zeitgeist.

Allegiance to a
broader need to
‘stand out from
the crowd’ in the
definition of the
target market.

Table 7-4: Main marketing approaches and their relation to the socio-cultural context200

So it seems that the first and most important decision that informs the nature of subsequent
marketing actions to be taken is the extent to which the values implied in a company’s
proposition are reliant on the extant zeitgeist, on current trends; in other words: what are the
cultural systems of reference for the interpretation of the brand’s values? In this respect, for
instance, opening up foreign markets would mean broadening the cultural system(s) of
reference, and as a consequence to succeed with a value proposition in one country does not
necessarily mean succeeding in others, as the Innocent case illustrated quite clearly. What
does that mean for the HyPo nature of the marketing approach? Going back to the value
connection pyramid in figure 7-3 this is tantamount to asking: what are the consequences of
positioning decisions in tiers 1 and 2 for tiers 3 and 4?

200

In the table I have used the term ‘zeitgeist’ to indicate a broader (in time and space) social sentiment,
whereas I used the word trend to refer to more specific sentiments. So e.g. ‘individualisation’ is the zeitgeist,
whereas ‘health’ or ‘environmentalism’ are trends. Sometimes this distinction is referred to as the difference
between macro- and mesotrends.
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7-8

Hyper- or postmodern solutions to the marketing crisis?

After this whole analysis a first conclusion seems to be that in general a glue value of II, or
between II and III, is the most desired situation to achieve for a brand, given that it means
having a somewhat stronger value connection with quite a large number of people.201 This is
achieved by a marketing approach that implies interaction, but where the company tries to
retain some control over consumer activity concerning the brand (between categories II and
III in figure 7-2). A higher glue value might imply that the company’s image consists of
values that are too localised, leading to having a number of customers that is too small to
generate enough revenues, and / or to an image that may be difficult to ‘get rid of’. A lower
glue value might imply that the symbolic, social relevance of the brand is so low that
differentiation can only be based on price, leading to the need for higher turnovers and
economies of scale to retain margins.
But is this the solution to the marketing crisis? Obviously the ‘middle way’ is not necessarily
the best choice or the only possibility, and neither one gives us a satisfactory answer to the
question posed in the introduction. The espoused views about alternative solutions to this
crisis are quite opposing indeed: can consumers be analysed in order to manipulate their
perceptions and even their behaviour? Or are consumers inherently unpredictable and are all
attempts to understand and predict their behaviour totally futile? A middle way choice is
tantamount to not being able to make a choice amongst these differing views, and the
inevitability of such a choice is the very rationale of this study. Michael Porter has warned us
not to get ‘stuck in the middle’ when he meant that strategic choices must be differentiating
and clear (Porter 1996), so let’s see if the companies I have studied did make clear choices
concerning their glue values and marketing strategy, and what we can conclude from that.
The difference between the glue values of Diesel and Innocent shows that Diesel succeeded in
creating a value connection with more consumers over a longer period of time by leveraging
on values that go beyond national or historical identifications. Innocent, however, got stuck
within a more localised British reference system, showing that Innocent’s founders did not
make very explicit long-term choices concerning broader cultural reference systems in case of
growth from the beginning. So, we could conclude that in order to keep a glue value of III, as
a company grows its marketing should probably become more hypermodern, at least in the
sense of approaching broader cultural reference systems, and be more defined in the
201

A kind of equilibrium between the kind of value connection required for higher consumer loyalty, and the
possible amount of loyal consumers.
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formulation of its brand values (cfr the formulation of the brand values in Diesel and
Innocent: the latter were ‘emergent’ and not formulated in relation to consumer- but corporate
culture). In other words when a brand is growing it is imperative to fill-in the lower tiers of
the value connection pyramid more accurately (figure 7-3), and marketing has to become
more hypermodern (see figure 7-2). As a matter of fact that is precisely what BMW did when
it took over the Mini brand and transformed that into MINI (to start making money with the
brand, see box 7-2).
Box 7-2

Glue- or money-value?

In chapter 2 I have introduced the concept of the glue value of brands as an indicator of the social and cultural
relevance of a brand for consumers. I have briefly mentioned (cfr sections 2-9 and 7-3) that the glue value is not
an indicator of the strength of a brand (as e.g. in Aaker 1995), and neither of the strength the value connection
of a brand has with consumers (as e.g. in Roberts 2005). This also means that there is not a direct, proportional
relationship between the glue value of a brand and it’s financial results. When looking at financial results one
must make a distinction between profits and revenues. While changes in the latter give an approximate
indication of the quantities sold (if prices are not changing too much), profits are more dependent on e.g. coststructures, price-setting strategies and other business factors. In other words, a strong (famous) brand and a
strong value connection do not guarantee financial growth. A case in point is Mini.
Although BMC managers always claimed that the Mini ‘made money’ (Laban 2005) several accounts show
how the combination of too low prices and low fixed costs per car always undermined its financial results.202
The Times of the 23 November 1965 mentions: “BMC’s Mini range has certainly proved a success as sales are
concerned, but the competitive pricing has bitten deeply into profit margins” moreover “BMC’s net profit on
each Mini has been little more than 5 pounds”. According to Brian Laban’s (2005) ‘Little book of Mini’ the car
suffered from a high proportion of variable to fixed costs (about 10-15% of total costs) and hence the turnover
had to be quite high to be able to make some profit. Turnover was high, at least compared to the turnover of the
current MINI-BMW models (see underneath): about 200,000 cars were produced per year from 1962 to 1977.
In other accounts of the history of the Mini we find expressions like “small car small profit” and that the car had
“inherently narrow margins” (cfr the BBC documentary on iconic British brands that failed to make money,
mentioned in chapter 5). According to BMC officials the Mini represented on average some 25% of BMC’s
total turnover, and the overhead was also spread over other models. Later in the 80s the car became iconic (e.g.
in Japan, were about 25% of the Minis were sold) and was positioned in a more ‘premium’ market.
Manufacturing costs, however, could not be reduced and in 1992 a high turnover was still the only way for the
brand to survive. In 1981 Austin Rover started offering special editions but profit margins remained very low as
“by the early 90s Mini was a niche product, not anymore a mass-market car”.203 British Leyland’s executive
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To fully exploit economies of scale.
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http://ateupwithmotor.com/compact-and-economy-cars/49-original-mini-history.html?start=3 April 2012
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Lord Stokes declares that the company was losing 20 pounds per car and that they were cannibalising sales of
more profitable cars as “the more they sold, the more they lost”.204
MINI on the contrary has made money from its inception in 2001. When BMW took over the brand, sales were
higher than expected. Prospected sales increased from 100,000 units per year in 2001 to about 300,000 at the
end of 2002. The Birmingham Post of the 8 May 2002 boasts: “Roaring success of MINI helped drive up profit
of BMW” (italics added) and mentions it had ‘contributed disproportionally’ to the group’s sales growth.
According to car analyst Bedwell 205 it generated a “net income of 148$ mln in 2003, 285 in 2005 and 260 in
2007” hence “MINI has been a phenomenal success”. According to another analyst the price position of the
new model is the same as in the 90s old model, but BMW is able to produce at much lower cost relatively.
Consequently profitability is much better.206
Ten years after its introduction MINI is still showing record sales (about 185 thousand units in 2011, as from
BMW’s financial statement). The latest model, the MINI coupé, sold 3,800 units from September to December
2012.207 So it seems safe to say that if the British managed to convey glue value to the brand, the Germans
managed to create money value.
Italians managed to do both. As Renzo Rosso says: “what is really important is the brand, and one must not
force it, otherwise fashion becomes like a supermarket”.208 Maybe the founder of Diesel understood quite well
where the borders lie between sound business and brand building. Since its inception in 1978 only in 2011 he
was forced to fire some 35 employees, for reasons of internal reorganisation, but he still has plans of expansion
by diversification under the parent holding Only The Brave (OTB).209
Between 2007 and 2009, the period of the financial crisis, the OTB holding lost a relatively small percentage of
sales from resp. 1.3 to 1.23 billion Euro per year (the Diesel brand accounting for about 1 million, of which
about 80% from clothing, and of that amount 35% from the sale of denim), and still counts as one of the largest
fashion companies, at least in Italy (number 5, after Benetton and after Prada and Armani that both account for
about 1.6 billion Euro turnover).210 That the company also manages to generate money is evident from its
consistent growth due to re-investments of profits (operational margins grew with 50% in 2004, and by 2009
the company had 5.453 employees, owned 323 shops and started opening new ones in India and Japan. In 2010
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Cfr also Williams, K. Williams, J. Thomas D. (1983) Why are the British bad at manufacturing?
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http://www.streetdirectory.com/travel_guide/59994/car_focus/bmw_mini_retains_the_success_formula.html
April 2012.
206
Cfr 28.
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http://www.managementtoday.co.uk/news/1126553/mini-rolls-drive-bmw-record-sales/ April 2012
208
“ la cosa veramente importante e’il brand, non bisogna fargli violenza altrimenti la moda diventa un
supermercato”.
209
‘Corriere del Veneto’ 7th May 2012 http://corrieredelveneto.corriere.it/vicenza/notizie/economia/2010/7maggio-2010/svolta-diesel-esuberi-nuovo-ad-1602974553647.shtmlMAI DOVUTO TAGLIARE PRIMA dice
RR. Retrieved April 2012.
210
According to the Apparel research company Pambianco. http://www.pambianconews.com/renzo-rosso-incina-200-milioni-entro-5-anni/ Retrieved April 2012.
And ‘Il Sole 24ore’ retrieved April 2012:
http://archivio-radiocor.ilsole24ore.com/articolo-836945/diesel-utile-gruppo-2009-46-4-mln/#ixzz1ruvRzoEz
http://archivio-radiocor.ilsole24ore.com/articolo-999466/diesel-rosso-2011-crescono/#ixzz1ruvJaexj
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it had 200 more employees than in 2009, and generated a profit of 46 million Euro). The company has shown an
average return on investment of about 7%.211
I have shown in section 5-2 how Innocent has quickly gained brand awareness and market share (both about
70% some 6 years after the start cfr table 5-1) as well as revenues, as evidenced in the graph reproduced here.
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Figure 7-9: Revenues of Innocent Drinks (millions of pounds).
Interestingly though, the financial crisis of 2008 did hit revenues hard. For one thing, the company had invested
heavily in international expansion, aiming to be one of the world’s favourite ‘sustainable’ food businesses. On
the other hand, at the time of the financial crisis a similar product was made by larger competitors (e.g. Chiquita
in continental Europe) and consumers were easily drawn towards cheaper (private label) alternatives. In fact,
according to several accounts (cfr chapter 5), the selling of a stake of the company to Coca-Cola in 2009 was
mainly due to two reasons: 1) the need for a cash injection and 2) to push the product through EU distribution
channels (and thereby closing local, e.g. the Dutch, marketing offices).

However, not only size matters in the decision for a particular marketing approach.
Considering Diesel and Mini one could argue that if Diesel managed to create and control a
particular reference system (an imagined community), Mini was aiming less at creating and
controlling such a system, but may have become successful for that very reason. So, when
should what kind of marketing strategy be applied?
With the help of figure 7-8 three kinds of marketing strategies can be identified. Ordered from
the left to the right side of the HyPo dimension (figure 7-6) these are: 1) trying (too) hard
(MINI), 2) co-evolving (but keeping the lead, e.g. Diesel and Innocent) and 3) giving a little
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According to ‘Il Mattino di Padova’ (27th Okt. 2011) retrieved in April 2012.
http://ricerca.gelocal.it/mattinopadova/archivio/mattinodipadova/2011/10/27/NZ_11_01.html
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help (Mini). Saying that MINI tried ‘too hard’ means that for this brand a co-evolutionary
approach possibly would have led to an image that was less discriminating, more ‘friendly’,
and hence with a broader appeal (a value connection with a larger group of people). So before
deciding upon a marketing strategy, i.e. before filling in tiers 3 and 4 of the value connection
pyramid, managers should define and keep in mind the first two tiers. This consideration leads
to the formulation of three propositions.

Proposition 1, HyPo I-II: When the values included in the proposition of a firm are referring
to individual benefits, like efficiency or attractiveness, then the firm can try hard to predict
consumer perceptions and behaviour.
This is the case for most companies that base their value proposition on functional attributes
of a product. The interpretation of their values only slightly hinges upon socio-cultural
context. A company like Google has efficiency as a core value (why else would you want a
search ‘engine’?) hence collecting and analysing user data can lead to more personalised and
more efficient results. Other similar companies, like Amazon, also have efficiency and speed
as a ‘raison d’être’ (tier 1 of the pyramid), and I must admit that sometimes I am happy with
the suggestions Amazon sends me concerning books that I might find of interest based on my
past buying behaviour. For a dry-pasta producer it is extremely valuable to understand where
and why people prefer penne or spaghetti, and for McDonald’s not to be innovative in food
products and instead offer variations on local dishes (presuming people like those and hence
have more predictable demand patterns) is a way to create stronger value connections and to
increase its efficiency (and lower its prices).
Slightly moving to the right of the glue value qualifier, for brands that base their value
proposition on emotional values that enhance an individual’s feeling of distinction from the
crowd, predictability is more difficult, but developing and maintaining a strong vision is a
way to control markets by influencing them (Hamel and Prahalad (1995) in this respect talk
about ‘corporate imagination’). I found that Diesel did so to a large extent by developing and
maintaining a very strong vision from its inception. We have also seen Harley Davidson, that,
despite all the peer activity around the brand, is a good example of how a strong and
consistent vision can also lead to a strong and consistent brand-recognition (and high prices).
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Proposition 2, HyPo III: When the values included in the proposition of a firm are referring to
the zeitgeist, or to broader cultural systems like e.g. national ones, then systematically
eliciting interaction can lead to a stable and consistent image within that cultural reference
system.
Compared to Diesel, Innocent also had a strong vision, but this vision was more apt to change.
In other words, Innocent had a more co-evolutionary approach than Diesel, but never
fundamentally changed its value proposition. So, co-evolution in both cases is more or less
‘biased’ towards the company. Many contemporary brands fall in this category. One case that
I find particularly interesting in this respect, is that of the British clothing brand Barbour. This
wax-jacket has been an icon of a generation in the 80s and has lately, after a period of decline,
somehow ‘come back’. The company was aware of differences in the perception of the
product. So 1) it developed new finishes for Latin, Germanic and British countries and 2) it
created a larger share of ‘fashionable’ products to cater to women (as a result of market
research). It also managed to always keep the same, ‘royal’ image.212 These kinds of
approaches are akin to what Wiltbank et al. (2006: 984) call ‘transformative’ approaches
which are characterised by a high reliance on a company’s resources (new finishes and
textiles for Barbour) and, at the same time, by continuous action and re-action. It assumes that
markets are endogenous, i.e. these approaches allow for interdependency between companies
and consumers and therefore must include flexibility but more informed by the company’s
resources than by consumer’s alleged preferences. Therefore companies are in the lead.

Proposition 3, HyPo IV-V: When the values included in the value proposition of a firm are
not clearly defined, then a firm can find ways to support smaller, emergent cultural reference
systems to co-evolve with these by tinkering, i.e. trying out and eventually intervene with
‘small corrections’.
Maybe these are the most interesting cases because they are the least predictable.213 We have
seen how Mini’s executives in the 50s did not imagine, let alone predict, the success the brand
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From interviews with Barbour shop-keepers. See also http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article524329/Waxing-Lyrical-Why-Barbour-suddenly-rock-n-roll.html February 2012.
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We know from complexity theory that smaller networks, or smaller systems, are more susceptible to
immediate changes, or ‘cascades’ than larger ones. Here the meta-stable states do not last long.
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would gain. The values of the car arose because of what consumers did with it. Marketing
executives subsequently leveraged upon spontaneous associations with the brand, for instance
with ‘trendy’ advertisements or supporting rally activities, but never explicitly asking
consumers to interact with the brand. Wipperfurth (2006) analyses cases of ‘brand hijack’ to
develop models to address hijacking activities. Among others he finds that the way to address
microcultures should be tailored to these microcultures, to become congruent with the
product’s characteristics as well (the product is, as it were, a ‘given’ of the value proposition).
Wipperfurth for instance mentions the case of Dikies, an American trousers producer who,
intending to make the product ‘cool’ again, chose not to advertise in ‘cool’ magazines (as
MINI did) but in workwear specialist magazines, i.e. it made the product ‘cool’ by portraying
it as definitely not cool. Another example of how taking distance from communities can be a
way to establish a value connection is that of Pabst beer. That brand got so much out of
fashion that it became an icon of ‘normality’. A few celebrities boasted the brand more or less
by chance (like Mini in the 60s!) and people started liking it because “it was scarce, cheap,
and plagued by persistent rumours of imminent bankruptcy”.214 No-marketing was the best
marketing and helped the brand grow further. But the newly appointed marketing manager, in
subtle ways, made sure the beer was at the right places at the right moments.
What I have done in this section is to relate the kind of marketing strategy to the sociocultural context that is necessary to interpret and understand the value proposition of a
company. Decisions about the value proposition of a company are an exercise of strategy
formulation. Strategic marketing activities involve decisions about how to communicate and
convey the value proposition to – prospective – consumers (see chapter 1, on the definitions
of marketing). So considering the value connection pyramid again, what strategy scholars
typically do is to explain tiers 1 and 2. What marketing scholars typically do is explain tiers 3
and 4. What I try to do is to explain how these tiers relate to each other.

On how marketing adds value to Treacy and Wiersema’s value disciplines
In the propositions above I refer to a brand’s values as described in the glue value qualifier.
Looking back to my three propositions in relation to the HyPo range of solutions to the
marketing crisis, it appears that the conclusions are very much similar to what Treacey and
214
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February 2012.
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Wiersema (1995) define as the three ‘value disciplines’ a company can focus on. These are:
operational excellence, product leadership and customer intimacy.
Operational excellence involves the value of efficiency. To become industry leader in terms
of price and convenience a company should invest in rendering production and distribution
processes as cost-effective as possible, and in capillary distribution. In this case the value
proposition involves functional values, explicit and measurable benefits. For that reason
marketing should aim at ‘trying hard’ to predict consumer perceptions and behaviour. That is
possible to a large extent because benefits are more objectively measurable, and hence easier
to explain and ascertain. Consequently more accurate production and distribution planning is
required to reduce production and inventory costs and engage in a virtuous cycle of
continuous growth.
Product leadership involves producing a continuous stream of state of the art products, high
investments in ‘research and development’ and in process flexibility. This kind of strategy is
similar to what I have described under proposition 2 above as attempts to control the market
by influencing it.215 However, just focusing on product innovation may be limiting. We have
seen that, from the 90s on, Diesel has been innovative mainly in transactional innovations, or
in marketing. Continuous (marginal) innovation in products and marketing is one way to
influence perceptions of consumers, in the hope to influence their behaviour (cfr figure 7-3,
class II). I would add the word ‘design’ to Treacey and Wiersema’s focus on research and
development. We have seen in the previous section how aesthetic cues in the packaging and
advertisement of products (next to those in the products themselves) contribute to the
establishment of a strong emotional value connection between brands and consumers. This
shows how marginal innovations in the ways companies and consumers interact (i.e.
marketing) can have the same, if not stronger, effects than innovations in products and
business processes. And the current spreading of fashion as a system of continuous marginal
innovation in sectors other than the clothing sector is testimony to that effect.
Customer intimacy finally implies investments in tailored production and relationship
marketing to achieve higher long-term loyalty and hence customer profitability. The term
intimacy typically refers to a one-to-one kind of relationship (which I would rather have with
a person than with a company…). However, in my study I have shown how a more emotional
relation is necessarily based on adding values to a microcultural system of reference.
215

Cfr what Hamel and Prahalad (1995) refer to as ‘corporate imagination’ or ‘expeditionary marketing’.
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Moreover, the term intimacy requires the ‘intimated’ party to be active, or at least overtly
receptive to the ‘intimator’s’ proposition. In other words, in this case ‘trying too hard’ can
result in aversion. Therefore the marketing approach that is most suited is best reflected in
proposition 3, that is the least predictable one as it involves just ‘doing something’ (e.g.
place-based marketing, or humouristic actions) in the hope that in a certain micro culture that
action will be valued. Then a company should understand that micro culture and intervene
with subtle reactions, with small corrections, and hope the brand achieves a high linking or
glue value within that system.
Concluding there seems to be no univocal solution, or answer to the question if solutions to
the marketing crisis should be of a hyper- or postmodern kind, but the context in terms of
brand values, kind of business and social developments do give us an indication of what
marketing strategy is best adopted. Acknowledging that consumers organise themselves to
give meaning to what companies propose, implies that the outcomes of marketing as an
activity of creating valuable connections with consumers are inevitably the result of the social
and cultural contexts of where the brand operates. Even more so, brands contribute to shaping
socio-cultural contexts because they are part of them.
As Cova et al. (2002) suggest: we are more in the business of societing than in that of
marketing. Such an approach to marketing studies is often considered a southern,
Mediterranean, Latin one (idem: 3), but for the sake of intersubjectivity, I must admit that my
sympathy for such an approach could be due to my own Latin cultural system of reference.
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Summary
Modern marketing in disguise: Creating value connections between companies and
consumers

Rationale and problem statement: different solutions for the marketing crisis
The rationale for this research were the two different types of solutions to a crisis in the realm
of marketing. Given an alleged increase in unpredictability of consumer behaviour, both
marketing science and practice have lost credibility (Leeflang 2005a).
The proposed solutions to this crisis come from two different assumptions about predictability
of consumer behaviour:
1) Consumers are still predictable, but given an increase in uncertainty and complexity,
marketing managers have to be more able to collect data and apply statistical techniques
to forge models that explain consumer’s behaviour.
2) Consumers are not always predictable, and marketing managers should be more aware of
their idiosyncratic preferences, and behaviour and be able to react timely to their signals.

I have called the first type of solution hypermodern and the second type postmodern.
Hypermodernism implies a belief that consumers should be made aware of their best choices
and of their latent needs, and marketers should create this awareness and manipulate the
consumers’ purchasing processes. The concept 'target market' is to be understood in such a
context: companies decide who should buy the product and why. However, many successful
companies do not follow modernistic approaches (Wouters 2005). Postmodern approaches do
recognise the capability consumers have to make the best choices by themselves and to add
values to commercial propositions. Following a postmodern approach marketers should
support conversations between consumers and eventually intervene.
Whatever the chosen marketing strategy – most often a combination of the two approaches
discussed above – many companies do manage to create an emotional value connection with a
large enough number of consumers. Many brands do acquire meaning for consumers.
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Research question and approach
The main question of this research regards the relationship between the type of value
connection between a company and consumers and the company's marketing strategy: What
kind of marketing approach is to be preferred in relation to the desired type of value
connection? It is by clearing up this issue that we can give suggestions as to when to apply
hypermodern or postmodern solutions to the marketing crisis. Therefore, more specifically,
the proposed questions are the following:
1. What are the possible types of value connections between companies and consumers?
2. How does marketing contribute to creating these value connections?

To research these questions I have chosen to analyse four brands that managed to establish
and maintain a strong value connection with a sufficiently large number of consumers for a
rather long period of time. These are: Diesel, Innocent drinks, Mini and MINI. Diesel is an
Italian apparel brand that has existed successfully for more than thirty years, and from its
inception had the aim to become a globally recognised brand. The second brand is a producer
of smoothies, i.e. crushed fruit drinks. Notwithstanding the fact that many large companies in
the beverages sector have tried to enter this market, the startup in the United Kingdom
managed to gain and keep a market share of about 70%. The Mini-car was introduced in the
beginning of the 60s and quickly became an icon for a generation. In 2001 the brand has been
taken over by the German car producer BMW, adapted to contemporary technological and
safety standards, and re-introduced as the MINI (with capital letters). Confronting the old and
new Mini's gave me the opportunity to confront a similar value proposition in both modern
and postmodern – marketing – times.
ethodologically I have followed the premises of what goes under the denomination of
'grounded theory' (Glaser and Strauss 1967; Goulding 2004). This approach implies both
induction and deduction. This means that:
•

The research process is characterised by a continuous interaction between theory and
data. The intended generalisation is thus not of a statistical but rather theoretical,
which does not imply extracting variables from a context (to generalise their
relationships across data-sets) but rather always taking into consideration the context
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of phenomena to get to richer descriptions and explanations.
•

The validity of the findings is always limited, because new data can always add to
existing knowledge. In other words, hypotheses are not univocally accepted or
rejected, but rather continuously reformulated. In such a context one does not pretend
to be objective, or subjective, but rather inter-subjective (i.e.: as long as we agree
about the findings...). Reliability of the findings is assured by triangulation, which
means looking for different sources of information, and hermeneutics, which means
showing awareness of personal influences on the interpretation of data.

The data-collection methods I have used to collect information about the companies’ actions
and intentions and about consumer responses are: interviews, company projects, articles in the
press, and internet-based discussions.
As I have defined marketing as a process of value-creation where both companies and
consumers are involved, I have looked at activities and opinions of both companies and
consumers, as I assumed both take original initiatives. Products do take marketing initiatives
as well sometimes; for many owners the Mini-car, for instance, has a distinct personality, and
they sometimes even consider the car part of the family. This is not only the result of the
company’s marketing initiatives, but also of the aesthetic properties of the car. People have
different associations with for instance round and edgy shapes (Hrdy 2009), and the
anthropomorphic characteristics of the car for a large part explain why people do get attached
to them (Windhager et al. 2012). For many people the bottle containing Innocent's smoothie
does have a distinct personality as well, one comparable with that of the current British prime
minister David Cameron.

The Glue Value of brands
In order to give an answer to the first of the questions posed above, I have looked at the
cultural and social origin of the symbolic value of a brand as representing the value
proposition of a company. Based on these two dimensions I have developed a model that
shows the extent to which a brand has the power to gather people around its value proposition
(see figure 1). This is what I have called the 'glue value' of brands.
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The cultural and social references implied in a brand's meaning constitute its symbolic value.
The cultural dimension in figure 1 explains the extent to which consumers recognise its
symbolic value; if the cultural reference system for understanding this symbolic value is
smaller (the vertical line in figure 1), then the emotion called up by recognizing it, is probably
stronger. The social dimension (the horizontal line in figure 1) indicates the extent to which a
brand has some kind of 'grouping' power, i.e. the extent to which consumer tend to gather
around the value proposition in the form of e.g. events or internet-based discussion groups.
The resultant of these two dimensions, as shown in figure 1, is the Glue Value of a brand.

Wide

Low
Glue Value

Cultural context of
interpretation

High
Glue Value
Localised

Low

Grouping
behaviour

High

Figure 1: The Glue Value of brands

Brands belonging to the left upper quadrant do have a meaning that is broadly recognised and
clear to most consumers. These are generally brands that have a more functional value
proposition, implying e.g. efficiency, and solutions to rather practical problems. Moving to
the lower right quadrant we find brands that have a more emotional kind of value proposition,
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a stronger meaning for small groups of consumers. In its most extreme case this emotional
value is totally attributed to the brand by consumers themselves (see figure 2). The brand is,
so to speak, 'hijacked' by consumers. This is the case with brands like Abercrombie and Fitch,
or Nutella, where consumers spontaneously organise parties revolving around them. But also
when the brand symbolises a specific opinion in social discourse as has been the case with
Lonsdale (xenophobia) or Fred Perry (homosexuality), among others.
It should be noted that having a high glue value is not tantamount to saying that the brand is
strong, or successful. For instance the Mini has a higher glue value than the MINI, the latter
has been much more successful however, at least in terms of revenues generated.
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GV III

GV IV

GV V

Symbolic value is
Symbolic value is Symbolic value
conveys individual understood in a
‘value for
status/attractiveness. broader social
money’.
context.

Symbolic value is Symbolic value is
‘hijacked’.
recognized in a
smaller, ‘tribal’
social context.

The benefits of The benefits of the The benefits of the
the value
value proposition value proposition
imply allegiance to
proposition are to are related to
trends reflecting
enhancing
solve basic,
extant zeitgeist.
attractiveness.
physiological
problems of
subsistence.
Figure 2: The Glue Value qualifier

The benefits of the
value proposition
imply allegiance
to a specific
(local) microcultural context.

Consumers
generate benefits
by adding values
to the firm’s
proposition.

Hyper- and Postmodern marketing
In order to answer the second research question I developed, together with my coach, a
taxonomy of marketing approaches based on the extent to which these pretend to manipulate
consumer behaviour. As I have shown in the introduction one can discern two types of
solutions to an alleged marketing crisis: one is based on the assumption that more information
about consumers characteristics and behaviour can lead to better ways of predicting and
manipulating their purchasing behaviour, the second one assumes that consumers add values
to a company's proposition spontaneously, and therefore consumers’ behaviour cannot be
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predicted and manipulated. I have named these two approaches respectively hyper- and
postmodern. Whereas modernism implies the idea that improving the conditions of life is
achieved by institutions’ paternalistic behaviour, aided by technology and science,
postmodernism shows how such social projects (or 'meta-stories') are inevitably deemed to
fail in favour of individual projects (e.g. Bauman 2000, Lipovetsky 2004) and that better
conditions of life can only be achieved eventually by recognising society’s ability of to selforganise. In this respect manipulation is more modern than postmodern in nature. Maffesoli
(1996) recognises the inevitable social nature of the human species, and sees a tendency of
people to spontaneously group to constitute neo-tribes. Opposed to traditional tribes these do
not need geographic references, and are forever changing the symbolic norms that signify
people belong to them. Also, people might seek recognition in more neo-tribes, and do not
necessarily belong to only one of them. The Glue Value of brands can be considered as
representing the extent to which it signifies belonging to a specific neo-tribe (a kind of
'totem').
Coming back to marketing, hypermodern approaches reflect strategies aimed at manipulating
consumer's behaviour and/or perceptions, whereas postmodern approaches reflect strategies
that do recognise the possibility of consumers to self-organise around a value proposition, and
even to shape it; prediction and control versus adaptation and 'small interventions'. The
taxonomy or the 'HyPo dimension' is represented in figure 3.

I

III

II

IV

hypermodern
manipulation
manipulation
of consumers’ of consumers’
perceptions
perceptions,
and buying
hoping to
behaviour
influence their
buying
behaviour

V

postmodern
interactive
marketing

interactive
marketing
and co-evolution

consumers
in the lead

Figure 3: the HyPo dimension
On the left side of the HyPo dimension we find approaches that are aimed at finding out
exactly what consumer want and why, in order to find arguments to convince them of the
value implied in the company's proposition. This is for instance the case with a marketing
approach much used in politics called 'microtargeting', which goes beyond defining a target
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market to find more specific target groups in order to enhance the local relevance of a
message. On the right side of the HyPo dimension companies might take initiatives, but these
initiatives are aimed at accommodating the value proposition according to the interpretations
of meaning attributed by consumers.
The Hypo dimension thus takes into account initiatives of both consumers and companies. In
order to measure these I have developed three indicators of marketing activity and in doing so
considered both the supply side (suffix s) as the demand side (suffix d). The indicators are:

− Activation (ACs and ACd): Is consumer initiative necessary to activate the marketing
message? Do consumers take initiatives to spread the message?
− Adding Values (AVs and AVd): Is the company explaining the value proposition? Do
consumers take initiatives to add original (not-intended) values not explicitely
intended by the company
− Peer Activity (PAs and PAd): Are company initiatives aimed at stimulating gatherings
of people (both offline and online)? Do consumers take initiatives to gather in the
name of the brand?

In order to further understand if and to what extent the company has tried to manipulate the
perceptions of the brand, I have developed (or rather 'found', following the grounded-theory
premises) the 'value connection pyramid' as shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4: The value-connection pyramid
According to this model there are several levels on which marketing managers can take
decisions. At the core level (tier 1) is the core of the value proposition of the company's
activity. The second level (tier 2) represents the translation of this into brand values, or else
into the desired 'image' of the brand. The third level (tier 3) shows the extent to which the
marketing and promotional activities have been explicated, and the fourth level shows the
extent to which the value proposition is adapted to local, or localised, reference systems. At
every level the content can be more or less explicit (hyper- or postmodern strategy).

Modern marketing in disguise
Manipulation is not always intentional. Some features of the companies’ marketing initiatives,
as well as products, do have manipulative power, even if this is not explicitly intended by
marketing managers. I have found the following four mechanisms that might explain how a
strong emotional value connection between the brands and some consumers came about:
1. Getting personal: Marketing can give a brand a defined personality by making use of the
interactive nature of media (as interfaces) or of intertextuality, next to using
anthropomorphic designs. In this way consumers develop a value connection of a
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personal, human kind with the brand. Innocent’s 'tone of voice' and visual identity clearly
give a distinctive personality to the bottle. The Mini also has aesthetic characteristics that
convey a need for care. Interestingly this last feature is reflected in a female consumer
base that is larger than the marketing managers expected. In evolutionary psychology this
relationship between round aesthetic cues216 ( i.e. 'kinder-schemata') and need for care is
also called 'pedomorphism' (Lorenz 1950).

2. Between neo-tribes and imagined communities: The value connection is often the result
of a need for group identification. Marketing creates more or less imagined and more or
less exclusive communities to which consumers may possibly be attracted. Next to
Maffesoli's 'neo-tribes' some authors acknowledge that communities, also as spontaneous
institutions, can have more or less defined boundaries (Duivendak 2004). Anderson's
concept of 'imagined communities' (1983) has been developed with reference to national
identities, but can also be applied to brands, when their symbolic meaning involves
belonging to an – imagined – community.

3. Interaction, reciprocation and co-evolution: Humans tend to reciprocate or respond in
kind, also when there is no direct, evident payoff in doing so. The enormous amount of
information people post every day on websites like Youtube is testimony to this. When
marketing asks consumers to reciprocate, consumers often do, even if just for 'fun'.
Leveraging on this tendency can lead to creating a strong value connection.

4. Play & games: In nature play and playfulness are important means to discover and learn,
to adapt and coevolve. After a short break due to modernistic distinctions between
‘serious’ and trivial issues, now being playful is allowed again sometimes. At the same
time postmodern marketing has rediscovered the coercive nature of playfulness and
games. Indeed play, as a form of learning, is a constitutive factor in the formation of
cultural systems (Huizinga 1958) and of social interaction (i.e. searching for boundaries).
The creation of a context where interaction is linked to payoffs given according to preestablished rules, can lead to addictive behaviour and hence link consumers to a brand.

216

“...relatively large head, large, low-lying eyes, and pudgy cheeks. Together with short thick

extremities and clumsy, gamboling movements...” (in Hrdy 2009: 221).
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Looking at the denomination of the marketing approaches as in figure 3 above, these kinds of
mechanisms would seem more post- than hypermodern. However, if one looks at evolutionary
psychology, the fact that eliciting interaction is a rather manipulative mechanism, leads me to
conclude that postmodern marketing is often more modern than otherwise. In other words, it
is 'modern marketing in disguise'.

How marketing contributes to creating a brand's Glue Value
The relation between the HyPo nature of marketing and the resultant glue values of the brands
I have analysed, is shown in figure 5.

Glue
Value

Innocent
Mini
Diesel

GV = IV

MINI
GV = III
GV = II
AVs+ACs+PA

Figure 5: Marketing around the edge
On the vertical ax in the graphs in figure 5 I have reported the five HyPo catego-ries as
described from figure 3. On that dimension I have measured the extent to which the
companies have tried to influence consumer behaviour and perceptions (left side of the
graphs) and the extent to which consumers have bee active in relation to the brand (right side
in the graph). Upper right I have reproduced the Glue Value of the brands.
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From this analysis we can conclude that if a company tries too hard to convince consumers of
the benefits of the proposition this can lead to a lower Glue Value than wanted. This means
that e.g. defining and planning brand values and promotional activities in too much detail
does leave little room for consumers to add values to the brand, and hence leads to a less
strong emotional value connection. This becomes evident, for instance, by confronting the
graphs of Diesel and MINI, and those of Innocent and Mini. In the first cases marketing has
been more manipulative than for the latter cases (i.e. the value connection pyramids are much
more detailed). A more in-depth look at the graphs of Mini and MINI shows another
interesting finding which confirms the conclusion from the previous section. Whereas the
approach of Mini has been postmodern in that the car got picked up by a group of people
almost by chance and became iconic in the 60s London, BMW tried hard to apply
postmodern, interactive marketing techniques, and promoted the car insisting on giving it a
friendly, personal character. However as a result the Glue Value of the MINI is lower than
that of Mini; again: modern marketing in disguise.
In Figure 6 I have summarised this result in a graph which clearly shows that there seems to
be a 'tipping' point above which trying harder to influence consumer behaviour and
perceptions actually does not pay off in terms of a higher Glue Value. This does not
necessarily mean that no marketing is the best option (by the same token, a high Glue Value
does not necessarily imply commercial success).
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Figure 6: Company and consumer contributions to the valuation process

The conclusion above implies that for gaining a higher Glue Value a company should take
into consideration the consumers’ capability to collectively give meaning to the proposition.
At the same time though, a company must 'do something' to reach these consumers, but also
not seek too much explicit allegiance with specific cultural reference systems. This may be
most clear when looking at the history of Innocent drinks. This company's marketing was
aimed at 'doing little things' (literally, in the words of the founder) in order to make sure
people would attach meaning to the brand. And so they did. The little things the company
managers did though, were always significant in the context of England, and in the context of
the years it thrived. That context was represented by a combination of the discourses of
health, environmental issues and entrepreneurship. When the financial crisis impacted the UK
though, many consumers quickly shifted to smoothies branded with a private label, showing
that the strong value connection was established, but with a limited number of – loyal –
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people. Also, the concept was meant to work in continental Europe as it did in the UK, but
that was never the case. Notwithstanding the fact that several other producers entered the
market for smoothies at the time, from its inception Innocent did aim at international
expansion. I think, however, its concept was too strongly bound to the cultural reference
system represented by the UK at the beginning of the new millennium.217 The fact that CocaCola bought a large stake in the company and closed some of its marketing offices outside the
UK, shows how the product now relies on distribution (push strategies) to be able to still
achieve some revenues. This is quite obvious if one looks at the definition of Glue Value: as a
brand grows the cultural reference system must be larger and at the same time more defined.
This has been the case with Diesel. The owner and founder of Diesel aimed at creating a
global brand from the very beginning. He did so by filling in the value connection pyramid
with what Jacobs (2010) calls 'half-empty concepts'. This means that Diesel defined its core
and brand values in a way that these represent a way to look at e.g. contemporary social
trends, but not in terms of these trends themselves. For example, one can look at every kind of
issue with irony and double edgedness. The image of Innocent became too explicitly bound to
the extant trends in the UK at the beginning of the new millennium.
The need for Diesel to define its values in this way was probably also due to the fact that
explaining to people why a smoothie is healthy is easier than explaining to people why they
should spend more for a pair of ripped off jeans. This means that the core of the value
proposition should be taken into account when defining the desired Glue Value and the
marketing approach to be used consequently. This leads us to the main question stated at the
beginning: what is the relationship between the type of value connection and the marketing
strategy?

Three less generic strategies
To clarify the main results of my research it might help to refer to the three generic strategies
as formulated by Tracey and Wiersma (1995). These three generic strategies could be
expressed in terms of intended value proposition and hence Glue Value, and a different kind
of marketing approach, in HyPo terms, can be applied for every kind of strategy. The three

217

One could argue that for Mini that was also the case, but London in the 60s represented a zeitgeist,

whereas the zeitgeist of the new-millennium is not represented by the UK.
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generic strategies proposed by Tracey and Wiersma are: 1) operational excellence, where the
value proposition consists mainly of functional benefits, 2) product leadership, where the
value proposition consists of qualitatively better products and solutions, and 3) customer
intimacy, where the value proposition consists of creating personalised emotional
connections.
1. Operational excellence: When the value proposition is based on functional benefits,
like efficiency and speed, collecting objective data about consumer preferences and
use is quite easy and straightforward. Discount store consumers are easier to predict in
their behaviour than high-end department store consumers. This means that marketing
approaches in HyPo categories I and II might be more suited as a company should try
to understand and anticipate on consumers’objective needs for improved service and
products.

2.

Product leadership: When the value proposition is based on differentiation through
continuous innovation and branding, then a more interactive approach (HyPo III-IV)
could be more suited, as it becomes the only way to know if new features will 'work'
or not (i.e. one cannot ask consumer opinions about something they do not know yet).
Also transactional innovations in marketing and branding can be tested in an
interactive manner. Eliciting responses on a semantic level, for instance with the use
of digital interactive media, can help a company to discontinue or reinforce certain
marketing activities and messages. In fact, as said before, since the initiative still lies
at the supply-side mostly, these kinds of postmodern marketing techniques could be
considered as modern marketing in disguise.

3. The last generic strategy of Tracey and Wiersma is characterised by an 'intimate'
relation between company and consumers. Almost by definition such a relationship
cannot be achieved by manipulation. This means that it is predominantly with these
types of value propositions that a company should take into account the consumers’
capacity to spontaneously attach value to the proposition. These are marketing
approaches that fall into HyPo categories IV and V. In category IV a company seeks
allegiance with existing cultural systems like, for instance, those represented by a
sport or a specific club. Category V comprises cases where consumers themselves
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form communities around a brand. These are cases that Wipperfurth refers to as 'brand
hijack'. Where managers act upon intuition more than upon objective management
support systems. In fact, especially in sectors based on a strong emotional connection,
like those of apparel and fashion, most managers like to say that they just do what they
like, or feel like doing. A manager of a large food chain is probably more apt to show
how he understands and relies on marketing information. Also chance should be
acknowledged here, but it should be, so to say, 'seduced'. In the words of Machiavelli
“la fortuna e'donna”. This approach implies 'doing little things' and eventually
intervening with 'small corrections'.

Concluding
In this research I have questioned the role of marketing in the creation of a strong value
connection between a brand and its consumers. It became evident that for a brand to acquire
meaning, marketing must take into account the eventuality that consumers do spontaneously
ad values to the company's proposition. In other words, a market is more than just a collection
of – passive – consumers. And companies do not operate outside markets but rather are an
integral part of them, as with their initiatives they always have an impact on the formation of
preferences. I have shown that the extent to which companies should attempt to influence and
manipulate consumer behaviour and perceptions is dependent, in Glue Value terms, on the
kind of value connection the brand wants to achieve. I have defined the Glue Value as the
resultant from two dimensions: the size of the cultural system of reference to interpret it, and
the extent to which the brand stimulates grouping behaviour. A company can stimulate
grouping behaviour by using interactive media and/or creating 'imaginary communities'
around the brand (e.g. literally: the Diesel Island). The latter means are by many considered as
examples of postmodern marketing, but I have shown how given their coercive properties it
would be more appropriate to talk about modern marketing in disguise. The postmodern case
is one where consumers spontaneously give new meaning to a brand.
One important conclusion from the described dynamics of the interaction between companies
and consumers is that brands gain importance as social institutionalising factors. Brands lead
to the formation of informal networks that are important to give people a sense of belonging
and thus identity. In this sense they can be considered as important to achieve social stability.
This reminds me of what Cova and Cova (2002) refer to as a Latin view on society, a view
according to which informal, spontaneous, often ephemeral networks are more important for a
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society that formal predefined ones. And Maffesoli (1996) shows how in post- postmodern
times these kinds of networks acquire importance, also because they give individuals the
illusion of choice and freedom (cfr Bauman 2000).
Nowadays many marketing scholars, and managers alike, claim that marketing is all about
creating relationships. I have shown that if the value proposition is of a functional kind, this is
possible on the basis of explicit rewards (e.g. the more you buy, the higher the discount).
Concerning the emotional side of relationships, the discourse goes that consumers are
becoming increasingly fickle and unpredictable in their behaviour and preferences. I would
however claim that that depends on what one looks at. When considering the social and
cultural contexts we see that they may not have become more unpredictable, but prefer to
listen to their direct environment rather than to companies.
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING

Moderne marketing in vermomming: de totstandkoming van waardeconnecties tussen
bedrijven en consumenten.

Aanleiding en probleemstelling; verschillende uitwegen uit de marketingcrisis
Aanleiding tot dit proefschrift waren de tegengestelde richtingen waarin oplossingen worden
voorgesteld voor de crisis in de marketingwetenschap en -praktijk . Deze crisis wordt
enerzijds veroorzaakt doordat consumenten en hun koopgedrag steeds minder voorspelbaar
blijken te zijn. Dat heeft er anderzijds toe geleid dat marketing als vakgebied in aanzien is
gedaald, zowel binnen de wetenschap als in het bedrijfsleven (Leeflang 2005a).
Mogelijke uitwegen uit deze crisis worden meestal gezocht in twee radicaal verschillende
richtingen. Aan de ene kant roept men dat marketeers hun werk beter moeten doen, en
middels verfijnde technieken (zoals datamining) en communicatie in staat moeten zijn
consumenten beter te leren kennen en aan te sturen. Aan andere kant zijn er oplossingen die
deze pretenties achterwege laten ten voordele van het ontwikkelen van een sterker
aanpassingsvermogen en het tijdig inspelen op, in plaats van het voorspellen van
consumentenvoorkeuren. De eerste soort oplossingen noem ik hypermodern, de tweede
postmodern. Aan hypermodernisme ligt het geloof ten grondslag dat mensen aansturing nodig
hebben en dat bedrijven min of meer latente behoeftes moeten opsporen en bevredigen.
Daarbij is het de rol van marketing om consumenten bewust te maken van deze behoeftes en
ze ervan te overtuigen dat het voorgestelde voor hen de beste oplossing is. Onder andere het
begrip ‘doelgroep’ is te begrijpen in deze context: het bedrijf bepaalt wie welk product moet
kopen. Daarentegen is menig succesvol bedrijf juist niet bezig met het verzamelen en
analyseren van marktgegevens of het vastleggen van doelgroepen (Wouters 2005). De
postmoderne kritiek luidt dan ook dat consumenten zelf het vermogen hebben om te beslissen
wat ze kopen en waarom, zelf waarde toevoegen aan commerciële proposities en dat
marketing een dienende rol moet hebben: conversaties tussen consumenten ondersteunen en
hierin eventueel tussenkomen.218
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Dat is bijvoorbeeld de mening van Rob Kozinetz over de nieuwe rol van marketers.
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Wat de marketingstrategie ook moge zijn die een bedrijf kiest – vaak een combinatie van
aanpakken tussen de geschetste uitersten –, we kunnen vaststellen dat er verschillende merken
zijn die een ‘warme band’ weten te creëren met een voldoende aantal consumenten. Deze
banden zijn vaak gebaseerd op emotionele waarden; sommige merken krijgen al snel een
sterke betekenis voor mensen.

Vraagstelling en onderzoeksaanpak
De belangrijkste vraag van dit onderzoek betreft de relatie tussen de aard van deze ‘warme
band’ en het soort marketingstrategieën dat ertoe heeft geleid: wanneer is welk soort aanpak
gewenst? Alleen wanneer die relatie helder is kan men aanbevelingen doen over welke
‘oplossing’ in welke situatie het meest geschikt is. De deelvragen van dit onderzoek luiden
dan ook:
1. Wat zijn mogelijke soorten ‘warme banden’ of waardeconnecties tussen bedrijven en
consumenten?
2. Hoe draagt marketing bij aan de totstandkoming van deze waardeconnecties?
Om hier een antwoord op te kunnen geven zijn vier merken geanalyseerd die erin geslaagd
zijn een sterke waardeconnectie tot stand te brengen met een significant aantal consumenten
en deze voor een langere tijd te behouden: Diesel, Innocent drinks, Mini en MINI. Het eerste
merk is een Italiaans kledingmerk dat al meer dan dertig jaar bestaat en zich vanaf het begin
ten doel heeft gesteld een sterk globaal merk te worden. Het is daarin ook succesvol. Het
tweede merk betreft een producent van smoothies van geperst fruit. Ook al waren zij niet de
eerste en ook niet de enige die een dergelijk product op de markt brachten, het is hen gelukt
om in het Verenigd Koninkrijk vrij snel een marktaandeel te veroveren van meer dan 70%. De
Mini-auto is eind jaren zestig in Engeland geïntroduceerd en werd snel een belangrijk icoon
van een generatie. In 2001 is het merk door de Duitse autoproducent BMW overgenomen. De
auto werd volledig gerestyled naar de huidige standaards en normen en als MINI (met
hoofdletters) opnieuw geïntroduceerd. Daarbij is het interessant om te zien hoe vergelijkbare
waardeproposities zijn gepresenteerd in ‘moderne’ en ‘postmoderne’ tijden, om uit te zoeken
welke mechanismes die leiden tot een sterke waardeconnectie, mogelijk van alle tijden zijn.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21etoaddZLs September 2011.
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Methodologisch gezien heb ik gewerkt volgends de grondslagen van de ontwikkeling van
‘grounded theory’ (Glaser & Strauss 1967; Goulding 2004) oftewel ‘gefundeerde’ theorie.
Daarbij gaat men zowel inductief als deductief te werk. Concreet betekent dit dat:
•

het onderzoekproces een continue interactie betreft tussen data en theorie. Daarbij
wordt niet zozeer gezocht naar statistische, maar naar theoretische generalisatie, door
bestaande kennis telkens in een andere context toe te passen;

•

de validiteit van de bevindingen altijd beperkt is, omdat nieuwe gegevens steeds tot
nieuwe inzichten en interpretaties kunnen leiden. Men streeft dan naar objectiviteit
door intersubjectief te opereren (we moeten het ergens over eens zijn). Dit laatste
kenmerkt zich voornamelijk door het toepassen van twee methodes: ‘triangulatie’
oftewel het op zoek gaan naar meerdere bronnen voor dezelfde informatie, en
‘hermeneutiek’ oftewel zich zo goed mogelijk bewust trachten te zijn van de invloed
van de eigen ervaringen en kennis op de interpretatie van gegevens en informatie en
deze expliciteren.

Naast het voeren van gesprekken met consumenten en managers, onder andere tijdens de
uitvoering van een marktonderzoeksproject met het Beneluxkantoor van Diesel, heb ik
uitgebreid gekeken naar initiatieven van de bedrijven zoals vermeld in verslagen en
commentaren (in de pers, in advertentiebeelden, op internet) en naar consumentenactiviteit en
commentaar op het internet rond de verschillende merken.
Onder marketing versta ik dan ook een proces waarbij zowel bedrijven als producten en
consumenten gezamenlijk betekenis geven aan merken. Daarbij zijn het dus niet alleen
bedrijven die initiatieven nemen om een waardeconnectie te creëren met – groepen –
consumenten, maar zijn het vaak ook consumenten die initiatieven nemen om
waardeconnecties tot stand te brengen met bedrijven. Ook producten nemen in zeker zin
initiatieven. De Mini-auto heeft bijvoorbeeld voor veel mensen een duidelijke
persoonlijkheid; de auto wordt zelfs weleens als een familielid beschouwd. Dit is zowel het
gevolg van marketingactiviteiten rondom het product, als van de esthetische eigenschappen
ervan. Zo heeft men bijvoorbeeld andere associaties bij ronde dan bij hoekige vormen (Hrdy
2009) en is de aantrekkingskracht van auto’s voor een groot deel te verklaren vanuit de
antropomorfe esthetische eigenschappen ervan (Windhager et al. 2012). Ook het merk
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Innocent heeft voor veel mensen een duidelijk gezicht en een persoonlijkheid die soms
vergeleken wordt met die van de Engelse premier David Cameron.219

De Lijmwaarde van merken
Wat betreft de eerste deelvraag over waardeconnecties tussen consumenten en bedrijven heb
ik gekeken naar de sociale en culturele oorsprong van de symbolische waarde van een merk
als vertegenwoordiger van de waardepropositie van een bedrijf. Op basis van deze twee
dimensies heb ik een model ontwikkeld dat laat zien in hoeverre een merk in staat is mensen
samen te brengen rond een gemeenschappelijke propositie (zie figuur 1). Dit noem ik de
Lijmwaarde van een merk.
De culturele en sociale referentiekaders van een merk zijn bepalend voor zijn symbolische
waarde. De culturele dimensie (de verticale dimensie in figuur 1) verklaart het
herkenningsgevoel dat leidt tot een ‘warm’ gevoel. Hoe beperkter het culturele
referentiekader voor de herkenning van bepaalde merkwaardes, hoe sterker wellicht het
gevoel van herkenning bij de kleine groep die dit beperkte referentiekader deelt en viceversa.
De sociale oorsprong (de horizontale dimensie in figuur 1) is hier deels mee verbonden, maar
zegt iets over de aantrekkingskracht van het merk: in hoeverre heeft men de nijging zich te
verzamelen rond het merk? Die verzameling hoeft hier niet perse fysiek plaats te vinden, ze
kan ook virtueel of ingebeeld zijn. In figuur 1 zijn deze twee dimensies weergegeven. De
resultante van deze twee dimensies, of krachten, de diagonale lijn, is wat ik de Lijmwaarde
van merken noem.
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Zie ook het volgende artikel http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2010/mar/09/smoothies-party-rich-

tories-brand Mei 2012.
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Figuur 1: De Lijmwaarde van merken als resultante van de betekenis en de
aantrekkingskracht ervan.
Merken die links bovenaan staan hebben een betekenis die vrijwel eenduidig is. Dat is het
geval wanneer producten voornamelijk verkocht worden vanwege hun functionele
eigenschappen: goedkoper, beter, meer. Naarmate wij naar rechtsonder verschuiven vinden
we merken die een sterkere emotionele en symbolische betekenis hebben, maar wellicht voor
een beperkte groep. In het uiterste geval is die betekenis volledig het resultaat van wat
consumenten met het merk doen. Dit zijn gevallen waarin het merk als het ware wordt
‘gekaapt’ door consumenten. Zo organiseren mensen bijvoorbeeld spontaan Abercrombie &
Fitch- en Nutella- feestjes of laten ze een bepaald merk zien om aan te geven dat ze tot een
bepaalde club behoren, of dat ze zich herkennen in bepaalde waarden: xenofoob (Lonsdale),
homosexueel (Fred Perry) of wat dan ook.
Hierbij moet de kanttekening gemaakt worden dat ook voor een sterk, succesvol merk de
Lijmwaarde laag kan zijn. Merken die breed bekend staan voor betrouwbaarheid en
functionaliteit hebben een lagere Lijmwaarde dan merken die identificatie oproepen. Daarom
zijn ze niet perse minder succesvol in termen van herkenbaarheid of winstgevendheid. Zo
heeft de nieuwe MINI een lagere lijmwaarde dan de Mini (zie figuur 5). Toch heeft de
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iconische Mini nooit veel winst opgeleverd, terwijl MINI een van de meest winstgevende
divisies van de BMW-groep is.

Figuur 2: Een indeling van de Lijmwaarde van merken.

Hyper- en postmoderne marketing
Om een antwoord te geven op de tweede deelvraag heb ik, samen met mijn promotor, een
dimensie ontwikkeld waarmee marketingstrategieën gerangschikt zijn op basis van hun meer
of minder sturende eigenschappen. In de introductie heb ik kort aangegeven hoe er twee
mogelijke soorten oplossingen zijn voor de marketingcrisis: de eerste gaat er vanuit dat
marketing de middelen kan aanreiken om consumenten beter te leren kennen en aan te sturen.
De tweede soort oplossingen gaat er vanuit dat consumenten zelf waarden toevoegen aan
proposities van bedrijven en dat hun percepties en koopgedrag als zodanig vrijwel niet te
voorspellen zijn. Deze tweedeling hebben wij respectievelijk hyper- en postmodern genoemd.
Een belangrijk kenmerk van het modernisme was immers het idee dat maatschappelijk gedrag
maakbaar is. In het hypermodernisme probeert men dit verder te perfectioneren met behulp
van de nieuwste technieken. Daartegen stelt de postmoderne kritiek dat de toekomst niet perse
een verbetering van het verleden hoeft te zijn en dat alle grootse maatschappelijke projecten
gedoemd zijn te mislukken. Manipulatie, aansturing (ten goede van de mens natuurlijk) zijn in
die zin dus modern. Volgens menig socioloog (Bauman 2000, Lipovetsky 2004) leven wij nu
in postmoderne tijden, waarin grote metaprojecten niet meer mogelijk zijn, enkel nog
microprojecten. In de woorden van Maffesoli (1996) leven wij ook in het tijdperk van de
‘nieuwe stammen’ of ‘neo-tribes’. Mensen hebben de neiging om zich, zoals in premoderne
tijden, te groeperen rondom symbolen en waarden . Deze ‘nieuwe stammen’ hebben evenwel
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geen geografische kaders en de symbolen ervan zijn veranderlijk. Ook herkennen mensen zich
in meerdere stammen, maar dan wel tijdelijk. De Lijmwaarde van merken kan worden gezien
als de mate waarin merken de samenhang helpen bewaren van sommige van dergelijke
nieuwe stammen.
Om terug te keren naar onze indeling van marketingbenaderingen: hypermoderne strategieën
proberen het gedrag en de percepties van consumenten te beïnvloeden vanuit de
veronderstelling deze te kunnen voorspellen. Aan de postmoderne kant van wat wij de HyPodimensie noemen zijn strategieën gesitueerd die uitgaan van het vermogen van mensen om
zichzelf te organiseren. Mensen geven zelf betekenis aan merken, vooral in
gemeenschapsverband. In figuur 3 wordt deze HyPo-dimensie weergegeven.

Figuur 3: Een rangschikking van hyper- en postmoderne marketingbenaderingen
Deze dimensie geeft marketing dus weer als interactie tussen bedrijven en consumenten. Aan
de linkerkant proberen bedrijven het gedrag dan wel de percepties van consumenten te
manipuleren. Het verzamelen van gegevens via het internetgebruik van mensen en deze
verbinden met overige persoonlijke kenmerken biedt bedrijven bijvoorbeeld de mogelijkheid
hen aan te spreken op wat verondersteld wordt als persoonlijk relevant. Dit gebeurt dikwijls
ook in de politiek, waar aan de hand van dergelijke analyses in de reclame de nadruk wordt
gelegd op argumenten die aangepast zijn aan de veronderstelde eigenschappen van de
ontvanger van de boodschap (‘microtargeting’). Aan de rechterzijde van de HyPo-dimensie
zijn het consumenten die betekenis geven of initiatieven nemen rondom een merk.
Om de mate van sturing en de reacties van consumenten te meten en te beoordelen
onderscheid ik de volgende drie eigenschappen – indicatoren – van marketing als een
activiteit waarbij zowel bedrijven (-s) als consumenten (-d) het initiatief kunnen nemen (de s
komt van het Engelse supply, oftewel de aanbodzijde, de d van demand, de vraagzijde):
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-

ACs en ACd (van ACtivering): Was het initiatief van consumenten nodig om de
boodschap te activeren? En hebben consumenten dat initiatief ook genomen?

-

AVs en AVd (van Adding Values, oftewel waarden toevoegen): Nam het bedrijf het
voortouw bij het uitleggen van de betekenis en voordelen van de waardepropositie? Of
hebben consumenten daaraan bijgedragen?

-

PAs en PAd (van Peer Activity, oftewel groepsactiviteit): Was het bedrijf gericht op zoek
naar het stimuleren van groepsactiviteit rondom het merk? Of hebben consumenten zich er
spontaan rond gegroepeerd ?

Figuur 4: De Waardeconnectiepiramide
Om te analyseren hoe een bedrijf invulling geeft aan de manier waarop een waardeconnectie
met consumenten tot stand moet komen heb ik verder de ‘Waardeconnectiepiramide’
geconstrueerd (of beter gezegd, in ‘grounded theory’-termen, gevonden in de data die ik heb
verzameld) . Volgens dit model zijn er verschillende niveaus van interactie met consumenten
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waarover het management besluiten moet nemen. Het kernniveau (laag 1 in figuur 4) betreft
de kernwaarde van het bedrijf, zijn waardepropositie; het tweede niveau (laag 2) geeft weer
wat de merkwaarden moeten zijn, oftewel het gewenste imago van het merk. Het derde niveau
expliciteert welke campagnethema’s deze waarden moeten belichamen, terwijl het laagste
niveau de lokale uitwerking van de uit te voeren marketingactiviteiten weergeeft. Voor elk
niveau kan een besluit stelliger en meer eenduidig (hypermoderne aanpak) dan wel
(postmoderne aanpak) meer dubbelzinnig en multi-interpretabel zijn.
Dit laatste model, zoals dat van de Lijmwaarde van merken, is tot stand gekomen tijdens het
analyseren van de data, en niet daarvoor. In deze zin zijn de modellen die ik heb ontwikkeld
ook deelconclusies.220
Aan de hand van deze modellen heb ik gekeken naar de mate waarin het bedrijven dan wel
consumenten invloed hebben gehad op de totstandkoming van de waardeconnecties.

Moderne marketing in vermomming
Manipulatie geschiedt niet altijd bewust. Op basis van de analyse van de marketinginitiatieven
van de bedrijven, maar ook van de esthetische kenmerken van hun producten, heb ik een
viertal mechanismes ontdekt op basis waarvan consumenten een warme persoonlijke relatie
ontwikkelen met een bedrijf of merk.
1. Personificatie: Soms krijgen merken en producten als het ware een eigen persoonlijkheid .
Zo heeft Innocent bijvoorbeeld de verpakking zodanig vorm gegeven dat ze tegen mensen
‘praat’ in de eerste persoon, met een zeer consistent ontwerp dat doet denken aan een
onschuldig, maar uitdagend kind. Deze toon is in vrijwel alle externe communicatie van
het bedrijf terug te vinden. Zo stellen de – jonge – eigenaren bijvoorbeeld graag dat ze
veel fouten hebben gemaakt, nog steeds maken, maar streven naar continue verbetering.
De ‘kinderziektes’ blijven erin zitten. MINI zorgt er bewust voor dat zijn auto’s niet
zomaar in films te zien zijn, maar daarin ook het initiatief nemen. Zoals ook in de eigen
advertenties ontwikkelt de auto zich zodoende in de films tot een belangrijke acteur met
een eigen karakter. Op een meer onbewust niveau oefenen de ronde vormen van de Mini
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Dat is onder andere kenmerkend voor ‘gefundeerde theorie’: nieuwe kennis kan tot nieuwe inzichten leiden,

en nieuwe inzichten informeren weer de zoektocht naar nieuwe kennis.
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en de MINI, zoals ook die van de schrijfstijl van Innocent een primaire aantrekkingskracht
uit, voornamelijk op vrouwen (meerder keren heb ik gelezen dat marketingmanagers
verbaasd zijn over het aantal vrouwelijke fans). Dit verschijnsel wordt ook aangeduid met
de termen ‘pedomorfisme’ of ‘kind-schema’ (Lorenz 1950), en vindt zijn oorsprong in de
evolutietheorie.221
2. Tussen ingebeelde en zware gemeenschappen: Zoals hierboven toegelicht schijnen
mensen zich tegenwoordig te groeperen in ‘nieuwe stammen’ (Maffesoli 1996). Deze
stammen zijn ‘zwaar’ (Duivendak 2004) wanneer de leden ervan elkaar herkennen en
wellicht ook regelmatig bij elkaar komen of ‘licht’ of zelfs ingebeeld wanneer dergelijke
gemeenschappen louter een referentiekader vormen, zoals in de regel het geval is met
nationale identiteiten (Anderson 1983). Marketing is in staat dergelijke min of meer
afgebakende en herkenbare gemeenschappen te creëren of eraan bij te dragen wanneer een
merk symbool voor zo een stam wordt en dus een hogere Lijmwaarde bezit.
3. Interactie en wederkerigheid: Mensen hebben in het algemeen de neiging te reageren en
bijdragen te leveren wanneer hen daarom gevraagd wordt, ook al staat daar niet altijd een
berekenbare winst tegenover (zie bijvoorbeeld het aantal video’s dat dagelijks op internet
wordt geplaatst). Interactie via het internet kan daarom gemakkelijk verslavend werken
wanneer het geven van informatie of aandacht beloond wordt. Op deze wijze kunnen
emotionele banden tot stand komen die misschien vrijblijvend lijken, maar in feite
behoorlijk dwingend van aard zijn.
4. Spelen: Waar in moderne tijden spelen minder serieus werd gevonden, worden
postmoderne tijden er vrijwel door gekenmerkt. Spel is natuurlijk van alle tijden en speelt
volgens Huizinga (1958) ook een fundamentele rol in de totstandkoming van culturen.
Spel en spelen zijn evenwel niet alleen fundamenteel voor mensen (en dieren) om sociaal
te leren functioneren , het zijn ook bronnen van macht. Mensen raken snel verslaafd aan
spelen. Bedrijven kunnen dat exploiteren om het gedrag en de percepties van mensen te
beïnvloeden. Steeds meer bedrijven creëren zelf virtuele spellen om consumenten middels
het beleven van ervaringen te binden aan een merk. Innocent is het gelukt om oudere en
jongere mensen bijeen te brengen en enthousiast te maken voor het merk door hen mutsjes
te laten ontwerpen en breien voor zijn flesjes, en ze op de ontwerpen te laten stemmen.
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“…relatively large head, large, low-lying eyes, and pudgy cheeks. Together with short thick extremities

and clumsy, gamboling movements…” (in Hrdy 2009: 221).
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Als men kijkt naar de HyPo-indeling van marketingbenaderingen zoals in figuur 3
weergegeven, dan lijken dit soort benaderingen wegens hun interactieve eigenschappen eerder
postmodern van aard. Echter, het feit dat interactie manipulatief kan zijn, leidt mij tot de
conclusie dat een groot deel van wat als postmoderne marketing wordt beschouwd, eerder als
modern moet gekarakteriseerd worden. Vandaar mijn conclusie ‘moderne marketing in
vermomming’.

Hoe marketing bijdraagt aan de Lijmwaarde van merken
De relaties tussen de Lijmwaarde en de HyPo-eigenschappen van het marketingproces van de
vier merken die ik heb geanalyseerd, zijn weergegeven in figuur 5.

Figuur 5: De relatie tussen de Lijmwaarde van merken en hun marketinactiviteit
Verticaal zijn de HyPo-categorieën weergegeven zoals beschreven met behulp van figuur 3.
Voor elk merk staat aan de linkerkant de mate waarin het bedrijf heeft geprobeerd om de
percepties en het gedrag van mensen te beïnvloeden. Aan de rechterzijde wordt de rol
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gewaardeerd van consumenten bij het betekenis geven aan het merk. De uiteindelijke
Lijmwaarde is naast de naam van het merk weergegeven.
Uit deze analyse kunnen we concluderen dat wanneer het bedrijf meer moeite moet doen om
consumenten te betrekken bij zijn marketing of meer stellig en eenduidig is in het definiëren
van de merkwaarden en van de doelgroep of van alles doet om uitwisselingen tussen
consumenten te stimuleren, de Lijmwaarde lager dreigt te zijn. Dat valt af te leiden door te
kijken naar het verschil tussen Diesel en MINI een de ene kant, en Innocent en Mini aan de
andere kant. De marketing van de eerste twee is veel meer uitgewerkt, de
Waardeconnectiepiramide veel eenduidiger en in detail ingevuld dan bij de laatste twee. Nog
een interessant verschil is dat tussen de Mini en de MINI. In het eerste geval was de
marketing minimaal, maar door verschillende omstandigheden werd het merk snel een
belangrijk icoon van de jaren zestig (hoge Lijmwaarde). De marketing van MINI daarentegen
was veel meer uitgewerkt en interactief, opzettelijk ‘leuk’, maar de Lijmwaarde uiteindelijk
lager: in ‘moderne’ tijden bleek marketing dus feitelijk veel meer postmodern dan in
postmoderne tijden!
Uit figuur 6 valt af te leiden dat er een voor een groot stuk een negatief verband bestaat tussen
de mate waarin marketing gericht is op het voorspellen en aansturen en de Lijmwaarde van
een merk. Hieruit moet evenwel niet geconcludeerd worden dat ‘geen marketing’ de beste
voorwaarde vormt voor een hoge Lijmwaarde (en zoals ook eerder gezegd, biedt een hoge
Lijmwaarde ook geen garantie voor commercieel succes). Dat blijkt ook uit de opgaande helft
van de omgekeerde u-functie in figuur 6.
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Figuur 6: Het verband tussen de mate van sturing en de Lijmwaarde.
Om een hogere Lijmwaarde te bereiken zal een bedrijf dus rekening moeten houden met het
vermogen van consumenten om in groepsverband betekenissen toe te kennen aan zijn
waardepropositie. Tegelijkertijd moet het bedrijf ‘iets’ doen om de waardeconnectie te
initiëren en te onderhouden. Hier valt een hypothese uit af te leiden die ik verder toelicht aan
de hand van Innocent. Dit bedrijf heeft (letterlijk) verschillende ‘kleine dingen’ gedaan om
aansluiting te vinden bij de heersende waarden in een vrij afgebakende sociale en historische
context (met name waarden verbonden met lokale productie, ‘college’, gezondheid, maar dan
wel in typisch Engelse termen en humor). Dat heeft ertoe geleid dat veel Engelse
consumenten een warme band ontwikkelden met het merk, wat ten goede gekomen is van de
resultaten van het bedrijf gedurende minstens tien jaar. Echter, de financiële crisis en de wens
om in het buitenland te expanderen hebben laten zien dat 1) die sterke emotionele band er niet
met voldoende mensen was en 2) het concept veel te Engels was om in andere landen
vergelijkbare resultaten te bereiken. Dit waren hoogstwaarschijnlijk ook de redenen waarom
de eigenaars uiteindelijk een groot aandeel van het bedrijf aan Coca-Cola hebben verkocht.
Dit zou betekenen, en dit is de hypothese, dat om een merk op te zetten een postmoderne
marketing aanpak meer geschikt is, maar dat naarmate een bedrijf wil groeien wellicht toch
een hogere mate van sturing vereist is. Dit laatste blijkt wanneer men kijkt naar de
geschiedenis van Diesel. De oprichter en eigenaar van het bedrijf stelde zich vanaf begin jaren
negentig ten doel een sterk wereldmerk op te zetten. Dit deed hij door het creëren van wat
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Jacobs (2010) ‘halve concepten’ noemt (concepten die richting geven, maar ook ruimte voor
flexibele invulling), oftewel door de waardepropositie (‘luxe-casual’) en daarmee verbonden
merkwaarden (zoals ‘rebellie’ of ‘verrassing’) te definiëren in termen die tijdloos en niet
cultureel beperkt zijn. Op deze manier kan men een vrij heldere merkidentiteit communiceren
en tezelfdertijd op maatschappelijke trends inspelen. Innocent heeft zich daarentegen te veel
geïdentificeerd met sommige trends en is er daardoor als het ware in blijven steken.
De noodzaak van Diesel om vanaf het begin de perceptie van het merk op een ‘consistent
inconsistente’ manier aan te sturen had wellicht ook te maken met het feit dat de
waardepropositie van Innocent duidelijker uit te leggen is dan die van Diesel. Het is immers
gemakkelijker uit te leggen waarom dat drankje goed voor je is dan waarom je deze
spijkerbroek zou moeten kopen. Bij het bepalen van de mate van sturing in zijn
marketingactiviteit moet een bedrijf dus naast de levensfase van het merk ook rekening
houden met de aard van de waardepropositie. Dit leidt ons weer tot de hoofdvraag: onder
welke omstandigheden zijn wat voor soort marketingoplossingen het meest geëigend?

Drie minder generieke marketingstrategieën
Om het antwoord op mijn hoofdvraag toe te lichten is het handig gebruik te maken van de
indeling die Treacey en Wiersema (1995) maken tussen verschillende waardeproposities, ook
omdat mijn onderzoek toelaat die indeling te nuanceren. Volgens Treacy and Wiersma kan
men globaal drie soorten waardeproposities onderscheiden: 1) operationele excellentie: de
waardepropositie ligt in een goede prijs/kwaliteitverhouding, 2) productleiderschap: hier gaat
de waardepropositie over betere, nieuwe producten en 3) klantentenbinding: de
waardepropositie is persoonlijke aandacht (Treacey and Wiersemsa spreken zelfs over
‘customer intimacy’!).
1. Wanneer een merk een waardepropositie vertegenwoordigt die gebaseerd is op
operationele excellentie (efficiëntie en andere functionele eigenschappen), dan is het
verzamelen van objectieve gegevens over het consumentengedrag nog relatief eenvoudig
en ook nuttig. Bij consumenten van Aldi is het gemakkelijker te meten wat ze belangrijk
vinden dan bij die van de Bijenkorf. Bij zo een propositie hoort dus bij voorkeur een
marketingbenadering die tot HyPo-categorie I of II behoort. Daarbij kan een bedrijf
inspelen op functionele behoeftes en ligt een belangrijk deel van de rol van het bedrijf bij
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de totstandkoming van de consumentenbinding in het begrijpen van en het anticiperen op
functionele behoeftes van consumenten.
2. Wanneer een waardepropositie gefundeerd is op een sterke betekenis van het product
(‘product leadership’) en van het bijhorende merk dan krijgt dat product of die
waardepropositie vaak alleen betekenis in de context van meer beperkte culturele en
maatschappelijke referentiekaders. In zo een context is het moeilijker om de percepties en
het gedrag van consumenten aan te sturen en is een interactieve marketingbenadering
wellicht meer geschikt (HyPo-categorie III). Zo biedt Innocent consumenten de
mogelijkheid voorstellen voor nieuwe producten in te dienen, of zorgt MINI dat
reclameborden langs de weg de eigenaar van de passerende auto herkennen en de
boodschap in de reclame op hem of haar afstemmen.. Interactieve marketing geschiedt dus
door consumenten niet alleen middels digitale technologie, maar ook middels beelden en
teksten te engageren, met andere woorden op een niet-technisch, semantisch niveau. Dat is
ook de kracht van de reclamecampagnes van Diesel: het totstandbrengen van ingebeelde
gemeenschappen. Deze soort marketing wordt vaak postmodern genoemd, omdat
consumenten erbij betrokken worden. Ik heb evenwel aangetoond dat het initiatief
duidelijk aan de zijde van het bedrijf blijft. Daarom concludeerde ik: postmoderne
marketing in vermomming.
3. De laatste generieke strategie die Treacey en Wiersma voorstellen, wordt gekenmerkt
door een ‘intieme relatie’ tussen bedrijf en consumenten. Zo een relatie kan men evenwel
niet afdwingen. Hieronder vallen dus merk- en marketingstrategieën die het meest
rekening dienen te houden met de kans dat consumenten zelf waarden toevoegen aan de
propositie van het bedrijf. Daarom is het belangrijk een omgeving te creëren waar
consumenten initiatieven kunnen nemen. Deze soort benaderingen valt onder HyPocategorieën IV en V. In het eerste geval probeert het bedrijf aansluiting te vinden bij
bestaande microculturen door daaraan invulling te geven, het bedrijf ‘co-evolueert’ als het
ware met zijn consumenten.222 In HyPo-categorie V nemen de consumenten zelf het heft
in handen. Daarom noemt Wipperfurth (2005) dit ‘merkkaping’ (brand hijack). Daarbij
speelt het bedrijf in op toeval en speelt intuïtie een belangrijke rol - denk aan hoeveel
ondernemers graag zeggen ‘ik doe maar wat’. De kunst is evenwel om dat toeval enigszins
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Zo krijgen bepaalde kledingmerken bijvoorbeeld alleen symbolische betekenis binnen de besloten

kring van liefhebbers van een bepaalde sportclub, waarop het bedrijf kan inspelen.
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te sturen. In de woorden van Niccoló Machiavelli: “La fortuna è donna”, oftewel geluk
moet verleid worden. Deze aanpak houdt in dat bedrijven als het ware marginaal bijsturen
door ‘kleine dingen’ te doen en er bijvoorbeeld voor zorgen dat het merk alleen in een
specifieke context op goed uitgekozen momenten wordt gepresenteerd. Ook is het van
belang alert te zijn voor de betekenis die consumenten aan het merk geven om mogelijk
met ‘kleine correcties’ te interveniëren.

Tot slot
In dit onderzoek heb ik mij afgevraagd wat de rol is van marketing bij de totstandkoming van
een betekenisvol merk. Het is duidelijk geworden dat een succesvol merk- en marketingbeleid
rekening dient te houden met het vermogen van mensen om zichzelf te organiseren in
betekenisvolle gemeenschappen. Een ‘markt’ is niet zomaar een verzameling van passieve,
reactieve mensen. Tegelijkertijd zijn bedrijven niet passief . Met hun waardeproposities
spelen ze bewust of onbewust een rol in deze gemeenschappen, via het vormgeven aan
preferenties en het aansturen van gedrag. In mijn conclusies heb ik laten zien dat de mate
waarin een bedrijf het gedrag en de percepties van consumenten probeert te voorspellen en
aan te sturen (de HyPo-dimensie) samenhangt met wat ik de Lijmwaarde van merken noem.
Deze geeft de culturele en sociale aantrekkingskracht van de symbolische betekenis van een
merk weer. Deze aantrekkingskracht kan worden gevoed door het gebruik van interactieve
marketingmiddelen of door het totstandbrengen van ingebeelde gemeenschappen - zelfs bij
postmoderne marketing waar consumenten betrokken worden bij het marketingproces vindt
de nodige manipulatie plaats. Daarom heb ik dat moderne marketing in vermomming
genoemd. In het meest extreme, postmoderne geval, vormen consumenten zelf eilandjes van
betekenis rondom een merk.
Merken kunnen dus fungeren als een soort lijm die groepen mensen bij elkaar houdt. Op deze
wijze vormen merken informele netwerken die, zelfs al zijn dat in veel gevallen ultralichte
gemeenschappen, bijdragen aan de institutionele stabiliteit van de samenleving. Dit leidt mij
tot een pleidooi voor meer aandacht voor de zuidelijke ‘Latijnse’ blik op marketing, waar
meer rekening wordt gehouden met sociale interactie en met de onvermijdelijkheid van het
ontstaan van informele netwerken (Cova & Cova 2002). Zelfs in tijden dat mensen graag
denken zeer individualistisch te zijn, blijft de maatschappij gekenmerkt door de voortdurende
totstandkoming van informele netwerken (Maffesoli 1996).
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Veel marketers beweren tegenwoordig dat het bij marketing gaat om het creëren van relaties.
Nu is het bij functionele waardeproposities nog gemakkelijk om binding te creëren met
individuele consumenten door ze bijvoorbeeld meer korting te geven naarmate ze meer van
hetzelfde kopen. Van emotionele binding met consumenten wordt evenwel gezegd dat ze in
sterke mate onvoorspelbaar is geworden. Dat laatste is inderdaad het geval wanneer men kijkt
naar het gedrag van enkelingen. Wanneer men evenwel ook de sociale en culturele context in
beschouwing neemt, wordt snel duidelijk dat consumenten voor een groot stuk nog steeds
voorspelbaar zijn. Alleen luisteren ze meer naar hun directe omgeving dan naar bedrijven.
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Appendixes to chapter 4

Appendix 4-1: Diesel activities and consumer reactions in chronological order
Year

Brand

Market

≤ 1991

In 1991 the first ‘for

Worn-out looking items, ripped

At first consumers

The youth adopt the

successful living’

jeans, ‘giants’ jacket akin to

return the goods

high priced denim

campaign. Before only

American casual style.

thinking of them

because it represented

as being defective

an alternative,

‘weird’ catalogues.
First company to produce casual
wear tailored for women.

rebellious lifestyle:
Brown, rusty
finish: looks like

Dieselito for kids: a playground.

you are a

“Denim that your
parents would never
wear.”

First sales in NY, in front of

mechanic who just

Levi’s overpriced jeans (100$),

cleaned his hands

Five-pocket jeans

but in consignment.

on the jeans.

becomes an icon.

1992-

Focus on individual

Items in far-west style like long

Diesel is

People want to

1993

traits: “How to: date

denim skirts, vests, slim-fit

reinterpreting the

distinguish themselves

more, smoke (‘who

western shirts. Akin to Levis.

60ies in a modern

and collage their
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needs two lungs

sense. It looks at

outfit. Women are

anyway?), become

California skaters

glad they are able to

president”. Global

and NY.

do that, and to be

issues are important,

hippy and modern at

but individual

the same time.

aspirations and
concerns come first.
1994

US-V-J day campaign,

DSL55 is launched bringing

Controversial

D. knows people

features gay couple.

together action sports

reactions:

know what they want,
and ironically looks at

(sponsoring)/internet/music (art
Others overtly show
intimacy among gay
couples.

events: Poo and Two Steps
Back). Artists are invited to

1) What has D. to

the ‘negative society’.

do with gays?

work in the D. shops.

2) D. manages to

Inspirational for the regular D.

show what others

collections.

do not dare.
Lot of exposure in
Gay-press.

1995

Deadly sin of

Introduction of D. shades, the

Controversial

D.’s marketing

gluttony: pigs at the

glasses collection with producer

reaction in the US:

manager says the

table.

Safilo.

it is more a wet-

nurse campaign

men’s dream than

generated a mln sales

a support of

in the glasses.

‘Nurse’ print ad in US

First D. shirts.

women
emancipation.

showing lesbian

In NL still 80% of the

intimacies.

denim is classic.

D. goes online.
Campaigns
detonating hollow

‘hot’couture, IndiRock-a-Billy.

Still innovation in new types of

social stereotypes.

denim finish, or velvet jeans.

‘femme fatale’ is

Yellow/brown, women in clubs

back, more extrovert
D. also makes

but at the same time

becoming more

publicity for

self-assured (instead

preppy, school-

washing powder,

of expected ‘new

uniform with an ironic

only if you are ‘in

existentialism’)

twist.

the know’, and of

Grunge is over,

are inspiration.

our age (young)
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Carl Rhode: The

you recognise it.

Clothing becomes less
‘wild’.

‘Sailors campaign
showing US marines
D. campaigns

kissing’.

perceived as
successful from 92
on. The TV spot
featuring boy
scouts wins the
Cannes Grand
Prix
1996

“Guide to being a

Opening of the first flagship

Awarded ‘best

Adopted by 20+ who

man” ad campaign.

store in NY, London, Rome.

company of the

have gone through

year’ from Milan

jeans and street wear.

University
Bocconi

‘Love Crash’ tv ad in
Sweden: plane crashes

Diesel 5 pocket jeans

because of gay pilots

is #9 in the hottest
In relation to

kissing.

catwalk trends.

‘Love Crash’:
“nowadays as
D. wants to

cockpits are

The coated denim is

communicate that it

closed this does

‘imitated’ by Versace.

stands for ‘satire,

not make sense!”’

D.

humor,
anticonformisme’.
The Benetton of
(Benelux MRKT

2000.

Manager)
1997

Yalta: ‘birth of the

D. Stylelab is launched:

RR Elected one of

“next to luxurious

modern conference’

‘clockwork orange meets

the most

lingerie and t-shirt of

joyful image of the

vertigo instead of Flash Gordon

influential people

Kelvin Klein, D.’s

meeting with women.

meets American Graffiti.

of the world

jeans is of course

(select magazine)

representing the spirit
of the time.”

D. Global brand

The first D. interactive games

manager Mr.

are introduced

The most beautiful

Merchiore: D. is not

representation of

D. is following G-sus

intending to shock but

the Yalta

and Speiwok. Sport is
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to inspire; the aim

conference.

now is more to wake a

being translated in
street wear.

nostalgic feeling than
to shock.

D campaigns are
changing from
easy to thought
stimulating.

1998

Soldiers during the

Lauch of D. footwear. 150 items

Campaigns are

D. has fabulous

first WW shooting

per season. Inspired a.o. by the

dark, provocative

apparel, large, long

behind fences.

skating scene.

but amusing.

and with caps. For the
‘Altos’, a Dutch subculture of alternative

Old + worn + dirty.

‘the collection has

neo-hippy youngsters,

Campaigns with older

something with

without ideals but

people doing ‘dirty’

uniforms, very

tending towards

things.

tacky, on the

dark/pessimistic223.

verge between
beautiful and ugly.

Ranking 9th in
Denim sales in the
Netherlands.
1999

‘Stop crime now’

‘Time frames’ collection: the

‘now that even

The many colours (11

campaign. Young,

watch is launched in

Bill Clinton is

different washings)

eccentric and faintly

collaboration with producer and

wearing denim,

allow skaters, clubbers

retro.

brand Fossil.

youngsters want

and sportsmen to

something else.

gather together and be

Street credibility

mates.

Nuns wearing denim

‘Dirty denim’with hair/fur.

outfits.

is of utmost
importance for
denim producers.

Dutch actress Angela
Schijf and Dutch pop

‘The luxury of dirt’

223

band Junkie XL are

For a complete description:

http://www.schooltv.nl/eigenwijzer/?vak=1540862&thema=1540766&onderwerp=1540764&item=216
527&nr=2157342&template=templates%2Finfoblok.jsp
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aimed at expressing

G-star and Levis

the core value of the

are seen as main

brand. Focusing on the

competitors. D.

value of ‘careworn’.

has a more

brand ambassadors.

innovative image,
Levis introduces
ludic personas but
is more classic, Gstar is focusing on
product
development.
2000

Joanna campaign: a

D. is ‘upgrading’ through the

‘an attempt to

In the US the

Polish celebrity is

purchase of the company Staff,

deflate the trend of

‘dressing down’ trend

created by D. and

producing for high-end

designers paying

helps D.

promoted. The core

designers (see above).

celebrities to wear

value ‘fake-real’.

their brand.’
The fake celebrities
Denim D. gallery in NY opens,

and photographer

The characters King

to strengthen the D.-arts

campaigns generate a

Frank as well as a

connection. Locally famous

lot of exposure. Press

photographer Frank

artists are asked to use the shop

actually did not

Stephenson are also

as a canvas.

understand right away

created to ironically

that they were fakes.

look at classic model
postures.

Flagship stores also in Milan,
Tokyo, Paris with the Art idea.
Shops must be filled with local

UK ad: ‘Individual’,

memorabilia.

for the individual in
everyone.
2001

‘Daily African’

Denim gallery: limited editions

Africa campaign

Many people tried

campaign that put rich

of denim produced with local

wins many

actions suggested by

Africans above poor

artists.

prestigious prizes.

the ‘save yourself’ ads

EU and USA people.

and react online.

55DSL is changing towards a

Youth campaign:

‘eternal youth’ and

‘feel at home’ and vintage

‘the seamless

Local architects

‘save yourself’

feeling.

results we are all

making furniture for
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campaigns showing

striving for’.

androgynous-like
youth drinking urine
or inhaling oxygen.

D. declare that the D.
feeling really works.

U-music is introduced in the
UK to promote new talent,
something that producers are
allegedly not interested in.

First edition of International

D. is really saying
something and

D. has been inspired

being honest

by truck drivers, now

instead of just

a lot of military and

tackling social

uniforms.

themes or image.

Talent Support, aimed at young
designers.

2002

The fake personage of

Wrestler ad

Association in Dutch

‘Donald Diesel’ is

perceived as not

press with eclecticism

introduced. A parody

being as

and Alcohol

on the big corporation.

Psyche shoe: cult object

Lagerfeld collaboration

controversial as

Lives in a country

previous ads. Also

where consumer care

as mainstream’.

has disappeared.

Purchase of majority in fashion
house M. Margiela

Young punk
alternative protesting

Design competitions

in favour of mothers,
small defenseless
animals, physical
affection.

Wrestler ad in US.

2003

‘The global D.

U-music is launched

A spoof and

Still very many

individual market

internationally

comment on

associations with G-

individualism.

star. Replay as most

research’ showing
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young people talking

innovative brands. Not

seriously.

Levis.

‘Today we work hard’
conveying that it’s
hard to e.g. wake up
and go on vacation.
Resistant clothes
needed.
2004

‘Save nature’

First edition of Diesel New Art:

RR named # 5

Much upheaval in the

campaign, loving

Diesel Wall allows artists to fill

most influential

UK on the ‘hedonistic

nature too much will

wall in Berlin and Milan.

person on earth by

pleasure’ campaign.

not help.

The face
magazine.

‘Dreams’ interactive
More than 300 people

campaign, aimed at

sent in their dreams

bringing consumers to

online.

the website to send in
their dreams.

2005

‘The future: a musical

‘the kinkiest

‘watches’ ad

to believe in’ aimed at

images so far.

perceived as gay. Feet

creating a positive

Subverts the codes

and boot as

feeling towards the

of luxury

mainstream.

future with Latin vibes

advertising.

and end 70s elements.
More associations
with the gay scene,
‘Hedonistic pleasure’

and shops as sexy.

campaign, portraying
a.o. a naked back of a
man entrenched by
women legs (‘boots’
ad also ‘watches’ and
‘feet’).
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2006

‘camouflage tales’ and

Angels campaign

D. stands for escape

‘angels’. ‘D. Heaven’:

generate a lot of

and dreams.

Angels as rock stars.

media exposure.

Cult object: Ruben bag.

Leather jackets
Feminine jeans line is
Focus not on luxury

not successful.

anymore but on

Presentation of D. in the NY

‘premium’.

fashion week. According to
Wilbert Das the collection is

In D. jeans your arse

inspired by Indians and the

looks great, that’s

tough image of the police.

important.

‘We purposely create

D. is associated with

buzz’(Dutch marketing

happiness, luxury, hip,

manager).

and being ‘in’. (more
sources).

Celebrities Demi Moore and
Heather Grahan invited on the
catwalk. Bon and the Dalai
Lama are often mentioned in ext
communication.
2007

‘mens and womens’,

Focus on innovation through

The women

The boot of 1200h EU

‘human affaires’,

technology. The website is

leather jacket is

is perceived as not

‘Global warming

offering a deep-blue-sea

particularly

competing but being

ready’: why should

experience. Avatars are e.g

appreciated

an alternative to

global warming

created with techniques from

because it looks

Chanel.

change our life for

the popular movie ‘the matrix’.

e.g. like a corset

worse?

and is ‘theatrical’.
‘young people have
Launch of D. Style Lounge, d.’s

‘Human after all’
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the tendency to
New romantic

change the meaning of

showing younger

silhouette from the

brands, but not with

people cooking a

80s.

D. They rather drive a

e-commerce

pancake in a space

Opening of huge art shop in

tank empty to grab

vehicle.

Antwerp, Belgium.

their new items.

D. fragrances

Launch of D. fragrances ‘D.
fuel for life’.

: mass customisation
campaign
2008

‘live fast’ campaign.

Lauch of the ‘Black-

Consumers of 43

Male and female

Gold’collection. New values are

years old drive a

models performing

‘suspiciousness and mystery’.

long way to come

women tasks while

to Amsterdam to

running/hurrying

buy D. jeans.
Fiat 500 by D.: ‘the urban
survival vehicle’.

RR: Luxury has
became vulgar.
DSL XXX worldwide party in
honour of the 30years existence.
Black-Gold campaign

On the same occasion limited

akin to ‘blair witch

edition of jeans for 30 EU ‘dirty

project’ sphere.

denim’.
Lauch of D. tv videos showing
new personages from the dirty
saga

2009

‘Black-Gold’

John Galliano develops the

Reactions to the new

campaign: suspicion

children collection.

BG collection by the

and mystery.

public in the shops is:

Coincides with the

confusion.

stopping of D. style

Introduction of the interior

lab. ‘As diesel was the

fashion line at the ‘salone del

alternative for gas in

mobile’in Milan.

the 70s, Oil is the new
black gold’.
Lauch of a new more
sophisticated fragrances line
with L‘Oreal.

Appendix 4-2: Valuation of marketing input
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The rationales for the ratings are the following:
Advertisement
These activities consist of the advertisements related to the campaigns aimed at introducing
the new collections every year, i.e. the spring/summer and autumn/winter ones.
-

ComInp (acI, avII, paI): Technically the advertisements do not require much
consumer engagement to be effective, nor was that the company’s intention. We rated
value in class two because of the presence of some degree of intertextuality. The ads
are not aimed at creating communities, but are aimed at the masses.

-

ConInp (acI, avIII, paII): As a result consumer activity around the advertisements is
not very high. However, it becomes evident that because of their intertextuality, and
because Diesel anticipates extant trends, consumers sometimes have to ‘get’ the
message, i.e. they must add some meaning to the ads, they must ‘connect a few dots’
to get it. Consumers spend time with activities related to the brand, some discuss it on
the internet, but as we have commented before these comments may be more due to
the prevalent ethos of the United States than to the company’s ads. It is, however, also
true that many consumers feel that those messages are reflecting their persona exactly;
some weblogs commenting on the Be Stupid campaign for instance, show how the
campaign is voicing consumer thoughts, whereas peers accuse them of having coopted the company messages (see e.g. comment in footnote 4).

Public Relations
These consist of activities aimed at getting credibility more than exposure and this is achieved
by seeking collaborations with the press and with celebrities. The owner of the company is a
celebrity himself and generates news, and the main aim of public relations is indeed to create
news, but also to make sure referential people talk about the brand.
-

ComInp (acII, avIII, paIV): Ambassadors and friends and journalists must
spontaneously create content. The aim is to stimulate, tease them to do so. Reactions
are as expected though, for instance, the story of Renzo Rosso offering a lift to the
Dalai Lama in his personal airplane generates some resonance but that was also why
this story has been told repeatedly. Moreover public relations imply activating key
decision makers (or what some may call selectors or gatekeepers) but not consumers
directly. They have to know and ‘understand’ the celebrity or buy the specific
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magazine though. I have rated glue-value higher because Diesel tries to seek
allegiance with specific micro-cultures gravitating around these celebrities.
-

ConInp (acII, avII, paII): The “friends of Diesel” are sought after, for instance, by
appointing brand ambassadors hired amongst regular consumers, but I did not find
many spontaneous activities, gatherings, and discussions as a result of these activities,
or at least less than expected.

Presence marketing
Local marketing managers seek allegiance with and involve local celebrities, artists, and
other ‘friends’. Sometimes they organise events.
-

ComInp (acIII, avIV, paIV): Marketing officials (a presence-marketer is a separate
function within the company) must be reactive to local happenings and identify those
that are in-line with the company values and make sure the brand name is associated
with them. The values as well as the intended glue value are rated higher because it is
the explicit aim of such activities to achieve ‘local relevance’(literally, in the words of
company representatives).

-

ConsInp (acIV, avII, paIII): Typically these activities are successful, consumers like
to.get a free shower and free Diesel underwear for instance. The result is some
resonance in local maybe more specialised media, and exposure in weblogs and
discussion groups, but the effect is not to be found in spontaneous gatherings or
community forming; no rebellion but rather obedience. However, for consumers
telling the story also means reinforcing a sense of belonging to those ‘who where there
as well’.

Competitions
We have described most of these in section 4-6 and positioned them as teasing activities.
-

ComInp (acII, avII, paV): Input is lower for the company, as consumers have to react
for the action to be effective. The content is produced by consumers but, in as much as
I understand figurative art or music, there is quite some stylistic conformity. Glue
value is rated higher because discrimination is sought after: the company is addressing
one specific community (musical, artistic), or wants to create it.
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-

ConsInp (acIV, avIV, paIII): The Diesel U:Music initiative to produce and distribute
young artists is already around for some ten years, a special website is dedicated to
show this history and the U:Diesel radio facebook site has about 1700 friends and
sporadic threads. However, I found no evidence of fervent spontaneous communities
around these initiatives, at least not as much as one would expect; consumers may be
more moved by individual reward (status) rather than by belonging.

Web, online activities
These activities were briefly addressed in section 4-6 as well. The aim of the company is to
use the internet to support the innovative side of the image, i.e. to experiment with rather than
to reproduce offline campaigns.
-

ComInp (acIV, avIII, paIV): The company is looking for customer engagement
through the internet, but leaves little room for consumers to engage spontaneously.
The initiatives are always defined by the company. Since the initiatives are well
thought-out, there is little room for consumers to ‘fill in the blanks’. Diesel creates a
world, an online experience (e.g. the deep-water immersions in 2007), but there are no
means for consumers to contribute to their creation. Maybe the company is hoping for
the creation of communities around these initiatives, but the ‘information rich’ content
allows for little peer-activity.

-

ConInp (acIII, avII, paIII): Consumers do react but not massively. With some
exceptions, according to the company a request for sending in movies about dreams
generated some 300 videos, still not a lot, however, given the exposure of the
campaign. Again, I have found little evidence of spontaneous consumer activity
around the brand neither offline nor on the internet. It is true though that consumers
have to take care of these websites. Comments are limited to the company’s activities,
and not introducing e.g. new topics or suggestions.

Membership
With the creation of the cult-card Diesel aims at creating an exclusive Diesel club and maybe
enhancing customer loyalty.
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-

ComInp (acII, avI, paV): The company declares that the messages one card member
gets are personalised, but looking at the discussions and promotion of the card it
becomes clearer that the value that the company rests on with this initiative is merely
efficiency, i.e. getting discounts and access.

-

ConsInp (acIII, avII, paII): Consumers have to register for the card, check the mail and
react to it to gain the advantages. Advantages are mostly individual, except maybe for
the chance to go to Diesel company events; I found no fervent communal activity
around the cult-card members.

Appendix 4: Calculation of the medians
The numbers appearing in the tables underneath refer to the amount of time that ranking
occurred. For instance for Activation the six (hence N=6) marketing initiatives where
relegated to class I once, class II three times and so on. The median is obtained by taking the
mid-value of the observations, in our case between 3 and 4, and looking for its position in the
table. If the position is between two classes a + is added.
Activation
HyPo classes

Company Input

Consumer Input

I

1

1

II

3

1

III

1

2

IV

1

2

V

0

0

Median for N = 6

II

III

Adding Values
HyPo classes

Company Input

Consumer Input

I

1

0

II

2

4

III

2

1

IV

1

1
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V

0

0

Median for N = 6

II

II

HyPo classes

Company Input

Consumer Input

I

1

0

II

0

3

III

0

3

IV

3

0

V

2

0

Median for N = 6

IV

II+

Peer Activity

Appendixes to chapter 5

5-1

Evaluation of input in marketing activities

Packaging
The bottle’s labeling.
-

ComInp (acII, avII, paIV) : In order to read the texts on the bottle consumer must take
it and e.g. turn it around. Consumers will probably also want to show their peers what
they have found; all this means the user must make an effort, but is rewarded. The
benefits are quite explicitly stated, but there is some degree of intertextuality. The
mimesis of a bottle actually talking to you attaches glue value to the labels. In other
words, one hopes that people get surprised by it and hence show it or talk about it with
their peers.

-

ConsInp (acII, avIII, paII): Consumers did respond to these stimuli, many are the
comments reported in the newspapers about the texts on the bottles. However the
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extent of consumer activation input is not that high. Consumers just have to take the
bottle, turn it around and read. Consumers are adding some values though. This is
mostly evident from the fact that different sorts of persons interpret it in different
ways, children are amused by some elements, ‘thirty-somethings’ by others (e.g. being
naughty). Communal activity does not go beyond commenting on the action.

Public relations
We summed up these activities as consisting of the following: Open up headquarters, publish
books, organise tours, make sure the press has something to talk about, and finally some
classic lobbying at the government to get regulations approved, but also to get press exposure.
-

ComInp (acII, avIII, paIV): As we have seen e.g in section 5-5 company executives
have been very actively trying to influence the marketing environment to, as it were,
prepare the ground for addressing the next consumer group with a promotional
campaign. The company is looking for interaction, but not necessarily with
consumers. The kinds of values to get across though are quite tailored to the publics,
like e.g. business people or students. By the same token the Glue Value is also higher:
company executives thrive on this and exploit it continuously, like for instance when
becoming appointed as government officials, or as a columnist, or speaker at business
conferences. This is akin to what we have called looking for interaction in an ‘iterative
fashion’ in the hope to become important in specific communities, or to give meaning
to these.

-

ConsInp (acIV, avII, paII): Some people go to the seminars and read the columns.
Others sent in furniture to dress the offices. So consumers were activated by company
initiatives, and even generated content. This content however, or else the terms in
which consumers express themselves, are not departing from that of innocent, rather
imitating it. Consumers are not spontaneously forming gatherings and communities, in
other words consumer react, take initiatives but the glue value is still quite low.
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Promotions
These are actions intended to increase sales of the product by attaching more or less
temporary rewards to the purchase act. In particular we have seen the BigKnit and Buy
One Get One Tree actions aimed at stimulating the sales of smoothies, but not necessarily
through price reductions.
-

ComInp (acIV, avII, paV): These actions are presupposing consumer input, they
explicitly ask for consumer input. In the Big Knit case this input should involve
creative activity. The company intended to stimulate sales in the winter, the effect was
to reinforce the image of the bottle. Glue value is higher because it was also the
intention, or expectation, of the company that people would gather to learn how to
knit. The company expected some consumer activity around the actions.

-

ConsInp (acIV, avII, paIV): Consumers respond, organize gatherings and knitting
events. Also the Buy One Get One Tree action generates a large response. However,
the actions reinforce the intended anthropomorphic connotations or personality of the
bottle and the natural image implied in the company values. In this sense consumers
are not adding new values, despite their fervent activity. Glue value is high, for the
Big Knit consumer activity is mostly communal. The Trees campaign does not have
elements that stimulate communal activity, despite about 86.000 adjacent new trees
(from the company website, by september 2011).

Advertisements
Every year the most important campaign would start in January. After the festivities the
company thought people might need something healthy. (See also table 5-3).
-

ComInp (acI, avII, paII): The ads are quite straightforward in making the benefits of
the drink explicit, i.e. the aim is to explain to people what the drink implies. However
some intertextuality is built in with e.g. the presence of the creative director in the ad,
or inserting bunnies in them. The intended exposure depends on the intended
consumer group (e.g. national exposure was only sought after when the product was
made available in supermarkets).

-

ConsInp (acI, avIII, paII): consumers are passive in receiving the message, however,
the aesthetics of the campaigns are not appealing to everyone. In other words, the
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overt repetition of the natural element as well as a ‘childish’ style and tongue-in-cheek
humor does generate not so much controversy, but demising comments.

Presence marketing
These are mainly events linked with music. Most famously the Fruitstock and Village Fete
events organised by the company itself.
-

CompInp (acIV, avII, paIV): The amount of consumer activity required is quite
obviously high, however, this instrument has been used by the company to concretise
the values of the brand. Not only is the story of the inception of the company linked to
such an event, but these gave the company the opportunity to e.g. invite local farmers
and celebrities to reinforce for instance the ‘Local Produce’ and Writers Club’ sides of
the image.

-

ConsInp (acIII, avIV, paIV): Consumers respond massively. So much so that allegedly
the London based Fruitstock event had to be reduced (although that happened in
concomitance with the intention of reinforcing the ‘Small’, more personal side of the
image ). I put category four in the evaluation of the add values indicator, because the
popularity of the events as well as the intensity of comments about them show how the
brand became important in some people’s life as a result.

Interactive media
So far I have already discussed marketing initiatives that presuppose interactivity to be
effective. Interactive media refers to the internet, but also to the ‘bananaphone’, electronic
but necessarily digital.
-

ComInp (acIII, avIII, paIV): The company already searched for consumer action when
the internet was not yet developed, by using the banana phone instead of a helpdesk or
similar. The message was that one could call when bored, not only to complain. So the
company looks for consumer action, but again it is a means to convey the brand’s
quite defined values. Also, a weblog or a newsletter are not that interactive (by
definition). The glue value, when looking at internet initiatives as well, is sought after,
e.g. by eliciting comments on whimsical happenings in the company office.
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-

ConsInp (acIII, avIII, paIII): Allegedly the company founders were quite surprised by
the amount of response to these media. In the newspapers I have found many
comments about the bananaphone as such, praising it as an innovative, whimsical way
to connect with consumers, thus adding to the intended personal, friendly image of the
brand. However I didn’t find a lot of group activity as a result of these actions, but
consumer activity is about sharing.

Now I have analysed in more detail the roles of the company and of consumers in the
attribution process of value to the brand, or the signification process. Let’s see if we can
connect the dots and conclude on the position of the marketing approach of Innocent on the
HyPo dimension.

Appendix 5-3: Calculation of the median
Activation
HyPo classes

Company Input

Consumer Input

I

1

1

II

2

1

III

1

2

IV

2

2

V

0

0

Median for N = 6

II

III

HyPo classes

Company Input

Consumer Input

I

0

0

II

4

2

III

2

3

IV

0

1

V

0

0

Median for N = 6

II

III

Adding Values
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Peer Activity
HyPo classes

Company Input

Consumer Input

I

0

0

II

1

2

III

0

1

IV

4

3

V

1

0

Median for N = 6

IV

III

Appendixes to chapter 6

Appendix 1
Mini advertising 1957-1969

1957? Austin 7

Find the ordinary in an Austin 7

9 happy young people with musical
instruments wondering around the
car.

1961 Austin 850 Countryman

Business before pleasure

Typical British gentleman saluting

1961Morris Mini

Wizardry on wheels!

The revolutionary mini-minor
Morris. Happy family with the
woman driving

1962 Morris Mini

1963 BMC Morris Cooper

1964 BMC Morris 850 Mini

A Mini for me, for you, for

Happy man sitting in the red car

everyone

and women with umbrella outside.

Now! The sensational Morris Mini

Text focusing on the speed of the

Cooper

car.

The car that goes with sun and fun

6 young beach goers, in bikini with
surfing board.

1964 Morris Mini BCM

Today’s car is a mini

Man getting to the car where a
woman with a doggy is seated and
smiling.

1964? Austin Super Seven

How luxurious can an Austin

The red car with two people in it

Seven get

well dressed. Two crowns on the
roof. A golden rag underneath.

1964 BMC Mini

Win the millionth mini

Prize: if you buy a bmc now you
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get the millionth mini
1965 BMC Morris 850 Mini

“Incredible”

Australia
1966, November. Mini

A night club, fancy dressed people
and a butler.

Today’s car is a mini

Austin/Morris

A woman with a groceries bag, the
slogan is written on that. The man
in the car smiling. Text explaining
all the functional properties.

1966 Morris mini

Vernunft!

Unfocussed picture of the car
moving.

1967 Austin Mini

Car with Union Jack paint is used
at the British Pavillion of the
Montreal world fair.

1967 cooper S

1967 Morris mini

BMC won Monte and no doubt

The rally car with text focusing on

about it

functional benefits.

Mini-Fahrer haben’s schwer!

Outskirts of big town. Modern
women in miniskirt and man next
to her.

1968 Austin Mini

1969 Morris Mini

196x? Austin 850

Mini 200.000 The smallest success

The red car is celebrated as the

in motoring history.

most exported British car.

When everything else goes wrong,

Blank canvas background. A white

Mini will still love you

mini with a woman embracing it.

Austin (BMC)

The car in the outskirts of town,
under a bridge.

196x? Austin Morris clubman

Happy days

Happiness is (car pic) shaped. UK
cottage with mother and two kids
going to school.

196x? Mini

Force’s sweetheart

Referring to the military forces.
Portraying four cars customized for
the army. Text explaining the
functionalities of the car.

196x? Mini countryman de luxe

Austin

The car drawing, in green. Text
explaining the luxury features.
Does not look luxurious.

196x? Cooper S 1000 and 1275

The car that won the Monte

Drawings o the racing car

196x? Mini Leyland

Everybody has a soft spot for the

A blond woman in the passenger’s

mini

seat smiling. Focus on the soft
seats.

Mini advertising 1970-1979
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1970

Midlands Bank and Lucas Bright
eyes (headlights) use the mini in
their ads as first car, and as cheap
one.
Dunlop in Italy uses the car to
promote radial tires. Michelin in
DE. Relating to the cheap prices of
the products

1971

1973? Lelyland Mini

La mini est une grosse voiture

Gangsters in black and white

L’avantage c’est qu’on peut s’en

picture. Text with functional

servir.

properties of the car.

Cheap Thrill

Canvas background with an orange
Mini 1275GT.

1974 Innocenti

1974

e TU sei uno dei Mini o uno dei

Lichtenstein picture of ‘I want you’

tanti?

woman.

Mini: pour qui preferent l’original

Four cars with the speed and the

aux copies

price stated. And ‘for the same
reason that the world does not need
a small car you do not need four
minis.

1974 Mini Leyland UK

Before you buy a foreign car check

Rear side of a Mini with an Italian

what the foreigners are buying

number plate. Text explaining that
it is even cheaper in the UK and
that there are more mini’s than any
other car on the road. Great value
for money.

1974

1074: minimisez vos problems.

Large white background with small
mini and slogan.

1975 Mini Leyland UK

You’ll never feel small in a Mini.

The car in front of a London Hilton
Hotel with upper-class people.
Text explaining that you can take
the car everywhere, next to the fun,
speed and reliability.

1977 Mini clubman

Sit in one of the new minis, you

Celebrity Eric Sykes is convinced

feel ten feet tall.

by the functional properties of the
car.

1977 Mini LS

This year’s greatest value on four

The car is portrayed and all the

wheels

details mentioned, with
handwriting.

1978 Mini Leyland

Mini. It’s like falling in love.

Romantic pictures with one women
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So individuell wie die Leute die zie
fahren
197x? French Mini

---

The car (yellow)in French street
outside big city. Two men on the
bicycle with baquette

19xx? Mini 1000

Esto es un coche/para ustedes, que

Portraits of the car/family portrait

AUTHI (ES) Automoviles de

no quisieron comprar qualquier

/engine, wheel, interior.

Turismo Hispano Ingleses.

cosa/Mini 1000LS

Escamotage to sell in Spain
(market protection). First produced
in 1967

Mini advertising 1980-199x

198x? Austin Rover Mini

Mini Piccadilly

Piccadilly
198x? Mini Ritz

Sparkling blond women and car on
stage.

Very 80ies, flashy and modern.
Neon lights.

198x? Mini City

Mini City

Balloons and colours (yellow)

198x? Austin Rover Mini

Mini Piccadilly

Sparkling blond women and car on

Piccadilly
1991 Cooper

Last mini Advert (19xx?)

stage.
La poudre (The car) L’allumette

The car, the key, instructions as

(the key)

how to drive it (simple)

Avoid the last minute crush

The Cooper packed with people.

Appendix 2: USA magazines
When BMW decided to introduce the new MINI in 2001 the aim was to leverage on inherited
values, but also to reposition the brand within a defined target market. One clue of how BMW
addressed the market after the introduction can be derived from the target markets of the
magazines in which BMW advertised the car:
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2002
Cars
Men
Urban
Music

Fashio
n

2003
Cars
Men
Urban
Travel/nature
?
Business
Film
Culture/art

2004
Cars
Men
Music
Nature/trave
l
Business
Africans
Hispanic

2005
Car
Men
Urban
Music
Travel/natur
e
Business
Film
Motor/cyclin
g

2006
Car
Men
Music
Busines
s
Sport

2007
Car
Men
Urba
n
Music

2008
Car
Urban
Music
Travel
Busines
s

2009

Sport
s

USA Advertisement of Mini [m18]
The magazines are typically ‘Lifestyle’ ones that focus on the emergent ‘creative class’; i.e.
young urban, mainly male, professionals and also very much in line with the intended target
groups that are described above(see values section) except for a couple of detours. In
particular in 2004 advertisements appeared in two ‘ethnic’ magazines: African Americans
onWheels, Hispanic and Hispanic Business. On the issue of Africans a quick Google search
on the internet delivered an interesting discussion224 as the story goes that BMW issued a ‘non
urban dictate’ i.e. did not want to address ethnic minorities in the media. Discussions about
the issues confirm that Mini is not a car for Latin or African minorities, so the dictate of
BMW is ‘more like judicious use of ad dollars in a recession’225. Indeed the introduction of
the Mini in the US was focused on Mini’s view of driving, that is about taking long trips,
getting lost, putting on miles, modifying your car, feeling the tiers hold on a sharp turn, thus
making driving a hobbyist adventure instead of focusing on status and machismo (Holt &
Quelch 2004). These last features characterised attitudes of Latin or African based minorities
but are also in line with the fun and cute associations with the car.
The Film related magazines are, in a way, an Obvious choice, given that Mini purposely
addressed films instead of TV as a three dimensional medium (next to games, [17]). Explicit
fashion and women’s magazines were avoided interestingly, since men were the primary
target group in the USA as opposed to Europe were women were also in the picture [8].

224

http://www.radioink.com/Article.asp?id=1454056&spid=24698

225

http://www.theroot.com/blogs/racism/bmw-disses-black-people
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Stellingen
1. We are in the business of societing, rather than marketing.
2. A Latin view on society is one according to which informal, spontaneous, often
ephemeral networks are more important for a society that formal predefined ones. In
post- postmodern times these kinds of networks acquire importance, also because they
give individuals the illusion of individual choice and freedom.
3. The problem with the concept of bias is that it assumes the possibility of an unbiased
interpretation.
4. Maybe the best way out of the economic crisis is by ways of small interventions,
unfortunately though that is not very politically correct, as politicians keep on
proposing the solution.
5. It is widely acknowledged that life is a product of chaos. That implies that a lively
business cannot be created from an orderly (marketing) organisation.
6. Nowadays fashion seems to be very much in fashion.
7. Fashion is mostly interesting because a new collection is always better than the old
one, even if one cannot tell the difference.
8. Market-orientation is not necessarily the best objective to achieve. It is most often
better if the market (consumers) is brand-oriented.
9. Mening consument zit waarschijnlijk niet echt te wachten op een bedrijf dat intiem wil
zijn (een ‘customer intimacy’ strategie wil toepassen) door het gebruik van mond-totmond reclame.
10. Postmodern marketing is often more modern than modern marketing.
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